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Summary
1.

The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has found that the anticipated
acquisition by Sabre Corporation (Sabre) of Farelogix Inc (Farelogix) (the
Merger) may be expected to result in a substantial lessening of competition
(SLC) within the supply of merchandising solutions on a worldwide basis and
the supply of distribution solutions on a worldwide basis.

2.

The CMA has decided to prohibit the Merger in its entirety.

3.

On 2 September 2019 the CMA referred the Merger for further investigation
and report by a group of CMA panel members (the Inquiry Group) following a
phase 1 review. Its terms of reference said that the Inquiry Group must
decide:
(a) Whether arrangements are in progress or in contemplation which, if
carried into effect, will result in the creation of a relevant merger situation;
and
(b) if so, whether the creation of that situation may be expected to result in an
SLC within any market or markets in the UK for goods or services.

4.

In its phase 1 investigation the CMA found that it is or may be the case that
the Merger may be expected to result in an SLC in the supply of
merchandising modules on a worldwide basis and distribution services on a
worldwide basis. The Inquiry Group therefore focussed on these areas in our
inquiry.

5.

We were required to come to, and report on, our final decision by 12 April
2020.

The Parties
6.

Sabre is a US technology and software provider to the global travel industry.
Sabre provides technology solutions to airlines and travel agents. Of
relevance to our inquiry, Sabre provides core and non-core Passenger
Service System (PSS) IT modules to airlines and operates a Global
Distribution System (GDS) which distributes airline content to travel agents for
the purpose of booking airline tickets. Sabre’s global turnover in 2018 was
approximately £2.8 billion.

7.

Farelogix is a US technology and software provider that supplies technology
solutions for airlines, including non-core PSS modules (with a merchandising
module as its main product) and airline content distribution solutions.
6

8.

Farelogix is owned by Sandler Capital Management (Sandler), a private
equity fund.

The industry
9.

Our inquiry centres on IT solutions for airlines provided as a part of the global
booking systems for airlines. For Sabre, supply of access to a booking system
platform to travel agents is also relevant although there is no overlap between
the Parties in direct supply to travel agents.

10.

The main stages in the supply chain to airlines comprise of a retailing function
that packages relevant content so that a ticket can be sold to a passenger; the
distribution of airline content to travel agents and passengers; and a
reservation being made and the booking fulfilled. The Merger pertains to
aspects of the retailing function (specifically merchandising solutions) and to
the distribution of airline content (ie information on the fare, availability,
schedule and other aspects of the airlines’ offer to passengers via travel
agents).

11.

Airlines use IT solutions within their booking system IT stack (the PSS). The
PSS is a complex set of systems that manage various tasks in the booking
process (eg pricing or determining availability of seats on a flight). This IT
system can be broken down into two parts: (i) Core PSS modules and (ii) noncore PSS modules.

12.

Core PSS modules are used for central reservation, inventory and departure
control, and they are usually bundled together. Non-core PSS modules enable
airlines to offer services that are ancillary to the core PSS as well as helping
airlines to manage their operations. The modules can, for example, provide IT
solutions for data analytics, flight and personnel scheduling, and airline
revenue management. Sabre supplies core PSS modules whereas Farelogix
does not. Both Parties supply non-core PSS modules.

Merchandising solutions
13.

Merchandising modules (or merchandising solutions) are a subset of non-core
PSS modules. They allow airlines to create offers for passengers to be able to
choose from a range of ancillary services such as extra luggage allowance,
the option to upgrade their seat, in-flight purchases, airport parking or meal
options. For an airline to sell tickets and ancillary services, the core and noncore PSS need to work with each other. Currently, Sabre’s merchandising
solutions can only work with Sabre’s PSS (ie they are PSS-dependent),
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whereas Farelogix’s merchandising solutions can work with any PSS (ie they
are PSS-agnostic).

Distribution solutions
14.

Airlines distribute content directly to passengers via call centres or their own
website (referred to as the direct channel and, in the case of websites,
airline.com), or indirectly via travel agents (referred to as the indirect channel).
Airlines today generally have greater flexibility in offering passengers choices
over aspects of their travel experience via the direct channel than the indirect
channel. For example, they can allow the passenger to select optional
ancillaries. In addition, the airline can make dynamic price changes across
any of these optional ancillaries or the seat.

15.

The Parties overlap in distribution solutions in the indirect channel. Within this
channel, airlines can distribute content to travel agents via a GDS or use
technology solutions to bypass a GDS, as described below. Approximately
90% of indirect channel airline bookings are made via a GDS.

GDS
16.

The three largest GDSs are Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport, which together
account for almost all (85-95%) GDS bookings worldwide.

17.

GDSs are two-sided platforms serving both airlines and travel agents. A GDS
receives content from an airline’s PSS and from third parties (fare and flight
schedule information). It then aggregates content across airlines and
distributes it to travel agents. Offer creation is the packaging of different
aspects of travel including the route, type of seat, schedule, availability and
price, so that a ticket can be sold to a passenger. In the indirect channel,
when offers are made through a GDS, the GDS (rather than the airlines) are
responsible for creating the offer. Airlines have limited visibility over the
package offered to the passenger when the offer is created by the GDS.

Direct connect, GDS bypass and GDS pass-through
18.

Although the large majority of booking volumes from travel agents are via a
GDS, not all booking volumes are. Airlines can distribute content to travel
agents outside GDSs in different ways. They can establish ‘direct connects’,
which are one-to-one connections between an airline and a travel agent,
using an application programming interface (API). They can also establish
connections using the API with an aggregator, which combines content across
airlines and distributes it to travel agents. Both types of connections are
8

sometimes referred to as ‘GDS bypass’. GDS bypass gives airlines more
control over the offer creation process but provides fewer post-booking
fulfilment functions to both airlines and travel agents (eg amending or
rebooking tickets) than the GDSs. In 2018 bookings made via GDS bypass
accounted for fewer than 5% of worldwide passenger bookings and
represented around 5-10% of bookings in the indirect channel.
19.

Using an API, airlines can also distribute content via a GDS but without
requiring offer creation from the GDS. The Parties refer to this as ‘GDS passthrough’. The use of GDS pass-through has been limited to date.

20.

Some airlines build and manage APIs in-house, while others use third-party
solutions such as those provided by Farelogix, Amadeus, OpenJaw and
Datalex.

New Distribution Capability and the future of the industry
21.

The airline industry is undergoing a period of lengthy and complex
technological changes. Today GDSs still distribute most content using a
messaging standard which is decades old and has substantial limitations in its
ability to handle rich digital content.

22.

In 2012, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) – a trade
association for airlines – launched the New Distribution Capability (NDC)
standard to address the industry’s current limitations. The NDC standard is a
computer messaging standard. Farelogix, among others, was instrumental in
its development. Retailing and distribution solutions compatible with the NDC
standard (NDC solutions) allow for dynamic, personalised offers to be created
by airlines and for this rich content to be communicated and accessed by
travel agents in real-time.

23.

Airlines’ business strategies show that they wish to exercise greater control
over their offers. We have been told in our inquiry that airlines wish to
differentiate their offers in response to passenger demands for more choice,
and to competition from other airlines. NDC solutions provide airlines with the
means to do so. By having the means to price flights in real time and to
update flight schedules in real time, in addition to the capacity to create
bundles of offers across a range of passenger choices, airlines will be able to
undertake the offer creation function themselves rather than to rely on GDSs
(who in turn need to rely on other third parties for fare and schedule
information). The result of adopting the NDC standard will be that many more
passengers who book via a travel agent will be able to personalise their own
travel experience to a greater extent than they can today.
9

24.

The majority of airlines told us that they have a strategy to adopt the NDC
standard and to use NDC solutions (although progress in doing so varies),
with merchandising capabilities considered to be particularly important. This
has given rise to demand for suppliers with technologies and business models
which provide an alternative to the GDSs’, as well as competitive responses
from GDSs. Each of Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport are now working on
developing the requisite capabilities to use the NDC standard in their
businesses. Given the implementation of the NDC standard is still relatively
nascent, this process appears to have much further to evolve in the future.

Jurisdiction
25.

We have found that arrangements are in progress or in contemplation which,
if carried into effect, will lead to enterprises ceasing to be distinct.

26.

The turnover test in section 23(1)(b) of the Act is not met. We have therefore
considered the share of supply test. The share of supply test is satisfied if the
merging enterprises both either supply or acquire goods or services of a
particular description, and will, after the merger, supply or acquire 25% or
more of those goods or services in the UK.

27.

The Parties submitted that the CMA does not have jurisdiction over the
Merger as the share of supply test has not been met.

Supply of goods or services of a particular description
28.

We consider that the Parties both supply IT solutions to UK airlines for the
purpose of airlines providing travel services information to travel agents, to
enable travel agents to make bookings (the Relevant Description of Services).
Sabre supplies the Relevant Description of Services through the provision of
its GDS to UK airlines. Farelogix supplies the Relevant Description of
Services through its FLX Open Connect (FLX OC) and FLX NDC API
(collectively referred to as the FLX Services) to one UK airline, British
Airways, in respect of one type of itinerary, interline segments. We consider
that the Farelogix supply of the FLX Services to British Airways is
underpinned by three commercial arrangements:
(a) The existing service agreement between Farelogix and American Airlines,
under which Farelogix supplies the FLX Services to American Airlines,
and must support and facilitate itineraries with American Airlines’ interline
partners (the Direct Connect Services Agreement);
(b) the interline arrangement between American Airlines and British Airways
which functions in the context of the joint revenue and cost sharing
10

agreement with American Airlines which, in turn, prompted British Airways
to take steps to enable the sale of its interline segments through the FLX
Services; and
(c) the existing ‘FLX Interline Distribution Agreement’ between Farelogix and
British Airways entered into by British Airways to enable British Airways to
use and receive supply of the FLX Services with respect to interline
segments (the British Airways Agreement).
29.

We consider that British Airways uses and receives supply of the FLX
Services in order to enable British Airways to market interline segments in the
context of its interline arrangement with American Airlines.

30.

The British Airways Agreement provides for the creation of a technical
connection to enable communication between British Airways’ PSS and
Farelogix. We consider that this technical connection enables British Airways
to provide travel services information and to market its interline segments
through the FLX Services in the context of its interline arrangement with
American Airlines and, thereby, to use and receive supply of the FLX
Services. It also shows Farelogix’s and British Airways’ intentions
respectively, to supply and receive supply of the FLX Services with regard to
interline segments in the context of the interline arrangement with American
Airlines. We consider that the British Airways Agreement and supporting
contemporaneous documents provide clear evidence that British Airways took
active and conscious steps, and made a deliberate choice, to use and receive
supply of the FLX Services. Therefore, British Airways effectively made a
procurement choice in favour of the FLX Services for its interline segments.

31.

We consider that:
(a) The Direct Connect Services Agreement contemplates and is intended to
operate in the context of interline arrangements (including the American
Airlines’ interline arrangement with British Airways).
(b) The interline arrangement in place between American Airlines and British
Airways is necessary context to British Airways taking steps to enable the
sale of its flights through the FLX Services.
(c) The terms of the British Airways Agreement and associated documents
show a clear and active choice by British Airways to enable it to use and
receive supply of the FLX Services to be able to market interline
segments in the context of its interline arrangement with American Airlines
and that British Airways had regard to its competitive alternatives in doing
so.
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32.

We therefore consider that Farelogix directly supplies the Relevant
Description of Services to British Airways.

Supply 25% or more of those goods or services in the UK
33.

We consider that the 25% threshold is met on the basis that Sabre’s share
alone exceeds 25% of revenue from the provision of the Relevant Description
of Services to UK Airlines, and we have identified some increment from
Farelogix’s supply of the Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines.

34.

In this case, we consider that both parties derive value from the supply of the
Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines. For the purposes of the share
of supply test, we have measured the value derived from the supply of the
Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines by considering revenues
received and receivable for all providers of such services.

35.

We have identified two possible indicators of such value regarding supply of
the FLX Services by Farelogix to British Airways, namely part of the fee
received by Farelogix from American Airlines which is intended to cover the
FLX Services provided in relation to British Airways Interline Segments, and
the fee receivable directly from British Airways under the British Airways
Agreement. In 2018 only a small number of tickets including a British Airways
interline segment were processed through the FLX Services and the revenues
received and receivable from these bookings is therefore small. However, the
Act does not require a minimum increment.

Conclusion on jurisdiction
36.

We have found that arrangements are in progress or in contemplation which,
if carried into effect, will result in the creation of a relevant merger situation.

Market definition
Merchandising
37.

We have found that a relevant market to assess the impact of the Merger is
the supply of merchandising solutions to airlines on a worldwide basis.
Merchandising and non-merchandising modules are not demand-side
substitutes, as they serve distinct purposes. There is no supply-side
substitutability between merchandising and other functions. A PSS supplier
that is not active in merchandising cannot readily extend its capability in other
non-core PSS modules to start supplying merchandising functions to airlines
quickly.
12

38.

In the competitive assessment, we have regard to the similarities and
differences between the solutions of the Parties and their competitors and, in
light of airlines’ evolving business needs and suppliers’ ongoing plans to meet
these, how their offerings might change in the future.

Distribution
39.

The Parties are active in the supply of distribution solutions to airlines. While
they each operate different business models using different technologies, they
both facilitate the distribution of airline content to travel agents and
passengers.

40.

We have found that GDSs compete with distribution solutions that enable
GDS bypass (eg those based on the NDC API provided by Farelogix) in the
same product market. Evidence from airlines indicates that while GDSs will
remain a significant distribution channel, there is a growing degree of adoption
of GDS bypass and reducing use of GDSs generally. Documents from
distribution solution suppliers show that GDS bypass is expected to grow and
is seen as a threat to the GDSs. An important factor is that GDS bypass
allows airlines to take greater control of their offer creation and distribution
strategies.

41.

However, we found that the suitability of GDSs and GDS bypass is influenced
by the type of travel agents consuming the content and, related to this, the
complexity of passenger requirements. The evidence indicates that GDS
bypass is mainly used for distribution of content to online travel agents (OTAs)
who typically serve passengers with simpler itinerary and fulfilment
requirements. It is also used by some TMCs and traditional bricks-and-mortar
(B&M) travel agents, but to a significantly lesser degree currently.

42.

Although it is a direct (rather than an indirect) channel, we consider that
airline.com is an important part of an airline’s distribution strategy alongside
GDS (and increasingly GDS bypass), and that it exercises a constraint on the
GDS. However, we found that it plays a different role to GDS bypass in
competing with the GDSs. On balance, our view is that it is appropriate to
assess the direct and the indirect channels in the same product market, but
we further consider the differentiation between these channels in the
competitive assessment.

43.

On the basis of the above, we have concluded that a relevant product market
for assessing this Merger is the supply of distribution solutions to airlines on a
worldwide basis. This market includes the services provided by GDSs,
distribution solutions based on NDC API (including GDS bypass) and
13

airline.com, for the sale of tickets and ancillary content through travel agents
and/or to passengers.

Nature of competition
Merchandising
44.

Airlines traditionally procure merchandising solutions either as part of a
bundle with its core PSS, or as a separate module from a third-party provider
and integrate it into the core PSS. Procurement typically takes place through
a bidding process, although this is not always the case. Airlines also procure
merchandising solutions through bilateral negotiations with suppliers.
Suppliers of merchandising solutions compete for airlines by offering higher
quality products and more favourable commercial terms (eg price) generally
and, in part, by building on existing reputation (track record) and/or
relationships.

Distribution
45.

In the supply of distribution solutions, competition takes place in multiple
forms reflecting differentiated business models in the marketplace. GDSs are
two-sided platforms connecting airlines with travel agents. Price is a
parameter of competition on both sides, and a GDS’ revenue is determined by
the difference between the booking fees they receive from airlines and the
incentives they pay travel agents. GDSs set booking fees and incentives to
balance the demands of the two sides.

46.

GDSs face pricing pressure from other channels including GDS bypass and
airline.com and the option of switching volumes to these non-GDS channels
are used by airlines as levers in negotiations. GDSs compete with one
another for travel agents on price (by offering higher incentives), on quality of
the content available on the GDS (eg by providing more favourable air fares
and wider range of offers) and more generally on the level of services.

47.

While Sabre and other GDSs compete for both airlines and travel agents,
Farelogix and other suppliers of distribution solutions based on the NDC API
compete on the airline side only. Airlines decide how to use these solutions to
connect to travel agents and passengers and these suppliers compete with
GDSs, and with one another, by offering reliable innovative technology and
lower booking fees to reduce airlines’ distribution costs.
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48.

Airline.com allows airlines to distribute content to passengers directly, rather
than through a platform or technology, to travel agents and then indirectly to
passengers.

Theories of harm
49.

Theories of harm describe the possible ways in which an SLC could arise as a
result of a merger. A theory of harm provides the framework for our analysis
of the competitive effects of a merger.

50.

In this case we have assessed whether the Merger gives rise to an SLC (i) in
the supply of merchandising solutions, and (ii) in the supply of distribution
solutions, both on a worldwide basis. These are our two theories of harm and
are categorised as horizontal unilateral effects.

51.

Our assessment considered whether the Merger would lead to slower rates of
innovation and product development, reduced product range or quality
(compared to the situation without the merger), and in particular innovation in
merchandising and/or distribution solutions compatible with the NDC
standard. We also considered whether the Merger would be likely to lead to
higher prices and/or worse terms for airlines purchasing existing
merchandising and distribution products.

Assessment of the competitive effects of the merger
The relevance of the Merger to the UK
52.

The Parties operate at a global level. The UK has major airline, travel agency
and passenger activity and we consider that the Merger may have a
significant impact on airlines operating in the UK, and therefore on the price,
quality and range of services they provide to UK passengers. This is because
the Merger could potentially reduce the availability of, and pace of ongoing
innovation in, NDC merchandising solutions and NDC distribution solutions.
This would affect the supply options available to all airlines (including UK
airlines), and the scope for UK passengers to have greater choice in and
control over their travel experiences.

53.

The scale of the services supplied by the Parties in the UK, and therefore the
scope for a UK impact of the Merger, is indicated by the fact that:
(a) Sabre was responsible for millions of bookings via travel agents in the UK
in 2018;
15

(b) Farelogix provides merchandising and/or distribution solutions to a
number of major airlines flying large numbers of passengers in and out of
the UK; and
(c) UK airlines paid booking fees of around £170 million in the indirect
channel in 2018.

The counterfactual
54.

The counterfactual is an analytical tool used to help answer the question of
whether a merger may be expected to result in an SLC. It does this by
providing the basis for a comparison of the competitive situation in the market
with the merger against the most likely future competitive situation in the
market absent the merger.

55.

We note that the effects of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) will likely create
significant uncertainties that will be felt across the travel industry as a whole.
The Parties have not made representations on how this may impact the
assessment, nor have they submitted that either Sabre or Farelogix will exit
the markets, or become substantially weakened competitors relative to their
rivals as a result. We have seen no evidence that there will be a
disproportionate impact on Sabre or Farelogix relative to the rest of the
industry. It is important to preserve competition in markets and we considered
that despite the significant disruption that Coronavirus (COVID-19) will create
to the travel industry, it does not change our assessment of the consequences
of the Merger for competition.

Merchandising solutions counterfactual
56.

We have considered Sabre’s strategy documents which show that it has a
plan to become a stronger merchandising provider than it is currently. It has a
strategic incentive to enhance its merchandising capabilities, in particular
through the development of a standalone, NDC-compatible and PSS-agnostic
merchandising solution to enable it to sell to all airlines irrespective of whether
they use Sabre’s core PSS.

57.

We assessed whether it is likely that Sabre would have developed an NDCcompatible and PSS-agnostic merchandising solution absent the Merger. We
have considered evidence on Sabre’s intention, incentive and ability including
when this development would likely have taken place.

58.

Sabre’s strong incentive and intention to develop an NDC enabled, PSS
agnostic merchandising product is established by the following evidence.
16

(a) First, Sabre has confirmed its need and intention to improve its
merchandising capabilities. It told us that its Next Generation Retailing
and Next Generation Distribution strategy (which includes a
merchandising solution) would be PSS-agnostic and that its intention is to
supply a PSS-agnostic merchandising solution.
(b) Second, we have found that a key driver for Sabre to develop new
retailing capabilities including merchandising is to retain some of the value
of its GDS which might be at risk as offer creation functions shift away
from it to airlines. With the emergence of new retailing models in an
environment based on the NDC standard, airlines are increasingly able to
undertake the offer creation function themselves. This represents a threat
to Sabre to which it is likely to respond.
(c) Third, developing merchandising capabilities would strengthen Sabre’s
core PSS and non-core PSS business. It would mitigate the risk of it
losing PSS business to its competitors with a stronger merchandising
component, particularly given that an effective merchandising offering is
of growing importance when competing for broader NDC retailing
bundles. Sabre would be able to compete to supply merchandising
solutions to airlines which do not use Sabre’s core PSS, which represent
the majority of the market.
(d) Fourth, Sabre highlighted the importance of having PSS-agnostic
merchandising capability in its announcements to investors and analysts
on the rationale for the Merger
59.

We believe that Sabre would have had the ability to realise its intentions and
develop a credible PSS-agnostic merchandising solution within three to five
years absent the Merger. Sabre’s internal documents, and submissions to us,
show that it has already made progress in developing its NDC-enabled nextgeneration retailing offer, which is intended to include a PSS-agnostic
merchandising solution.

60.

We have therefore concluded that, absent the Merger, Sabre had the clear
intention, incentive and ability to introduce an NDC-compatible PSS-agnostic
merchandising product and would have been likely to do so in the next three
to five years.

61.

Farelogix is an established provider that continues to be successful in bidding
for, and retaining, merchandising opportunities. It has recently won or
renewed, or has been negotiating, significant contracts with airlines. Farelogix
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marketing materials show that it continues to invest in improving its
merchandising capabilities.
62.

We have concluded that absent the Merger Farelogix would continue to be a
strong provider of merchandising solutions and would have continued to make
product improvements and compete effectively for new customers.

Distribution solutions counterfactual
63.

The evidence we have assessed shows that Sabre’s competitive position
relative to the other GDSs has remained broadly unchanged in the past few
years.

64.

We have found that Sabre’s strategy documents also show that it plans to
develop distribution capabilities that are compatible with the NDC standard in
response to the threat to the value of its GDS business. We consider that
Sabre has the ability to implement its strategy and has already made progress
in developing its NDC distribution solutions.

65.

As a result, we consider that absent the Merger Sabre would likely continue
its investment plans in NDC distribution solutions, including GDS passthrough and NDC API solutions. It would be likely to remain one of the three
major GDS providers and, as such, one of the three major distributors of
airline content.

66.

Our analysis of the most recent bidding and customer data showed that
Farelogix continues to compete for NDC distribution solutions, and that it has
won or renewed significant contracts with airlines.

67.

We have considered that absent the Merger, Farelogix would have continued
to be a leading provider and developer of NDC distribution solutions.

Our assessment of the competitive effects of the merger
Merchandising solutions
68.

Sabre is not a significant provider of merchandising solutions today and has
not been competing closely with Farelogix in the provision of these services.
Sabre’s existing merchandising solutions are only available to its core PSS
customers and for use on airline.com, whereas Farelogix offers a PSSagnostic solution that can be integrated into any airline’s IT systems. Sabre
has a low market share in merchandising as a result.
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69.

However, we consider that Sabre’s current position does not reflect its
competitive strength in merchandising in the absence of the Merger. As set
out in our findings on the counterfactual above, we consider that Sabre would
be likely to become a significant competitor absent the Merger. There are a
number of factors that inform its ability to do this, including its ability to
integrate its merchandising solution with its core PSS, its relationship with
over 400 airlines through its GDS service, its significant resources, deep
industry knowledge and global sales force and operational support.

70.

Farelogix is a strong established provider of merchandising solutions. Its
effectiveness as a competitor is enhanced by the fact that:
(a) It has a proven track record of delivering merchandising solutions at scale
to a range of large and smaller airlines across all tiers, and experience in
integrating with all major PSSs;
(b) it has a strong reputation throughout the industry, being widely perceived
by Sabre, other competitors and airlines to be the leading provider of
merchandising solutions in terms of functionality and innovation;
(c) it is one of only very few suppliers that currently offer a PSS-agnostic and
standalone solution, commercially independent of a GDS and PSS,
focuses on serving airlines without having to also consider the impact on
any GDS/PSS business, and with this distinct market positioning valued
by many airlines; and
(d) it offers its merchandising solution alongside a suite of retailing and
distribution solutions, so it can engage in cross-selling to its customers.

71.

In terms of other competitors, Amadeus is likely to continue to be a strong
provider of merchandising solutions. It has a large established customer base,
in part reflecting its position in core PSS, and it has been successful in
winning recent contracts. Most competitors, including the Parties, monitor and
identify it as a main competitive threat, and nearly all airlines consider it to be
one of the leading providers of merchandising solutions. It also continues to
invest in making product improvements.

72.

The remaining providers currently exert some constraint, but are much
weaker competitors than Farelogix. They have a limited track record based on
their smaller existing customer base, and less well-established reputations.
The most significant of these competitors, Datalex, has been facing significant
financial challenges that were publicised in 2019, which are affecting its ability
to compete.
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73.

While some of these competitors have intentions to expand, we have material
doubts over the likelihood of these suppliers competing to the same extent as
Sabre. None has the combination of a clear intention, a strong incentive and
the ability to expand, which we have found for Sabre.

74.

We have also considered the evidence that many airlines have expressed
concerns about the Merger’s impact on competition and innovation in
merchandising.

75.

We therefore have found that should the Merger proceed it is likely that the
merged firm and Amadeus would be the two most significant competitors in
merchandising while, absent the Merger, Sabre would become a third
significant competitor alongside Amadeus and Farelogix. When considered in
aggregate, we do not consider that the constraint from other suppliers over
time will be sufficient to prevent a substantial loss of competition arising from
the Merger as a result of the removal of Sabre. We also consider the Merger
would likely lead to some further loss of competition as a result of Farelogix
no longer being independent from a GDS/PSS.

76.

We have therefore found that the Merger may be expected to result in an SLC
in the supply of merchandising solutions, subject to any countervailing factors.

77.

This SLC would be likely to manifest itself through a loss of innovation in
merchandising solutions, resulting in reduced customer choice, fewer new
features and upgrades being released more slowly. This loss of competition
may also result in higher prices as a result of the loss of a significant
competitor in merchandising procurement processes, as Sabre and Farelogix
would no longer compete independently against each other.

Distribution solutions
78.

The Parties submitted that they are not close substitutes and do not compete
in the same markets. Farelogix competes for NDC APIs; Sabre competes in
the GDS space. Moreover, the Parties said that Farelogix is not a significant
constraint given its small current market share. They told us that Farelogix is
unlikely to grow its GDP bypass volumes significantly because it is
prohibitively expensive to travel agents to implement GDS bypass solutions.

79.

We consider that Farelogix is a differentiated competitor to the GDSs. It is
focussed solely on serving airlines, enabling them to control how to distribute
NDC content, in contrast with the GDSs’ two-sided model which balances the
demands of airlines and travel agents. We recognise this differentiation
means that the GDS bypass solution Farelogix provides is not a perfect
substitute for the GDSs, as many travel agents value the GDSs’ wider
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functionality such as the ability to handle complex itineraries involving multiple
airlines and support comparison shopping.
80.

We have considered travel agent evidence, which does not support the
Parties’ view that GDS bypass is ‘prohibitively expensive’ to travel agents. We
found that GDS bypass offerings, including those provided by Farelogix,
appear to be well-suited to reaching OTAs and other travel agents who have
high technological capability, including some TMCs and larger B&M agents for
some of the volumes currently handled by GDSs. Collectively these represent
a substantial share of Sabre’s travel agent bookings.

81.

While GDSs will continue to play an important role for travel agents, we
consider that GDS bypass is an effective alternative to GDSs for a substantial
part of their airline customer base and provides airlines with a credible outside
option as leverage in negotiating commercial terms, including fees, with the
GDSs.

82.

To mitigate the threat of losing revenue to GDS bypass, GDSs have
responded by developing new capabilities (eg NDC API or GDS passthrough) to allow airlines to control offer creation and distribute content.
Therefore, any loss of competition between GDSs and GDS bypass
distribution is likely to have a material impact on competition.

83.

We recognise that Farelogix’s current market share is much smaller than
those of Sabre, other GDS providers and airline.com. However, we consider
that the importance of the competitive constraint imposed by Farelogix is
better demonstrated by its role in driving the GDSs to enhance their offering to
airlines, in particular by adopting NDC and enabling GDS pass-through.

84.

The evidence we have seen shows that, even if GDS bypass were to remain
a relatively small part of the distribution market (as we expect), this would only
be because it has played a significant role in pushing the GDSs themselves to
improve services such as GDS pass-through so as to prevent the loss of
bookings to other channels. We expect Farelogix would continue to perform
this role absent the Merger. Without Farelogix, the ability of airlines to
pressure the GDSs to innovate and develop in this sphere would be
diminished.

85.

Moreover, as the leading provider of NDC API, Farelogix is well placed to
capture a significant share of any increased GDS bypass volumes that are
forecast. Specifically, we have found that Farelogix:
(a) Has more NDC API customers than any of its non-GDS rivals;
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(b) supplies a range of airlines, including some of the largest network carriers
operating in the UK and in the world; and is the most successful supplier to
the IATA’s NDC Leaderboard who are industry leaders in migrating to NDC
solutions;
(c) has a reputation among airlines of offering a high quality NDC API product;
(d) has shown it can rapidly grow its share of passenger volumes for airlines
which have already adopted its technology;
(e) is expected to grow by both Farelogix itself and Sabre.
86.

In addition, in our view the competitive strength of Farelogix, its ability to grow
further and its market influence, should not only be assessed in terms of
measures such as current volumes and customer numbers, but in the light of
other evidence as well. Through its wider commercial activities, Farelogix has
existing customer relationships, a track record of delivering to large airlines,
and a reputation as an innovator in the airline industry. We found that both
existing and potential customers of Farelogix and competitors (including
Sabre) all considered these to be important and to strengthen Farelogix’s
position as a competitor. We consider that Farelogix’s independence from the
GDSs, valued by the airlines, also acts as a factor in the competitive
constraint Farelogix places on the GDSs.

87.

We have also taken into account the fact that in our view – as reflected in the
Parties’ documents – the threat Farelogix poses to Sabre in distribution is
enhanced by its strong position in merchandising. The use of Farelogix’s
merchandising solution drives a need for NDC-compatible distribution. It
therefore influences changes in the airlines’ preferences over distribution
channels and increases the risk that they may move some volumes away
from Sabre, which has limited ability to distribute this NDC content, and
towards GDS bypass options, which do have this ability. Much of this
business at risk could go to Farelogix’s own distribution solution, particularly
for airlines who may value its ability to offer this alongside its merchandising
solution.

88.

We found that Amadeus, another GDS, is currently the most significant other
competitor. Travelport was the first GDS to manage the booking of flights by a
travel agent using the NDC standard, but it does not currently supply NDC
API. Other non-GDS competitors, including OpenJaw and Datalex, offer
some, but not all, of the attributes offered by Farelogix. We have also found
that other competitors offer a much weaker constraint. These are IBS,
RAMAX, DXC and NDC Exchange.
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89.

Our assessment is that competitors are at varying stages of their development
of NDC-compatible distribution solutions. We have assessed whether the
expansion of these competitors would be timely, likely and sufficient to offset
any loss of competition as a result of the removal of Farelogix. Of the
competitors with a stated intention to continue investing in NDC distribution
capability Amadeus is the most advanced, while Travelport will likely continue
its position as a GDS, including the development of NDC distribution using
GDS pass-through. Of the other non-GDS competitors, we have considered
internal documents and other evidence relating to Datalex, OpenJaw, ITA,
Travelfusion and PROS. We do not think it is likely that any of these will
expand in NDC distribution solutions to the point of providing a strong
competitive constraint on the merged entity and Amadeus.

90.

We have found that self-supply by airlines of NDC APIs imposes some
constraint on the Parties. We recognise that several large or mid-size airlines
do self-supply, but some other large airlines instead choose to outsource
because of the significant costs involved, or the lack of financial resources
and expertise to self-supply. Self-supply is unlikely to be an option for smaller
airlines. In any event, even if self-supply would protect some larger airlines
from price increases post-merger, the fact that prices are individually
negotiated means this would not protect the significant number of other
airlines who do not have this option.

91.

We have found that the market share and airline evidence confirms that
airline.com plays an important role in airlines’ overall distribution strategies.
However, we considered that airline.com plays a different role to GDS bypass
in competing with the GDSs for the following reasons:
(a) airline.com is a less effective alternative for airlines to distribute content to
passengers with complex requirements (particularly the more
sophisticated corporate travellers who use TMCs), which are primarily
served by GDSs.
(b) airline.com share of bookings has been stable at around 50% on a global
level. Its penetration may have reached full potential for some airlines.
While some other airlines may be able to continue to grow airline.com,
their ability to do so does not protect other airlines that have exhausted
this option.
(c) Airlines told us that they increasingly wish to make differentiated and
personalised offers available across all sales channels, including within
the indirect one, and the ability to do this using Farelogix’s solutions
cannot be replaced with airline.com.
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(d) Although airline.com offers some constraint on GDSs via its impact on
OTA bookings (incentivising GDSs to make sure they can offer relevant
airline content to OTAs), the option of GDS bypass as a choice for OTAs
adds to that pressure. Thus, competition from airline.com may drive OTAs
to adopt GDS bypass, which in turn may drive GDS pass-through. We
consider that the Merger would remove one option (ie Farelogix) for travel
agents to obtain content outside the GDS to compete against airline.com.
92.

Airlines can use private channel arrangements to distribute some content to
some travel agents that is not widely available to other travel agents, thereby
differentiating content by travel agents. While we acknowledge that this can
exercise some pressure on Sabre for those few airlines that have used this
arrangement, we note that the airlines that have agreed private channel
arrangements with Sabre also use GDS bypass. We consider the option of
GDS bypass may in turn provide additional pressure for GDSs to agree to a
private channel agreement with an airline.

93.

Many airlines expressed concerns about the Merger’s impact on distribution.
In particular, airlines noted that the Merger would remove a successful and
growing innovator that has been an alternative to the GDSs, and as a result
increase Sabre’s (and other GDS) market power and set back progress in
developing NDC solutions. Travel agents were on the whole less concerned;
a small number expressed a concern, some told us that it could be positive
while most others were neutral.

94.

On the basis of the evidence considered above, we have found that the
Parties face a limited number of constraints, in particular from other GDSs,
and to some extent from a few NDC API suppliers and airline.com, in the
market for the supply of distribution solutions.

95.

We consider that as Farelogix is differentiated from the GDSs and airline.com,
it has played and is likely to continue to play a significant role in the market for
distribution solutions that is valued by airlines and which has driven the GDSs
to invest in NDC distribution capabilities including GDS pass-through. In
particular, Farelogix’s independence from the GDSs acts as a factor in the
competitive constraint Farelogix places on the GDSs. We also take into
account the fact that in our view the threat Farelogix poses to Sabre in
distribution is enhanced by its strong position in merchandising. We expect
that, absent the Merger, Farelogix would continue to play a significant role in
constraining the GDSs and other competitors, and its loss would result in a
substantial lessening of competition which would not be prevented by the
presence of other suppliers or types of constraint.
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96.

We have therefore concluded that the Merger may be expected to result in an
SLC in the supply of distribution solutions to airlines, subject to any
countervailing factors.

97.

This loss of competition would be likely to lead to a reduction in innovation in
distribution solutions, particularly in terms of the development of GDS passthrough capabilities, to the detriment of all airlines and travel agents across
the sector. In the short term, it may also result in the GDSs charging higher
prices than they otherwise would do to some airlines, due to a reduction in
airlines’ ability to redirect volumes away from the GDSs to Farelogix’s GDS
bypass as an alternative channel, particularly because one of the reasons for
airlines to adopt GDS bypass is to reduce their distribution costs.

Countervailing measures
Efficiencies
98.

The Parties submitted that the Merger would result in rivalry-enhancing
efficiencies which would offset any potential competition concerns.

99.

They submitted that, by offering a PSS-agnostic merchandising module, the
Merger would allow Sabre to offer a more compelling solution to airlines which
use another provider’s core PSS. The merged entity could therefore compete
more strongly than can Sabre currently, especially against Amadeus. The
Parties also submitted that the merged entity could compete in NDC retailing
more strongly as Sabre’s acquisition of Farelogix’s merchandising would
improve the offerings of both Sabre and Farelogix.

100.

We consider that, absent the Merger, Sabre would have a strong commercial
incentive, and the ability, to develop its own PSS-agnostic merchandising
module and the Merger is not the only means through which Sabre would be
able to offer a PSS-agnostic merchandising module as part of its overall offer
to airlines.

101.

Moreover, we do not consider that the Merger is likely to enhance rivalry since
airline customers are currently able to procure Farelogix’s merchandising
solution irrespective of who supplies their core PSS and would, absent the
Merger, be able to procure Sabre’s own NDC merchandising solutions.

102.

The Parties submitted that the Merger would accelerate the delivery of NDC
content through the GDS, increasing competition amongst GDSs and
competition amongst airlines.

103.

The evidence submitted by the Parties provides insufficient support that these
changes would be expected to result in an increase in rivalry compared to the
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counterfactual, or that potential efficiencies are merger-specific and timely,
likely and sufficient to prevent the SLCs that we have identified from arising.
Countervailing buyer power
104.

Neither the Parties nor third parties made submissions that airlines have
countervailing buyer power as relates to merchandising solutions.

105.

In distribution solutions, the Parties told us that airlines have a significant
degree of countervailing buyer power as a result of their ability to use one or
both of GDS and NDC solutions depending upon which solution is best to
reach their travel agents; to divert volume to the direct channel to be
distributed directly to travellers; and to develop their own in-house products to
compete if they are not satisfied with the options available to them.

106.

We have found in our competitive assessment that some airlines value the
option of direct connects and that Farelogix is a significant provider in these.
We consider that Sabre’s ownership of Farelogix is likely to result in a
reduction in airlines’ options.

107.

We have found that, although airline.com plays an important role in airlines’
overall distribution strategy and imposes competitive pressure on the GDS, its
constraint on the merged entity is likely to be limited. While we recognise that
airline.com provides some leverage for airlines, we do not consider that the
use of airline.com is sufficient to afford airlines countervailing buyer power,
such as to offset the impact of the Merger, with respect to distribution
solutions.

108.

In terms of airlines’ ability to self-supply, we have found that some but not all
large airlines have developed, or are developing, their own NDC APIs.
However, some airlines self-supplying will not protect other airline customers
from the adverse effects of the Merger. We found that self-supply in
distribution is an unlikely option for small airlines which may find the technical
challenges and costs prohibitive.

109.

We have concluded that there is insufficient countervailing buyer power to
prevent the SLCs that we have identified.

Barriers to entry and expansion
Merchandising solutions
110.

The Parties submitted that there are relatively low barriers to entry in the
supply of non-core PSS merchandising modules and that these products can
be developed by any IT company.
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111.

They submitted that there are a number of providers currently in the market
for merchandising modules, including Amadeus, Datalex, ITA, OpenJaw,
PROS and that IATA was continually certifying and adding IT providers to its
registry as order management capable. We have assessed these providers
including their expansion ambitions in our competitive assessment.

112.

Third party views expressed to us regarding development timescales indicate
that new entry is unlikely to be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent either of
the SLCs in this case.

113.

Competitors to the Parties consistently told us that the importance of
merchandising modules to airlines means that airlines are unlikely to switch to
providers that do not have a proven track record and the ability to
demonstrate the reliability of their solutions.

114.

In our view, the high costs and lengthy development processes described by
third parties demonstrate that there are significant challenges in developing a
merchandising module and becoming a credible provider of merchandising
solutions. These challenges are likely to be most significant for new entrants,
even those that are well resourced, and particularly significant for any provider
seeking to enter from another industry.

115.

The evidence shows that customer perceptions of service providers are an
important consideration in their decision-making process when awarding
contracts. In our view, it is reasonable to expect that it would take a new
entrant, or an existing smaller supplier, time to build its reputation and record
for reliability, and that the obstacle of gaining a first major airline customer,
and a track record in supporting that customer, is likely to represent a
significant barrier.

116.

However, even if a rival could enter or expand in competition to the merged
entity, customers of the Parties have told us that switching providers is a
complex and expensive task. We note, however, that some airlines have
changed providers in the recent past. The evidence indicates that the cost of
switching can be overcome but may represent a challenge for certain
providers, and for new entrants in particular, which have yet to establish
relationships with large airlines and have yet to build a reputation for reliability.
On that basis, we consider that the cost of switching merchandising provider
might further reduce the timeliness, likelihood and sufficiency of new entry
and/or expansion to prevent an SLC from arising
Distribution solutions

117.

The Parties submitted that barriers to entry and expansion in distribution
solutions are low and that it is relatively simple to build an NDC API which can
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be used to distribute airline content. The Parties told us that, while GDSs
benefit from significant network efforts, there were no specific or general
technology barriers which must be overcome in order to compete for the
provision of NDC API connections.
118.

The Parties also told us that the supply of NDC APIs was becoming
increasingly commoditised and submitted that this was clear from the large
number of firms on the IATA registry of firms that are capable of creating an
NDC API.

119.

We consider that the evidence suggests that the introduction of the NDC
standard has lowered barriers to entry in the supply of NDC APIs but that the
development of competitive capabilities nonetheless requires specialist
expertise and can require significant upfront investment. While these barriers
are not insurmountable, we note the limited success of third party suppliers in
winning significant contracts to date.

120.

Competitors told us that the investment required to develop NDC APIs was
significant.

121.

The large majority of airlines cited difficulties in building NDC APIs. This
indicates that, while barriers may be lower than in the past, there remain
difficulties in developing solutions to compete effectively with the market
leaders. All airlines that responded to our questionnaires (including those
airlines that have developed, or are developing, their own NDC APIs) told us
that building NDC APIs is a complex process involving significant challenges,
costs and requires specific expertise. Most suppliers indicated that the
competitive constraint from self-supply is limited.

122.

Several airlines also told us that incentive payments to travel agents and
parity clauses in GDS contracts acted as significant barriers to entry for
providers seeking to distribute content directly to travel agents via NDC APIs.
This is because such clauses may place restrictions on incentivising or
promoting the use of non-GDS distribution channels, restricting the ability of
new entrants and expansion candidates to grow, and make it more difficult for
entrants and expansion candidates to compete on content with GDS
providers. In our view, the prevalence of contractual parity clauses represents
a significant challenge that may be difficult for any new entrant or expansion
candidate to overcome in order for it to effectively constrain the merged entity.

Conclusion on barriers to entry and expansion
123.

We have found that the markets for airline merchandising and distribution
solutions are characterised by high barriers to entry and expansion.
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Conclusions on SLC assessments
124.

We have concluded that the anticipated acquisition by Sabre of Farelogix, if
carried into effect, will result in the creation of a relevant merger situation.

125.

We have concluded that the Merger may be expected to result in an SLC in
the supply of merchandising solutions to airlines on a worldwide basis
including in the UK.

126.

This SLC would manifest itself through a loss of innovation in merchandising
solutions, resulting in reduced customer choice, fewer new features and
upgrades being released more slowly. While the nature of innovation means
that these effects may take some time to emerge in full, it also means they are
likely to have a particularly substantial and long-lasting detrimental impact on
customers. Moreover, there would be a much more rapid and immediate
impact on the competitive process – namely the ongoing rivalry between firms
driving each other’s day to day investment decisions. Sabre would
immediately abandon its independent effort to develop its merchandising
solution, which would in turn reduce the competitive threat faced by rivals
(who monitor each other closely) and who would likely cut back their own
innovation efforts as a result. This loss of competition will also likely result in
higher prices as a result of the loss of a significant competitor in
merchandising procurement processes, as Sabre and Farelogix would not
compete against each other independently.

127.

We have concluded that the Merger may be expected to result in an SLC in
the supply of distribution solutions to airlines on a worldwide basis including in
the UK.

128.

This loss of competition would lead to a reduction in innovation in distribution
solutions, particularly in terms of the development of GDS pass-through
capabilities by the GDSs, to the detriment of all airlines and travel agents
across the sector. In the short term, it may also result in the GDSs charging
higher prices than they otherwise would do to some airlines, due to a
reduction in airlines’ ability to redirect volumes away from the GDSs to
Farelogix GDS bypass as an alternative channel, particularly because one of
the reasons for airlines to adopt GDS bypass is to reduce their distribution
costs.

Remedies
129.

The CMA must have regard to the need to achieve as comprehensive a
solution as is reasonable and practicable to remedy the SLCs and any
adverse effects resulting from these. To this end, the CMA will seek remedies
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that are effective in addressing the SLCs and their resulting adverse effects
and will select the least costly and intrusive remedy that it considers to be
effective. The CMA will seek to ensure that no remedy is disproportionate in
relation to the SLCs and their adverse effects.
130.

Structural remedies are generally one-off interventions that seek to restore or
maintain the competitive structure of the market. Behavioural remedies are
generally enabling or controlling measures that are designed to regulate the
behaviour of the merging parties on an ongoing basis. The CMA has a
preference for structural remedies because they are more likely to deal with
an SLC directly and comprehensively at source, with less ongoing monitoring
and regulation of companies’ conduct.

131.

We have assessed two structural remedies: prohibition of the merger; and
partial divestiture.

132.

Prohibition would comprehensively address all aspects of each SLC that we
have identified (and consequently any resulting adverse effects) as it
maintains the rivalry that is likely to exist between Sabre and Farelogix.

133.

We have found that a partial divestiture would unlikely be an effective remedy
since it would be difficult to identify the staff and assets needed to be divested
for each SLC finding any partial divestiture of Sabre may risk breaking the
synergies between its business units that we consider to be important to
future competition.

134.

The Parties have not proposed a partial divestiture or licensing remedy. We
did not receive any submission or evidence from third parties that would
suggest that a partial divestment or licensing remedy would be an effective
alternative to prohibition in this case.

135.

Our conclusion is that partial divestiture or licensing of software/Intellectual
Property rights would not be an effective remedy to the SLCs we have found.

136.

We have assessed the behavioural remedy proposed by the Parties for each
of the merchandising solutions and distribution solutions SLC finding.

137.

In merchandising solutions, the Parties proposed to offer and support FLX M
on a PSS agnostic basis in addition to other commitments regarding how it
would offer the FLX M product.

138.

We have concluded that the merchandising remedy proposal does not
address the loss of dynamic competition arising from the development of
Sabre’s PSS-agnostic, NDC-compatible merchandising solution that has been
spurred, in part, by competition with Farelogix. The proposal therefore does
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not address our concern about the loss of a new merchandising solution from
Sabre that would otherwise have competed with Farelogix (and with other
competitors) absent the Merger.
139.

As a result, we have found that the behavioural remedy proposal is insufficient
to comprehensively address the merchandising solutions SLC we have found.

140.

In distribution solutions, the main elements of the Parties’ proposal were:
(a) To make Farelogix’s NDC APIs and FLX OC available at the same or
lower prices to those today, and provide at least the current level of
support (or more) for these capabilities for a period of time to be mutually
agreed upon;
(b) to offer all current Sabre GDS customers and all current FLX OC
customers the opportunity to extend their existing contract on the same
terms for a period of at least three years past the current termination date;
(c) to continue to invest in the development of Farelogix’s NDC API and FLX
OC capabilities at levels no less than current levels for a period of time to
be mutually agreed upon; and
(d) to continue to offer and support Farelogix’s NDC API and FLX OC
capabilities to any third parties and all outlets that wish to use them to
connect to Sabre, other GDSs, other distribution partners, or directly to
travel agents on an agnostic basis for a period of time to be mutually
agreed upon.

141.

We have concluded that the Parties’ proposal does not adequately address
the removal of the incentive an independent Farelogix has to compete to meet
airlines’ evolving needs with respect to NDC content absent the Merger. It
also does not address the rivalry that would, in the absence of the Merger,
drive Sabre to develop its GDS pass-through solution.

142.

We have found that the behavioural remedy proposal is insufficient to
comprehensively address the merchandising solutions SLC we have found.

143.

We did not find any RCBs arising as a result of the Merger.

144.

We have concluded that prohibition of the merger represents the only
effective remedy to the SLCs that we have found. We have also found that
this remedy is proportionate in relation to the SLCs and their adverse effects.
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Findings
1.

The reference

1.1

On 2 September 2019, the CMA, in exercise of its duty under section 33 of
the Enterprise Act 2002 (the Act), referred the anticipated acquisition by
Sabre of Farelogix for further investigation and report by a group of CMA
panel members (the Inquiry Group).

1.2

In exercise of its duty under section 36(1) of the Act, the CMA must decide:
(a) whether arrangements are in progress or in contemplation which, if carried
into effect, will result in the creation of a relevant merger situation; and
(b) if so, whether the creation of that situation may be expected to result in a
substantial lessening of competition (SLC) within any market or markets in
the UK for goods or services.

1.3

We are required to publish a final report by 12 April 2020.

1.4

Our terms of reference, along with information on the conduct of the inquiry,
are set out in Appendix A. The terms of reference state that the CMA’s Phase
1 competition concerns were in:
(a) the supply of non-core passenger service systems merchandising modules;
and
(b) the supply of services that facilitate the indirect distribution of airline
content.

1.5

1
2

This document, together with its appendices, constitutes the Inquiry Group’s
findings published and notified to Sabre and Farelogix in line with the CMA’s
rules of procedure.1 Further information, including a non-commerciallysensitive version of the Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Decision and
Provisional Findings, can be found on our webpage.2

Rules of procedure for merger, market and special reference groups (CMA17), paragraphs 11.1–11.7.
Sabre/Farelogix merger inquiry webpage
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2.

The Parties

Sabre
2.1

Sabre, headquartered in Southlake, Texas, USA is a technology and software
provider to the global travel industry. Sabre provides technology solutions to
airlines and travel agents. Of relevance to our inquiry, Sabre provides core
and non-core PSS services to airlines and operates a GDS which distributes
airline content to travel agents (these are explained in chapter 3) for the
purpose of booking airline tickets. Sabre’s turnover in 2018 was approximately
£2.8 billion worldwide and approximately £[] million in the UK.

2.2

Internally Sabre has two key divisions:
(a) Sabre Travel Network (TN), which operates Sabre’s business-to-business
marketplace and consists primarily of Sabre’s GDS activities; and
(b) Sabre Airline Solutions (AS), amongst other activities this business unit is
responsible for core and non-core PSS solutions for airlines.

2.3

In its latest Annual Report, Sabre announced the creation of the Travel
Solutions organization, which consists of Travel Network and Airline
Solutions. The report said that the new structure reinforces Sabre’s focus on
the next generation of retailing, distribution and fulfilment.3

Farelogix
2.4

Farelogix, headquartered in Miami, Florida, USA, is a technology and
software provider that supplies technology solutions for airlines, including noncore PSS modules and airline content distribution services using the NDC
standard. Farelogix’s turnover in 2018 was approximately £[] million
worldwide with no material turnover in the UK.4

2.5

Farelogix is owned by Sandler Capital Management (Sandler), a private
equity fund. Sandler is the vendor in the Merger.

Sabre SEC filing form 10-K 2018, page 1.
We note that there is some revenue received and/or receivable in respect of the services provided to British
Airways. See chapter 5, Jurisdiction.
3
4
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3.

The industry

Introduction
3.1

Our inquiry centres on some of the IT solutions which are provided as a part
of the global booking systems for airlines. Airlines use IT solutions within their
booking system IT stack (the PSS). Airline content (ie information on the fare,
availability, schedule and other aspects of the airlines’ offer to passenger) is
distributed to passengers directly and via travel agents. The main participants
in this supply chain of how airlines sell their offers to passengers include
GDSs, direct connects, aggregators and travel agents.

3.2

The creation, distribution and sale of airline content can be broken down into
three stages:
(a) Retailing: enables information on a number of aspects including the travel
route, type of seat, schedule, availability and price, to be packaged so that
a ticket can be sold to a passenger. This is also referred to as ‘offer
creation’.
(b) Distribution: transfers the offer to the passenger or travel agent in a way
which allows the passenger or travel agent to assess that offer.
(c) Fulfilment: this refers to a booking being made with an airline but in the
case of bookings via travel agents can refer to a number of associated
post-booking services including travel agent back-office accounting and
reporting, quality assurance, duty of care management, corporate policy
compliance and reservation management in the event of a travel disruption.

3.3

These three stages are currently facilitated by a variety of technological
solutions and involve a number of different parties. The following section
describes the current supply chain and solutions, how these developed, the
Parties’ role in this and future industry development. We start by describing
the airlines’ booking system which is relevant for the retailing function. We
then discuss the distribution of airline content including the role of the GDSs,
alternatives to GDS distribution and the role of travel agents. Finally, we look
forward to future industry developments which have substantial implications
for all three functions of retailing, distribution and fulfilment.

The airline booking system IT stack
3.4

Both Parties provide airline IT solutions. The heart of an airline’s IT system is
the PSS, which is a complex set of IT systems that manage various tasks in
the booking process and other key functions. An airline’s PSS contains and
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manages certain information needed for the retailing function of the air travel
booking process. This IT booking system can be broken down into two broad
constituent parts: (i) core PSS modules and (ii) non-core PSS modules.
3.5

The following PSS modules are generally considered to constitute an airline’s
core PSS and are usually bundled together:
(a) The airline reservation system or central reservation system, which controls
the sale of seats, scheduling, passenger name records and the issuance of
tickets.
(b) The airline inventory system, which provides information on available seats.
(c) The departure control system, which is used to check in passengers at the
airport.

3.6

It is the PSS that enables key information on flight schedules, seat availability
and pricing to be distributed to travel agents, passengers and intermediaries
(as described below).

3.7

Sabre supplies core PSS solutions. Farelogix does not. Both Parties supply
non-core PSS modules.

3.8

Non-core PSS modules enable airlines to offer services that are ancillary to
the core PSS offer as well as helping airlines to manage their operations. The
modules can, for example, provide IT solutions for data analytics and airline
revenue management. Although these modules are ancillary to the core PSS
they can be of critical importance to the effective and efficient management
and operation of the airline.

3.9

There are many core and non-core PSS modules for the airlines to choose
from. For example, Sabre offers over a hundred non-core PSS modules.
Farelogix offers a narrower range of non-core PSS modules than Sabre.

3.10

Merchandising modules (or merchandising solutions) allow airlines to create
offers with ancillary services such as extra luggage allowance, the option for
passengers to upgrade their seat, in-flight purchases, airport parking or meal
options.

3.11

In order for an airline to sell tickets and offer various ancillary services, the
core and non-core PSS components of the IT booking system need to work
with each other. In some instances, airlines procure their core and non-core
PSS from the same provider, in other instances they are supplied by different
providers. Moreover, sometimes a non-core PSS module can be used in
conjunction with a third party’s core PSS module (a PSS-agnostic solution)
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but in other instances the non-core PSS offered by a core PSS provider
cannot be used with a third party’s core PSS (a PSS-dependent solution).
Therefore, how PSS agnostic a provider’s non-core PSS solution is will be
relevant for the competitive dynamic between providers for some solutions.
Sabre’s merchandising modules are PSS-dependent and can today only
connect with Sabre’s PSS whereas Farelogix’s modules are agnostic and can
connect to many PSSs (including Sabre’s).

The distribution of airline content
3.12

Airline content refers to fare, schedule and availability of flights, and any other
information relating to flight and ancillaries which an airline wishes to make
available to travel agents and passengers in order to sell a ticket and make a
booking. In order for a passenger or travel agent to book a seat on a flight
(and in some instances together with any ancillary services that the
passenger may wish to buy) the relevant content from the airline must be
distributed to the passenger or travel agent. This includes flights with complex
itineraries which may involve code share arrangements between airlines and
interline services which are marketed and operated separately by two or more
airlines but sold under a single ticket.5

3.13

Airlines can deliver their content and sell tickets and services directly to
passengers via their own call centre or website (referred to as the direct
channel)6 or indirectly via travel agents (referred to as the indirect channel).
Airlines typically can offer passengers greater choice when selling tickets via
their own websites or call centres compared to selling tickets via travel
agents. For example, they can allow the passenger to select specific aspects
of their flight and can make dynamic price changes.

3.14

Although it varies across airlines, in total approximately 50% of global airline
bookings were made via the direct channel in 2018 and 50% via the indirect
channel.

3.15

Within the indirect channel, the distribution of content from an airline to a
travel agent could be via a GDS or directly to a travel agent through what is
known as a direct connect.7 Content may also be distributed to travel agents

Code sharing is an arrangement between airlines in which two or more airlines market the same flight and sell
tickets for it under their own airline code.
6 Passengers can also book directly with some airlines via the airline call centre or kiosk.
7 The Parties told us that in Sabre’s internal documents “Direct Connect” refers to an airline’s connection to a TA
without going via the GDS, which is distinguished from GDS pass-through or the supply of that information to the
airline’s own website. Farelogix’s internal use of the term “direct connect” is much broader and may at times refer
to the products through which an airline customer can connect to all three of those sales channels (i.e. GDS
5
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using a direct connect that goes via an aggregator (which also aggregates
content from multiple airlines). 90% of airline bookings from the indirect
channel are made via a GDS.8
3.16

The key provider types in the supply chain – GDS, direct connects,
aggregators and travel agents – are discussed next.

GDS
3.17

The three largest GDSs are Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport, which together
account for almost all GDS bookings worldwide (approximately 85%-95%).9

Services offered by GDSs and how they work
3.18

GDSs facilitate transactions between different travel services providers
(airlines, hotels and car rental operators) and travel agents. They are
therefore two-sided platforms with sellers of travel services on the one side of
the platform and travel agents on the other. Our inquiry is not concerned with
the hotel, car rental and other travel services not related to airlines aspects of
the GDS business.

3.19

GDSs receive information from airlines’ PSS on flight schedules and
availability. The fare (pricing) information comes from a third party, the Airline
Tariff Publishing Company (ATPCO).10 Of these pieces of information, only
flight availability is available to the GDS in real time. GDSs receive this
information from many airlines across the world.

3.20

The GDS consolidates this information about a specific airline with similar
information on other airlines and distributes the information to travel agents in
an aggregated display. This allows travel agents to compare information
across airlines and book tickets.11 GDSs also manage some aspects of

pass-through, Direct Connect (in the Sabre context) and sale of tickets via the direct channel). See Footnote 28,
Merger Notice.
8 Excluding bookings through local GDS in China, Russia and Japan, see Chapter 8 Analysis of bidding and
market shares, Distribution for full breakdown
9 Excluding passengers booked through local GDSs in Russia, Japan, and China (eg Travelsky, Axess, Infini).
[] estimates that the three major GDSs together account for 95% of worldwide GDS bookings (2019 Global
Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT primer; from volume to value).
10 ATPCO is an airline-owned central clearing house for distribution of fare information. ATPCO collects fares and
fare-related information from airlines and consolidates them into a single data file, which is distributed to the
market every hour. Airlines use ATPCO to standardise fare and fare-related data, allowing this information to be
provided to the market uniformly (which is important eg for interline or code-share flights, where more than one
airline will form part of a single booking). Fares filed with ATPCO are referred to as ‘static’ fares, as they are only
updated once the airline provides new fare data, rather than in response to individual booking queries.
11 GDSs who operate in the European Union (EU) are subject to the Computerised Reservation Systems Code of
Conduct (Regulation (EC) No 80/2009) which ensures that air services by all airlines are displayed in a non-
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fulfilment including travel agent back-office accounting and reporting, quality
assurance, duty of care management, corporate policy compliance and
reservation management in the event of a travel disruption.
3.21

GDSs have access to data from a large number of airlines which facilitates
large scale comparison shopping by travel agencies. Sabre’s GDS, for
example, gives travel agents access to more than 400 airlines and processes
approximately 1.1 trillion messages and 700 billion transactions every year.12

3.22

It is important to note that under existing GDS arrangements it is the GDSs,
and not the airlines, that are responsible for creating the offer which the
passenger receives via the travel agent in response to a travel query. The
airlines themselves only have limited visibility over the package offered to the
end-customer and little information about the customers themselves,
preventing airlines from tracking customer data and adapting to their
preferences. For example, airlines do not see what searches were undertaken
before a booking is made, which is information that may help airlines hone
and improve their services. Looking forward to being able to offer NDC
solutions, Sabre’s marketing material notes that under existing GDS
arrangements ‘Fares are mainly constructed with no visibility into who is
making the request, meaning that the ability to offer the right person the right
fare at the right time is non-existent. Past shopping behaviour, consumer
preferences and the possibility to sell additional products and services are
unavailable to the airline, and the airline seat once again becomes a
commodity’.13

Use of GDSs by airlines and travel agents
3.23

The GDS serves both the airline and travel agent. The airline is served by
having its content widely distributed and therefore making it more likely to be
sold to passengers. The travel agent is served by having access to content
from a number of airlines which it can compare and present to passengers.
The GDS benefits from indirect network effects. The value of a GDS to
airlines is greater the more widely used it is by travel agents. Similarly, the
value of a GDS to travel agents is greater the more airlines that connect to it.

discriminatory way on the travel agencies' computer screens. We are not aware of what, if anything, will replace
this code once the transition period of the UK’s exit of the EU is over.
12 Parties’ Merger Notice, paragraphs 3.76 and 3.77.
13 NDC to the power of Sabre: end-to-end personalized retailing and distribution
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3.24

The Parties submitted that many travel agents multi-home and can readily
switch between GDSs,14 whilst many of the travel agents we heard from
indicated that across their group they did use two or three GDS but there was
a substantial proportion who indicated that they only used one GDS, or, if they
contracted with multiple GDSs, they often used only one system and/or one
GDS per region/corporate customer.15 This means that, for airlines to provide
their offering to the largest number of travel agents, airlines need to contract
with each of Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport and most airlines do this.

3.25

With regard to remuneration for GDS services, three payment models exist
today:
(a) Under the traditional revenue model, the airline pays the GDS a fee for
each travel segment. The GDS in turn pays a fee to the travel agent that
made the booking (referred to as an ‘incentive fee’). The GDS receives the
net amount which is the difference between the two. This model accounted
for the vast majority of Sabre’s GDS revenue from airlines in 2018.16
(b) Under the wholesale model, the airline pays the travel agent directly and
the travel agent in turn pays a technology fee to the GDS.17 In 2018,
approximately [] of Sabre’s bookings were made under the wholesale
model, most of which were with [].
(c) Under the private channel model, which Sabre has hosted for some airlines
since 2017, airlines may provide different content to participating travel
agents than to non-participating travel agents. Airlines incentivise travel
agents to join a private channel by (i) imposing on them a surcharge on
fees for content distributed outside of the private channel, and/or (ii)
providing access to unique content that is not available outside the private
channel. However, travel agents receive lower or no incentive payments
from the GDS in the private channel. Currently private channels represent
less than [] of Sabre’s share of bookings and revenue.18 The Bank of
America Report notes that the impact of the private channel for the GDSs
has been ‘to see lower revenue and higher gross […] It seems as though
the net impact on gross profit is limited.’19

The parties further included in their response to our Provisional Findings (Paragraph 5.88) evidence from the
Delaware proceedings where CWT CEO suggested the TMC could switch GDS if Sabre lost content.
15 Based on responses to % of bookings by channel just focusing on GDS bookings: [].
16
[]
17 [].
18 []
19 2019 Global Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT Primer: From Volume to Value, Bank of America Merrill
Lynch, 26 September 2019, p22
14
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Sabre’s approach in pricing and contract negotiation with airlines and travel agents
3.26

Sabre’s GDS charges airlines a fee (and pays travel agents an incentive fee)
per booking (segment).20 For example, a return ticket booked through a GDS
will incur a fee charged to the airline for both the outward and return
segments.21

3.27

Prices for GDS bookings are negotiated with each airline independently.22 As
starting points for these negotiations, Sabre uses ‘rack rates’ which are
published prices for participation in the Sabre GDS.23 Sabre sets differentiated
GDS booking fees based on several attributes. The rack rate varies with the
point of sale location between home country ($[]), home region ($[]) and
rest of world ($[]).24 For home country bookings, higher value tickets incur
higher fees ([]).25 In 2018, Sabre on average received $[] from airlines
and paid out $[] in incentive fees to travel agents per segment.26

3.28

Sabre told us that a range of factors may affect the negotiated fee levels.
They include [].27

3.29

Parity clauses are widely used in the industry between GDSs and airlines.
Although parity clauses cover different degrees of restrictiveness, they all
ensure that airlines provide the same content to all of the GDSs with whom
they have an agreement. The scope of parity agreement between Sabre and
an airline is an important determinant of the level of fees. In general, airlines
that prefer more flexibility to make separate content available outside Sabre
pay higher booking fees to Sabre.28

Direct connect, GDS bypass and GDS pass-through
3.30

Airlines can distribute content to travel agents outside the structure of a GDS
in several ways.29 They can establish ‘direct connects’ which are one-to-one
connections between an airline and a third party (eg a travel agent). To do so,
an airline has to provide the third party with access to parts of its IT system
with an API (application programming interface). Some airlines have built and

In addition, Sabre (and other GDS) also charge for passive bookings as well as cancellation and ticketing fees.
With regards to [].
22 []
23 []
20
21

24

[]

Ibid.
[]. Numbers based on total bookings, revenue and incentives paid in 2018.
27 []
28 []. Booking fees are generally higher under parity clauses that allow airlines the freedom to offer better fare
and content in non-GDS channels. [].
29 An application programming interface (API) is a protocol used to retrieve information from a server in a
standardized format. See [].
25
26
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manage APIs in-house, but others use third-party providers of such solutions
(such as Farelogix). Airlines generally pay these providers set-up and
maintenance fees, as well as per-transaction fees. Direct connect offers
airlines more control over the offer creation process, but direct connect
providers generally facilitate more limited post-booking fulfilment functions
than GDSs (eg back-office accounting functionality).
3.31

Airlines can also establish connections using the API with an aggregator (that
is not a GDS), which – like GDSs – then combine content across airlines
before distributing it to travel agents. An aggregator facilitates comparison
shopping for travel agents. Examples of such aggregators include
Travelfusion and TPConnects.

3.32

These connections using the API via direct connects to the travel agent or via
aggregators are sometimes referred to as ‘GDS bypass’. GDS bypass
accounts for around [0-5]% [] of total bookings worldwide.30

3.33

Using an API, airlines can also distribute content via an existing GDS platform
without requiring offer creation or other services from the GDS. The Parties
refer to this as ‘GDS pass-through’. This can be used to connect to GDSs as
a means of delivering NDC content (explained further below). The use of GDS
pass-through is a relatively recent, small but growing feature in the industry.
[].31

3.34

The main third party providers of direct connect distribution solutions to help
airlines build and manage APIs are Farelogix, OpenJaw, Datalex and
Amadeus.

Remuneration models of direct connects
3.35

As with GDSs, a number of different remuneration models between airlines
and travel agents exist in relation to distribution using direct connects. Airlines
may pay travel agents directly per booking made through direct connect. To
incentivise the use of direct connect, airlines may impose on travel agents a
surcharge on tickets booked through the GDSs. However, the GDSs dispute
the legality of these surcharges and Sabre, for example, is currently engaged
in litigation with Lufthansa in connection with a surcharge that the Lufthansa
Group imposed on GDS ticket sales.32

See Chapter 8, Bidding and market shares, Distribution
Parties initial submission, paragraph 2.8.
32 Sabre SEC filing form 10-K 2018, page 5.
30
31
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3.36

In relation to connections via an aggregator, it is typical that aggregators
charge travel agents a booking fee.33

3.37

Farelogix typically charges airlines on a []. It often also charges airlines
[] and, although [], the product and services provided are also different
in some respects.34 In 2018 Farelogix on average earned around []
booking fee per transaction.35 Unlike GDSs Farelogix makes no payment to
travel agents, it is for the airlines to decide what, if any, payment is to be
made to travel agents where content is supplied using a direct connect.

Travel agents
3.38

Travel agents offer services for passengers to search and book flights and
provide a variety of aftercare services to manage the booking.

3.39

We consider three categories of travel agents in our report:
(a) Online Travel Agents (OTAs) which primarily (but not exclusively) target
leisure customers with sales via the internet.36
(b) Bricks and mortar travel agents (B&Ms) who are further segmented by:
(i) Travel Management Companies (TMCs) which primarily target
corporate customers with a full-service offering. TMCs often provide
an online booking tool for their corporate users (this may be built inhouse or by a third-party such as SAP Concur). Bookings can be
made online (most common), by phone, or email.
(ii) Other B&Ms, which typically focus on leisure customers or
unmanaged business travel. This category is less concentrated and
more geographically spread compared to OTAs and TMCs. They can
sell via physical outlets, call centres or online.

3.40
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The proportion of bookings for Sabre by type of travel agents are: OTAs
([]), TMCs ([]) and other B&M travel agents ([]).37 While TMCs account

[]

For example, Farelogix does not provide a two-sided platform which gives airlines ready access to travel
agents and Farelogix does not aggregate content across airlines which would allow travel agents to comparison
shop.
35 []
36 OTA groups may have smaller TMCs or offline businesses, but these typically account for a small proportion of
their overall business.
34

37

[]
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for the smallest proportion of bookings, they are the most profitable segment
for GDSs. A Bank of America Merrill Lynch report estimated that TMCs
account for the highest share of GDS industry gross profit (54%), followed by
B&M (27%) and OTAs (19%).38
3.41

The services provided to a passenger by a travel agent will vary based on the
category of agents, however in most cases the core air travel-related function
of the agent will be to:
(a) offer a range of itineraries to the passenger based on the availability of
flights (and accommodation if applicable), which may include complex flight
itineraries including multiple airlines;
(b) assist the passenger in selecting the best option;
(c) enable the booking of an itinerary including flights and accommodation in
one place; and
(d) assist the traveller in finding alternative travel arrangements in the event of
cancellations and emergencies.

3.42

In addition, TMCs play a role in helping corporate customers to fulfil their duty
of care obligations to their employees and others and enforce their travel
policies (for example as to authorised class of travel) through the provision of
management information and other services.39

Factors in travel agents choosing a GDS or alternative distribution channel
3.43

The Parties submitted that travel agents need the GDS to service their
customers’ broader needs, 40 in particular: mid-and back-office processing and
support; comprehensive reservation management; 24-hour travel agency
support; automation, scripting and other agency support functionality; and
duty of care and reporting.

3.44

This is generally confirmed by travel agents’ responses, with a number of
TMCs and an OTA highlighting the ability of the system to help them manage

2019 Global Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT Primer: From Volume to Value, Bank of America Merrill
Lynch, 26 September 2019, Chart 46.
39 We approached 16 large corporates [] to understand more about the way they purchase corporate air travel
for their staff. We received responses from four corporates with combined spend on airline tickets over US$1bn.
All four corporates told us that they used a travel management company (TMC) with an online booking tool. They
indicated that the reason for using the TMC was to fulfil their duty of care obligation. This was primarily in
providing a data feed which allowed the corporate to track any incidents affecting their travellers. One corporate
said that the TMC also allows them to ensure staff are only directed to services which are safe and secure and
ensure bookings are in line with corporate policy.
40 Para 1.26 Initial phase 2 submission
38
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bookings post-sale is a reason why their use their current service provider
(GDS).41
3.45

Another consideration is the level of incentive payments they receive for
making bookings (as discussed in the GDS section above). Of the travel
agents which gave us a breakdown of their revenues, based on a simple
average, around 18% of travel agent revenue is earned from GDS incentive
payments and 25% from airlines.42 [].43 Incentive payments are therefore a
significant consideration in which channel, and which GDS, is used by travel
agents.

3.46

In response to our Provisional Findings the Parties submitted that the
importance of incentive payments to travel agents should not be overstated
and highlighted evidence from the Delaware proceedings where an OTA
stated that “GDSs reduced incentives will not keep us from doing business”
and in any case that “GDS incentives are still relatively small compared to the
overall revenue we [] take”.44

3.47

In addition to commercial considerations, the technical quality of the service
e.g. the speed, reliability and innovation of the technology was highlighted as
being a factor in deciding on a supplier. One OTA told us that it evaluates
each provider on the basis of technical capability, commercial terms and
inventory made available through that connectivity.45

3.48

Another key factor for many travel agents’ is their requirement to access all
available content from multiple airlines including the best available fares.

3.49

Travel agents appear to have a preference for accessing content through their
GDS with many highlighting drawbacks with direct connects, including the
impact on the agent’s workflow if they have to undertake multiple searches.46
Nevertheless some travel agents do appear willing to access content through
direct connects if not available through the GDS.

[] For example, one large TMC said their supplier ‘facilitates highly efficient access to after-booking services
and other important services such as sanctions compliance, data security, disaster recovery back-up systems,
service level commitments, and duty of care support’.
42 Based on 9 responses from question in detailed questionnaire asking for: Sources of revenue in air travel (e.g.
incentive payments from airlines, GDS providers, fees charged to travellers, etc – please specify and estimate
proportions) and 4 responses from our online questionnaire which asked for % of revenue earned from airlines
and % of revenue earned from other intermediaries e.g. GDS.
For the detailed questionnaire some agents responded with one number for airline and GDS incentives. These
numbers have been excluded.
43
[]
44 Parties response to Provisional Findings paragraph 4.13 i(). The ‘Delaware Proceedings’ refer to the trial in the
US where the US Department of Justice sued to block the Merger.
45 []
46 []
41

44

3.50

In that context, accessing content from direct connects can involve different
technological solutions for different travel agents. Travel agents with their own
technology can integrate additional content sources into their front-end
solution with some investment.47 For other travel agents, which either have
less technological capability, or whose systems are more integrated with their
primary GDS provider, accessing content from direct connects may require
carrying out multiple searches using different tools.48 Another option is to use
third-party aggregators (eg Travelfusion) or third-party online booking tools
(eg SAP Concur).

3.51

Figure 3.1 below shows the information flows which enable airline content to
be distributed to end-customers. The diagram shows how airline content
reaches end-customers through both the direct channel and the indirect
channel.

Figure 3.1: distribution of airline content

Source: Sabre

OTAs indicated they use property technology for searches [] as well as some TMCs. For example, one
TMC [] said ‘We use a proprietary system which pulls in content from the GDS and Non-GDS aggregators. All
agents use this system for their bookings, and it enables them to fully service the client in one place’
An OTA [] said ‘We have created a proprietary algorithm that simultaneously searches all of the providers we
are connected to searching for a) lowest fare; b) with "bookability"; c) with the fastest response time. The role of
any one provider is the same unless the content is only available through a direct connection then our search will
default to searching and booking via that direct connection’.
48 For example, one TMC [] said that: ‘GDS is primary due to majority of content. other sources only used if
content not available. This is to reduce the number of connections that need to be managed, and ensure
consultants only need to use one interface wherever possible. it is extremely time consuming and inefficient to
have to use multiple interfaces or manage and maintain multiple connections.’
47Most
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New Distribution Capability (NDC) and the future of the industry
3.52

The airline content collected by GDSs is typically communicated using the
Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport
(EDIFACT) messaging standard. The EDIFACT standard is decades old and
was created to handle high transaction volumes while requiring only limited
bandwidth. EDIFACT has substantial limitations in its ability to handle rich
digital content and has not kept pace with the technology or product offerings
of airlines. EDIFACT is limited to displaying basic information (eg fares and
schedules

3.53

GDSs currently have limited capabilities to distribute content provided using a
different messaging standard).49 Even where a GDS does have the capability
to distribute content using a different messaging standard (eg XML), nonEDIFACT based content (typically ancillaries) must still be provided to the
GDS by airlines via ATPCO. This means that the content cannot be
dynamically adapted depending on individual booking queries in real time.

3.54

The limitations of the messaging technology used by GDSs means that most
airlines currently have limited ability to distribute dynamic, personalised offers
(including ancillary products) in the indirect channel using GDSs, despite
growing demand to do so. Further, and as mentioned above, airlines do not
receive search data and only receive passenger data once a booking has
been completed making it impossible or difficult to personalise content and
offers.

3.55

In 2012, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) – a trade
association of airlines - launched the NDC standard to address the industry’s
current distribution limitations.50 The NDC standard is an XML-based
computer messaging standard which originated from a messaging protocol
developed by Farelogix and which was donated to (and subsequently
developed by) IATA.51 The NDC standard enhances the capability of (and
standardises) communications between industry participants and allows for
dynamic and personalised offers to be created by airlines (instead of the
GDS) and accessed by travel agents.52

This is changing as is apparent in the chapters that follow. Sabre has been investing in NDC technology and
the transition away from mainframe computing, which is discussed in detail in chapter 9. Chapters 8 and 10
discuss how the other main GDSs, Amadeus and Travelport, have also been investing in NDC capabilities albeit
via different approaches.
50 IATA website: New Distribution Capability.
51 Which is not to say that Farelogix has been the only firm innovating in this area. Amadeus submitted that it has
been committed to NDC development for some years (starting investing in its own NDC merchandising solutions
programme in 2013) and has achieved the highest certification currently available both as an IT provider and as
an aggregator.
52 IATA website: About NDC.
49
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3.56

Under the traditional GDS distribution model, booking queries from travel
agencies are received by the GDS. The GDS then constructs an offer based
on schedule and fare information filed with OAG and ATPCO respectively,
before checking availability with the airlines and communicating the offer back
to the travel agent. Under an NDC distribution model, offer requests are
received by the airlines themselves (potentially via an aggregator, or directly
from the travel agency). The airline then creates an offer for the travel agent in
real time, without filing fares with third party information providers such as
ATPCO and OAG. In short, the NDC standard aims to give airlines similar
capabilities to construct more dynamic offers in the indirect distribution
channel as those that are available through airline.com, but to do it across
channels. This capability will negate the need for airlines to rely on the GDSs
to undertake this service on their behalf. Figure 3.2 below from Farelogix
diagrammatically presents the industry participants which have migrated to
using the NDC distribution standard.

Figure 3.2- Traditional versus NDC distribution models

Source: Farelogix (Preserving Consumer Choice and Innovation in Air Travel, 17 January 2018)

3.57

For distribution of content compatible with the NDC standard (NDC content),
airlines require an NDC API through which to connect to third parties. As with
other APIs, the NDC API can either be developed by the airline in-house or by
using a third-party technology provider such as Farelogix. Connections are
subsequently established between airlines and travel agents or aggregators to
transmit the NDC content.

47

3.58

The majority of airlines submitted that they have a strategy to adopt the NDC
standard (although progress varies). IATA’s ‘NDC Leaderboard’ airlines53
have committed to having 20% of their tickets distributed via an NDC API by
the end of 2020 (although the evidence we have suggests that progress
towards this target varies by airline).

3.59

Some airlines can use NDC API to connect and transmit content to GDSs.
However, currently, GDSs are not yet fully able to consume and manage NDC
content, meaning that GDS pass-through arrangements to date do not allow
airlines to distribute fully dynamic offers in the same way as on their websites
or using direct connects.

3.60

To date, travel agents have generally expressed an interest in consuming
NDC content through their existing GDS although currently more consume
NDC content through direct connects.54

3.61

We understand that Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport are each working on
developing their capabilities to consume and distribute NDC content through
their GDS. Most travel agents responding to our questionnaire indicated that
in the next 12 months they expected to be able to access NDC content
through their GDS provider (ie using GDS pass-through).55

3.62

Other technology providers have also developed IT solutions that are
compatible with the NDC standard, focusing on various parts of the airline
value chain (retailing, distribution, including aggregation, and fulfilment). For
example, while some providers have developed or expanded their
aggregation technology to allow travel agents to compare offers from several
airlines’ APIs (eg Travelfusion), others have focussed on developing shopping
engines for airlines (eg ITA).

NDC and the future of the industry
3.63

It appears that the adoption of the NDC standard is a first step towards further
significant industry changes in the coming years. The main features that we
have found in our inquiry are listed below.
(a) The development of NDC solutions encompassing elements currently
forming part of an airline’s PSS and its distribution technology (a so-called

See NDC Leaderboard information pack. IATA invited airlines which want to grow their NDC volumes rapidly to
join a group called the ‘NDC Leaderboard’. It consists of 22 airlines (belonging to 17 airline groups): Aeroflot, Air
Canada, Air France KLM, American Airlines, Lufthansa, IAG, Cathay Pacific, China Southern, Finnair, JetBlue,
Olympic, Qantas, Qatar, SAS, Singapore, Sun Express, United Airlines.
54 Chapter 10, Evidence from travel agents, Views on accessing NDC content.
55 []
53
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Offer and Order Management System). The adoption of the NDC standard
will allow airlines to create dynamic, personalised offers fully using the NDC
standard which can then be distributed (and managed) across all
distribution channels using one provider.56 Crucially, the airlines will be
responsible for offer creation, not the GDS.
(b) Airlines will also get access to search and purchasing data generated by
passengers which will help them further improve their services.
(c) Travel agents and passengers will be able to search for more complex
bundles of products and services.
(d) Content will be displayed to travel agents and passengers using images,
pictures and videos which will allow them to better understand and
compare offers between airlines.
(e) The distinct components of the airlines’ booking system IT stack which
generate information for the GDSs on schedules, availability and fares will
be replaced by a broader offer creation and management system.
(f) Given that the offer creation function will move from GDS to airlines and
involve a wider portfolio of services, retailing solutions, especially
merchandising solutions, are likely to become even more valuable to
airlines than they are today.
(g) The IATA ONE Order initiative. This is an ‘industry-led initiative intended to
replace the multiple rigid and paper-based booking and ticketing records
[…] by combining the contents into a single and flexible order record.’57
IATA’s website explains that ONE Order complements NDC and ‘is
extending the capability of the Order Management system.’58
3.64

We have been acutely mindful of these industry dynamics in making our
assessment of the Merger, as discussed further in Chapter 7.

Personalised offers can mean personalised pricing, offers of ‘add-ons’ and notification of new offers.
https://www.iata.org/whatwedo/airline-distribution/one-order/Pages/index.aspx (accessed on 16 August 2019).
58 https://www.iata.org/whatwedo/airline-distribution/one-order/Pages/index.aspx (accessed on 16 August 2019).
56
57
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4.

The Merger and rationale

The Merger
4.1

On 14 November 2018, Sabre entered into an agreement59 (the Merger
Agreement) to acquire the whole of the issued share capital of Farelogix for
approximately $360 million.60, 61 The Merger Agreement was announced
publicly on the same day.62 [] 63 and [].64[].65 Since the Phase 2
reference, section 78 of the Act prevents completion without the Inquiry
Group’s consent.

4.2

The Parties notified the proposed acquisition of Farelogix by Sabre to the US
Department of Justice (DOJ) on 6 December 2018. On 20 August 2019, the
DOJ filed a complaint in US Federal Court, seeking a permanent injunction to
prevent Sabre from acquiring Farelogix. The DOJ alleged that the proposed
acquisition was likely to substantially lessen competition in violation of federal
antitrust law.66 On 7 April the US Court cleared the Merger.

4.3

[].

4.4

[].

Events leading to up the Merger
4.5

Farelogix is majority owned by Sandler Capital Management (Sandler), a
private equity fund which holds [] of the issued share capital of Farelogix.67
[].68 [].69

4.6

In this context, since 2015 Farelogix has [].70 []. Details of previous
expressions of interest and bids for Farelogix are discussed in Appendix C.

59
60

[].
[].

Note all dollar figures quotes in this report are in US dollars.
Sabre announcement (14 November 2018).
63 [].
64 [].
65 The parties confirmed this in phase 1.
66 Sabre entered into an agreement with the DOJ and committed not to close the acquisition whilst DOJ litigation
is ongoing (Sabre’s Response to First Day Letter dated 10 September 2019).
67 [].
68 []. See Appendix C for further details.
69 [].
70 [].
61
62
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4.7

The Parties told us that [].71 The Parties told us that, [].72 Following further
discussions and initial due diligence, [].73

4.8

Sabre told us that it was [].74 In October 2018, Sabre [].75 Further details
regarding the 2018 sales process and the valuation of Farelogix are set out in
Appendix C.

4.9

Sabre’s Board approved the signing of the finalised transaction agreement on
10 November 2018 and Farelogix’s Board of Directors approved the
transaction agreement on 12 November 2018. On 13 November 2018, a
majority of Farelogix’s shareholders approved the proposed transaction by
written consent.76

Rationale
Sabre’s rationale for the Merger
4.10

Sabre’s announced rationale for entering into the agreement to acquire
Farelogix was ‘to accelerate delivery of [Sabre’s] end-to-end NDC-enabled
retailing, distribution and fulfilment solutions’.77

4.11

In a presentation for investors on the day that the acquisition was announced,
Sabre stated that the Merger was expected to accelerate its ‘NDC-enabled
strategy’ by:78
(a) speeding up delivery of ‘more powerful and tightly integrated PSS and
GDS-agnostic, end-to-end NDC-enabled’ solutions;
(b) expanding Sabre’s ‘pool of travel technology talent, driving faster
innovation’; and
(c) increasing the ‘breadth of customers in NDC and next-gen retailing’.79

4.12

In its call with equity analysts discussing the proposed acquisition, Sabre
described Farelogix as a ‘recognised innovator in the travel technology space

[].
[].
73 [].
74 []. See also [].
75 [].
76 [].
71
72

Sabre announcement (14 November 2018).
Sabre investor presentation: Sabre to acquire Farelogix, 14 November 2018.
79 Sabre’s plans to develop end-to-end NDC solutions consist of ‘Next Generation Retailing’ and ‘Next
Generation Distribution’. See chapter 9 for a description of these plans.
77
78
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with advanced offer management and NDC order capabilities’.80 Sabre noted
that, in 2018, Farelogix had grown its revenues by approximately 25% versus
the previous year and that Farelogix generated gross margins of
approximately 85% and 2018 EBITDA81 of around $4 million. Sabre added
that:82
(a) it expected strong growth for Farelogix in 2019;
(b) Farelogix’s capabilities were built on a ‘high scalable and interoperable
SaaS83 platform’;
(c) Farelogix’s solutions were used by many of the world’s largest airlines;
(d) Farelogix was currently implementing NDC integrations with every global
GDS;
(e) it considered that Farelogix was ‘very well-positioned for a continued rapid
growth’, as a result of a revenue model which combined highly recurring
subscription revenue and transaction-based revenue.
4.13

A presentation made to the Sabre Board on 10 November 2018 (when the
acquisition was recommended to the Board) explained in the speaking notes
that Farelogix had []:84
(a) FLX M: []. Sabre stated that Farelogix was [] and the [].
(b) FLX OC including the NDC API, which has []. Sabre stated that Farelogix
had [], and that [].

4.14

The presentation to the Sabre Board noted in the speaking notes that
Farelogix had developed all of its technology to work with all PSS and GDS
platforms and that Sabre intended to maintain this agnostic approach.85

4.15

Sabre submitted to us that the acquisition would enable it to develop
integrated solutions that allow airlines to distribute NDC-compliant offers via

80

[].

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation.
[].
83 Software as a Service.
84 [].
85 [].
81
82
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Sabre’s GDS (as well as other direct and indirect distribution channels)86 and
that it [].87 Sabre told us that the Merger was the [] for it to [].88
4.16

Sabre told us that, while it will maintain and continue to offer FLX OC to
airlines, this technology was ‘not the key reason’ for the acquisition. Rather,
Sabre told us that it considered the value of the Merger to be in ‘Farelogix’s
strength in merchandising which will plug a gap in Sabre’s current capabilities
and accelerate Sabre’s development of NDC solutions’.89

4.17

Sabre submitted that its own merchandising product was [].90 Sabre told us
that its merchandising offer is fully integrated with its core PSS (ie it is “PSSdependent” and incapable of being sold separately for use with other core
PSSs)91 and that acquiring a merchandising module that is PSS-agnostic
would enable it to compete for non-Sabre core PSS airlines.92 Sabre told us
that it requires a PSS-agnostic merchandising module because:
(a) core PSS opportunities are rare because of long term contracts; and
(b) growth opportunities are primarily in the sale of non-core PSS modules
which can be purchased outside of the PSS contracting cycle.93

4.18

Sabre told us that, absent the Merger, it would take [], to ‘organically
develop a PSS-agnostic merchandising module comparable to the industryleading solutions’. Sabre added that, [].94

Farelogix/Sandler’s rationale for the Merger
4.19

As described in paragraph 4.5 above, Sandler told us that []. Sandler
submitted that, [].95 However, Sandler also told us that [].96

4.20

Sandler submitted that it had considered [] alternatives to the proposed sale
of Farelogix to Sabre [].97 Details of these proposals [] are set out in
Appendix C.

[].
[].
88 [].
89 [].
90 [].
91 [].
92 [].
93 [].
94 [].
95 [].
96 [].
97 [].
86
87
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4.21

[].98

Deal valuation
4.22

98
99

Our review of Sabre’s valuation model and supporting documents shows that,
despite [],99 the agreed purchase price appeared to be justified by a
commercial valuation exercise and calculations of synergies associated with
the Merger. It also reflects assumptions about Farelogix’s continued growth
and does not indicate an intention to shut down Farelogix. We set out further
details of the valuation evidence in Appendix C and consider its implication on
the Merger impact assessment in chapters 9 and 11.

[].

An internal Sabre document calculated that []. The document shows that []. [].
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5.

Jurisdiction

5.1

An anticipated merger must meet the following two criteria to constitute a
relevant merger situation (RMS) for the purposes of the Act:100
a. First, the arrangements in progress or in contemplation will, if carried into
effect, lead to enterprises ceasing to be distinct; and
b. Second, either:
(i)

the UK turnover associated with the enterprise which is being
acquired exceeds £70 million (known as ‘the turnover test’),101 or

(ii) the enterprises which cease to be distinct supply or acquire goods or
services of any description and, after the merger, together supply or
acquire at least 25% of all those particular goods or services of that
kind supplied in the UK or in a substantial part of it. The merger must
also result in an increment to the share of supply or acquisition (‘the
share of supply test’).102
5.2

The second limb of the jurisdictional test seeks to establish that the
transaction has sufficient connection with the UK on the basis of the turnover
test or share of supply test.

Enterprises ceasing to be distinct
Arrangements are in progress or in contemplation
5.3

As explained in paragraph 4.1 above, on 14 November 2018, Sabre and
Farelogix entered into the Merger Agreement.

5.4

On that factual basis, we consider that the requirements of section 36(1)(a) of
the Act regarding “arrangements (…) in progress or in contemplation” are
satisfied, given the Parties have entered into a binding agreement, have
announced their intentions publicly, and are engaging with the DOJ and the
CMA merger review process.

Section 23 of the Act. See also the Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, para 4.3.
See Enterprise Act 2002 (Merger Fees and Determination of Turnover) Order 2003, according to Article 2(b)
‘applicable turnover’ typically means the turnover of an enterprise in the preceding business year; see also
paragraph 4.51 of the Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure.
102 See also paragraph 4.53 of the Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, which provides
that the ‘share of supply test’ is satisfied if the merged enterprises both either supply or acquire goods or services
of a particular description, and will, after the merger, supply or acquire 25 % or more of those goods or services,
in the UK as a whole or in a substantial part of it.
100
101
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Enterprises ceasing to be distinct
The concept of ‘enterprise’
5.5

The Act in section 129(1) defines an “enterprise” as “the activities or part of
the activities of a business”. A “business” “includes a professional practice
and includes any other undertaking which is carried on for gain or reward or
which is an undertaking in the course of which goods or services are supplied
otherwise than free of charge’’. Our Merger Guidance103 (the Guidance) also
makes it clear that the enterprise in question need not be a separate legal
entity.104

5.6

A company that owns a business operating as a going concern with the
necessary assets, employees and customer contracts would satisfy the
factual requirements of ‘an enterprise’ for the purposes of the Act.

5.7

Our view is that each of Sabre and Farelogix constitute an “enterprise” as
defined under the Act.

The concept of “ceasing to be distinct”
5.8

The concept of “ceasing to be distinct” is described in section 26 of the Act.
This provides that any two enterprises cease to be distinct if they are brought
under common ownership or common control. “Control” is not limited to the
acquisition of outright voting control but may include situations falling short of
outright voting control. Section 26 of the Act distinguishes three levels of
interest (in ascending order): (i) material influence (ii) de facto control, and (iii)
a controlling interest (also known as “de jure”, or “legal” control). The
Transaction is an acquisition of a controlling interest.

5.9

In light of the Merger Agreement (described above) our view is that in the
present case there are arrangements in progress or in contemplation which, if
carried into effect, will lead to two enterprises ceasing to be distinct. We
consider that the first limb of the jurisdictional test is therefore met.

Turnover test
5.10

The turnover test is satisfied where the value of the turnover in the UK of the
enterprise acquired exceeds £70 million.

Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, January 2014, CMA2, paragraph 4.6.
Nor is there a requirement that the transferred activities generate a profit or dividend for shareholders: indeed,
the transferred activities may be loss making or conducted on a not-for-profit basis.
103
104
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5.11

Section 28 of the Act provides a mechanism for determining what must be
taken into account in determining the turnover of the “enterprise being taken
over”. In particular, the turnover test is applied to the turnover of the enterprise
being acquired that was generated from the sale of goods or services to
customers in the UK in the business year preceding the date of completion of
the merger.105

5.12

In 2018, the turnover test in section 23(1)(b) was not satisfied.

The share of supply test
5.13

The share of supply test is satisfied if the merging enterprises both either
supply or acquire goods or services of a particular description, and will, after
the merger, supply or acquire 25% or more of those goods or services in the
UK.106

5.14

The Parties submitted that the CMA does not have jurisdiction over the
Merger as the share of supply test has not been met.

5.15

In considering whether the share of supply test has been met, we have
considered the following three key elements:
(a) A product/service element: whether Sabre and Farelogix both supply or
acquire goods or services of a particular description;
(b) a geographic element: whether that supply or acquisition is made in the UK
or a substantial part of the UK; and
(c) a quantitative element: whether Sabre and Farelogix would, as a result of
the merger, supply or acquire 25% or more of those goods or services.

5.16

Sabre supplies its GDS to airlines, including many UK airlines (ie airlines
which hold a Type A Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) operating licence) (UK

After the deduction of sales rebates, VAT and other taxes directly related to turnover (SI 2003/1370, as
amended).
106 Section 23 of the Act, and Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraph 4.53.
105
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Airlines)107 in respect of a range of itineraries.108 Farelogix has an agreement
with one UK Airline, British Airways, which enables it to use Farelogix’s FLX
OC and FLX NDC API (collectively referred to as the FLX Services) in respect
of one type of itinerary, Interline Segments (as defined in Part A of Appendix
B) in the context of its interline arrangement with American Airlines.109 The
effect of this agreement, when considered in the context of a number of other
related arrangements, is that British Airways receives the supply of the FLX
Services for the purpose of marketing its Interline Segments.110 We therefore
consider that both Sabre (through its GDS) and Farelogix (through the FLX
Services) supply services of a particular description, namely IT solutions to
UK Airlines for the purpose of airlines providing travel services information111
to travel agents to enable travel agents to make bookings (see paragraph
5.28 below).
5.17

We consider that Sabre’s share (by revenue) of the supply of this service is
above 25% and that the Merger results in an increment.

5.18

Therefore, we consider that the share of supply test is satisfied.

Relevant background
5.19

As set out in Chapter 3, Sabre supplies its GDS to airlines on a worldwide
basis, including many UK Airlines. Sabre enters into direct agreements with
UK Airlines for the provision of its GDS. Sabre’s services include the provision
of IT solutions to airlines for the purpose of airlines providing travel services
information to travel agents to enable travel agents to make bookings.

A Type A Operating Licence is required by operators of aircraft with 20 or more seats
(www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airlines/Licensing/Licence-types/Operating-licences). The CAA’s ‘Licensing
Airlines in the UK: the framework and criteria for granting Operating Licences, Route Licences and Air Transport
Licences’ includes comprehensive guidance about the framework and criteria for granting Operating Licences. In
2018, the UK Airlines were British Airways plc; Virgin Atlantic Airways Ltd; Virgin Atlantic International Ltd;
EasyJet UK Limited; Flybe Ltd; Ryanair UK Ltd ([]); Wizz Air UK Limited; Air Kilroe Ltd (trading as Eastern
Airways); Air Tanker Services Ltd; BA Cityflyer Ltd; British Midland Regional Ltd (which ceased activities in
2019); CargoLogicAir Ltd; DHL Air Ltd; Jet2.com Ltd; Loganair Ltd; Norwegian Air UK Ltd; Thomas Cook Airlines
Ltd (which ceased activities in 2019); TUI Airways Ltd; and Titan Airways Ltd. For consistency with the approach
adopted by the Parties, the UK Airlines list excludes small charter airlines (ie 2Excel Aviation Limited, Bae
Systems (Corporate Air Travel) Limited, Jota Aviation Limited, and RVL Aviation Limited), one helicopter operator
(ie Bristow Helicopters Limited), and an airline based in Switzerland [] (TAG Aviation (UK) Limited) []. The
Parties included two airlines based in the Channel Islands holding a CAA air transport licence (ie []) within the
definition of UK Airlines. []. However, we have excluded these two airlines from the definition of UK Airlines as
these airlines do not hold a CAA operating licence. [].
108 For example, single airline bookings, codeshare bookings and interline bookings.
109 See Part A of Appendix B for a description of interlining.
110 The term ‘market’ in this Chapter is used in the sense that, pursuant to the interline arrangement with
American Airlines, British Airways is the marketing carrier of the Interline Segment. British Airways’ flight code is
used for the Interline Segment. American Airlines collects the entire fare from the customer via the travel agent
and remits to British Airways the amount due for the British Airways Interline Segment based on existing
commercial arrangements. British Airways in practice sells its Interline Segments through the FLX Services.
111 Information on, eg, flight availability, schedules, fares, and ancillary offerings.
107
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5.20

As also set out in Chapter 3, the FLX Services also include the provision of IT
solutions of this description to one UK Airline. In this context, Farelogix has an
agreement with British Airways which enables British Airways to use the FLX
Services to provide travel services information and market Interline Segments
through travel agents. British Airways accordingly receives the supply of the
FLX Services for the purposes of marketing its Interline Segments. This
service provision is underpinned by three commercial arrangements:
(a) The existing service agreement between Farelogix and American Airlines
under which Farelogix supplies the FLX Services to American Airlines and
must support and facilitate itineraries with American Airlines’ interline
partners(the Direct Connect Services Agreement);112
(b) the interline arrangement between American Airlines and British Airways
which functions in the context of the joint revenue and cost sharing
agreement with American Airlines which, in turn, prompted British Airways
to take steps to enable the sale of its flights (Interline Segments) through
the FLX Services; and
(c) the existing ‘FLX Interline Distribution Agreement’ between Farelogix and
British Airways entered into by British Airways to enable British Airways to
use and receive supply of the FLX Services with respect to Interline
Segments and [] (the British Airways Agreement).113

5.21

We provide further detail on each of these commercial arrangements in Part A
of Appendix B.

Assessment of the product/service element of the share of supply test
5.22

With regard to the product/service element of the share of supply test, the Act
confers on the CMA a broad discretion to describe a specific category of
goods or services supplied or procured by the merging parties. In particular,
section 23(8) of the Act states that ‘the criteria for deciding when goods or
services can be treated, for the purposes of this section, as goods or services
of a separate description shall be such as in any particular case the decisionmaking authority considers appropriate in the circumstances of that case’.

5.23

The Guidance identifies a number of considerations to which the CMA will
have regard when describing the category.114 In particular, the Guidance
provides that the share of supply test is not an economic assessment of the

[].
Agreement dated 26 April 2011.
114 Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraph 4.56.
112
113
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type used in the CMA’s substantive assessment and need not amount to a
relevant economic market. Rather, the Guidance states that the CMA will
have regard to any reasonable description of a set of goods or services to
determine whether the share of supply test is met.115 Therefore, it is not
necessary that the description of services for the purposes of the share of
supply test aligns with our market definition analysis for the purposes of our
substantive assessment.
5.24

The CMA’s well-established approach in carrying out its statutory duties in
relation to merger control is to consider the commercial realities and results of
transactions, focussing on the substance rather than the legal form of the
relevant arrangements.116 Markets (including, in particular, digital and
technology markets) can be characterised by a variety of different business
models and the ways in which firms interact with their customers can vary
significantly.

Supply of IT solutions to airlines for the purpose of airlines providing travel
services information to travel agents to enable travel agents to make bookings
5.25

As explained in Chapter 3, airlines provide passengers with access to travel
services information and the ability to make bookings either directly (via their
website or call centres) or indirectly (via travel agents (including online travel
agents and travel management companies).

5.26

There are a number of different IT solutions that third-parties provide to
airlines for the purpose of airlines providing travel services information to
travel agents to enable travel agents to make bookings.117 The most common
is a GDS. But over recent years Direct Connect services providers and nonGDS aggregators have been providing alternative IT solutions for airlines to
provide travel services information to travel agents for the purpose of making
bookings. These IT solutions operate in different ways but they all ultimately
allow travel agents to access relevant flight information and make bookings on
behalf of passengers.118

115 Merger’s

Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraph 4.56.
Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraphs 4.7 and 4.21.
117 We note that airlines can also self-supply these connections in-house. For the purposes of the share of supply
test we are considering services supplied to airlines by third-parties.
118 As explained in Chapter 3. Within the indirect distribution channel, the distribution of content from an airline to
a travel agent could be via a GDS or via a direct connect. Content may also be distributed using a direct connect
that goes via a non-GDS aggregator (which then aggregates content from multiple airlines so that the travel
agent can compare offers). Non-GDS aggregators cannot distribute content without the support of direct
connects and therefore we consider the inclusion of non-GDS aggregators in our assessment for the purposes of
the share of supply test to be conservative.
116
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5.27

In assessing whether we are able to identify a reasonable description of
goods or services that includes both Sabre and Farelogix, we have first
considered the services supplied by each of the parties:
(a) Sabre provides a GDS, ie an IT solution that connects airlines with a point
of sale operated by a third-party retailer (such as travel agents and travel
management companies). This connection enables airlines to transfer
travel services information to the GDS (which subsequently consolidates
and provides the travel services information to travel agents), and to sell
tickets to passengers through travel agents.
(b) Farelogix (via the FLX Services) provides an IT solution that enables
airlines to connect to a third party (including travel agents, non-GDS
aggregators, and GDSs) or their own website. To do so, Farelogix builds an
Application Programming Interface (API) that, upon the request of the
airline, is exposed to third parties (eg the travel agent) to allow that third
party to build a connection to the airlines systems. Occasionally, to allow
the airline’s interline partners to market Interline Segments to passengers
through travel agents, via the FLX Services, Farelogix also sets up a
technical connection between the airline and certain of its interline partners
(where such technical connection is required). The creation of this
connection is a necessary component for the interline partner to use and
receive supply of the FLX Services in the context of interline bookings as it
enables the interline partner to use the FLX Services to provide travel
services information and market Interline Segments through travel agents.
Thus, both the airline and its interline partner benefit from the creation of
the technical connection.

5.28

Accordingly, both Sabre (via its GDS) and Farelogix (via the FLX Services)
supply IT solutions to airlines for the purpose of airlines providing travel
services information to travel agents to enable travel agents to make
bookings.119 Therefore, we have identified the supply of ‘an IT solution to
airlines for the purpose of airlines providing travel services information to
travel agents to enable travel agents to make bookings’ as the relevant
description of services (the Relevant Description of Services) for the purposes
of determining whether the share of supply test is met.

5.29

We consider that other providers of these services are the other main GDSs
(Amadeus and Travelport), smaller GDSs (eg Host Direct),120 other Direct

Both Sabre and Farelogix are third party service providers (ie they provide their IT solutions to airlines who
wish to avail of their services).
120 Other GDSs (eg Host Direct) are similar to GDSs but are focused on certain geographic areas.
119
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Connect providers (including NDC Direct Connect and Non-NDC/XML direct
connects), 121 and non-GDS aggregators.122
Reasonableness of the Relevant Description of Services
5.30

The Parties submitted that the Relevant Description of Services is inadequate
and unreasonable for use in the share of supply test.123

5.31

The Parties submitted that the Relevant Description of Services is lengthy,
complex, involves a large degree of economic analysis, and has required
nearly a year to crystallise.124 However, we do not consider that these factors,
individually or collectively, are determinative of, and nor do they constrain, the
application of the share of supply test. We consider the Relevant Description
of Services reasonably reflects the outcome of a comprehensive investigation
by the CMA to engage with extensive and detailed submissions made by the
Parties regarding the highly technical nature of the services they provide and
to understand the commercial reality underlying such services.

5.32

The Parties also submitted that the Relevant Description of Services does not
correspond to how competition takes place, or any recognised commercial or
industry standard.125 However, we consider that the Relevant Description of
Services reflects the commercial reality of how tickets are distributed through
the indirect channel. In any event, whilst the factors identified by the Parties
may inform our assessment of the commercial reality underlying the nature of
the services provided by the Parties, we consider they are not determinative
of the appropriateness and reasonableness of the Relevant Description of
Services.126

5.33

Accordingly, and having carefully considered the Parties’ submissions, we
consider that the Relevant Description of Services is reasonable and
appropriate in the circumstances of this case.

No UK Airlines listed spend with third party direct connects (whether NDC or otherwise) in 2018.
indicated in footnote 119 above, we have included non-GDS aggregators in our assessment for the
purposes of the share of supply test on a conservative basis. Non-GDS aggregators are providers of IT solutions
that aggregate airline content from multiple airlines and transfer that content to a travel agent. In that sense, their
functions are very similar to a GDS and therefore we consider it appropriate to include them in the Relevant
Description of Services. We do not think that the fact that they do not necessarily connect directly to an airline
affects our view as they are still a necessary and important component to the transfer of airline content to the
travel agent.
123 Provisional Findings response (paragraphs 2.6 - 2.8).
124 Provisional Findings response.
125 The Parties also submitted that business and commercial people do not use the Relevant Description of
Services. Provisional Findings response (paragraph 2.10) and [].
126 There is no statutory requirement to take these factors into account (Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s
jurisdiction and procedure, para. 4.56).
121
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Services included in the Relevant Description of Services
5.34

The Parties submitted that, even if the Relevant Description of Services is
appropriate and reasonable, the CMA has erred in determining which service
providers fall in and out of its scope. In particular, the Parties submitted that
there are two main flaws in the CMA’s approach.127

5.35

First, the Parties submitted that Farelogix does not provide a service that
meets the Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines. The Parties
submitted that the services provided by Farelogix are not comparable to the
services provided by a GDS on the basis of the CMA’s own Provisional
Finding that the services provided by Farelogix and the services provided by
GDSs are complementary (rather than substitutable) from a travel agent’s
perspective.128 However, we consider that the Parties have overstated the
CMA’s position, and misconstrued evidence of the preferences of travel
agents as a finding of complementarity. In any event, we consider that
complementary services may in any event be of the same description as each
other. As explained in paragraph 5.3 above, our Relevant Description of
Services does not rely on market definition or an assessment of
substitutability.129

5.36

Second, the Parties submitted that the Relevant Description of Services
excludes a wide range of service providers that meet the description.130 In
particular, the Parties challenged the exclusion of:
(a) Metasearch engines: The Parties submitted that metasearch engines (eg
Google Flights) do a similar job to aggregators (ie they aggregate and
compare content from multiple airlines, whilst not directly connecting to an
airline). However, we consider that there is a clear distinction between nonGDS aggregators and metasearch engines. Non-GDS aggregators are an
IT solution provided to airlines which enables travel agents to access travel
services information and to make bookings (in conjunction with, e.g., a

Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.14.
The Parties referred to the CMA’s Provisional Findings statement that ‘Travel agents appear to have a
preference for accessing content through their GDSs…Nevertheless, travel agents do appear willing to access
content through direct connects if not available through the GDS’ (paragraph 3.48 Provisional Findings),
Provisional Findings response (paragraph 2.15). The Parties also submitted, in response to the CMA’s
assessment of the competitive effects of the Merger, that Sabre and Farelogix are not competitors, in part,
because a GDS can offer so much more than a direct connect. We have rejected this argument about
competition between the Parties (see Chapter 11).
129 The Parties also argued that, even if the FLX Services fell under the Relevant Description of Services,
Farelogix does not provide the Relevant Description of Services to any UK Airline (Provisional Findings response,
paragraph 2.16). We address this point in paragraphs 5.38 – 5.58 below.
130 Provisional Findings response (paragraphs 2.24-2.32); Annex 4 to the Provisional Findings response; [].
127
128
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GDS or direct connect). Metasearch engines are not an IT solution
provided to airlines but consumer facing sites.
(b) Non-VITOs: We address this point in paragraph 5.68 below.
(c) NDC Exchange: The Parties submitted that NDC Exchange is an NDC API
provider which provides NDC API connectivity to customers and, therefore,
a direct competitor to Farelogix. We disagree that NDC Exchange is an
NDC API. The evidence received shows that NDC Exchange is a
partnership between ATPCO and SITA which provides NDC translation
technology and does not provide an NDC API for airlines.131
(d) ATPCO132: The Parties submitted that ATPCO’s services of collecting and
supplying airline data are a necessary and important component for the
overwhelming majority of bookings in the indirect channel. However, we
consider that ATPCO is not an IT solution provided to airlines but an
information tool that collects fare and fare-related data for the airline and
travel industry and distributes that information to third parties (eg non-GDS
aggregators).133
(e) Other providers: The Parties submitted that the Relevant Description of
Services should include suppliers that facilitate interline bookings (ARINC,
SITA); IT companies that create airline travel agency portals for travel
agencies; and IT companies that build airline websites. We consider that,
providers of messaging technologies (eg ARINC) provide communication
services to airlines which do not, on their own, enable airlines to provide
travel services information to travel agents or enable travel agents to make
bookings. The evidence available does not indicate that airline travel
agency portal builders provide an IT solution to airlines which, on their own,
enable the transfer of travel services information to travel agents and the
making of bookings by travel agents.134 In addition, we consider that IT
companies that build airline websites do not provide an IT solution to

ATPCO’s Chief Strategy Officer testified in the US proceedings that NDC Exchange does not compete with
any products offered by Sabre or Farelogix (United States of America vs Sabre Corporate, day seven, Bench
Trial transcript Day Seven, page 1693); [] and []. In addition, even if it were to be included, it has been
confirmed by SITA that NDC Exchange [] in 2018 and UK Airlines have not listed NDC Exchange as a
distribution channel.
132 ATPCO stands for Airline Tariff Publishing Company.
133 For similar reasons, the Relevant Description of Services also excludes other data providers identified by the
Parties (eg Innovata and OAG).
134 This is supported by the evidence received by a provider of agency portals who told us that their services are
more comparable to services provided by PSS providers and to products such as SAP Hybris than to services
provided by GDSs and Direct Connects ([]). In addition, no UK Airlines identified any of these suppliers as a
distribution channel. Even if travel agent portals were included in the Relevant Description of Services, the
revenues data available suggests that their inclusion would have a limited impact on our share of supply
calculations.
131
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airlines that enable travel agents to access travel services information and
make bookings.135
5.37

In light of the above, we consider that we have included all providers which
provide services falling within the scope of the Relevant Description of
Services. In particular, we consider that we have included:
(a) All relevant third-party services providers (ie excluding self-supply) involved
in the travel agent/travel management company channel (an important
airline distribution channel);
(b) IT solutions that allow airlines to connect to travel agents – ie GDSs, or
APIs for connection with travel agents through direct connect or non-GDS
aggregators;136 and
(c) third-party services actually used and identified by UK Airlines to allow
travel agents to access travel services information and make bookings.137

Supply of the Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines

The Relevant Description of Services also excludes the following services identified by the Parties: (i)
airline.com (it is not an IT solution provided to airlines (each airline has its own airline.com), it is generally
accessed by travellers directly, and bookings under airline.com are made by travellers directly); (ii) suppliers of
communications networks (e.g. Openreach) (as such suppliers do not provide an IT solution to airlines); (iii)
EDIFACT (it is a messaging standard used within the aviation industry rather than an IT solution provided to
airlines); (iv) PSS providers (as such suppliers do not, on their own, provide travel services information to travel
agents or enable travel agents to make bookings); (v) airline revenue accounting services (eg Maureva) (as such
suppliers do not allow the transfer of travel services information to travel agents or enable travel agents to make
bookings); and (vi) providers of shopping and pricing non-core PSS modules (eg Google/IAT) (as such suppliers
they do not, on their own, provide travel services information to travel agents or enable travel agents to make
bookings).
136 Though we note that we have not, and are not required to, undertake a formal substitutability analysis as
might be undertaken in a market definition exercise on the basis that the share of supply test is not an economic
assessment of the type used in the CMA’s substantive assessment and need not amount to a relevant economic
market.
137 The Parties have argued that the CMA did not put the Relevant Description of Services to airlines and
therefore cannot rely on the data they provided for this purpose (paragraph 2.11 of the Provisional Findings
response). However, we consider that the line of questioning included in our questionnaires sent to UK Airlines
was appropriate to obtain a comprehensive overview of the distribution channels used by UK Airlines, by
including definitions of the main distribution channels and giving UK Airlines the opportunity to identify other
distribution channels (including indirect distribution channels) in addition to those explicitly identified in our
questionnaire. In particular, our questionnaire sent to UK Airlines asked them to provide 2018 booking estimates
through the following distribution channels: (i) GDS services; (ii) Direct Connect (GDS bypass); (iii) NDC enabled
GDS pass-through; (iv) airlines content aggregation services (non-GDS), eg Travelfusion or similar; and (v) Other
content distribution services (please specify). Under the ‘other’ category, Jet2 and TUI identified their internal tour
operators. However, as it is further explained below, Jet2 and TUI are vertically-integrated tour operators which
the Parties excluded from their calculations. The Parties submitted that this constitutes a conservative approach
to reflect that the majority of bookings made by vertically-integrated tour operators are for its own airline such that
they might be considered as relating to the direct channel ([]). Therefore, the CMA excluded Jet2 and TUI’s
internal tour-operators from the indirect distribution channel. Under the ‘other’ category, LoganAir identified []
but they later confirmed these were not indirect distribution channels. Also Jet2 listed payments to Expedia which
we have been excluded as they are a travel agent. The only providers identified by the UK Airlines to distribute
their content through the indirect channel are the ones captured in the Relevant Description of Services.
135
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5.38

Consistent with the share of supply test framework, we have considered
whether the Parties overlap in the supply of the Relevant Description of
Services to UK Airlines.

5.39

Sabre supplies its GDS to airlines on a worldwide basis, including many UK
Airlines. Therefore, we consider that Sabre supplies the Relevant Description
of Services in the UK to UK Airlines.

5.40

As further explained below, we consider that Farelogix supplies the Relevant
Description of Services in the UK to British Airways. In particular, we consider
that British Airways uses and receives supply of the FLX Services in order to
enable British Airways to market Interline Segments (as defined in Part A of
Appendix B) under the interline arrangement with American Airlines.

Representations of the Parties
5.41

The Parties submitted that it is not appropriate for the CMA to consider that
Farelogix supplies the Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines (and to
British Airways, in particular), either directly or indirectly. In particular, they
submitted that:
(a) Farelogix only supplies the FLX Services directly to non-UK airlines (eg
American Airlines). It is not appropriate to treat British Airways as a
customer of Farelogix as British Airways did not make a procurement
decision for the FLX Services (the procurement decision was made by
American Airlines in the United States);138
(b) The Direct Connect Services Agreement cannot be construed or
interpreted as Farelogix providing the FLX Services to British Airways for
the following key reasons:
(i) [];
(ii) []; and
(iii) [].139
(c) [];140
(d) [];141

[]; Provisional Findings response (paragraph 2.16); [].
[].
140 Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.18; [].
141 [].
138
139
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(e) The British Airways Agreement merely concerns the establishment of an
incidental technical communications between Farelogix and British
Airways PSS (via a third-party provider)142. To the extent Farelogix
provided a service at all under the British Airways Agreement, it is not of
the Relevant Description of Services;143
(f) Farelogix did not intend to supply the FLX Services to British Airways – it
only intended to supply the FLX Services to the customer with whom it
contracted under the Direct Connect Services Agreement (ie American
Airlines). If Farelogix intended to supply its FLX Services to British
Airways, the overwhelming likelihood is that British Airways would have
been added as a party to the Direct Connect Services Agreement;144
(g) To the extent British Airways does use the FLX Services, British Airways
intended to receive the relevant services from American Airlines, not from
Farelogix. If British Airways had intended to receive the FLX Services
from Farelogix, then British Airways would have been added as a party to
the Direct Connect Services Agreement. All that British Airways intended
to receive from Farelogix under the British Airways Agreement [];145
(h) Any services supplied by Farelogix to British Airways pursuant to the
British Airways Agreement [];146
(i) [];147
(j) [] would indicate that British Airways cannot have made a relevant
procurement decision and accordingly cannot be a customer of
Farelogix;148 and
(k) Farelogix [] and that such arrangement cannot speak to any supply
relationship that Farelogix may or may not have with British Airways.149
5.42

We have carefully considered the Parties’ representations and further
elaborate below on why Farelogix provides the FLX Services to British
Airways with respect to its Interlining Segments in the context of its interlining
arrangement with American Airlines.

[]This has been confirmed by []. [].
[]; Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.18; [].
144 Provisional Findings Response, paragraph 2.20; [].
145 Provisional Findings response (paragraph 2.21) and [].
146 Provisional Findings response (paragraph 2.17); []. Farelogix also submitted that []. By way of analogy,
the Parties argued that a builder who tarmacked a driveway in 2011 did not provide a service in 2019 by virtue of
the fact that a car continues to be parked on that driveway (Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.17; []).
147 [].
148 [].
149 [].
142
143
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Farelogix directly supplies the Relevant Description of Services to British Airways on
the facts of this case
5.43

As further explained below, we consider that Farelogix supplies the Relevant
Description of Services to British Airways.

5.44

Our finding that Farelogix supplies the Relevant Description of Services to
British Airways takes into account the commercial reality of the existing
relationships between Farelogix, American Airlines, and British Airways. We
have had particular regard to the fact that interactions between firms and their
customers in the Parties’ areas of activity might not be reduced to single
(formal) ‘procurement’ decisions giving rise to direct contractual relationships,
and that it is necessary to consider the significance of commercial
relationships in the round and having regard to all of their various component
parts.

5.45

Whilst Farelogix has not entered into a Direct Connect services agreement
with British Airways for the provision of the FLX Services, when the relevant
commercial arrangements are understood in the round, we do not consider
that is determinative of whether Farelogix supplies the FLX Services to British
Airways with respect to its Interlining Segments under its interlining
arrangement with American Airlines. To understand the nature and effect of
those arrangements, it is necessary to consider three commercial
arrangements: the Direct Connect Services Agreement in place between
Farelogix and American Airlines; the interline arrangement in place between
American Airlines and British Airways; and the British Airways Agreement.

5.46

When assessing this evidence in the round we consider that Farelogix intends
to, and does, supply FLX Services to British Airways in respect of its Interline
Segments and that British Airways made a relevant procurement decision, in
the UK, to receive supply, and still receives supply, of the FLX Services in
respect of its Interline Segments.
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The Direct Connect Services Agreement
5.47

We acknowledge that the Direct Connect Services Agreement primarily
governs the supply of the FLX Services to American Airlines.150 However, we
consider that:
•

The Direct Connect Services Agreement contemplates and is intended
to operate in the context of interline arrangements (including the
American Airlines’ interline arrangement with British Airways).

•

The service specifications include requirements for Farelogix to support
itineraries with other airlines.151 The Direct Connect Services Agreement
accordingly establishes a framework pursuant to which American
Airlines’ interline partners (including British Airways) may use and
receive the benefit of the FLX Services (subject to the establishment of
any required technical connections between American Airlines and its
interline partners).152

•

American Airlines requested British Airways to take steps to allow its
Interline Segments to be marketed through the FLX Services.153

•

The Fee (as defined in Part A of Appendix B) paid by American Airlines
under the agreement covers the distribution cost of the Interline
Segment when the FLX Services are used to reserve the flights of
interline partners.154

The interline arrangement between American Airlines and British Airways

As indicated in Appendix B, the original agreement between Farelogix and American Airlines was entered into
on []. This original agreement was further amended on []and on []. The []amendment resulted in the
Direct Connect Services Agreement under which Farelogix started supplying the FLX Services to American
Airlines ([]). However, the services provided under the original agreement are broadly consistent with the
services provided today ([]).
151 When such itineraries are constructed in combination with American Airlines and provided that the booking is
e-ticketed on American Airline’s’ stock. This is supported by []. We consider that the fact that American Airlines
issues the ticket including the Interline Segment does not affect our conclusion that the FLX Services are is used
to provide travel services information and make bookings in respect of American Airlines’ interline partners’
flights.
152 This is supported by []. Farelogix submitted that it does not accept our interpretation of the provisions of the
Direct Connect Services Agreement ([]). Farelogix submitted that the Direct Connect Services Agreement
([]) does not envisage the provision of the FLX Services to American Airlines’ interline partners []). However,
we do not contend that the Direct Connect Services Agreement has as its primary purpose the supply of the FLX
Services to American Airlines’ interline partners but that the FLX Services are used to provide travel services
information and make bookings in respect of American Airlines’ interline partners’ flights.
153 This is supported by evidence received from []. American Airlines told us that the request to British Airways
was driven by the implementation of the AJB Agreement ([]).
154 This is supported by []. []. The Parties submitted that the Fee [] and is not therefore indicative of the
indirect value received by British Airways in relation to its Interline Segments ([]). However, we consider that
the fact that American Airlines [] has no bearing on whether part of the fee is attributable to the services
provided in relation to the British Airways Interline Segment where there is such a segment.
150
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5.48

As described in Part A of Appendix B, there is an interline arrangement in
place between British Airways and American Airlines which enables British
Airways (the marketing carrier of the Interline Segments) to market Interline
Segments using American Airlines’ distribution channels, and enables
American Airlines to issue tickets with a British Airways Interline Segment
through its distribution channels.155 This contrasts with a code sharing
arrangement (which is outside the scope of the British Airways Agreement) in
which American Airlines is the marketing carrier for the segment operated by
British Airways. Thus, under the interline arrangement, American Airlines is a
mere intermediary for the sale of a British Airways Interline Segment. The
interline arrangement is of particular significance from a commercial
perspective for British Airways given the joint revenues and cost sharing
arrangement under the AJB Agreement with American Airlines covering all
transatlantic services of both airlines.

5.49

As an interline partner of American Airlines, British Airways derives
commercial value from the marketing of its Interline Segments using the FLX
Services. The FLX Services enable travel agents to access travel services
information for British Airways Interline Segments and the booking of such
flights facilitate.156
The British Airways Agreement

5.50

The British Airways Agreement157 provides for the creation of a technical
connection to enable the communication between British Airways’ PSS and
Farelogix. We consider that this technical connection enables British Airways
to provide travel services information and to market its Interline Segments
through the FLX Services in the context of its interline arrangement with
American Airlines158 and, thereby, to use and receive supply of the FLX
Services.159 It also shows Farelogix’s and British Airways’ intentions,
respectively, to supply and receive supply of the FLX Services with regard to

In some cases, additional technical steps are required to give effect to interline arrangements through
particular channels, as demonstrated by the fact British Airways first entered into the British Airways Agreement
to establish the necessary technical bridge, before its Interline Segments could be marketed through the FLX
Services.
156As set out in paragraph 5.47 above, we consider that the Fee paid by American Airlines to Farelogix covers the
distribution costs of the British Airways Interline Segments.
157 The British Airways Agreement was entered into when a prior version of the Direct Connect Services
Agreement was in place (as stated in footnote 150, the original agreement between Farelogix and American
Airlines was entered into on []).
158[].
[].
159 Farelogix submitted that []. However, we consider that the technical connection under the British Airways
Agreement also enables the transfer of information concerning British Airways Interline Segments from British
Airways PSS to Farelogix ([]).
155
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Interline Segments in the context of the interline arrangement with American
Airlines (as explained below).
5.51

We consider that the British Airways Agreement and supporting
contemporaneous documents provide clear evidence that British Airways took
active and conscious steps, and made a deliberate choice, to use and receive
supply of the FLX Services for its Interline Segments in the context of its
interline arrangement with American Airlines. Therefore, British Airways
effectively made a procurement choice in favour of the FLX Services for its
Interline Segments.160 This is demonstrated by the following key evidence:
(a) Prior to the British Airways Agreement, the GDS channel was used by
American Airlines to issue tickets with a British Airways Interline Segment.
British Airways told us that, at the time of entering into the British Airways
Agreement, [].161 This shows that British Airways considered the
competitive options available to market Interline Segments in the context of
its interline arrangement with American Airlines, sought to reduce reliance
on the GDS, and actively chose to use and receive supply of the FLX
Services to be able to market Interline Segments through the FLX
Services.162
(b) British Airways signed an internal contract approval form on the same date
as the British Airways Agreement was entered into.163 The completed
contract approval form shows that British Airways considered a number of
issues relating to the use of the FLX Platform164 (eg value and costs) to
market its Interline Segments [].165 This further demonstrates that British
Airways considered other competitive options to market its Interline
Segments and actively chose to use and receive supply of the FLX
Services to be able to market Interline Segments through the FLX Services.
The Parties submitted that British Airways did not have a choice between
competing providers.166 However, we consider that British Airways could

[]. The Parties submitted that []. However, we consider that to the extent that British Airways’ choice to
enter into the British Airways Agreement enabled British Airways to market Interline Segments through the FLX
Services ([]), British Airways could express a commercial incentive to enter into the British Airways Agreement
and, therefore, to activate the use the FLX Services for its Interline Segments. We also consider that the fact that
American Airlines is responsible for issuing tickets with British Airways Interline Segments, and British Airways is
unable to unilaterally increase the volumes of Interline Segments marketed through the FLX Services, is
irrelevant for the purposes of establishing that a service is being provided to British Airways.
161 [].
162 Farelogix submitted that []. However, our contention is not that British Airways entered into the British
Airways Agreement as part of its future GDS by-pass strategy for non-Interline Segments but as part of its
strategy at the time to use the FLX Service to market Interline Segments.
163 Ie, 26 April 2011.
164 See the definition of FLX Platform in Part A of Appendix B.
165 [].
166 Farelogix submitted that [].
160
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have chosen not to enable the Farelogix connection and instead continued
only to utilise other channels (eg GDSs and airline.com) for its Interline
Segments.167 As explained below, most of American Airlines’ interline
partners did not enter into arrangements equivalent to the British Airways
Agreement and, therefore, do not market their Interline Segments through
the FLX Services.
(c) British Airways also provided us with a [].168 [].169 As with the contract
approval form, we consider this to be positive evidence that British Airways
made an active decision to establish a commercial relationship with
Farelogix regarding the distribution of its interline content, with express
regard to its commercial alternatives.
(d) The recitals to the British Airways Agreement show that British Airways
wanted to provide interline travel services information for its Interline
Segments to travel agents and to market its Interline Segments through the
FLX Services (not only via American Airlines but also via other airlines).170
The Parties submitted that when the recitals are read in harmony with the
operative terms of the British Airways Agreement,171 it is clear that it is only
the []172 who actually have the ability to use the FLX Services. However,
we consider that the commercial intent is clear from the recitals
themselves. Given that the Parties’ interpretation of the recitals relies on
words that should be ‘read in’ to the recitals (as opposed to their exact
wording), we have not placed any weight on such interpretation.
(e) The British Airways Agreement specifies a fee payable by British Airways to
Farelogix in respect of any Interline Segments marketed by British Airways
which are included in a ticket issued by American Airlines through the FLX
Services (which is distinct from the Fee paid by American Airlines for tickets
issued through the FLX Services) (see Part A of Appendix B).173 [].174
[]. Therefore, we consider that this fee structure further emphasises that
the commercial terms were influenced by reference to competitive (GDS)
alternatives.

American Airlines confirmed that prior to the British Airways Agreement, the GDS channel was used by
American Airlines to issue tickets including a British Airways Interline Segment and that American Airlines
continues to use the GDS channel for agents/booking channels which are not connected to the FLX Services
([]).
168 [].
169 [].
170 See Part A of Appendix B.
171 [].
172 [].
173 Farelogix told us that []. We consider that this is not determinative for the purposes of establishing a supply
relationship between Farelogix and British Airways.
174 An Interline Segment which a travel agent sells in the UK.
167
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(f) American Airlines told us that it has interline relationships with ‘hundreds’ of
airlines (other than British Airways) but only a limited number of interline
partners market Interline Segments through the FLX Service. American
Airlines told us that this was in part due to the effort and costs required on
the part of the interline partner and therefore an unwillingness of the
interline partner to take the necessary steps to market its Interline
Segments through the FLX Services (and therefore it tends just to be the
bigger/most significant partners that decide to do so).175 However, British
Airways, by entering into the British Airways Agreement, took the
necessary steps to market its Interline Segments through the FLX Services.
We consider that this supports an active choice by British Airways to
procure a solution to enable it to market the Interline Segments through the
FLX Services.
5.52

Although the Parties take the view that the British Airways Agreement was
‘historic’,176 we consider that, under the contract, the British Airways
Agreement enabled, and continues to enable, British Airways to use and
receive supply of the FLX Services from Farelogix.177 If the British Airways
Agreement was terminated, we understand that the supply of FLX Services to
British Airways would cease and, therefore, the FLX Services could not be
used to market British Airways Interline Segments in the context of the
interline arrangement with American Airlines.178

5.53

We recognise that British Airways does not receive the entire package of
services that American Airlines receives from Farelogix, and that the services
which British Airways receives are directed specifically at facilitating the sale
of British Airways flights as Interline Segments. The fact that British Airways
only uses the FLX Services to this extent and for this purpose does not
undermine our view that it is in receipt of the Relevant Description of Services
from Farelogix.
Combined effect of these arrangements

5.54

In light of the above, we consider that:

[]. Farelogix confirmed that [].
[].
177 This is supported by the fact that [] British Airways Interline Segments were marketed through the FLX
Services pursuant to the British Airways Agreement; Farelogix’s current entitlement to receive a fee; and the
terms of the British Airways Agreement (eg, clause 12.1 []).
178 This is supported by evidence from American Airlines. American Airlines said that, pre-April 2011, American
Airlines issued tickets including British Airways interline segments through GDSs as it could not use the FLX
Services to issue these tickets. They also told us that they cannot issue tickets including an Interline Segment
using the FLX Services where the interline partner did not take the necessary technical steps ([]).
175
176
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(a) The Direct Connect Services Agreement contemplates and is intended to
operate in the context of interline arrangements (including the American
Airlines’ interline arrangement with British Airways) ;
(b) the interline arrangement in place between American Airlines and British
Airways is necessary context to British Airways taking steps to enable the
sale of its flights through the FLX Services; and
(c) the terms of the British Airways Agreement and associated documents
show a clear and active choice by British Airways to enable it to use and
receive supply of the FLX Services to be able to market Interline Segments
in the context of its interline arrangement with American Airlines and that
British Airways had regard to its competitive alternatives in doing so. 179
5.55

We therefore consider that Farelogix directly supplies the Relevant
Description of Services to British Airways in the context of interline bookings
in partnership with American Airlines.

5.56

We consider that the extent to which Farelogix [], is not determinative for
the purposes of establishing a supply relationship between Farelogix and
British Airways.180

5.57

We also consider that the maintenance of records by []of each instance in
which a ticket including a British Airways Interline Segment is issued through
the FLX Services (as opposed to another channel such as GDSs) is not
determinative for the purposes of establishing a supply relationship between
Farelogix and British Airways.181 It is more relevant that [] knows that []
travel services information for Interline Segments is made available to travel
agents through the FLX Services and that [] can market its Interline
Segments through the FLX Services. [].

5.58

Finally, we consider that the fact that British Airways has not chosen to
directly contract with Farelogix for the provision of the FLX Services in respect
of other itineraries does not have any bearing on a finding that Farelogix
supplies the Relevant Description of Services to British Airways in the context
of interline bookings in partnership with American Airlines. We consider that it
is possible for a company to have several suppliers of the same service with
one of those suppliers accounting for the bulk of supply and the others
accounting for a very small proportion and, as described above, we consider

In addition to the evidence referred to above, our finding that British Airways is a customer of Farelogix for the
FLX Services is supported by [].
180 []. [].
181 [].
179
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the supply relationship between Farelogix and British Airways is underpinned
by the commercial agreements discussed above.
Geographic element
The Parties supply the Relevant Description of Services in the UK
5.59

With regard to the geographic element, the Act does not provide specific rules
on determining whether, and to what extent, an enterprise’s activities should
be deemed to be in the UK for the purposes of the share of supply test. The
Guidance states that, as a general rule, goods or services are deemed to be
supplied in the UK if customers are located in the UK. The Guidance also
states that the CMA will apply this general rule in a flexible and purposive
way, with regard to all relevant factors, including where relevant procurement
decisions are likely to be taken and where, in turn, any competition between
suppliers takes place, although our assessment is not constrained to consider
only these factors.182

5.60

The Parties do not dispute that Sabre provides its GDS in the UK. However,
the Parties contend that Farelogix does not supply the FLX Services to any
airline customers in the UK.183 The Parties submitted that the relevant
procurement decision was taken by American Airlines, not British Airways
and, accordingly, there is no UK nexus in the present case.184

5.61

We acknowledge that the existence and/or location of a formal procurement
decision is generally a relevant indicator to determine where the supply is
taking place. As explained in paragraph 5.51 above, we consider that British
Airways considered other competitive options and exercised an active choice
to enter into the British Airways Agreement to enable it to use and receive
supply of the FLX Services (and therefore to incur any associated costs) for
the purpose of providing travel services information for its Interline Segments
to travel agents and marketing its Interline Segments. British Airways is a UK
Airline and there is therefore a relevant UK nexus. We therefore consider that
Farelogix supplies the Relevant Description of Services in the UK.

Quantitative element
The 25% threshold

182 Merger’s

Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraph 4.58.
In particular, the Parties submitted that the relevant procurement decisions for the FLX Services took place
outside the UK by American Airlines and competition takes place for the direct customer (ie American Airlines).
184 [].
183
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5.62

The Act gives a wide discretion to the CMA to apply whatever measure (eg
value, cost, price, quantity, capacity, number of workers employed), or
combination or measures, it considers appropriate to calculate the merging
parties’ share of supply or procurement and to determine whether the 25%
threshold is satisfied.185

5.63

In this case, we consider that the Parties both derive value from the supply of
the Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines.

5.64

As set out in paragraph 5.16 above, Sabre has commercial relationships with
many UK Airlines, to which it supplies its GDS. Farelogix has a commercial
relationship with one UK Airline, British Airways, to enable it to use and
receive supply of the FLX Services in respect of its Interline Segments.
Through this commercial relationship Farelogix supports the sale of certain
tickets that it otherwise would not be able to (namely American Airlines tickets
that include a British Airways Interline Segment). Farelogix is entitled to
receive a fee from British Airways for each British Airways Interline Segment
that is marketed through the FLX Services. In our view there is value to
Farelogix in the enhanced functionality created by the British Airways
Agreement more generally, because it improves the utility and scope of
application of the FLX Services. This enhanced functionality is likely to lead to
increased revenues in the form of sales made using the FLX Services which
would not otherwise be realised (for instance, bookings which depend on a
segment which can only be provided by British Airways as an interline
partner). We take this broader commercial context into account when
interpreting the evidence on share of supply.

5.65

For the purposes of the share of supply test in this case, we have measured
the value derived from the supply of the Relevant Description of Services to
UK Airlines by considering revenues received and receivable for all providers
of such services.186 We consider that revenue received is a reasonable
measure of value as it represents payment to the Parties (and others) for the
supply of the Relevant Description of Services. Similarly, we consider revenue
that a party is contractually entitled to receive, but has chosen not to do so for
administrative or other reasons, as an additional indicator of the value of the

185 Section

23(5) of the Act.
The term ‘revenues receivable’ is not used in a technical accounting sense, but rather as a short-hand label to
describe any fee that a supplier is contractually entitled to receive for the provision of the Relevant Description of
Services to UK Airlines. Farelogix is entitled to receive a fee under the British Airways Agreement. As explained
in Part B of Appendix B, we have not seen any evidence to suggest the revenue figures provided by the other
suppliers of the Relevant Description of Services exclude receivable revenues similar to Farelogix. Even if this
was the case, we do not consider this would materially impact our share of supply calculations.
186
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service provided and, therefore, a further relevant factor to measure such
value.
5.66

Based on the data available from both the Parties and third parties, we
consider that the share of supply test is satisfied by annual revenue (received
and receivable) for the supply of the Relevant Description of Services to UK
Airlines.

5.67

The Parties provided 2018 revenue data for Sabre and estimates for each of
Amadeus, Travelport, Other GDSs (Host Direct),187 Direct Connect (excluding
Farelogix), and Tour Operators (TOs).188

5.68

We performed a number of checks and adjustments on the data submitted by
the Parties to devise a robust set of revenue estimates:
(a) Exclusion of TOs: As further explained in Part B of Appendix B, we
consider that the activities of TOs (including non-VITOs) are not
comparable to those performed by the Parties (and the other suppliers of
similar services identified by the Parties) and should therefore be entirely
excluded from the share of supply calculations.
(b) Reliance on Amadeus and Travelport actual figures: We have separately
gathered 2018 revenue data, directly from Amadeus and Travelport, to
represent the value of the relevant services provided by each of Amadeus
and Travelport. We have relied on actual revenue data provided by each of
Amadeus and Travelport, rather than the parties’ estimates for the
revenues of Amadeus and Travelport.
(c) Improvements to the Direct Connect/ other GDS (Host Direct) services
estimates based on airline data: As further explained in Part B of Appendix
B, we have gathered expenditure data from UK Airlines to estimate
revenues for third-party Direct Connect (excluding Farelogix)189. We

187 Other

GDSs (Host Direct) are GDSs whose operations are focused on certain geographic areas. They
primarily distribute content of their home countries’ major airlines as well as, but to a smaller extent, content of
foreign airlines for flights to and from their home countries. As no Host Direct provider is based in the UK, as a
conservative approach, Sabre estimated that no UK carrier would use any Host Direct services (Sabre’s
response to RFI2).
188 The Parties’ market share calculations exclude vertically integrated TOs (VITOs) (ie TOs that operate an
airline, such as TUI and Jet2) (Sabre’s response to RFI2). The Parties submitted that this constitutes a
conservative approach to reflect that the majority of bookings made by a VITO are for its own airline such that
they might be considered as relating to the direct channel. In contrast, the Parties’ market share calculations
include non-vertically integrated TOs (non-VITOs) (ie TOs that do not operate an airline). The Parties submitted
that non-VITOs aggregate content from several airlines by making such bookings and reselling them to the
customer, essentially creating a separate indirect channel for content distribution (Sabre’s response to RFI2).
189 Our estimates exclude expenditure derived from the in-house provision of direct connect (ie from an airline’s
own API) as we consider that only third-party suppliers fall within the definition of the Relevant Description of
Services and should be considered as part of the test (see paragraph 5.37 above).
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consider that the expenditure data from UK Airlines is more reliable than
the estimates for Direct Connect revenues submitted by the Parties
because the Parties’ estimate had a material risk of error.190 We have also
constructed (and relied on) our own estimate for other GDSs (Host Direct)
revenues based on the expenditure data received from the UK Airlines.
(d) Inclusion of non-GDS aggregators revenues: As indicated in footnotes 119
and 122 above, we have included non-GDS aggregators in our calculations
on a conservative basis. As further explained in Part B of Appendix B, we
have relied on expenditure data from UK Airlines to estimate revenues for
non-GDS aggregators (eg Travelfusion). However, we understand that nonGDS aggregators require the use of a direct connect or GDS to provide the
data and could, therefore, be considered to fall outside the Relevant
Description of Services.191 Therefore, we have also calculated market
shares excluding non-GDS aggregators in Part B of Appendix B. The
inclusion or exclusion of non-GDS aggregators does not have a material
impact on our calculations.
5.69

The actions above adjusted the total UK revenue size of the Relevant
Description of Services. The Parties’ data estimated the total size of the
Relevant Description of Services (by UK revenues) at []. Our estimate for
total UK revenues is substantially smaller at []. The difference between the
Parties’ and our estimates is mostly driven by the Parties’ higher estimates of
Amadeus and Travelport revenues.

5.70

On the basis of our 2018 revenues dataset which takes into account the
adjustments explained in paragraph 5.68 above, the Parties’ combined share
of supply exceeds the 25% threshold on the basis of revenue (as illustrated in
Table 5.1 below).

The Parties estimate relies on an estimate of bookings made through direct connect at a global level which
according to the source (T2RL) is ‘purely estimated’ due to airlines rarely publishing data in this area. It also
relies on an assumption that there is a similar distribution mix at a UK level as globally and then further assumes
all direct connect provides charge similar fees to Farelogix. Most significantly the parties estimate includes direct
connect bookings delivered through in-house technology. It also does not include revenues for Non-GDS
aggregators.
191 This is supported by evidence provided by one airline.
190
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Table 5.1 – Shares of supply for IT solutions to airlines for the purpose of airlines providing
travel services information to travel agents to enable travel agents to make bookings based on
data from Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport and airline submissions (excluding non-VITOs)
Vendor
Sabre
Farelogix
Amadeus194
192

Share of Supply
Revenues ($)

Travelport
Other GDS (Host Direct)195
Direct Connect (excluding
Farelogix)
Non GDS Aggregators196
Total197

[]
[]]193
[]

[30-40]%
[0-10]%
[40-50]%

[]

[20-30]%

[]

[0-10]%

[]

[0-5]%

[]
[]

[0-10]%
100%

Source: Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport revenue submissions and airline expenditure submissions

5.71

Whilst we consider that, on the above basis, the share of supply test is met,
we have also considered certain sensitivities to our analysis based on the
submissions that have been made to us by the Parties (see Part B of
Appendix B).

The Merger results in an increment
5.72

The merger must result in an increment to the share of supply or
acquisition.198 The Act does not prescribe a minimum increment and the
Guidance explicitly recognises that where an enterprise already supplies or

[].
The Farelogix revenue is discussed in paragraphs 5.74 –5.82 below.
194 [].
195 Based on responses covering 95% of the market by bookings. This covers all but two of the CAA Type-A
licensed airlines (ie Midland Regional Ltd and Thomas Cook) who both ceased trading in 2019. As these two
airlines are not long-haul carriers, we have assumed there would not be any bookings through Host Direct.
196 The revenue calculations exclude in-house supply and are based on responses covering 95% of total
bookings. This covers all but two of the CAA Type-A licensed airlines (ie Midland Regional Ltd and Thomas
Cook) who both ceased trading in 2019. We note there is a possibility that Thomas Cook or Midland Regional Ltd
may have had expenditure on third party direct connect providers or non GDS aggregators. However, based on
responses from other UK airlines this seems unlikely (only two other UK airlines had such expenditure through
[]). Even if we were to make the assumption that all of the [] bookings for Thomas Cook and Midland
Regional were made through this channel charging a similar fee per booking as Farelogix, the outcome of the
test would not change, with the Parties’ share remaining above 25%. As Thomas Cook was a vertically integrated
tour operator, most bookings would likely be excluded, and a significant proportion would also be direct channel
bookings.
197 We have included our estimate for Farelogix revenues ([]) in the total revenue figure and the denominator of
our share calculations.
198 Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraph 4.54.
192
193
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acquires 25% of any particular goods or services, the test is satisfied so long
as its share is increased as a result of the merger, regardless of the size of
the increment.199
5.73

As explained in paragraph 5.64 above, we consider that Sabre derives value
from the supply of the Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines, and
such value can be measured by revenues received from the supply of its GDS
to UK Airlines. As illustrated in Table 5.1 above, we consider that Sabre has a
share of supply by revenue of [30-40]% resulting from the supply of the
Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines and that this estimate is
robust having considered the various sensitivities described in Part B of
Appendix B. Accordingly, any increment to Sabre’s share of supply by
Farelogix would satisfy the share of supply test.

5.74

The Parties submitted that the Merger does not result in an increment on a
revenue share basis.200 However, as explained in paragraph 5.64 above, we
consider that Farelogix derives value from the supply of the Relevant
Description of Services to British Airways (which can be measured by
revenues received or receivable, or both), and the Merger therefore results in
an increment. We understand that [] British Airways interline bookings were
made through the FLX Services in 2018201, and in order to measure the value
derived by Farelogix we have used these sales as a basis to estimate the
revenues received or receivable by Farelogix for supplying the FLX Services
to British Airways regarding the applicable Interline Segments. In particular,
we have considered:
(a) the Fee payable by American Airlines to Farelogix under the Direct
Connect Services Agreement (ie a source of received revenue);202 and
(b) Farelogix’s right to payment under the British Airways Agreement (ie a
source of receivable revenue).203
The Fee mechanism

199 Merger’s

Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraph 4.54. This was illustrated in
Tesco/Spar where the OFT considered that the share of supply test was met in circumstances where Tesco
acquired a single store on the basis that this store would increase Tesco’s share, even though the increase would
be very substantially below 0.1%. Similarly, in Carpetright/Allied Carpet, the OFT noted that the merger satisfied
the share of supply test based on an increment resulting from the acquisition of a single store.
200 Provisional Findings response, paragraphs 2.34 and 2.35.
201 [].
202 See paragraph 5.47 and Part A of Appendix B.
203 See paragraph 5.50 and Part A of Appendix B.
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5.75

[]. Therefore, the Parties submitted that Farelogix did not receive any
revenue in the UK.204

5.76

With regard to the Fee mechanism, the Parties submitted that: 205
(a) The Fee cannot be treated as money paid by British Airways to Farelogix
because the money was not paid by American Airlines on behalf of British
Airways, and Farelogix has no recourse against British Airways in respect
of such sums.
(b) [].
(c) Neither Farelogix nor presumably American Airlines will have prepared
their accounts or tax filings on the basis that part of the sums paid by
American Airlines was actually attributable to British Airways as British
Airways was not party to the Direct Connect Services Agreement.

5.77

However, we consider that it is appropriate to consider the Fee mechanism as
one indicator of the value derived by Farelogix from supplying the FLX
Services to British Airways with respect to the applicable Interlining
Segments, and to identify revenue received for the following main reasons:
(a) The fact that British Airways did not pay the Fee and that Farelogix has no
recourse against British Airways in respect of the Fee does not undermine
a finding that some value is derived by Farelogix from the supply of the
Relevant Description of Services to British Airways. Therefore, we consider
that this is not determinative for the purposes of identifying revenues
received.
(b) The fact that American Airlines pays the [] Fee [] has no bearing on
whether part of the fee is attributable to the services provided in relation to
the British Airways Interline Segment where there is such a segment. As
explained in paragraph 5.47 above, American Airlines paid the Fee for
tickets which incorporated and included a British Airways Interline
Segment. Farelogix was only able to derive value from those tickets
because the British Airways Agreement facilitated the incorporation of the
British Airways Interline Segment. Therefore, we consider that some
proportion of the value derived by Farelogix under the Direct Connect

204
205

Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.36.
[]; Provisional Findings response (paragraph 2.36); and [].
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Services Agreement is referable to the British Airways Agreement. []206
[] (see paragraph 5.47 above).207
(c) As indicated in paragraph 5.62 above, the share of supply test is flexible
and its application need not align with tax and accounting laws (in the same
way as the Relevant Description of Services does need not align with the
economic market).
5.78

In addition, the cost sharing arrangement under the AJB Agreement described
in Part A of Appendix B includes the Fee paid by American Airlines to
Farelogix for any American Airlines transatlantic ticket issued through the FLX
Services (including tickets with a British Airways Interline Segment).208
Therefore, British Airways does in practice share part of the costs associated
with the Fee.209

5.79

Therefore, we consider it appropriate to conclude that Farelogix derives value
from the part of the Fee attributable to Interline Segments, and therefore that
this is an appropriate measure of revenue received for providing the FLX
Services to British Airways regarding its Interline Segments.
Farelogix’s right to payment under the British Airways Agreement

5.80

As explained in paragraph 5.51 above and Part A of Appendix B, Farelogix is
entitled to charge British Airways a fee of [] per ticket with a British Airways
Interline Segment issued using the FLX Services.

5.81

The Parties submitted that:
(a) []210 and, therefore, has not generated any revenue or value from the
small number of tickets issued by American Airlines through the FLX
Services which included a British Airways Interline Segment.211

206 [].

This approach is consistent with the payment mechanism applied by the main GDSs in the context of interline
arrangements. To the extent that GDSs typically [].
208 [].
209 []. This is supported by [].
210 The Parties submitted that Farelogix did not collect any revenue for British Airways Interline Segments
because of the administrative resources necessary to collect these receivables would have exceeded any
potential amount formally owned to Farelogix (Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.38). The Parties
submitted that sums that a firm does not bothered to collect are too trivial to form the basis for a decision on
jurisdiction ([]).
211 []; Provisional Findings response (paragraphs 2.12 and 2.38); []. The Parties submitted that, in line with
standard accounting principles, Farelogix would have recognised profits had there been any prospect of
collecting the claims against British Airways at some point in the future (Provisional Findings response,
paragraph 2.38 and []).
207
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(b) Even if Farelogix [], it would have amounted to a minimal percentage of
Sabre’s revenue and an even smaller percentage of the total market
revenue.212
(c) The CMA has never previously used revenue receivable for the share of
supply purposes and it would not be appropriate to do so for the first time in
this case.213
(d) To the extent that the fee under the British Airways Agreement is for the
creation of infrastructure and performing set-up services to create a
messaging interface to send messages (as opposed to the FLX Services),
it is not appropriate to include such fee in the share of supply
calculations.214
5.82

However, we consider that it would be appropriate to take into account
revenue receivable for the provision of the Relevant Description of Services to
British Airways by virtue of the payment right in the British Airways Agreement
for the following key reasons:
(a) The right to receive an agreed measure of revenue is a quantitative
measure of value attributable to the service.
(b) The fact that [], in our view, does not undermine the value derived from
the supply of the Relevant Description of Services to British Airways which
we consider appropriate to take into account when assessing whether the
share of supply test is met on the basis of revenue received or receivable
from providing the Relevant Description of Services to UK Airlines. The fact
that the commercial opportunity did not develop in the way envisaged by
Farelogix does not change the fact that value is provided.
(c) The size of the increment is irrelevant for the purposes of the share of
supply test (see paragraph 5.72 above).
(d) The absence of precedent is not binding in this case and each case must
be considered on its own merits having regard to the particular
circumstances.
(e) We consider the fee reflects payment for British Airways receiving the FLX
Services and, therefore, it is appropriate to include such fee in the share of
supply calculations.

Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.12.
Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.37.
214 Provisional Findings response, paragraph 2.40.
212
213
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No need to specify the increment
5.83

In this case, we do not consider it necessary to specify precisely how much
revenue is received or receivable for the supply of the FLX Services by
Farelogix to British Airways (either by identifying an appropriate portion of the
Fee or by specifying the precise fees that would be payable under the British
Airways Agreement). This is because the 25% share of supply threshold is
met on the basis of Sabre’s share alone and it is sufficient that we can identify
some increment for Farelogix’s supply of the Relevant Description of
Services.

5.84

As explained above, we consider there are two indicators of, and therefore
possible ways of measuring value for of the Farelogix’s supply of the Relevant
Description of Services to British Airways: by virtue of the revenues received
from the Fee under the Direct Connect Services Agreement, or the revenues
receivable from the right to payment under the British Airways Agreement (or
taking both indicators together).

5.85

To estimate Farelogix’s revenue for illustrative purposes in Table 5.1 above,
we have used revenue receivable and multiplied the number of British
Airways’ interline tickets issued through FLX (ie []) by the [] fee under the
British Airways Agreement. This calculation results in a [] revenue figure.
We consider this to be an appropriate estimate of Farelogix’s revenue as we
note that other possible approaches (eg identifying revenue received (by
attributing part of the [] Fee paid by American Airlines) or making
adjustments on the basis that some fees paid under the British Airways
Agreement would be at the [] rate) would also fall within the [] range.

5.86

These are indicative calculations, however, we consider that they are
probative that there is an increment to Sabre’s share of supply by revenue.

5.87

Farelogix also submitted that relying on the Fee to allocate UK revenue to
Farelogix would be at odds with the rules set out in Enterprise Act 2002
(Merger Fees and Determination of Turnover) Order 2003215 (the
Determination of Turnover Order) and the provisions of the Guidance (and
section C(V) of the European Commission’s Consolidated Jurisdictional
Notice216 (the Consolidated Jurisdictional Notice) dealing with UK allocation of
turnover.217

SI 2003/1370.
95/01.
217 Merger’s Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraphs 4.51 and footnote 68; paragraph
172; and paragraph 196.
215

216 2008C
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5.88

However, we consider that the Determination of Turnover Order applies to
determine the UK turnover for the purposes of applying the turnover test set
out in section 23 of the Act.218 The turnover test is clearly different from the
share of supply test and does not allow the same statutory flexibility.
Furthermore, the CMA’s ability to rely on a broad range of measures219 which
would not involve a strict application of turnover calculation rules means that
such rules are not applicable to the revenue calculations.

5.89

As explained in paragraph 5.74 above, in this case we consider that both
Parties derive value from the supply of the Relevant Description of Services to
UK Airlines and, as regards Farelogix, we have identified two indicators of
such value regarding supply of the FLX Services to British Airways, namely
part of the Fee received by Farelogix and the fee receivable directly from
British Airways under the British Airways Agreement.

Conclusion on the creation of a relevant merger situation
5.90

218
219

In light of the above, we find that the Merger will result in the creation of a
relevant merger situation.

Section 11 of the Order.
Section 23(5) of the Act.
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6.

Market definition

Introduction
6.1

This chapter examines the relevant markets for the assessment of the
Merger. The purpose of market definition is to provide a framework for the
analysis of the competitive effects of a merger. The relevant market is the
market in which a merger may give rise to an SLC, and contains the products
and/or services that are the most significant competitive alternatives available
to the customers of the merged companies.

6.2

Market definition is a useful analytical tool but is not an end in itself, and
identifying the relevant market involves an element of judgment. The
boundaries of the market do not determine the outcome of our analysis of the
competitive effects of a merger in a mechanistic way. The CMA may, for
example, also take into account constraints outside the relevant market,
segmentations within the market, or other ways in which some constraints are
more important than others.220

6.3

The relevant product market is identified primarily by considering the
response of customers to an increase in the price of one of the products of the
merger firms.221 However, competition concerns may arise in non-price
dimensions including the quality of products and services and the level of
innovation and, in defining markets in such cases, it is important to have
regard to evidence relating to non-price considerations rather than having an
exclusive focus on customers who would be marginal to price changes.222
Concerns about the level of innovation are an important feature of our
assessment in this case.

6.4

It is also important to consider ongoing dynamics in defining markets where
the competitive conditions are expected to evolve. A relevant market should
capture the most significant competitive constraints currently as well as those
expected in the future. Where customer demands are changing, or suppliers
are developing new capabilities, historical evidence such as customer
switching or characteristics of existing products should be considered with
caution for defining markets for the assessment of the impact of a merger
going forward.

Merger Assessment Guidelines (CC 2 Revised), paragraphs 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
Merger Assessment Guidelines (CC 2 Revised), paragraph 5.2.7.
222 Paragraph 274, Tobii AB v. Competition and Markets Authority, Competition Appeal Tribunal, 10 January
2020.
220
221
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6.5

Much of the evidence in determining the market definition is also relevant to
the assessment of the competitive constraints between the Parties and their
competitors. Where this is the case, we outline the relevant evidence in this
section and cross refer to the competitive assessment evidence in Chapters 8
to 10 in which we provide further details.

6.6

In the remainder of this chapter, we first consider the relevant product market.
We then discuss the relevant geographic market.

Product market
6.7

The Parties compete to serve airlines in several ways. They both supply
merchandising solutions. They also both supply distribution solutions which
allow airlines to distribute content to travel agents and travellers. More
broadly, their products perform certain functions which allow airlines to create
offers and distribute them to passengers.

6.8

In this section, we consider the appropriate scope of the relevant markets by
reference to the Parties’ overlaps in each of merchandising and distribution
solutions respectively. In Chapter 7 where we discuss nature of competition,
we consider the dynamics between merchandising and distribution solutions
in light of the evolving nature of airline demands.

Merchandising
The Parties’ products and services
6.9

The Parties overlap in the supply of merchandising solutions to airlines.
Merchandising solutions refer to IT solutions that allow airlines to create and
price flight offers with ancillaries (eg extra baggage, Wi-Fi and meal options).
With more sophisticated merchandising solutions, airlines can create
personalised and dynamic offers and sell a greater variety of ancillaries in a
flexible way.223

6.10

Sabre supplies two merchandising modules. Its ‘Dynamic Retailer’ module
allows dynamic and personalised product pricing and bundling of ancillaries
for distribution through the direct channel, ie directly to passengers on airlines’
websites, kiosks or call centres. Its ‘Ancillary Services’ module focuses on

A 2018 whitepaper by IATA (Dynamic Offer Creation) defines dynamic offer as ‘provided in real time, in
response to a one-time request’.
223
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generating and managing the delivery of ancillaries.224 These modules are
PSS-dependent, which means they are only compatible with Sabre’s PSSs.
Airlines that use the Sabre PSS are free to choose a third-party
merchandising solution if they so wish. Sabre’s merchandising modules are
generally sold together.225 They are currently not compatible with the NDC
standard,226 but Sabre has been investing in ‘next generation retailing’
capabilities including more sophisticated merchandising functions which allow
airlines to sell ancillaries and customised offers in more flexible ways based
on the NDC standard, as detailed in Chapter 9.
6.11

Farelogix supplies ‘FLX M’, a solution that allows airlines to create ancillary
offers across multiple channels. This solution provides the functions of the two
merchandising modules of Sabre described above as well as additional
supporting features which allow airlines to sell merchandising offers flexibly.227
However, it differs from Sabre’s modules in that FLX M is PSS-agnostic,
which means it can be (and has successfully been) integrated with any
airline’s PSS, not just Sabre’s. Moreover, Farelogix’s merchandising solution
is compatible with the NDC standard whilst Sabre’s is not.

The Parties’ submission
6.12

The Parties submitted that the appropriate market definition in relation to
merchandising is the supply of non-core PSS merchandising modules.
However, they said Sabre’s Ancillary Services module should be
distinguished from Farelogix’s solution because the former is ‘more focussed
on fulfilment aspects where Farelogix is not present’, and for this reason, the
Parties said their overlap is ‘restricted only to services which assist with the
generation and pricing of airline ancillaries’.228 The Parties did not make
representations on the relevant product market in the supply of merchandising
solutions in their response to our Provisional Findings.

[].. Sabre’s Ancillary Services focuses on ‘determining ancillary catalogue and inventory, basic distribution
capability for ancillaries, generating separate tickets for ancillaries and managing actual delivery of the ancillary
on day of the flight’.
225 [].
226 [].
227 []. The Parties told us that FLX M support specific features such as (a) pricing rules, (b) seasonality, (c)
corporate policies, (d) traveller IDs, (e) traveller loyalty or frequent flyer status, (f) any other flight/date related
rules or restrictions (e.g. origin and destination, length of flight, segment, departure airport, cabin, fare type, travel
period, sale period, days before departure) and (g) seat attributes.
228 Paragraph 4.1, Parties’ Response to Issues Statement.
224
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Our assessment
6.13

We first consider whether the relevant product market should be wider than
the supply of merchandising solutions to include non-merchandising modules.

6.14

Merchandising and non-merchandising modules are not demand-side
substitutes, as they serve distinct purposes. An airline cannot use another
module (say, availability calculator) to perform merchandising functions (ie to
create an offer with ancillaries), although merchandising and nonmerchandising modules can be procured together as well as individually.

6.15

There is no supply-side substitutability between merchandising and other
functions either. A supplier that is not active in merchandising cannot readily
extend its capability in other non-core PSS modules to start supplying
merchandising functions to airlines. This is evident from the fact that Sabre,
which currently supplies many non-merchandising modules, has had (or will
have to) to make substantial additional investments to enhance its
merchandising capabilities (and acquiring Farelogix’s merchandising
capability is a rationale for this Merger).229

6.16

We have not seen evidence to suggest that the market should be narrower
than the supply of merchandising solutions. In any case, specific features
within merchandising, eg different types of capability for airlines to create
ancillaries or dynamic offers, are typically not supplied separately other than
Sabre which offers two different modules. We also note that Sabre is investing
in new retailing capabilities, including in merchandising; we considered it
appropriate to assess Sabre’s position in merchandising beyond the existing
features of its Dynamic Retailer and Ancillary Services modules, as further
detailed in Chapters 9 and 11. For this reason, it does not materially affect our
conclusions whether or not Sabre’s Ancillary Services module overlaps with
Farelogix’s FLX M.

6.17

On this basis, we have found that a relevant product market to assess the
impact of the Merger is the supply of merchandising solutions to airlines. In
the competitive assessment, we have regard to the similarities and
differences between the solutions of the Parties and their competitors and, in
light of airlines’ evolving business needs and suppliers’ ongoing plans to meet
these, how their offerings might change in the future.

229

See chapter 4 for a detailed description of Sabre’s rationale to acquire Farelogix.
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Distribution
The Parties’ products and services
6.18

The Parties are active in the supply of distribution solutions to airlines. While
they operate different business models using different technologies, they both
facilitate the distribution of airline content to travel agents and passengers.

6.19

Sabre currently provides distribution services to airlines through its GDS
platform. Its distribution services take place in the indirect channel because it
allows airlines to distribute to passengers through an intermediary (mainly
travel agents).230 Like other GDSs, Sabre connects multiple airlines with
multiple travel agents on the same platform globally. Sabre markets its GDS
platform to both airlines and travel agents.

6.20

Sabre’s GDS performs other functions in addition to distribution. It creates
offers for airlines by consolidating information about flight schedule,
availability, fare and ancillary services. It also aggregates content across
multiple airlines and distributes them to travel agents, which can then search
for these offers and make bookings on the GDS platform. Sabre’s GDS also
manages certain fulfilment functions for travel agents, such as accounting and
reporting, or management of travel disruption.231

6.21

In addition to the existing distribution functions performed by its GDS, Sabre is
developing ‘next generation distribution’ solutions. These solutions, which will
be compatible with the NDC standard, aim to allow airlines to distribute
personalised and dynamic offers in any channel, and to give travel agents
access to these offers on the GDS.232 We discuss Sabre’s plans in greater
detail in Chapter 9.

6.22

Farelogix provides IT solutions that allow airlines to distribute content through
any channel of their choice, including the direct and indirect channels. These
solutions are known as FLX OC and FLX NDC API. Specifically, FLX OC
integrates with an airline’s PSS to enable content to be distributed to third
parties, while NDC API is a programming interface that allows airlines to
distribute content such as dynamic offers with ancillaries. FLX OC and FLX
NDC API are typically provided together.233 Farelogix is agnostic to the

Chapter 3.
[]. See also Chapter 3.
232 [].
233 Paragraph 2.13, Parties’ Initial Phase 2 Submissions.
230
231
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distribution channels used by an airline and the fees it charges to airlines are
not dependent on the channel used.234
6.23

Farelogix’s distribution solutions are compatible with the NDC standard. As
discussed in Chapter 3, they allow airlines to distribute NDC (or non-NDC)
content to travel agents using four approaches: (i) ‘direct connects’ which are
one-to-one connections between an airline and a travel agent; (ii) connections
via an aggregator which then combines content from multiple airlines for
distribution to travel agents; (iii) connection with a GDS platform (to the extent
this is enabled by the GDS) from which travel agents can access such
content; and (iv) through airline.com. Following the Parties’ submission, we
refer to the first two approaches as ‘GDS bypass’ and the third approach as
‘GDS pass-through’.235

6.24

Farelogix markets its distribution solutions to airlines but not to travel agents.
It is the airlines which negotiate with the travel agents to establish a
connection. This contrasts with Sabre which markets its GDS to both airlines
and travel agents. However, Farelogix provides an interface (SPRK) which
allows travel agents to make bookings from airlines with which it has
established direct connects.236

The Parties’ submissions
6.25

The Parties submitted that the appropriate relevant product market must
either be (i) GDS services, which exclude the provision of APIs used for the
indirect distribution of airline content; or alternatively (ii) all airline content
distribution services including the direct channel and the indirect channel.237

6.26

To support their contention for a ‘GDS services’ market, the Parties told us
that there are material differences between GDS and direct connects which
make them ‘entirely non-substitutable’.238 They reasoned that:

Airlines who use Farelogix’s distribution solutions pay both an annual licence fee and a per ticket fee. The
levels of these fees do not depend on whether the content is distributed through direct connect, aggregator, or a
GDS.
234

235

The Parties told us that in Sabre’s internal documents “Direct Connect” refers to []. Farelogix’s internal use of
the term “direct connect” []. See [].
236 Paragraph 2.13 (iii), Parties’ Initial Phase 2 Submission.
237 Paragraph 5.1, Parties’ response to the Issues Statement.
238 Paragraphs 5.2-5.5, Parties’ Initial Phase 2 Submission; Paragraph 5.1, Parties’ response to the provisional
findings.
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(a) Direct connect is a one-to-one airline to travel agent connection and does
not offer comparison shopping, while GDS is a two-sided platform with
many-to-many connections on which comparison shopping can be done.
(b) Direct connect does not offer ‘critical’ fulfilment services to travel agents,
such as ‘intelligence in itinerary creation’, ‘mid- and back-office support’, or
the ability to meet their ‘duty of care to corporate travellers’ that the GDSs
offer.
6.27

In relation to the alternative candidate market proposed by the Parties to
include both the direct and the indirect channels, they submitted that
airline.com (the main form of distribution in the direct channel) competes with
GDS for the following reasons:239
(a) Passengers who might previously have booked through a traditional travel
agent are instead increasingly booking online via a meta-search engine
through an OTA or airline.com.
(b) The majority of bookings which rely on Farelogix’s solutions flow through
OTAs and meta-search engines. According to the Parties, this means
passengers who book such tickets are ‘likely to be cost-conscious, internetliterate shoppers for whom airline.com is more substitutable than a
traditional travel agent’.
(c) The Parties said ‘the leverage that airlines use in negotiation is the threat of
pulling some content out of the GDS and offering it exclusively on
airline.com or through the airline’s GDS private channel’, which will
strengthen as airline.com ‘continues to grow’, and which ‘has absolutely
nothing to do with Farelogix’.240

6.28

The Parties did not comment on the relevant market in distribution solutions in
response to the Provisional Findings, but they said they ‘reserve their position’
based on the view that GDS and direct connect are ‘not substitutable with one
another’.241

Third-party submission
6.29

Amadeus submitted that ‘GDSs compete in a market for airline ticket
distribution that comprises all distribution channels’. It cited the following
reasons to support its view: (i) structural shift in bookings from the indirect to

Paragraphs 5.6-5.9, Parties’ Initial Phase 2 Submission.
Paragraph 5.35, Parties’ Initial Phase 2 Submission.
241 Paragraph 5.2, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
239
240
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direct channel’; (ii) ‘surcharges and content withdrawals’ diverting sales from
the indirect to the direct channel, and (iii) UK consumers are willing to book
via airline.com or OTA. Amadeus agreed with the inclusion of direct connect
in the relevant market for assessing this Merger,242 and supported the ‘frame
of reference’ used in the Provisional Findings, but contended that the CMA
underestimated the degree of constraint exercised by the direct channel.243
6.30

We have not received representations specific to the market definition from
other third parties. We incorporate other third-party evidence, where relevant,
to our assessment of the relevant market below.

Our assessment
6.31

This section first considers whether the distribution solutions based on GDS
(supplied by Sabre) and those based on NDC API (supplied by Farelogix)
used for GDS bypass compete in the same product market. It then examines
whether the direct channel (in particular airline.com) should be included in the
same relevant market as indirect channel.

Competition between distribution solutions based on GDS and on NDC API
6.32

The extent to which GDSs compete with distribution solutions based on NDC
API depends on: (i) whether a particular airline adopts (or intends to adopt)
the NDC standard and distribution solutions based on the NDC API; and (ii)
whether the airline uses these solutions as an alternative to GDS (ie GDS
bypass) once it has adopted them.

6.33

In relation to (i), a large majority of the 29 airlines responding to our
questionnaire said they have either adopted the NDC standard or planned to
do so in the next few years.244 In particular, all major full service carriers
serving UK consumers have made significant investments in distribution
solutions based on the NDC API. For these airlines, competition between
providers of GDS and NDC API solutions therefore occurs for bookings made
through their respective channels (and the associated revenue).

6.34

To assess whether the degree of competitive constraint between GDS and
GDS bypass is sufficiently strong to include them in the same product market,
we consider the evidence on:
(a) Airlines’ distribution strategies;

Amadeus’ key observation on Reference Decision, section 4.
Paragraphs 3.2, 6.2, Amadeus response to the provisional findings.
244 Chapter 10, Airlines’ adoption of the NDC standard and related NDC-compatible solutions.
242
243
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(b) internal documents of distribution solutions suppliers;
(c) use of GDS and GDS bypass by different types of travel agent.
•

Airlines’ distribution strategies

6.35

We find that airlines typically use a mix of distribution channels. Evidence
from airlines indicate a general trend for them to use a ‘portfolio’ or ‘omnichannel’ distribution strategy, with GDS (including GDS pass-through), GDS
bypass and airline.com being the main components.245 We consider that the
share of bookings taken by each of the different channels can change
depending on choices made by airlines, travel agents, and the outcome of
competitive interactions between those channels.

6.36

The airline evidence indicates that while GDS will remain a significant
distribution channel, there is a growing degree of adoption of GDS bypass
and reduced use of GDS generally. An important factor is that airlines have a
desire to take greater control of their retailing and distribution strategies (away
from the GDS), and that solutions based on NDC API allow them to do so.
(a) The volume of content distributed through GDS bypass is relatively small
compared to GDS currently.246 However, a large majority of the 29 airlines
responding to our questionnaire said they plan to grow their usage of GDS
bypass and reduce their usage of GDS. They generally reasoned that GDS
bypass gives them more control and flexibility over the distribution of
content outside GDSs, to ensure consistent passenger experience across
all channels. Nearly all airlines note that GDS will continue to play an
important role.247
(b) Internal documents by several airlines indicate they expected to reduce
dependency on the GDSs and save costs by using GDS bypass.
(i) A large US airline noted that it [];248
(ii) another US airline noted specifically that [];249
(iii) a major European airline group highlighted that the move to NDC
connections would ‘result in lower distribution costs in the long-term

Chapter 7, paragraph 7.12 and Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.95 - 10.99.
Chapter 8, paragraphs 8.59 and Table 8.3.
247 See Chapter 10, Airlines’ submissions on expected usage of various distribution channels.
248 [].
249 [].
245
246
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with greater airline control and faster innovation’ and noted that ‘NDC
[API] … [].250
(c) 13 of 22 responding airlines which have renegotiated their contracts with a
GDS in the past three years told us that they have used the threat of using
direct connect as a lever in negotiation.251 This is comparable to the
number of airlines (14) which told us they have used airline.com as a
lever.252 Specifically in relation to Farelogix’s GDS bypass solution, a
document from a US airline stated that ‘partnering with Farelogix improved
its position in contract negotiations with the ‘big three (Sabre, Amadeus,
Travelport)’;253 while []254
(d) Farelogix told us that it expects ‘a portfolio [of distribution channels] to
exist’. It estimates that the use of GDS pass-through and GDS bypass will
be broadly in the proportion of 80 to 20, in favour of the GDS-passthrough
due to its ‘efficiencies’.255
(e) The Parties submitted to the US DOJ that [], as explained in paragraph
6.39(e) below.
•
6.37

Internal documents of distribution solutions suppliers

Documents from distribution solution suppliers show that GDS bypass is
expected to grow and is seen as a threat to the GDS.
(a) Sabre documents frequently refer to airlines’ use of direct connect as a
[].256 This is also reflected in Sabre’s 2018 annual report which describes
direct connect as a risk factor (alongside airline.com), allowing airlines to
‘apply pricing pressure’ and ‘negotiate travel distribution arrangements that
are less favourable’ to its GDS business.257
(b) The threat of GDS bypass to Amadeus’ GDS business is also evident from
its documents, as further explained in Chapter 10.

[].
Chapter 10, paragraph 10.101.
252 Chapter 10, paragraph10.101.
253 [].
254 [].
255 Main Party Hearing, Farelogix. (Mr Jim Davidson): ‘I expect a portfolio to exist. […] I expect bypass will be
around for as long as we are. […] I think it is going to be whatever, 80/20 [pass-through to bypass], just because I
think there is so much more efficiencies by connecting and having the airline get that content down through there.
[…] but I would suspect they will keep bypasses’.
256 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.164 - Error! Reference source not found..
257 Sabre SEC filing form 10-K 2018, page 5.
250
251
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(c) A 2019 study commissioned by Datalex predicted [].258
•

Use of GDS and GDS bypass by different types of travel agent

6.38

We find that the suitability of GDS and GDS bypass is in part influenced by
the type of travel agents consuming the content and, related to this, the
complexity of passenger requirements. It is also affected by the location of the
travel agent.

6.39

The evidence indicates that GDS bypass is mainly used for distribution of
content to OTAs who typically serve leisure passengers with simpler itinerary
and fulfilment requirements. It is also used by some TMCs and traditional
bricks-and-mortar travel agents, but to a significantly lesser degree currently.
(a) In 2018, the majority of bookings [] facilitated by Farelogix’s NDC API
were made on OTAs. A smaller, but non-negligible, proportion of such
bookings were made on TMCs [], and traditional bricks-and-mortar travel
agents [].259 GDSs serve a broad range of travel agents; the proportion
of bookings for Sabre by type of travel agents are: OTAs [], TMCs []
and other B&M travel agents [].260
(b) OTAs generally told us that they offer aggregation and comparison
shopping services to passengers using their own IT capabilities, without
having to rely on GDSs.261 This means the lack of aggregation or
comparison shopping functions provided by a supplier of GDS bypass
solutions does not prevent OTAs from consuming content via this channel.
(c) Farelogix told us that an OTA is a ‘fairly non complex transaction’ where an
airline can ‘get more things down’ with GDS bypass faster than a GDS, and
where ‘GDS bypass might stay’.262
(d) The use of direct connects by OTAs can grow rapidly. For example, the
proportion of UK bookings made through direct connect on one [] OTA
[] has grown from [] in 2018 to [] in 2019.263
(e) The Parties told the US DoJ that [].264

[].
Based on Farelogix data for top 100 travel agent users submitted in response to market questionnaire Annex
24.01. See also [].
260 Chapter 3, paragraph 3.40.
261 Chapter 3, Factors in travel agents choosing a GDS or alternative distribution channel
262 [].
263 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.134.
264 [].
258
259
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6.40

In contrast, TMCs typically offer more complex itineraries, comparison
shopping and fulfilment services to business passengers, and GDSs (but not
suppliers of NDC API) perform these functions on their behalf.265
(a) An IAG 2019 document on distribution strategy states that [].266
(b) However, four of the ten responding TMCs told us that they have direct
connects with airlines to obtain content which is unavailable on the
GDSs.267

6.41

In addition, we find that the investments required in part explain why OTAs
are better placed to use GDS bypass than smaller traditional bricks-andmortar travel agents. OTAs are typically well-resourced global businesses and
have already made investments to establish direct connects.
(a) Travel agents generally told us they need to make significant investments
to establish direct connects and use GDS bypass, although these can be
funded by the airlines.268
(b) Sabre estimated that although each travel agent would [] direct airline
connections to capture the majority of indirect volumes, the upfront
investment costs required [].269
(c) However, the Parties also told the US DOJ that [].270

6.42

With regards to the location of travel agents, we recognise that GDSs are an
important route for airlines to reach travel agents globally. However, airlines
with a concentrated base of home country passengers can establish direct
connects with home country travel agents to cover a large proportion of
passengers. For example, Sabre submitted to the US DOJ that [].271

6.43

In summary, while Sabre’s GDS performs wider functions and provides wider
geographic coverage than Farelogix’s NDC API, such differences matter less
when airlines wish to distribute to OTAs or to home country travel agents. We
consider that for these groups of travel agents (along with a material
proportion of TMCs and B&M travel agents) airlines have a choice between

Chapter 3, Travel agents paragraph 3.42 and Current use of GDS Bypass, Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.126 10.127.
266 IAG, [].
267 Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.1242.
268 Chapter 10, Costs to establish GDS bypass, paragraph 10.13130
269 [].
270 [].
271 [].
265
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using a GDS and using GDS bypass in order to distribute at least a material
part of their content.
•

Assessment on relevant market for distribution solutions based on
GDS and on NDC API

6.44

Overall, the evidence does not support the Parties’ view that GDS and direct
connects services are ‘entirely non-substitutable’. We have found that
distribution solutions based on NDC API, which enable GDS bypass, are a
competitive threat to Sabre and to other GDSs. Both solutions facilitate
distribution of content to travel agents rather than directly to travellers.
Although the current volume of airline content distributed through GDS bypass
is much smaller than through GDS, it is appropriate to take into account the
likely growth of GDS bypass. We recognise there are differences which mean
GDS bypass is less effective than GDS in serving travel agents with complex
requirements (eg many, but not all, TMCs), but such differences have not
impeded the growth of GDS bypass in some other travel agent segments (eg
OTAs).

6.45

We also note the two-sided nature of Sabre’s business model, which differs
from Farelogix’s ‘channel-agnostic’ model to supply distribution solutions to
airlines and leave them to manage the travel agent relationship.272 However,
we consider that this difference is currently part of Farelogix’s business
proposition which allows airlines greater control of their distribution strategies,
and which makes it an alternative to GDSs for them. Therefore, we disagree
with the Parties’ contention that their products constitute different markets
simply because Sabre’s business is two-sided and Farelogix’s is not. Rather,
we consider that competition between the Parties primarily occurs on the
airline side and that the option that NDC APIs give airlines to directly manage
the travel agent relationship, as an alternative to the GDS performing this role,
is an important part of the competitive dynamic between these products.

6.46

Therefore, our view is that distribution solutions for airlines based on NDC
API, including those supplied by Farelogix, compete with GDSs in the same
product market.

Competition between direct channel (including airline.com) and indirect channel
6.47

272

This section examines whether direct channel should be included in the same
product market as indirect channel (in which GDS and GDS bypass operate).

As explained in paragraphs 6.22 above and discussed further in Chapter 10, paragraph 10.109.
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6.48

As described in Chapter 3, direct channel refers to airlines’ distribution of
content to passengers directly. This can be done on an airline’s own website
or mobile app (airline.com), airline kiosks or call centres. Direct channel
accounts for around 50% of global bookings in 2018, and the share has
remained at around 49% to 51% in recent years,273 although the proportion
varies by airline or by region.274 Within the direct channel, airline.com has
grown in the past few years while call centres have declined. We focus on
airline.com as it accounts for over 80% of volumes within the direct channel.

6.49

Airline.com and GDSs operate different models for airlines to distribute
content to passengers. With airline.com, the airline distributes directly to
passengers using an internet booking engine, which is typically built in-house
and/or with other technology providers.275 With a GDS, an airline sells
indirectly to passengers via travel agents using the GDS platform and
technologies. Airline.com serves passengers further downstream (ie it is a
‘B2C’ service) whereas a GDS serves airlines and travel agents (ie it is a
‘B2B’ service).276

6.50

However, in principle airline.com can exercise a constraint on GDS. For
example, an airline can use the threat of influencing bookings to airline.com to
negotiate better terms with a GDS,277 which can be achieved for example by
imposing a surcharge on, or withholding content from, the GDS. In turn this
could encourage passengers to switch bookings from travel agents to
airline.com, requiring GDSs to respond to sustain volumes and keep travel
agents signed up. The more passengers switch between airline.com and
travel agents that use GDSs, therefore, the more credible the constraint of
airline.com on GDS would be.

6.51

To understand the degree of constraints from airline.com on GDS, we
consider the evidence on usage trend in GDS, airline.com and other direct
channels, and differences in the functions and passenger type between GDS
and airline.com.

273

[], based on T2RL data. See also Chapter 8, Table8.9.

Amadeus submitted an analysis for [] airlines which showed that in the EU and UK []. See paragraph 3.2,
Amadeus’ response to the Provisional Findings.
275 T2RL, The Market for Airline Internet Booking Engines, April 2019: ‘The Internet Booking Engine [IBE] is the
solution that most airlines tend to keep in-house as they prefer full control of their direct point of sale. Whereas
the IBE is the relatively easier piece of technology to develop in-house, airlines tend to partner with other more
specialised technology players in the area of shopping, pricing and merchandising to create a full online retailing
solution.’
276 B2B stands for ‘Business to business’ and B2C stands for ‘Business to consumer’.
277 And to GDS bypass as explained in the preceding section.
274
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•
6.52

Usage trend in GDS, airline.com and other direct channels

The evidence on the usage trend between airline.com and GDS is mixed.
Airlines have used the option of distributing through airline.com to negotiate
terms with GDSs, but other evidence indicates that the growth of airline.com
appears to be slowing down in the recent past.
(a) Airlines generally told us that airline.com is an important part of their
distribution strategies. In addition, 14 of 22 responding airlines which have
renegotiated their contracts with a GDS in the past three years told us they
have used airline.com as a lever in negotiation. This is broadly comparable
to the number of airlines (13) which said they have used GDS bypass as a
lever.278
(b) A presentation prepared for the Sabre Board in May 2017 stated that
[].279
(c) A 2019 equity analyst report by Bank of America Merrill Lynch estimated
that bookings have shifted from the three GDSs to airline.com at the
average rate of c.3.4% per annum between 2009 and 2018, but ‘this is
likely to slow a bit going forward’, especially outside emerging regions
where ‘bookings ripe for the switch (price sensitive leisure bookings in
particular) have largely moved online already’.280
(d) T2RL data shows that between 2015 and 2018, airline.com share of total
bookings grew by 5pp (from 37% to 42%), while call centre share of
bookings decreased by 4pp (from 12% to 8%) and the share of indirect
channel decreased by 1pp (from 51% to 50%). This indicates that the
growth of airline.com corresponded to the decline in call centres to a
greater extent than to the decline in GDS.281 While we recognise that this
does not necessarily mean passengers have substituted between
airline.com, call centres or GDSs (for example, each of these channels
could have grown or declined for other reasons, and airline.com could have
accounted for a larger proportion of the global growth), the share trend
suggests that the competitive dynamics take place not solely between
airline.com and the GDSs.282

278Chapter

10, paragraphs 10.9910.101.
[].
280 Global Travel IT Industry, 2019 Global Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT Primer: From Volume to Value,
26 September 2019, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, page 30.
281 Table8.9.
282 The Parties hypothesised that ‘some of these phone bookings have gone to the GDS channel and that the
flowing from bookings from GDS to airline.com is even greater’, but we note that they did not put forward
evidence to substantiate this hypothesis. See Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraph 5.83.
279
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(e) Our analysis of the distribution volumes for British Airways and Lufthansa
shows that both airline.com and GDS bypass have gained share over GDS,
after their introduction of surcharges on bookings on GDS and withdrawal
of content from GDS respectively.283, 284
(f) As study commissioned by Datalex in July 2019 projects [].285
6.53

We note that low cost carriers distribute their content mainly through
airline.com and they only use GDSs to a very limited degree.286 They also use
APIs to distribute content but these are not based on the NDC standard used
by full service carriers.
•

6.54

Differences in the functions and passenger type between GDS and
airline.com

Similar to distribution solutions based on NDC API discussed above,
airline.com allows airlines to control offer creation and distribution away from
the GDS, but does not offer the range of comparison shopping, complex
itineraries and fulfilment services that GDSs do. These limitations mean
airline.com primarily focuses on passengers with relatively straightforward
travel needs, while GDSs also serve passengers with more sophisticated
travel management requirements.
(a) A 2019 IAG distribution strategy document states that [].287
(b) TMCs and corporate customers generally told us they either do not use
airline.com or do so to a very limited extent.288
(c) An Amadeus document appears to show that, measured by the
composition of the travel agents (OTA, TMC and B&M travel agent) and
origins of passengers (ie whether they book online or offline), there is
[].289
(d) A 2019 equity analyst report by Bank of America Merrill Lynch states that in
developed regions ‘airlines have worked hard to drive leisure travellers to

Chapter 10, paragraph 10.92.
Amadeus appeared to ascribe this to BA’s and Lufthansa’s strategy to push ‘direct distribution’ (paragraph
3.2(b), Amadeus’ response to the Provisional Findings). We note that BA and Lufthansa data shows that ‘direct
distribution’ includes both direct channel (airline.com) and NDC-based direct connect or GDS bypass in the
indirect channel.
285 []. See paragraph 6.52(f)
286 [].
287 [].
288 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.143 and Chapter 3, paragraphs 3.40 - 3.42.
289 [].
283
284
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the website, the GDS channel becomes more and more business
dominated, where fees tend to be higher’.290
6.55

The above indicates that airline.com is likely an alternative channel to GDS in
respect of passengers with straightforward needs, some of whom may
otherwise book through an OTA (which in turn is served by GDS), but it is not
an effective alternative for airlines to reach passengers with complex
requirements (particularly the more sophisticated corporate travellers) served
by TMCs.
•

Assessment of competition between direct and indirect channels

6.56

We consider airline.com is an important part of an airline’s distribution
strategy alongside GDS (and GDS bypass),291 and it exercises a constraint on
GDS. However, airline.com plays a different role to GDS bypass in competing
with the GDSs: (i) suppliers in the indirect channel compete for travel agents
while airline.com competes primarily for passengers downstream directly, (ii)
suppliers in the indirect channel (GDSs and to a lesser degree GDS bypass)
serve a mix of passengers through OTAs, TMCs and other B&M travel agents
which tend to have more sophisticated travel requirements,292 while
airline.com primarily serves passengers with straightforward needs that do not
require services of a travel agents.

6.57

On balance, we consider it appropriate to assess direct and indirect channels
in the same product market. However, it does not materially affect our
conclusion in the merger assessment whether or not the direct channel is
included in the relevant product market as explained in Chapter 11.

Conclusion on product market regarding distribution
6.58

We have concluded that a relevant product market for assessing this Merger
is the supply of distribution solutions to airlines. This market includes the
services provided by GDS, distribution solutions based on NDC API (including
GDS bypass) and direct channel (primarily airline.com), for the sale of tickets
and ancillary content through travel agents and/or to passengers. In the
competitive assessment, we have regard to their differences, and how the
roles of GDS, GDS bypass, and airline.com are expected to evolve as a result

Global Travel IT Industry, 2019 Global Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT Primer: From Volume to Value,
26 September 2019, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, pages 30 and 41.
291 Except for low cost airlines which primarily use airline.com not GDS; see paragraph 6.53.
292 Paragraph 6.43
.
290
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of airlines’ wider changing business models which aim to take greater control
of their retailing and distribution strategies.

Geographic market
6.59

The Parties supply merchandising and distribution solutions to airlines
globally. Airlines also typically procure these solutions from suppliers that are
active globally.

6.60

However, we have heard from the Parties that local sales and engineering
support and regional experience are relevant factors for customer choice of
both solutions.293 We also note that a supplier’s competitive position can vary
by region (eg Sabre’s GDS is stronger in the US than in Europe, and the
reverse is true for Amadeus; OpenJaw’s customer base is primarily in Asia).

6.61

Moreover, specific to distribution, we note that travel agents in China, Japan
and Russia are largely served by ‘local GDSs’ (or ‘host direct’) which operate
exclusively within these countries.294 Travelsky is a dominant platform in
China. Local GDSs do not provide airlines access to travel agents globally,
and therefore they do not compete with Sabre and the other global GDSs
(Amadeus and Travelport) outside their home countries. Further, Farelogix
does not compete with Sabre for business from travel agents, just airlines,
and most international airlines have to do business with Sabre (and the other
global GDSs) in order to have access to a broad network of travel agents.
Industry reports typically analyse competition between three GDSs (Amadeus,
Sabre and Travelport) and exclude local GDSs.295

6.62

The Parties submit that the relevant geographic scope for the supply of both
merchandising and distribution solutions is worldwide.296

6.63

Overall, given the global nature of the Parties’ businesses, we have
concluded that the relevant geographic scope is worldwide for both product
markets. In the competitive assessment, we take into account any regional
differences in the competitive strengths of suppliers, noting in particular the
fact that local GDSs are likely to exercise limited constraints on the Parties.
We also take account of global competitive dynamics to the extent that they
have competitive effects in the UK, both currently and in the future.

293

[].

See paragraph 3.24 and footnote 112, Merger Notice. A few countries, including China, Russia, and Japan,
are largely serviced by local GDSs (e.g. Travelsky, Infini, Axess).
295 See, for example, Global Travel IT Industry, 2019 Global Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT Primer: From
Volume to Value, 26 September 2019, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, pp.26-27
296 [].
294
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Conclusion on relevant market definitions
6.64

We have concluded that the relevant markets for the assessment of the
Merger are: (i) the supply of merchandising solutions to airlines worldwide,
and (ii) the supply of distribution solutions to airlines worldwide.
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7.

The nature of competition

7.1

To assess the competitive effects of the Merger we must first understand how
competition operates. This chapter examines the nature of competition and
discusses the theory of harm and analytical framework.
(a) We first briefly outline the main parameters of competition.
(b) We then discuss the context of the industry, including the ongoing demand
from airlines to take greater control of their retailing offers, and the
emergence of differentiated business models and new technology to meet
such demands.
(c) On this basis, we set out the theories of harm to assess this Merger.
(d) Finally, we outline the structure of the assessment.

Parameters of competition
Merchandising
7.2

Airlines traditionally procure merchandising solutions either as part of a
bundle with their core PSS, or as a separate module (or modules) from a
third-party provider and integrate it to the core PSS. More recently, some
airlines procure merchandising solutions as part of a retailing platform or
‘NDC solutions’ separately from their core PSS. In all these cases,
procurement typically takes place through a bidding process, where an airline
issues a request for information (RFI) or request for proposal (RFP) to
potential suppliers, identifies a shortlist of suppliers that are compliant with its
requirements, evaluates them based on criteria such as their technical and
functional capabilities, timing of developing these solutions, reputation and
costs, and then chooses a winner on this basis.297 Airlines can also procure
merchandising solutions or renew their arrangements through bilateral
negotiations with suppliers without a bidding process.

7.3

The Parties take different approaches in pricing their merchandising products.
Sabre told us that, as [].298 Farelogix charges [].

7.4

Suppliers of merchandising solutions compete for airlines by offering higher
quality products (eg better product features, more advanced technical and

297
298

See Chapter 10 and Appendix F for evidence from airlines in relation to their RFPs.
[].
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functional capabilities, faster development of solutions etc) and more
favourable commercial terms (eg price).
Distribution
7.5

In the supply of distribution solutions, competition takes place in multiple
forms reflecting differentiated business models in the market. While the
Parties’ solutions allow airlines to ultimately distribute content to passengers,
they operate different approaches which affect the ways in which they face
constraints from each other and from other suppliers.

7.6

As described in Chapter 3, GDSs are two-sided platforms connecting airlines
with travel agents. Price is a parameter of competition on both sides, and a
GDS’s revenue is determined by the difference between the fees they receive
from airlines and the incentives they pay travel agents.
(a) GDSs are remunerated by airlines with a fee per booking, which is subject
to negotiations when an airline renews a contract with the GDS.
(i) The GDS booking fee is typically differentiated by point of sale
location (typically lower fees for bookings made in an airline’s home
country or region than for bookings made in the rest of the world), and
in some cases a higher fee can be set for tickets of higher value.299
(ii) Parity clauses limit an airline’s flexibility to differentiate content
between GDSs and distribution channels and affect the level of
booking fees charged. Airlines pay higher booking fees on the GDS if
they want to flexibly distribute content on non-GDS channels.300 While
in principle GDSs can compete for airlines by reducing booking fees,
in practice parity clauses may reduce their incentives to do so
because they would not be able to gain volumes this way.301 At the
time of our Final Report, Sabre and Amadeus are subject to an
ongoing antitrust investigation by the European Commission,
announced in November 2018, in relation to their agreements with
airlines and travel agents.302 A full analysis of any anti-competitive

See Chapter 3. For example, Sabre charges []. Amadeus told us that []. (paragraph 3.2, Amadeus’
response to the provisional findings).
300 Chapter 3, paragraph 3.29; and [].
301 An airline cannot directly increase volumes of booking on a particular GDS even if the fee it pays is reduced.
With parity clauses, for example, airlines cannot differentiate fares across GDSs, and cannot set lower fares on a
particular GDS to attract travel agents.
302 European Commission press release, 23 November 2018
299
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effects or efficiencies of these agreements, and whether or not they
infringe EU competition law, is beyond the scope of our inquiry.303
(iii) GDSs face pricing pressure from other channels including GDS
bypass or airline.com; the option of switching volumes to these nonGDS channels are used by airlines as levers in negotiations.304
(b) GDSs offer an incentive to a travel agent for each booking made. This is
funded by the booking fee from airlines. GDSs compete with one another
for travel agents on price (by offering higher incentives), on quality of the
content available on the GDS (eg by providing more favourable air fares
and wider range of offers) and more generally on the level of services. The
Parties estimated travel agent switching rates to be approximately [] at
the point of contract renewal.305
(c) GDSs set booking fees and incentives to balance the demands of the two
sides. While a higher incentive makes a GDS more attractive to travel
agents, it creates upwards pressure on the booking fee which makes the
GDS less attractive to an airline. Most airlines use all three GDSs (ie they
‘multi-home’) and do not normally switch from one GDS to another. Travel
agents typically use one GDS (ie they ‘single-home’) although some larger
travel agents multi-home (such as OTAs).306 The trend of these booking
fees and incentives vary by region, type of airlines and travel agents.307, 308
(d) While travel agents choose the GDS or channel to make a booking on
behalf of passengers, airlines can influence travel agents’ decisions. This
can be done, for example, by withdrawing content from a GDS (eg
Lufthansa) and/or by imposing a surcharge on a GDS booking (eg British
Airways), provided that the parity clauses they agreed with the GDS allow

Amadeus submitted that ‘there has been no serious attempt in the PFs to engage with the complex and multifaceted issues arising from these [full content parity] provisions, or the positive effects flowing from them’
(paragraph 5.6, Amadeus’ response to the provisional findings).
304 Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.100 et seq.
305 Paragraph 5.89, Parties’ response to the provisional findings; and Parties’ Response to the Issues Statement,
Annex 11.
306 []. The BofA Merrill Lynch Report (2019) stated that: ‘While almost every TA will use a GDS, outside of the
very largest (in particular the Online Travel Agencies, or OTAs) agencies typically single source and do not have
multiple GDS providers. In contrast, travel providers such as big international airlines almost always multi-source,
and show their ‘content’ (the flights they provide) on all three main GDSs.’
307 Amadeus submitted an analysis which showed that between 2013 and 2017 the average unit incentives paid
by Amadeus to travel agents in the EU [], and worldwide average booking fees for airline []. Reference
decision Amadeus observations, Annex 1.
308 Bank of America Merrill Lynch estimated that for the three GDSs ‘prices have risen around 2% per annum
globally over the last decade, Amadeus about 1% and Sabre a much stronger 4% CAGR’. It noted that ‘the US is
a much lower priced than other regions (~half of European pricing) driven in part by higher US airline
consolidation’ and ‘GDS bookings are very profitable where TAs are small and offline, while for large online TAs
(‘OTAs’) the GDSs may pay up to 90% of their booking fee away as commission’ (See 2019 Bank of America
Merrill Lynch Report, page 1 and 41.
303
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them to do so, in order to encourage travel agents to switch to other
channels to access additional content or avoid additional costs.309
7.7

While Sabre and other GDSs compete for both airlines and travel agents,
Farelogix and other suppliers of distribution solutions based on the NDC API
compete on the airline side only. Airlines decide how to use these solutions to
connect to travel agents and passengers; these suppliers compete with GDSs
and with one another by offering reliable innovative technology and lower
booking fees to reduce airlines’ distribution costs.310

7.8

As discussed in Chapter 6, airline.com allows airlines to distribute content to
passengers directly (B2C), unlike GDSs or GDS bypass where airlines
distribute content to travel agents through a platform or technology (B2B).
Airlines do not pay fees to sell on their own websites, but they incur other
expenditure to market online.311

Ongoing changes in airline business models
7.9

This Merger takes place against the background of the airline industry
changing the services they sell and the way they sell them to passengers.
This has also been changing the ways in which suppliers facilitate airlines to
sell with new capabilities.

Changes in airlines’ demand in response to passengers’ requirements
7.10

On the demand side, airlines are responding to passengers’ requirements for
differentiation and customisation of their travel experience. Full service
carriers are also reacting to competition between one another, and with low
cost carriers. The latter introduced a business model which unbundles a flight
booking to a basic seat with optional extras, such as checked baggage,
reserved seats and other ancillaries, being made available to passengers at
additional cost. Many full service carriers have adopted this business model
(to varying degrees).

7.11

Airlines’ demands can be broadly summarised under the following four areas:
(a) New revenue opportunities to create more personalised services and travel
experiences with ancillaries;

Paragraph 3.25. See also paragraph 5.38, Parties’ Response to Issues Statement.
See also Chapter 10, Evidence from airlines negotiations with GDS and on pricing
311 Paragraphs 6.48 et seq.
309
310
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(b) greater use of dynamic (or flexible) pricing, as well as more personalised
pricing, based on an understanding of individual customers’ needs and
willingness to pay;
(c) greater control over their retailing offers, compared to what has been
possible using the solutions provided by GDS and PSS traditionally; and
(d) distribution of the offers they create consistently across all sales channels.
7.12

Internal documents of a range of full service carriers, including large network
carriers and regional airlines, frequently describe their wish to enhance their
retailing capabilities along the dimensions described above.312
(a) An IAG strategy document describes its vision as to []. 313
(b) Another airline strategy document highlights its intention to adopt the NDC
standard in order []. It has strategic goals to [].314
(c) An American Airlines document indicates that distribution through NDC
API, where an airline creates its shopping offer to a customer, provides
new data to airlines, which is no longer held by GDS.315
(d) A Lufthansa document [].316
(e) A SAS document described its vision as ‘full control’ of retailing [].317
(f) An Etihad document states that its aim is to develop its ‘Retail Platform and
Merchandising Engine’, which ‘drives ancillary revenues through
personalization across all touchpoints of the customer journey.’318
(g) A LATAM document notes the changing way airlines market their products
and customer demands for personalisation, which requires it to [].319

7.13

These business model changes require airlines to acquire new capabilities
that allow them to create, manage and distribute personalised and flexible
offers across all sales channels. There are many aspects to this transition, but
adopting merchandising and distribution capabilities are important aspects,
and which many airlines are already pursuing. The adoption of the NDC

These views are further explained in airlines’ responses to our questionnaires as detailed in Appendix F.
IAG [], 2018
314 [], see Appendix F.
315
[]
316 Lufthansa also submitted that ‘[].’
317 [].
318 [].
319 [].
312
313
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standard by airlines – allowing the same rich content to be created and
distributed across multiple channels in the same format – has been an
important driver of a process which is lengthy, complex and far reaching as
explained in Chapter 3.
7.14

Farelogix told us that airlines’ implementation of these changes today is
‘probably not 20 per cent down the road of how that is going to look in five
years from now’.320 Amadeus also set out for us the process of developing
and adopting NDC solutions and showed adoption is at an early stage.321
OpenJaw told us that although the development of NDC is at a relatively
mature stage, the industry is only at the first step of adopting NDC distribution
at scale and the future path is uncertain (ie between further innovations in
new solutions or incumbents protecting their PSS/GDS models while inhibiting
innovation).322 Similarly, a 2019 Bank of America Merrill Lynch report on the
GDS and the airline IT industry stated that ‘given the nature of the industry,
which is highly collaborative and aggregated by GDSs among others,
changing [airline retailing] is a slow process’.323

Suppliers responses to meet airline demands
7.15

Airline demands have driven changes on the supply side. Suppliers generally
recognise the particular importance of merchandising capabilities. The Parties
told us that ‘merchandising is just one of dozens of components that make up
an airline’s broader retailing solution…nor is it a critical component for
airlines’,324 but we found that merchandising capabilities allow airlines to
realise new and growing revenue opportunities from ancillaries.
(a) Farelogix estimated that airline ancillary revenue has grown from $18 billion
in 2011 to $57 billion in 2017.325
(b) Sabre told us that merchandising is [].326 At a call with M&A analysts on
the Merger rationale, [] (CEO of Sabre) highlighted [].327

320

[].

Summary of CMA hearing held with Amadeus
Summary of CMA hearing held with OpenJaw
323 Global Travel IT Industry, 2019 Global Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT Primer: From Volume to Value,
26 September 2019, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, pages 3-4. This report identified three causes of these
issues: ‘1. Legacy technology, 2. A changing airline industry, now focused on ancillaries, and 3. Misaligned
incentives between GDSs, airlines and travel agencies.’
324 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.22.
325 Farelogix [], June 2018, p.7
326 Sabre Hearing: “[].”
327 SABR - Sabre Corp Enters Agreement to Acquire Farelogix - M&A Call: [].”
321
322
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(c) A 2017 Amadeus document described the future of NDC as [], and noted
that the [].328 Indeed, [].329
(d) A 2019 Bank of America/Merrill Lynch equity analyst report on the global
travel IT industry states that ‘around 10% of airline revenues are from
ancillaries, and that is clearly dragged down by the FSCs [full service
carriers] […] over time upselling is only going to increase’.330
(e) A survey of IT providers commissioned by IATA in 2019 indicates that air
ancillary services (merchandising) bring the most value to airlines, followed
by personalisation and dynamic pricing.331
(f) A 2019 study on the ‘Airline Retailing Market’ commissioned by Datalex
finds that ‘customer centricity is key…airlines looking to move business
logic away from PSS to allow greater agility and higher level of innovation
and independence from the PSS’.332
7.16

GDSs did not initially support the development of the NDC standard, and
appear to have been slow to facilitate the distribution of NDC content on their
platforms.
(a) In a January 2018 presentation to the [].333
(b) In July 2018, Farelogix told [].334
(c) In 2013, Sabre urged the US Department of Transportation to block
approval of the NDC standard.335 A Sabre representative said at a
conference in 2012 that ‘we do not see how the proposed NDC approach
would work in the real world without sacrificing fare transparency, limiting
comparison shopping and compromising data privacy rights’.336
(d) An Amadeus representative said at an industry conference in 2015 that
‘NDC has derailed industry discussion’, ‘ill conceived’, and ‘has not

[].
See Chapter 10 and Appendix E for further details on Amadeus’ NDC strategy.
330 Global Travel IT Industry, 2019 Global Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT Primer: From Volume to Value,
26 September 2019, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, pages 15-16.
331 NDC Solutions White Paper, 3rd Edition, Results of the study on IT solutions built around the NDC standard,
January 2019, by Sia Partners/IATA.
332 [], July 2019.
333 [].
334 [].
335 Paragraph 6, DoJ Complaint, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA v. SABRE CORPORATION, SABRE GLBL
INC., FARELOGIX, INC., and SANDLER CAPITAL PARTNERS V, L.P.
336 World Passenger Symposium 2012 in Abu Dhabi,
https://www.arabianindustry.com/design/news/2012/nov/11/iatas-ndc-wont-work-in-the-real-world-sabre3417193/ (accessed on 16 August 2019).
328
329
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contributed to the efficiency of the industry’,337 but Amadeus subsequently
clarified in a blog post that ‘there have been inevitably bumps on the road
for NDC […] Amadeus has been engaged in NDC-XML discussions, and is
fully committed to supporting IATA in the delivery of a workable standard
for all industry players’.338 Amadeus told us that the primary causes of
delay in NDC development have been the failure of IATA to involve all the
relevant stakeholders in the standard setting process and the lack of
standardisation in the industry.339
(e) A 2012 press release of Travelport stated that ‘much of the IATA NDC
statement appears only conceptual in nature, based on high level principles
that do not necessarily incorporate the input of all the critical components of
the travel value chain from supplier to travel agent to consumer’.340
7.17

To realise the opportunities of NDC airlines have sought new technological
solutions outside of the traditional PSS and GDS models, as set out in
paragraph [7.13]. This has given rise to opportunities for other non-GDS/PSS
suppliers to provide innovative solutions.

7.18

Farelogix has developed products compatible with the NDC standard which
have enabled airlines to evolve their business models. An important aspect of
Farelogix’s merchandising solution is that it provides airlines with the means
to control offer creation, independent of the GDS. Other providers such as
Datalex operate a similar model, using the NDC standard and being
independent of the GDSs.
(a) Farelogix’s market positioning highlights that it gives airlines greater
flexibility to control their retail offers, to control the data to optimise such
offers.341 Farelogix provides a distribution solution (NDC API / OC) for
airlines to distribute differentiated offers across multiple sale channels,
including on, and outside, the GDS environment.
(b) Farelogix also highlights its neutrality on how airlines use or distribute
offers, its independence from the PSSs and GDSs and its lack of conflicts
of interest as key selling points of its NDC solutions.342

CAPA World Aviation Summit 2015. https://centreforaviation.com/news/amadeus-says-iatas-ndc-has-wastedtime-and-energy-489455 (accessed on 16 August 2019).
338 https://amadeus.com/en/insights/blog/towards-a-richer-content-future-at-wps. See also paragraph 4.8,
Amadeus response to the provisional findings.
339 Amadeus’ key observations on Reference Decision, section 5.
340 http://ir.travelport.com/news-releases?item=854 (accessed on 16 August 2019).
341 Chapter 9, How Farelogix markets itself to airlines.
342 Chapter 9, How Farelogix markets itself to airlines.
337
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(c) Farelogix considers the NDC standard to be ‘the bedrock of airline retailing
innovation’ as it forces ‘a connection between airline systems/offer engines
and retailing channels/ touchpoints’ and ‘enables airlines to make offers in
response to customer requests, including in the indirect channel’.343 It is
also investing [].344
7.19

GDSs have responded to airlines’ demand to enable the creation and
distribution of NDC content in more recent years. For example, Amadeus told
us [].345 Sabre has considered its ‘Beyond NDC’ strategy since 2017 as
detailed in Chapter 9. Travelport was the first GDS to manage the booking of
flights by a travel agent using the NDC standard (in October 2018).346
However, the evidence shows that these solutions are still in development
and/or in some cases have been used to a limited extent to date.
(a) While each of Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport has hundreds of airlines
distributing content on their traditional GDS platforms, only a limited
number of airlines have distributed NDC content on these GDSs to date
using GDS pass-through and/or implemented NDC API solutions supplied
by the GDSs.347
(b) A 2019 Bank of America/Merrill Lynch equity analyst report explains that
‘the rise of low cost carriers and the resultant fragmentation of a previously
bundled offer has led to the current situation where airlines want something
the GDSs are struggling to provide’. It further notes the industry’s initial
‘scepticism on whether the GDSs would want to engage with NDC’; but that
today ‘all three GDSs are working on NDC connectivity’ and have been
Level 3 certified (allowing fully customisable offer and order management)
since 2018 or 2019.348
(c) A 2018 Farelogix presentation [].349

7.20

In summary, the industry today is undergoing lengthy, complex and far
reaching changes as airlines are looking to take greater control of their
retailing and distribution functions away from the GDSs. This has given rise to
demand for suppliers with alternative technologies and business models, and

A Farelogix blog published on 18 November 2019 (https://blog.farelogix.com/a-glimpse-into-the-airlineretailing-future).
344 [].
345 Amadeus response to the provisional findings, paragraph 4.7(b).
346 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.15.
347 See paragraph 8.8 for Sabre; paragraph 8.11 for Amadeus and paragraph 8.155 for Travelport in relation to
their current or planned capabilities in the distribution of NDC content.
348 Global Travel IT Industry, 2019 Global Distribution System (GDS) & airline IT Primer: From Volume to Value,
26 September 2019, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, pages 11 and 15-16.
349 [].
343
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responses from traditional GDS suppliers, and the process appears to have
much further to evolve in the future.

Theories of harm for assessing this Merger
7.21

The theory of harm describes the possible ways in which an SLC could arise
as a result of a merger. The theory of harm provides the framework for our
analysis of the competitive effects of a merger.

7.22

In this case we consider whether the Merger would give rise to an SLC (i) in
the supply of merchandising solutions, and (ii) in the supply of distribution
solutions, both on a worldwide basis. These are our two theories of harm and
are categorised as horizontal unilateral effects. Unilateral effects can arise in
a horizontal merger where one firm merges with a direct competitor that
provides and/or is expected to provide a competitive constraint. Unilateral
effects are more likely where the merger eliminates a significant competitive
force or where customers have little choice of alternative suppliers.350

7.23

We consider that competition between suppliers occurs when merchandising
suppliers compete against each other to win individual contracts (whether
through bidding or bilateral negotiations with customers), and distribution
suppliers seek to increase their share of distribution revenues.351 Our
assessment considered unilateral price effects, ie whether the Merger would
be likely to lead to higher prices and/or worse terms for airlines purchasing
existing merchandising and distribution products.352

7.24

In addition, given the market context, we are interested in the impact of the
merger on innovation. We consider that, competition occurs over the longer
term, where a key parameter is a supplier’s ability to supply solutions that
meet airlines’ ongoing needs to exercise greater control of their offers and to
respond to changing passenger needs.353 Our assessment therefore also
considered unilateral innovation effects, ie whether, compared to the situation
absent the Merger, the Merger would be likely to lead to reduced innovation or
slower rates of innovation and product development, reduced product range
or quality, and in particular innovation in NDC-compatible merchandising
and/or distribution solutions.

7.25

Unilateral innovation effects may arise because a merger may reduce the
incentive for the merged entity to innovate. Absent the merger, two suppliers

Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.4.12
Paragraphs 7.2-7.8.
352 Issues Statement, paragraph 50(a).
353 Issues Statement, paragraph 50(b).
350
351
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may compete for customers by investing in new products or higher quality
features independently, but with the merger the merged entity would no longer
face the risk of losing business to the other merging party. This may result in
the merged entity scaling back its product development efforts or undertaking
less than each supplier would otherwise do so individually. This may also
result in a lower degree of innovation in the wider market because of the
reduced competitive threat faced by rivals. We note that a merger can cause
both unilateral innovation effects and unilateral price effects.
7.26

We are mindful of the different business models of Farelogix and Sabre. In
distribution, while Farelogix serves airlines and allows them to manage their
relationship with travel agents, Sabre’s GDS serves both airlines and travel
agents and balances the demands between the two on a two-sided platform.
Moreover, while Farelogix offers merchandising and distribution as separate
products, these are often purchased together and together allow airlines to
take control of the offer creation process away from the GDS and distribute
content to travel agents and passengers in ways that have not been possible
on the GDS in the past. Sabre’s GDS (with which it supplies distribution and
some offer creation functions) therefore faces dual threats from Farelogix’s
NDC API/FLX OC distribution solution on the one hand and from its FLX M
solution on the other. Where appropriate, we consider the dynamics between
these markets in assessing the theories of harm. In Phase 2 of the inquiry, we
did not consider a conglomerate effect theory of harm, ie whether the Merger
could result in the foreclosure of rivals through a tying or bundling strategy by
the merged entity.354

Structure of the assessment
7.27

In the remainder of this Final Report, we have examined the evidence
gathered during the course of our inquiry and provide our assessments of the
Merger based on the two theories of harm described above. It is structured as
follows:
(a) evidence on current supply of merchandising solutions and distribution
solutions (Chapter 8);
(b) evidence from the Parties, in particular their internal documents (Chapter
9);
(c) evidence from competitors, airlines and travel agents (Chapter 10);

See Merger Assessment Guidelines, 5.6.12-5.6.13. We considered this theory of harm in relation to core-PSS
and non-core PSS in Phase 1; see paragraph 380-381 of the Phase 1 Decision.
354
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(d) our assessment of the Merger, including the relevant counterfactual and
the competitive effects (Chapter 11);
(e) our assessment of countervailing factors (Chapter 12).
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8.

Evidence on current suppliers

8.1

In chapter 7 we discussed changes in airline business models and how airline
demand from their suppliers of IT solutions for booking systems is changing,
as well as how the suppliers themselves are responding to the change in
demands. That chapter set out our theories of harm.

8.2

This chapter provides evidence on suppliers to aid our decision on our
theories of harm in merchandising and distribution by giving an overview of
the capabilities and recent performance of the Parties and their rivals. We
discuss the different suppliers, their capabilities, products and services and
their customer bases. It does not evaluate expansion plans, investments in
innovation and likely future growth of suppliers. The evidence for this is set
out in chapter 10 and evaluated in chapter 11.

8.3

We first set out suppliers’ existing capabilities qualitatively based on
information that suppliers submitted and we present evidence on which
suppliers supply merchandising solutions and distribution solutions to major
airlines.

8.4

We then assess suppliers’ existing capabilities using more quantitative
measures. In particular, we use market shares, analysis of bid data, and in
some instances contract renewals, as indicators of the relative strengths of
suppliers. We are mindful that market shares do not take into account the
heterogenous nature of airline demand and supplier capabilities and we are
aware that not all merchandising and distribution solution contracts are put to
tender. Moreover, we are conscious that contracts for both merchandising and
distribution solutions are multi-year contracts (but there may be few in any
one year), but within contract periods different suppliers become relatively
stronger or weaker (as new products are developed, for example) so both
market share and bidding data may not accurately portray the strengths of
suppliers compared against each other. Our consideration of different
evidence is discussed in chapter 11.

Overview of suppliers’ capabilities and customers
8.5

This section provides an overview of the major suppliers of merchandising
and distribution solutions to airlines and their customers. We have
distinguished suppliers between GDS, IT providers, and other smaller
suppliers (in terms of revenues and/or customer base) that are less frequently
mentioned by airlines.
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GDS providers
Sabre
8.6

Sabre today offers merchandising solutions through its AS division and global
distribution solutions through its TN division.

8.7

Sabre’s merchandising solutions (Ancillary Services and Dynamic Retailer)
can only be sold to airlines that use Sabre’s PSS.355 Ancillary Services has
basic distribution capabilities and is focussed on fulfilment aspects (ie
ancillaries’ catalogue, inventory and ticketing). Dynamic Retailer performs
personalised product pricing, bundling and ancillary distribution through the
direct channel, but it has [] (chapter 3). Sabre has [] airline customers for
Dynamic Retailer.356 Sabre’s merchandising solutions are not NDCcompatible.

8.8

As regards distribution solutions, Sabre is one of the three major GDSs. It has
not yet completed the build for NDC APIs for airlines but has been investing in
solutions that allow airlines to distribute NDC content, as further detailed in
chapter 9. Sabre is currently developing capabilities to build and manage
NDC APIs for airlines. Regarding GDS pass-through, it has launched a pilot in
April 2019 that allows United Airlines to connect to Sabre’s GDS with United’s
NDC API which was built by Farelogix.357

Amadeus
8.9

Amadeus today provides a full suite of core and non-core PSS solutions,
including merchandising solutions. It had €4.9 billion revenues in 2018.358
Amadeus runs two PSSs: “Altéa” and “New Skies” (the latter owned by
Navitaire which was acquired by Amadeus in 2016). Altéa primarily targets
full-service carriers whereas New Skies targets low cost carriers.359 Through
Altéa, it supplies an NDC-compatible merchandising solution known as

[].
Sabre’s Dynamic Retailer customers: [].
357 [].
358 Amadeus full year 2018 financial results.
359 [].
355
356
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‘Amadeus Anytime Merchandising’ (AAM) to [] current customers.360
361
Navitaire does not have an NDC-compatible merchandising solution.362
8.10

Amadeus’ merchandising solutions are currently PSS-dependent. Amadeus
submitted that:363
(a) [];
(b) [];364
(c) []. 365

8.11

Regarding distribution, Amadeus operates the largest GDS globally. In
addition, Amadeus supplies the following NDC-compatible distribution
solutions which enable GDS bypass or GDS pass-through:366
(a) GDS bypass: Amadeus provides and manages NDC APIs for [] airlines
([] in production and [] under implementation) through the product
‘Altéa NDC’, and for [] through the product ‘Navitaire NDC Gateway’.367
These NDC APIs support direct connects to travel agents and connections
to aggregation platforms (including MSEs).368 Amadeus submitted that its
NDC API can be sold on a standalone basis to all airlines whether they use
Amadeus PSS or not.369
(b) GDS pass-through: Amadeus told us it has introduced services to allow
NDC content to be distributed through its GDS for a number of airlines:
[]370 371

8.12

On 23 March 2020, Amadeus released a statement about the measures it is
taking in response to the spread of the Covid-19 coronavirus and its effect on

AAM full suite customers (* denotes in implementation): Air Canada, Avianca, Finnair, Singapore Airlines,
[].
361 [].
362 Amadeus submitted that it provides airlines’ ancillary services and Fare Families to travel agents based on
ATPCO fare filing (not NDC compatible). Including the airlines using those services ([]), it has [] (Altéa) []
(Navitaire) merchandising customers.
363 [].
364 [].
365 [].
366 In the attachment to Amadeus’ email to the CMA on 31 January 2020, Amadeus submitted that [].
367 Altéa NDC customers (* denotes in implementation): Finnair, Singapore Airlines, Cathay Pacific, [] Corsair,
Avianca, Saudia, [].
368 [].
369 [].
370 [].
371 Amadeus submitted that, whenever an airline already has an NDC API in place, ie supplied by another
provider, Amadeus plays the ‘role of aggregator’ and simply connects to such NDC API, without building another
one []. When the NDC API provider is Amadeus itself, that NDC API is available to any other third party
wishing to establish connections to it and whose implementation has been accepted by the corresponding airline.
See Amadeus’ response to follow up questions received 12 March 2020.
360
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the global travel industry.372 These measures were to increase its liquidity
position, cancel a dividend payment and to reduce fixed costs equivalent to
approximately €300 million over the year. Amadeus’s statement said that it
aimed to be well prepared to face a tough business context.
Travelport
8.13

Travelport is one of the three major GDSs although it is the smallest by global
revenue, which was $2.5 billion in 2018.373

8.14

Travelport does not actively market merchandising solutions to airlines.
[].374 [].375

8.15

Concerning its capabilities in GDS pass-through, Travelport was the first GDS
to manage the booking of flights by a travel agent using the NDC standard (in
October 2018).376 []. 377 [].378

IT providers
Farelogix
8.16

Farelogix today generates almost all of its revenue from [], accounting for
[] and [] of 2018 revenue respectively.379 Both solutions are NDCcompatible. As detailed in the following sections, Farelogix’s merchandising
solution is widely considered the best in the industry today and is second to
Amadeus’ by share. Unlike Amadeus’ and Sabre’s merchandising solutions,
FLX M is PSS agnostic.

Amadeus Covid-19 statement
Travelport full year 2018 financial results.
374 [].
375 [].
376 Travelport’s website. See also [].
377 [].
378 [].
379 [].
372
373
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8.17

Farelogix sells these solutions to a range of airlines, including major airlines in
Europe (Lufthansa Group), in the Gulf (Emirates, Etihad, Qatar Airways) and
in North America (American Airlines, United Airlines, Air Canada). It is also
the most successful supplier to the IATA’s NDC Leaderboard, which includes
airlines who are industry leaders in migrating to NDC solutions. Table 8.1
below provides further detail: currently Farelogix has [] merchandising
customers ([] of which are Tier 1 airlines) 380, 381 and [] NDC API/OC
customers ([] Tier 1 airlines)382, and [] of these customers use both
solutions.383

According to T2RL definition, Tier 1 airlines are the ones boarding more than 25 million passengers per year.
The Parties submitted that some of the FLX M users have limited licence. Our count includes the airlines that
either generated revenues from FLX M or submitted that their merchandising provider is FLX (* denotes the ones
that also use FLX NDC API): [].
382 FLX NDC API/OC customers: [].
383 As detailed in Chapter 5, we note that Farelogix also supplies BA in relation to interline.
380
381
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Table 8.1: Farelogix’s current customers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Airline

Distribution

Merchandising

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]384
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]

Other

[]

[]
[]
[]

[]

[]

Source: Farelogix []

(L) = Limited usage license connected with FLX NDC Open Connect Only

8.18

In distribution, Farelogix also provides a travel agency interface tool (SPRK)
for booking and servicing. The product offers limited mid and back office
support, and aggregation is only possible within airlines in the same airline
group.

8.19

Farelogix has a channel-agnostic business model, as it earns revenues on
bookings made through the APIs it provides to airlines irrespective of the
distribution channels or the PSS used by the airline.

8.20

Other than distribution and merchandising solutions, Farelogix provides
retailing solutions including shopping and pricing engine (FLX S&P),
availability calculator (FLX AC) and schedule builder (FLX SB). All these
functions can be offered individually or as a full suite (‘Airline Commerce
Gateway’).

384

Whilst Virgin Atlantic []. See [].
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Datalex
8.21

Datalex is a supplier of retailing and distribution solutions to airlines. It
describes its market position as ‘Travel-specific eCommerce systems,
independent from PSS providers.’ 385 Datalex totalled $45 million revenue in
2018.386

8.22

Datalex supplies a merchandising solution through ‘Datalex Digital
Commerce’ platform, which incorporates merchandising, pricing, shopping
and payments services. Datalex submitted that its platform was initially built
for airlines to sell in the direct channels and has been adjusted to suit the
indirect channel with the growth of airlines’ adoption of the NDC standard.387

8.23

Datalex’s merchandising solution is compatible with the NDC standard. Two
airlines use this solution: JetBlue (only for indirect channels) and SAS (in
implementation, for indirect channels).388 In addition, Datalex provides
merchandising services that are not compatible with the NDC standard to 13
other airlines (including six Chinese airlines), nine of which use it exclusively
for airline.com but not for the indirect channel.389

8.24

Regarding distribution, Datalex provides and manages NDC APIs for two
airlines, JetBlue and SAS (under implementation).390 It does not provide
aggregation services. It submitted that it offers a ‘rudimentary agency
management interface which is not connected to the GDS’s but allows airlines
to manage agency accounts.’ 391

8.25

As explained in Appendix E, Datalex has been facing financial difficulties
recently.392 In early 2019, a series of accounting irregularities were identified,
leading to the suspension of its trading on the Irish Stock Exchange in May
2019. In October 2019, [].393 Datalex submitted that it disputes the legality
of the termination notice received from Lufthansa in September 2019 and that
it has commenced proceedings to achieve resolution of the matter.394 On 12
March 2020, Datalex released a statement saying that ‘we expect the COVID19 outbreak to have an adverse impact on the Group’s financial

[].
Datalex annual report 2018, page 9. The number $45.1 million is the one recorded under ‘as reported’
revenue. Total revenue ‘Before IFRS 15 adjustments’ is $44.3 million.
387 [].
388 [].
389 Datalex merchandising customers (* denotes the ones that use it exclusively for airline.com): []. Only
JetBlue and SAS are using the NDC standard.
390 SAS submitted [].
391 []
392 See Appendix E, paragraphs 72-74.
393 [].
394 [].
385
386
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performance’.395 According to the bidding data that Datalex submitted,
although Datalex have continued to bid for airline contracts, it has not won
any new customers since these financial problems arose.396
OpenJaw
8.26

OpenJaw is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Travelsky, a state-owned PSS and
enterprise in China, listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, which provides
a range of IT services to the Chinese travel industry including PSS and GDS.
OpenJaw supplies ‘t-Retail Platform’ which supports NDC API,
merchandising, shopping and pricing functionalities for airlines. OpenJaw
markets t-Retail Platform as a complete system.397

8.27

In merchandising, OpenJaw provides an NDC-compatible solution to []
currently used to enable sales through NDC on a meta-search engine,398 and
it is working to enable additional connections in the indirect channel. 399 [] is
another co-supplier of merchandising solutions to []. OpenJaw submitted
that it will provide NDC-compatible merchandising solutions as part of a
bundled retailing platform [] to ANA (a leading airline in Japan) and TAP
(the Portuguese flag carrier; supplied jointly with []),400 and these will be
used initially for the indirect channels. [].401

8.28

In addition, OpenJaw provides B2B merchandising solutions that are not
NDC-compatible to [] Chinese airlines through a licence of its platform to
TravelSky.402 It also supplies merchandising [] for use on airline.com, as
well as to other travel brands for the sale of hotel, car rental and loyalty
products, for example to British Airways and Aeroplan Inc. (a subsidiary of Air
Canada).403

8.29

In distribution, OpenJaw provides and manages NDC API for airlines as part
of its t-Retail platform. The only airline ‘currently making NDC bookings’ with
this product is Cathay Pacific. OpenJaw submitted that it plans to implement

Datalex plc Statement regarding COVID-19 dated 12 March 2020
See the analysis of bidding data in merchandising, paragraphs 8.66 et seq.
397 OpenJaw submitted that the t-Retail Platform can also be sold as a general ecommerce platform for some
customers who do not require NDC functionality (eg for hotel customers, loyalty programmes etc). See [].
398 [].
399 OpenJaw submitted that ‘there are technical and functional differences between merchandising services for
airline.com versus indirect channels’ and that, in the case of its t-Retail platform, there is no NDC in the former.
[].
400 [].
401 [].
402 The Chinese airlines to which OpenJaw provides merchandising services via TravelSky are: [].
403 OpenJaw provides a tool that allows the packaging of flights with hotels and car rental on airline.com to []
and a flight, hotel and car redemption loyalty program to []. See [].
395
396
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NDC API solutions for ANA, TAP [], and these will be used initially for the
indirect channels.
PROS
8.30

PROS is software provider with core businesses in selling improvement,
pricing, revenue management and optimisation products and services. It has
expanded its capability to provide airline IT solutions through the acquisition of
Vayant (a shopping, pricing and merchandising provider) in August 2017 and
Travelaer (an eCommerce software company) in August 2019.

8.31

PROS told us that its merchandising solution is mainly aimed at powering
airline.com. [].404 [].405 406 PROS’ merchandising solutions are compatible
with the NDC standard.407, 408

8.32

Currently, PROS does not supply NDC-compatible distribution solutions. It
submitted that it is working to integrate the technology purchased through the
Travelaer acquisition.409 [].410

ITA Software (ITA)
8.33

ITA is an IT provider with shopping and pricing solutions as its main
product.411 It was acquired by Google in 2011.412

8.34

ITA provides a merchandising solution to handle the sale of ancillaries, which
currently has two customers [].413 [].414

8.35

In distribution, ITA supplies an API for airlines to connect to metasearch
engines (not to travel agents), but this solution is not NDC compatible.415 ITA

PROS told us that it had []. See [].
PROS submitted that []. However, [] submitted that it only purchases revenue management and pricing
services from PROS and did not confirm any implementation going on for merchandising. [].
406 In their response to the PFs, the Parties submitted that in 2020 PROS announced a collaboration with Turkish
Airlines on a dynamic offer pilot. However, Turkish Airlines did not confirm any official collaboration with PROS on
a dynamic offer pilot and submitted that, being PROS its revenue management provider, ‘from time to time
Turkish Airlines conducts some studies about RM [revenue management] together with PROS.’ See [].
407 [].
408 [].
409 [].
410 [].
411 IATA defines Shopping as: ‘A process whereby a requestor is able to request offers from the airlines (ie flight
and ancillaries) based on its desired search criteria and receive offers corresponding to its request. There are
various types of shopping, including, for example Personalized/Anonymous and Attribute/Affinity shopping types.’
412 Google also operates a meta-search engine which enables comparison shopping for travellers (Google Flight
Search).
413 See ITA website.
414 [].
415 [].
404
405
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told us that it is currently working on the development of an NDC-compatible
solution that will support the distribution of shopping and merchandising.416
Overall summary of current capabilities
8.36

In summary, five providers among the ones that were most frequently
mentioned by airlines and by the Parties as relevant suppliers of
merchandising and distribution solutions currently offer NDC-compatible
merchandising solutions that are in use by airlines (ie Farelogix, Amadeus,
OpenJaw, Datalex and ITA). Among these, four currently offer PSS-agnostic
products, of which two are provided as standalone solutions (ie unbundled
from other functionalities such as pricing, shopping, NDC APIs, etc).417 Four
providers currently offer NDC-compatible distribution solutions (ie Farelogix,
Amadeus, OpenJaw, Datalex).418

Other suppliers of merchandising and distribution solutions
8.37

Below we provide an overview of other competitors identified by the Parties
but less frequently mentioned by airlines and/or in the Parties’ and other third
parties’ internal documents.419

Suppliers of both merchandising and distribution solutions
8.38

JR Technologies is an IT solutions provider specialised in airline retailing. It
provides an NDC and One Order-compatible retailing platform []420, 421 JR
Technologies told us that []. 422 []. However, [].423 From airline
evidence, we know that JR Technology [].424 []. 425

See Chapter 10, Evidence from competitors, Competitors’ strategy in developing NDC-compatible
merchandising solutions.
417 OpenJaw’s NDC-compatible merchandising solution is not sold on a standalone basis but as part of its t-Retail
platform, which also include NDC APIs; Datalex’s merchandising functionality is sold as part of its Digital
Commerce Platform, which also include pricing, shopping and payment services.
418 PROS’s merchandising solution is NDC-compatible []; Sabre does not offer NDC-compatible merchandising
and has not completed the building of NDC APIs for airlines. It launched an NDC API product for United in
partnership with Farelogix.
419 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.72 et seq and 9.104 et seq; chapter 10 paragraphs 10.5 et seq and 10.40 et seq.
420 JR Technologies website.
421 [].
422 [].
423 [].
424 See paragraph 8.53.
425 [].
416
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8.39

Interes is an IT provider of travel technology. []. It provides an NDC
compatible offer and order management system, the ‘Airline Retail Engine’426
[].427

8.40

SAP provides []. SAP told us that [].428

8.41

IBS submitted that [].429 [].430

Suppliers of distribution or related aggregation solutions
8.42

Travelfusion is a content aggregator [].431 [].432 Travelfusion told us that
[].433

8.43

TPConnects is an IT provider of travel technology solutions and aggregator.
[].434 In February 2019, Oman Air partnered with TPConnects to integrate
the Oman Air NDC API to its Travel Aggregator Platform.435, 436 However, the
scope of such NDC solution is unclear.

8.44

NDC Exchange is a partnership between ATPCO and SITA,437 which provides
an NDC format translation technology for airlines and travel sellers. SITA
submitted that the product is ‘capable of translating certain non-NDC APIs to
NDC, but only in restricted cases. The airline must already have, or develop,
the underlying API – NDC Exchange is only acting as a format translator in
this respect’ and that it is ‘not aware of any direct competitor for this
standalone service.’ 438 ATPCO’s Chief Strategy Officer testified in the
Delaware Proceedings that NDC Exchange does not directly compete with
any products offered by Sabre or Farelogix.439 SITA submitted that NDC
Exchange had relatively low revenues in its launch year 2018 [] as ‘a
startup business with few connected customers and bookings’ at that
stage.440, 441

Interes’ website.
Interes submitted that [].
428 [].
429 [].
430 IBS’ PSS customers [].
431 [].
432 [].
433 [].
434 See paragraph 10.85(i).
435 Oman Air press release. Oman Air did not answer to our questions sent via email on
436 TPConnects website. TPConnects did not answer to our questionnaire.
437 [].
438 [].
439 [].
440 [].
441 [].
426
427
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8.45

Based on the IATA profile on DXC Technologies, we understand that DXC
Technologies provides an orchestration and translation layer called NDC
Adapter that ‘narrows the NDC standard to a unified dialect across all
platforms and systems.’ 442, 443 One airline told us that DXC wanted to provide
such translation layer for NDC but did not offer ‘any Desktop Tools for travel
agents, any back-office integration capabilities for agencies, and no travel
agency implementation experience (which Farelogix has all of this).’ 444 DXC
told us that it currently has no plans to engage in the supply of either
Merchandising solutions or NDC APIs in the UK and [].445 DXC earned
$24.6 billion revenues in 2018.446 However, it is unclear how much of this is
related to its airline business.

8.46

RAMAX Group is a Russian IT provider focussed on system integration and
software development.447 As mentioned in chapter 10, RAMAX has partnered
with Aeroflot for the building of an NDC API.448, 449 No other airlines mentioned
RAMAX in their responses.

8.47

As detailed in chapter 9, the Parties submitted that 22 IT providers, other than
Farelogix, are IATA NDC Level 4 capable and multiple technology providers
could potentially enter the market for distribution solutions.450 While there are
a number of other IT providers having an IATA Level 4 certification, we note
that IATA certification is not a measure of the quality and capabilities of the
NDC API which vary across suppliers.451

8.48

We discuss self-supply of merchandising and distribution solutions by airlines
when we consider evidence from airlines in chapter 10.

DXC Technologies IATA profile
[].
444 See [].
445 [].
446 DXC 2018 annual report.
447 RAMAX website.
448 RAMAX press release.
449 [].
450 Parties’ response to the Provisional Findings, paragraphs 5.55-5.58 and paragraph 5.61. See also Chapter 9,
paragraphs 9.130-9.132.
451 Chapter 10, Evidence from airlines, ‘Airlines’ submitted views on strength of distribution solution suppliers
(NDC API and GDS),’ including paragraph 10.104.
442
443
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Suppliers of merchandising and distribution solutions to major
airlines
8.49

This section describes the providers of merchandising and distribution
solutions for major airlines. It also provides an overview of the use of different
distribution channels by each airline.

Current suppliers of merchandising solutions and NDC API
8.50

Table 8.2 provides an overview of the suppliers of merchandising solutions
and NDC API to major network airlines (top 20 airlines by global bookings).452
Further details for other airlines can be found in Appendix F (Table F.1).

8.51

We have excluded low cost carriers453 because they use GDSs to a very
limited extent, concentrating their sales through direct channels (airline.com in
particular), and they do not use NDC APIs to distribute content.454 The largest
UK low cost airlines, except for [], do not use merchandising solutions.455

8.52

In relation to merchandising solutions, Farelogix supplies [] airline groups in
the top 20 largest airline groups: [].456 Amadeus serves Air Canada,457
[],458,459 while ITA serves []. OpenJaw supplies [] and [] NDCcompatible solution for ANA. Similarly, Datalex supplies [] and supplies
NDC-compatible solution for Jet Blue. []460 self-supplies their merchandising
solutions, while []461 self-supplies in combination with [], and [].

8.53

In terms of distribution solutions based on NDC API, five airlines self-supply
([],462 IAG, []). Farelogix supplies a range of large airlines across different
geographies: []. Other suppliers mainly supply [] within top 20 global
airlines: OpenJaw serves [] and ANA ([]); Amadeus463 serves []),
Datalex serves JetBlue, Ramax supplies Aeroflot and JR Technologies has
[]).

The airlines include “Network Carriers” and exclude “Hybrid Carriers” and “Low-Cost Carriers”, as defined by
T2RL.
453 Low cost and hybrid airlines that are excluded from the largest top 20 global airlines include: Southwest
Airlines, Ryanair, Easyjet, AirAsia and IndiGo.
454 In particular, the largest low cost airlines operating in the UK, do not use GDSs to a material degree: [].
Flybe had around []% of tickets distributed through GDS and [], but it ceased operations in March 2020.
455 [].
456 [].
457 [].
458 [].
459 [].
460 However, [].
461 [], but has not been confirmed by the airline.
462 [], but has not been confirmed by the airline.
463 Note that Amadeus NDC API allows airline to do both, GDS bypass and GDS pass-through.
452
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8.54

[], although as noted above, [].

8.55

Of the ten airlines that outsource their merchandising and NDC API solutions,
seven (including []) purchase both from the same supplier, and only []
purchase them from different suppliers.

Table 8.2: Supplier of merchandising and NDC API distribution solutions to top 20 airlines (by
2018 global bookings)
Airline group

Main supplier of merchandising

Supplier of NDC API

solution
American Airlines*

[]

[]

Delta

[]

[]

China Southern Airlines Group*

[]

[]

United Airlines*

[]

[]

Austrian Airlines, Brussels Airlines)

[]

[]

Air China Group

[]

[]

China Eastern

[]

[]

Hainan Group

[]

[]

Vueling)

[]

[]

Air France KLM Group*

[]

[]

Turkish Airlines

[]

[]

LATAM

[]

[]

ANA

[]

[]

Emirates

[]

[]

Air Canada*

[]

[]

Alaska

[]

[]

Japan Airlines

[]

[]

Jet Blue*

[]

[]

Norwegian

[]

[]

Aeroflot*

[]

[]

Lufthansa Group*
(Lufthansa, Eurowings, Swiss Air,

IAG *
(British Airways, Iberia, Aer Lingus,

Source (providers): Airlines responses, Competitor responses, Farelogix and Sabre information; (booking data): T2RL.
(L) – []
* - indicates airlines in IATA’s ‘NDC Leaderboard’.
† - []
‡ - [].
§ - indicates that solution is non-NDC enabled
Note that the table includes the airline’s primary provider(s) of merchandising solutions, provided as full solution (ie it typically
excludes occasions where a supplier only offers a partial solution, such as baggage only or promo codes).

8.56

We have considered the current suppliers of NDC API solutions to airlines in
the NDC Leaderboard.
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(a) Farelogix supplies [] out of 17 airline groups on the NDC Leaderboard,464
including []. These airlines represent around []% of the total airline
bookings on the Leaderboard by passenger numbers.465 Farelogix also
jointly supplies [].466
(b) Three airline groups self-supply: IAG, []. They account for around a third
of the passengers on the Leaderboard.
(c) Amadeus supplies to []. They account for []% of passenger numbers
of the Leaderboard.
(d) Datalex supplies [] representing []% of the passengers on the
Leaderboard.
8.57

In addition, Aeroflot has partnered with an IT provider RAMAX467 and Sun
Express with IBS.468

8.58

The Parties submitted that looking at the Leaderboard airlines is not the
relevant market to be assessed with many more airlines potentially in the
market. The parties also state that the NDC leaderboard is a static metric that
does not reflect ongoing developments in the market, is not a reliable indicator
of competitive conditions, and is biased towards early movers, with the list of
airlines being announced in April 2018.469 We acknowledge this is not the full
market but we think this provides an illustration of each suppliers’ strength
among the airlines who are most advanced in the adoption of the NDC
standard.

Airlines’ current usage of different distribution channels
8.59

To understand the relative scale of each distribution channel across airlines,
Table 8.3 provides an overview of the usage of airline.com, GDS, GDS
bypass and GDS pass-through for each of the top 20 network carriers which
responded to the CMA for illustration.470 Overall, we found that:

NDC Leaderboad consists of 22 airlines, we have counted airlines as part of the same group together. This
includes: Air France and KLM being counted as one and Lufthansa, Austrian, Brussels, Swiss being counted
together as Lufthansa group.
465 These numbers are total passenger numbers based on 2018 T2RL. Numbers do not reflect the extent to
which airlines are making bookings through their NDC API but the maximum possible use for each airline.
However, we note that the airlines supplied by Farelogix are typically the more advanced users of APIs.
466 Farelogix supplies [].
467 https://www.ramax.ru/en/company/press-center/press-releases/225/
468 https://www.t2rl.net/insight/display.asp?ID=450
469 Parties’ response to provisional findings 5.53
470 [].
464
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(a) GDS and airline.com are the two main distribution channels for all airlines;
(b) Airlines typically use all three GDS providers (Amadeus, Sabre and
Travelport) to distribute content, ie. they ‘multi-home’.471 Each GDS’s share
varies significantly across airlines;472
(c) the proportion of bookings each airline makes through airline.com varies
across airlines and ranges from 8% (for []) to 54% for [];
(d) bookings through GDS bypass contributed to approximately 4% of all
bookings (of which []% is direct connect and less than []%
aggregators), typically ranging from 0% to []% across the top 20
responding airlines. [] is the largest user with GDS bypass accounting for
[]% of its bookings,473 followed by IAG with GDS bypass accounting [];
and
(e) GDS pass-through has not been used materially, but several airlines have
plans to develop it. For example, American Airlines is in a pilot mode.
8.60

Further details for other airlines are provided in Appendix F.474 We also
consider global market shares later in this chapter.

For example, one airline explained the following: ‘each GDS has a strong presence in a specific region; (ii) the
number of GDS’s subscribers and their geographic location, as not all travel agents are multi-GDS. In order to
have as an extensive coverage as possible, it needs to be involved with all the GDSs’. [].
472 See Table F.3 in Appendix F.
473 [].
474 Appendix F, Table F.2.
471
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Table 8.3: Distribution of bookings through different channels for top airlines that responded
to our questionnaire (by 2018 bookings), %
Airline Group

airline.com

GDS

GDS passthrough

GDS bypass*
Direct connect

Aggregators

Other †

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]
[]

[]
[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Total (all responding
airlines) ‡

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Source: CMA analysis of airline submissions
* Also includes non-NDC GDS bypass solutions.
†Other channels include: primarily other direct channels such as airport counter, call centres etc.
‡The total number is based on the data provided by airlines, responding to the CMA’s questionnaire.

Analysis of bidding data and market shares
8.61

This section sets out the findings of our analysis of bidding data and market
shares. We firstly look at competition for merchandising solutions before
looking at the competition for NDC API solutions.

8.62

In this section we analyse quantitative evidence of how suppliers have
performed in the past in attracting airline customers. This is one piece of
evidence in our assessment of the competitive strengths of each supplier
which we undertake, alongside other evidence, including the likelihood of
expansion by the Parties and their rivals, which we present in chapters 9 and
10.
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8.63

Typically, to supply airlines with merchandising or distribution solutions,
providers will go through a competitive tender, although this is not always the
case. Therefore, analysis of bidding data provides a good insight to the extent
Sabre and Farelogix have competed in the past, and the relative strengths of
the Parties and their competitors. However, we note that this is not a pure
bidding market and there are also examples of bilateral negotiations which
may not be reflected in the analysis. Further, different airlines will have
different requirements, some of which will suit some suppliers more than
others.

8.64

We have examined the frequency with which each provider has won bids and
the significance of the contracts won. We have also considered current
market shares. Shares provide some indication of the extent to which
suppliers have an established customer base and have won customers in the
past and therefore may be able to attract customers in the future, as well as
the size of those customers. However, as with bidding data we have been
cautious in the weight we give to shares. For merchandising solutions, for
example, Sabre and Amadeus do not compete against each other in
unbundled bids and so market shares are likely to understate the degree of
competition in the future as each develop PSS agnostic solutions.

8.65

The Parties submitted that analysis of the quantitative evidence in the bidding
data shows that Farelogix has had fewer wins in recent years and is not a
significant competitive constraint.475 As discussed below, do not think that
Farelogix has become a weaker competitor in recent years but acknowledge
that some competitors have recently won tenders despite having a more
limited historical presence and market share and take this into account
together with other evidence from these suppliers when assessing their likely
ongoing strength. We also note that within each year there are few tenders
and so we place little weight on year on year comparisons. We consider each
piece of evidence including bidding and market shares as part of our
competitive assessment in chapter 11.

Merchandising
8.66

In the supply of merchandising solutions, we note that the set of competitors
considered by a particular airline will depend on its procurement approach.476
(a) Sabre’s merchandising solution today is PSS-dependent. It can compete
for any airline that uses Sabre’s PSS which is considering between Sabre
or a third-party for its merchandising module. It can also compete as part of

475
476

Parties response to Provisional Findings paragraph 5.40
Chapter 7, paragraph 7.2.
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a PSS bundle for airlines looking to procure core PSS. However, it cannot
compete for airlines that use Amadeus’ core PSS which are not planning to
switch PSS. []
(b) Farelogix, or other suppliers that offer a PSS-agnostic merchandising
solution, can be used by any airline PSS. They can compete for all
opportunities where the airline unbundles merchandising from its core PSS
and can therefore compete against Sabre and Amadeus where an airline is
looking to add a merchandising module to its core PSS. Farelogix cannot
compete against Sabre or Amadeus where an airline is seeking to acquire
a core PSS and merchandising as a single bundle (as Farelogix does not
supply a core PSS).477
8.67

Therefore, the number of suppliers in the overall market may overstate the
number of suppliers available to an individual airline. Sabre and Amadeus
historically have only competed against each other for airlines seeking
merchandising as part of a core PSS bundle, they have not competed for
airlines using the other’s core PSS, which seek to unbundle their
merchandising modules. This means that the number and value of the
merchandising solutions provided by each of Sabre or Amadeus may well
reflect their broader positions and relative strengths in core PSS (where
merchandising is supplied as part of a bundle with core PSS), rather than in
merchandising alone.

8.68

We take these points into account in interpreting the bidding analysis and
market shares when we assess each supplier’s position in the supply of
merchandising solution.

Analysis of bidding data in merchandising
8.69

We have analysed the opportunities data for merchandising solutions
covering the period from 2014 to September 2019. We think that analysing
bidding data over a relatively long period of time is appropriate as airlines
often procure merchandising solutions over a five year time period and limiting
the analysis to only looking at the most recent year would result in a very
small sample of airlines potentially not reflecting the breadth of different
airlines. We also explore which competitors are winning in the most recent
years.

We also note that some airlines will seek to procure as part of the same tender a merchandising solution
together with other non-core modules and suppliers may seek to provide a broader retailing platform
encompassing Merchandising and other tools.
477
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8.70

To reflect airlines’ different procurement approaches, our analysis considers
two categories of bids: (i) merchandising bids unbundled from the core PSS,
where Farelogix can compete with either Amadeus or Sabre and against other
PSS-agnostic merchandising suppliers, and (ii) merchandising bids bundled
with the core PSS, where Sabre and Amadeus can compete, but Farelogix
cannot.

8.71

We briefly consider the Parties’ view on the bidding data, before setting out
our assessment.
The Parties’ view on merchandising bidding analysis

8.72

The Parties submitted that that the CMA had placed insufficient weight on the
quantitative evidence regarding the position of competitors in its overall
analysis and highlighted with respect to this that:478
(a) The Parties together won fewer than [] of unbundled merchandising bids;
(b) [] on a weighted basis;
(c) [] appears to be Farelogix’s closest competitor when looking at both
number of bids and % wins;
(d) OpenJaw and DXC have also won at least some opportunities placing them
[].

8.73

They also submitted:479
(a) there is non-existent or negligible competitive interaction between the
Parties;
(b) Sabre is unable to compete for opportunities where Sabre is not the corePSS provider which accounted for more than [] of global Passengers
Boarded in 2017;
(c) for airlines that procure merchandising alongside the core PSS (“broad”
opportunities), Farelogix cannot compete since it is not able to offer a core
PSS module and [];
(d) Sabre has [] in “narrow” opportunities. The Parties have suggested that
[];480 and

Parties’ response to provisional findings – annex 5, paragraph 3.2
[]
480 Parties’ phase 2 response to issues statement- Annex 8, para 1.6
478
479
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(e) the Parties serve different types of customers. Sabre is [].
Our assessment
8.74

We note that to date Sabre has only been able to compete where it is the
provider of the core PSS system. We also note that Farelogix is unable to
compete for airlines that are looking to purchase merchandising as part of a
core PSS bundle (in the same way as other providers of merchandising
solutions who do not also provide core PSS modules are unable to compete
in these circumstances). To reflect these circumstances, we have analysed
the bid data accordingly.

•

Merchandising bids unbundled from core PSS

8.75

Table 8.4 below sets out the number of times each supplier has won a bid in
relation to merchandising solutions unbundled from the core PSS. For these
opportunities, Farelogix can compete with the core PSS supplier of the airline
(either Amadeus or Sabre) alongside other PSS-agnostic merchandising
suppliers.

Table 8.4 – Winning bids for merchandising by competitor, for bids unbundled from core PSS,
2014 to September 2019
Number of wins by airline tier
Known winner
Farelogix
Sabre
Amadeus
Datalex
ITA

[]

481

PROS
Self-Supply

Number
of wins

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

By number of
passengers (%)

Share of wins (%)
[20-30] []

[30-40] []

[5-10] []

[0-5] []

[5-10] []

[5-10] []

[5-10] []

[10-20] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[10-20] []

[0-5] []
[0-5]

[0-5] []

[]

[5-10] []

Tier 1

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Tier 2

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Tier 3

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Tier 4

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Unknown
[30-40] []
[10-20] []
Total closed
100%
100%
opportunities
Note: Tier 1 refers to airlines with over 25 million passengers, Tier 2 – between 10million and 25 million, tier 3 – 3million – 10
million and tier 4 less than 3 million482

Source: based on Sabre and Farelogix opportunities data excluding those opportunities in which Merchandising is bundled to
core-PSS, adjustments made based on airline and competitor data if available. See Appendix H.

481
482

[]
[]
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8.76

We have found that Farelogix has won [] bids, three times the number of
bids won by any other competitor. In particular, Farelogix won significant bids
[]. This includes most recently [] recorded in 2019.483

8.77

Although several other competitors have also won notable airlines and one
airline chose to self-supply, the number of times and the size of airlines won
by each of them are less significant than those of Farelogix overall.
(a) Amadeus recently won [].484 [].
(b) Datalex have won []
(c) ITA also won [] .
(d) Sabre has won [].
(e) []

8.78

There are [] bids with unknown outcomes. This could be for a number of
reasons. For example, it could reflect bids won by other suppliers,
misclassified ongoing bids, tenders in which airlines have decided to withdraw
or self-supply without notifying the bidders, or unidentified duplicates.485 Most
of the unknown bids relate to Tier 2 and Tier 3 airlines although there is also
one Tier 1 airline [] included.486

8.79

Table 8.5 below shows how the winning bids for merchandising services
(unbundled from core PSS) are distributed over time.

[] []
[]
485 For further details, see Appendix H.
486 []
483
484
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Table 8.5 - Winning bids for merchandising solutions by competitor when bids are not bundled
with core PSS over time, 2014 to September 2019487
Airlines concerned
Known Bidders
Farelogix
Sabre
Amadeus
Datalex
Google/ITA

[]

PROS/Vayant
Self-supply

2014

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

2015

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

2016

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

2017

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

2018

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

2019 to date

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Source: based on Sabre and Farelogix opportunities data excluding those opportunities in which Merchandising is bundled to
core-PSS, adjustments made based on airline and competitor data if available

8.80

Focussing on more recent bids recorded in 2018/2019 the above listed
competitors with the exception of [] have all won one new customer in line
with [], and [] have won Tier 1 airlines.

8.81

We note that during this timeframe Farelogix has also continued negotiations
with other Tier 1 airlines for example; []

8.82

We consider that the recent [] and ongoing negotiations are consistent with
Farelogix remaining a strong supplier of merchandising solutions going
forwards and consider the strength of other suppliers in the round together
with other evidence in Chapter 11.

8.83

We have also seen in airline RFPs that one element airlines look for is
experience in connecting to the specific core PSS provider.488 Narrowing the
bids down even further to examine unbundled bids just in relation to airlines
using []. This suggests that for those airline’s using Sabre’s core PSS there
appears to be less competition from other suppliers in merchandising.

8.84

We present further details on the frequency with which suppliers have bid
against Sabre and Farelogix in Appendix H. The frequency of bids evidence is
consistent with the evidence discussed previously with [] bidding most
frequently against Farelogix and Sabre, [] also bidding against Farelogix
but less frequently.

8.85

In chapter 11 we consider bidding data together with other pieces of evidence
and discuss the relative weight we place on each to assess each competitors’
future ongoing strength in the round.

The date of bid is based on the date in the parties’ opportunity data rather than the date each win was
confirmed.
488 See Appendix F, airline RFPs.
487
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Market shares in merchandising
8.86

We briefly summarise the Parties’ views on merchandising shares before
setting out our analysis.
The Parties’ view

8.87

The Parties submitted that there are a number of competitors with higher
market shares relative to [] on the basis of Passengers Boarded excluding
self-supply including Amadeus, OpenJaw/Travelsky, Google/ITA and Datalex
and that on the basis of revenue []. They also submitted that:489
(a) the supply shares demonstrate that Sabre’s market position [];
(b) the Parties face competition from a number of major players, including
Amadeus, airline self-supply, ITA, OpenJaw/Travelsky and Datalex. [], as
is the tail of unknown providers;
(c) self-supply accounts for a significant percentage and is similar in size to
Farelogix and Amadeus, and accordingly the competitive constraint posed
by in-house supply must be credible;
(d) to the extent that the market shares seek to attribute 100% of passengers
boarded to airlines that [], this will materially overstate Farelogix’s share.

•
8.88

Our assessment
The Parties’ data shows that [].490 We obtained additional data from airlines
and competitors to improve upon the Parties’ estimates.491 The number of
unknowns is reduced to 20% with no unknowns for the top [] airlines.492
Table 8.6 presents the results.

[].
Annex 6, Parties’ response to issues statement.
491 See Appendix H.
492 []
489
490
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Table 8.6 – Share of customers for the supply of merchandising for global airlines by
passengers boarded493
2017 PBs
(millions)

Supplier
Farelogix
Farelogix/Amadeus

494

Sabre
Amadeus

495

OpenJaw496

[]497
OpenJaw / In House498
ITA499
Datalex
Other
Unknown
Self-supply
Total

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Share

Share excluding
self-supply

[10-20] []

[10-20] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[5-10] []

[5-10] []

Share excluding
self-supply and
unknown
[10-20] []
[0-10] []
[0-5] []

[20-30] []

[20-30] []

[30-40] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []
[0-5] []

[]
[0-5] []
[5-10] []
[10-20] []
[10-20] []
[5-10]

100%

[5-10] []
[0-5] []

[5-10] []
[0-5] []

[5-10] []

[5-10] []

[5-10] []

[5-10] []

[5-10] []
[10-20] []
100%

[5-10] []

100%

Source: Farelogix annex 54, competitor submissions, Parties submission, submissions from airlines.

8.89

When we consider this overall market position and exclude self-supply and
the smaller unknown airlines, we find that:
(a) Amadeus is the most significant competitor with [30-40] [] of customers
passengers boarded, in addition to the [] [5-10]% they supply jointly with
Farelogix. As noted in the bidding data, many of these customers will be
acquired as part of a bundle with the core PSS;
(b) Farelogix has []500
(c) Sabre has a limited share today. []; and
(d) there are a number of other competitors including OpenJaw, ITA and
Datalex, who each have less than 10%.

To reflect a forward-looking picture numbers are based on the most recent intelligence gained during the
inquiry – responses from the parties, competitors and airlines received 2019H2
494 []
495 We include in Amadeus share all merchandising customers even when the service is part of a product
integrated with their Core PSS.
496 []
497 []
498 []
499 []
500 Airlines can use different suppliers for different channels. In some instances, airlines indicated they used
Farelogix for Merchandising but [] In these cases, we list them together with the other supplier listed []. We
follow a similar approach for []. We do not attempt to allocate bookings between the two suppliers but note that
the Farelogix full licence share is likely a lower bound.
493
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8.90

We also note that a proportion of the airlines currently self-supply. We further
discuss evidence on airline self-supply in Chapter 10.501

8.91

As a further check, we have considered 2018 revenue data received from the
competitors and found that it shows a similar picture as the market share
above.502 It shows that Farelogix and Amadeus have the largest
merchandising revenues ($[] million and $[] million respectively) with ITA
($[] million) and OpenJaw ($[] million) having substantially less.503 Sabre
also has a relatively weak position on this measure based on their Dynamic
Retailer product ($[] million) although we note that [].504

Distribution
Analysis of bidding data in NDC API
8.92

We examine the opportunities data provided by Farelogix for NDC API
solutions covering the period 2014 to July 2019. We think that analysing
bidding data over a relatively long period of time is appropriate as airlines
often procure NDC APIs over a five year time period and limiting the analysis
to only looking at the most recent year would result in a very small sample of
airlines potentially not reflecting the breadth of different airlines. We also
explore which competitors are winning in the most recent years.

8.93

We focus on occasions when Farelogix has bid and supplement the data with
additional information provided by airlines and competitors. Sabre does not
currently offer an NDC API. As airlines typically contract with all GDS on an
ongoing basis, there is not equivalent bidding data to examine the supply of
GDS.

8.94

We briefly summarise the Parties’ views on the bidding data before setting out
our own analysis focussing on the extent each supplier has won bids.
The Parties’ view

8.95

In response to our Provisional Findings the Parties did not make
representations in relation to the results or calculations of the bidding analysis
looking at NDC API but did submit that the CMA’s analysis shows that:

Paragraphs 10.87 et seq.
[].
503 Based on submissions from the parties, [].
504 [].
501
502
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(a) The [] by count of airlines and [] by passengers boarded) of airlines
procuring an NDC API since 2014 have used a provider other than
Farelogix;
(b) multiple suppliers (Amadeus, Datalex, OpenJaw) have each won tenders
with multiple major airlines;
(c) Amadeus and OpenJaw win share is similar [];
(d) multiple major airlines have built in-house solutions;
(e) Farelogix has [] NDC API opportunity [];
(f) this data alone is sufficient to disprove any theory of harm resting on
Farelogix playing a unique role in building NDI solutions or facilitating GDS
bypass.
8.96

The Parties also previously submitted in response to our working paper in
relation to the bidding analysis of NDC APIs that:505
(a) What matters is the competitive situation now, not when Farelogix first
began selling NDC APIs. Bidding data is a much better tool to assess this
than historic market shares (based on early-adopter airlines) or historic
internal documents;
(b) the bidding data shows most NDC APIs are not built by Farelogix and that
there are a range of alternative suppliers (including Amadeus, OpenJaw,
Datalex as well as the option for airlines to develop an in-house solution);
(c) Farelogix’s winning frequency has declined over time, consistent with other
NDC API providers being a growing constraint. [];
(d) measuring Farelogix’s recent performance using passengers boarded (PB)
weighted measures distorts the findings – this places undue weight on a
single Farelogix customer [] which did not represent a new customer win
but a contract renewal in which Farelogix faced []; and
(e) third-party suppliers and in-house solutions are competitive across the
carrier landscape and have won contracts, often beating Farelogix, to
supply prominent airlines [] with NDC APIs.

505

[].
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Our assessment
8.97

We note that other competitors, including Amadeus, OpenJaw and Datalex,
are actively bidding to supply NDC APIs to airlines. We consider their
positions relative to Farelogix in our analysis below. In addition, we consider
that retaining existing customers (in particular significant airlines such as []
and increasing volume through these, is relevant for the assessment of
Farelogix’s strength. Similarly, we consider that passengers boarded provides
a better measure (compared to, say, a simple airline count) as it reflects the
potential use of an NPC API which charge on a per ticket basis.

8.98

We analysed [] bids from Farelogix’s opportunity dataset in relation to NDC
APIs.506 Of these, Farelogix bid for [] opportunities that have been closed.
Table 8.7 sets out the number of times each supplier has won these bids.

Table 8.7 – Winning bids for NDC API solutions by competitor, 2014 to September 2019
Number of bids in each airline tier
Known winner
Farelogix
Amadeus
OpenJaw
Self-Supply
JR Technologies
Datalex
Unknown

Number of
wins

Share of wins
(%)

% by boarded
passengers

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[10-20] []

[20-30] []

[10-20] []

[10-20] []

[10-20] []

[10-20] []

[5-10] []

[10-20] []

[0-5] []

[5-10] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[50-60] []

[40-50] []

Tier 1

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Tier 2

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Tier 3

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Tier 4

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
Total closed opportunity
100%
100%
Source: based on Farelogix opportunities data in NDC API, adjustments made based on airline and competitor data if available
8.99

It shows that:
(a) Farelogix has won [] bids []. Together, these airlines account for the
largest number of passengers boarded compared to the customers won by
each of the other suppliers;507
(b) Amadeus has [] won [] bids [].508 []
(c) OpenJaw won [] bids, [].509 [];
(d) Datalex won []);

See Appendix H for a description of the methodology.
[]
508 []
509 []
506
507
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(e) JR Technologies []
(f) Other potential rivals ([] were not reported to have won any bids;
(g) [] bids had unknown outcomes, these unknown outcomes could
reflect:510 bids won by other suppliers, misclassified ongoing bids, tenders
in which airlines have decided to withdraw or self-supply without notifying
the bidders, or unidentified duplicates.511
8.100 Table 8.8 shows the winning bids for NDC APIs over time.
Table 8.8 - Winning bids for NDC API solutions by competitor over time, 2014 to September
2019512
Known
Bidders
Farelogix
Amadeus
OpenJaw
Self-supply
Datalex
JR
Technologies

Airlines concerned
2015

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

2016

2017

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

2018

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

2019 to date

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Source: based on Farelogix opportunities data in NDC API, adjustments made based on airline and competitor data if
available

8.101 Looking at bids recorded in 2019 we find that Farelogix has won [],
Amadeus has [] and JR Technologies [], Amadeus, OpenJaw and
Datalex also []. Given the small number of closed bids in the period it is
difficult to draw firm conclusions from this, but Farelogix’s recent []
combined with other evidence of renewals of large customers such as [] as
well as ongoing negotiation with [] is consistent with Farelogix remaining a
strong ongoing competitor in NDC APIs.513
8.102 Appendix H sets out further analysis on the frequency of bidders competing
against Farelogix, which provides another indicator of the extent it faces
competition from other suppliers. Amadeus and OpenJaw appear to have bid
most frequently against Farelogix ([40-50]% of bids made) with other
competitors bidding against Farelogix less than 10% of the time and over 40%
of bids Farelogix being the only recorded participant.

For further details see Appendix H.
E.g. an opportunity which was recorded in multiple years in Farelogix/Sabre’s opportunities, but which were
kept as separate bids as it was not clear they related to the same tender.
512 The date of bid is based on the date in the parties’ opportunity data rather than the date each win was
confirmed.
513 []
510
511
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8.103 In Chapter 11 we consider bidding data together with other pieces of evidence
in the round.
Market shares in distribution
8.104 This section provides an overview of the market shares in the supply of
distribution solutions to airlines. This helps to provide context for the current
scale of GDS bypass compared with the GDS as well as the extent to which
airlines use direct and indirect channels.
•

The Parties’ view

8.105 In response to our working paper, the Parties submitted that:514
(a) Direct connect has been in the market for over a decade and has never
gained significant market share. It has existed since before NDC and
before Farelogix;
(b) Farelogix is still a very small player – [] share by indirect bookings
globally and only [] of total GDS bookings. These shares would be
considerably lower still if airline.com is included in the denominator;
(c) unlike Direct Connect, airline.com has constantly been a competitive
constraint on the GDSs and has historically taken up a large []and
growing proportion of airlines’ annual bookings; and
(d) the T2RL data shows that we have not reached “peak airline.com”: []of
the bookings for Farelogix airline customers were made through airline.com
implying large room for growth. In fact, data shows that the use of
airline.com across FLX OC users has increased by [] since 2015.
(e) the Transaction results in only a negligible increase in share of between
[].
(f) the CMA’s analysis of the trend in airline.com slowing is based on a single
year and ignores the growth in previous years.
(g) there is no evidence to suggest the growth of airline.com has been at the
expense of call centres
[]

Parties response to Current competition in Distribution working paper – executive summary and slide 23, 29
and 30
514
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Our assessment
8.106 We first look at the evolution of shares between direct and indirect channels,
before looking at the breakdown by channel/supplier for the most recent year.
We use the data provided by the Parties and supplement this with data from
the other GDS providers.
8.107 Table8.9 shows the relative share of bookings between direct and indirect
distribution in 2015 to 2018. It shows that around half of all global airline
bookings were made via the direct channel in 2018. Within this channel,
bookings via airline.com have been growing, over the same period there has
been a similar decline in the share of other direct channels –ie call centres.
8.108 The parties submitted in response to our Provisional Findings that the
increase in airline.com almost perfectly mirrors the decrease in share of
bookings made through the GDS.515 []
8.109 We do not dispute that airline.com usage has increased or that some of the
increased usage may have come from consumers who in the past may have
used indirect channels, although we note that in absolute terms GDS have
continued to grow whilst call centre bookings have declined and some of the
growth in airline.com may be explained by consumers switching from call
centre (direct) to airline.com (direct). The total relative share of indirect and
direct bookings remained relatively stable over the last four years, although
the direct channel has a had a slightly higher compound annual growth
rate.516 Overall, we are cautious in placing too much weight on these global
trends as it masks significant variation across airlines, this is demonstrated
Table 8.3 and in Appendix F and also discussed in chapter 6.
Table 8.9 – Relative global share of booking for bookings in the direct and indirect channels
Channel

2015

2016

2017

2018

Indirect channel

[]

[]

[]

[]

Direct channel - Call centre

[]

[]

[]

[]

Direct channel - Airline.com

[]

[]

[]

[]

Source: T2RL for direct, indirect Parties submission based on Parties sales data, MIDT and T2RL

8.110 Table 8.10 shows estimates for the share of bookings by distribution channel
and by supplier on a global basis. The three main GDSs make up [] of all

515
516

Parties’ response to provisional findings paragraph 5.83
[]
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bookings in the indirect channel. Amadeus had the largest share followed by
Sabre and Travelport.
8.111 There are also local GDSs (host direct) in China, Japan and Russia, which
[] of all bookings in the indirect channel due to the large size of these
countries, but they do not compete for travel agents outside of their home
territories.
Table 8.10 - Global airline passenger bookings by booking channel/vendor 2018

Supplier/channel
Sabre
Farelogix
Amadeus
Travelport
Host Direct 517
Direct connect (excluding
Farelogix) 518
Direct channel (airline.com
and airline call centres)

% share
including direct

% share
including direct
excluding host
direct

[]
[]

[10-20] []

[10-20] []

[20-30] []

[30-35] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[]

[10-20] []

[10-20] []

[20-30] []

[30-40] []

[]

[0-10] []

[5-10] []

[10-20] []

[10-20] []

[]

[10-20] []

[]

[0-5] []

[0-5] []

[]

[40-50] []

[50-60] []

Bookings
(millions)

% share
indirect

% share
indirect
excluding host
direct

[30-40] []
[0-5] []

[5-10] []

[]
100%
100%
100%
100%
Total
Source: Parties submission; Parties sales data for Parties estimates, MIDT for Amadeus and Travelport, T2RL for other
channels.
8.112 Given the large majority of bookings in the indirect channel take place on
GDS, we have considered the relative positions between the three GDS
suppliers, and their recent trends within this segment. 519 Sabre’s share has
been growing over the last 4 years from [] in 2015 to [] in 2018, alongside
Amadeus whose share has remained stable at around [] globally. Over the
same period Travelport has seen a relative decline from []in 2015 to
[]share in 2018.
8.113 Direct connect was estimated to account for [0-5] []% of all booking
volumes [] in 2018. The Parties submit that this demonstrates how small a
player Farelogix is within Direct Connect.520 We note that there is some
degree of uncertainty in relation to the estimate for total direct connect
bookings. T2RL does not estimate the breakdown by individual suppliers of

Axess (Japan), Infini (Japan), Sirena (Russia) and Travelsky. (China)
Direct Connect share relies on an estimate calculated by T2RL. T2RL calculate direct connect based on the
remainder of bookings unallocated to other channels, this includes in house solutions and predominantly for low
cost carriers.
519 Based on the parties’ submissions for Amadeus, Sabre and Travelport global bookings from 2015-2018 – see
Table H.13 in appendix H
520 Parties response to Provisional Findings
517
518
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direct connects, but it notes that these are ‘mainly used by low cost carriers to
connect to OTAs’.521
8.114 Low cost carriers have historically been users of (non-NDC) direct connects,
and less reliant on GDS for distribution via travel agents and so less likely to
be affected by the merger. This is in contrast to full service carriers which are
both served by the GDS and more recently begun to be supplied for NDC
content through NDC APIs like Farelogix. For full service carriers, Farelogix,
self-supply, Amadeus and to a lesser degree OpenJaw are currently the main
suppliers of NDC APIs (see Table 8.2). Looking at the revenues Farelogix
earned from its GDS bypass tickets shows that amongst the providers
competing with Farelogix, Farelogix appears to have the most significant
revenues for direct connects.522
8.115 Finally, we note that although Farelogix has been in the market for some
years, there are recent and ongoing changes to the market including the
move of airlines to adopt the NDC standard, and the commitments of the NDC
leaderboard airlines, as discussed in Chapter 7. These mean Farelogix’s
current market share does not fully reflect its competitive impact or potential.
We discuss this further, along with our view on the constraint of airline.com, in
Chapter 11.

Summary of evidence on current suppliers
Merchandising
8.116 Based on the evidence on current suppliers’ capabilities, the number and size
of airline customers, number of bids won and market shares, we consider that
Farelogix is the most prominent and successful provider of merchandising
solutions to date and remains a strong competitor with ongoing negotiations
and a recent win. It is followed by Amadeus and, to a lesser extent Datalex.
We also see some airlines self-supply.
(a) Among the main merchandising providers that were most frequently
mentioned by airlines and competitors,523 Farelogix, Amadeus, Datalex,
OpenJaw and ITA are the only suppliers who currently offer NDC-

Data provider T2RL in their methodology note relating to this data notes that ‘These are mainly used by LCCs
to connect to Online Travel Agencies’. There is also some uncertainty as to the accuracy of this overall figure as
they note that: ‘Airlines very rarely publish figures in this area and so data here is purely estimated. T2RL
estimate the number of PBs being sold by the Direct Connect channel as those that are leftover when all other
sources have been deducted from the total.’
522 []
523 See Chapter 10 for evidence from airlines and from competitors.
521
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compatible merchandising solutions. Sabre’s merchandising solutions are
not NDC-compatible and, as Amadeus’, are not PSS-agnostic.
(b) Considering suppliers of merchandising solutions to the largest network
carriers, Farelogix is the most successful; Amadeus, OpenJaw, ITA and
Datalex have fewer customers in comparison. Currently, Sabre does not
supply any major airlines.
(c) Our analysis shows that Farelogix has been the most successful provider
when bidding for merchandising contracts over the last five years After
Farelogix and Amadeus, and Datalex have won some but fewer contracts
than Farelogix. Sabre won only for very small airlines for which it was
already the core-PSS provider.
(d) Farelogix continues to be a strong competitor in recent bids, winning a
contract with []and continuing negotiations with [].
(e) Finally, looking at market shares, Amadeus is the most significant provider
(which in part reflects its core PSS position), followed by Farelogix.
OpenJaw, ITA, Datalex and Sabre have lower shares.
Distribution
8.117 Based on the evidence on current suppliers’ capabilities, the number and size
of airline customers, number of bids won and market shares, we consider that
Farelogix is the most prominent and successful provider of NDC-compatible
distribution solutions followed by Amadeus and, to a lesser extent OpenJaw.
These providers are in turn followed by Datalex, JR Tech and PROS.
(a) Among the main distribution solution providers that were most frequently
mentioned by airlines and competitors, only Farelogix, Amadeus, Datalex
and OpenJaw currently offer NDC APIs. Currently, Sabre does not have the
capability to build market viable NDC APIs.
(b) Considering suppliers of NDC APIs solutions to the largest network
carriers, Farelogix is the most successful; Amadeus, OpenJaw and Datalex
have fewer customers in comparison Similarly, for airlines on IATA’s NDC
Leaderboard, Farelogix is the most successful supplier followed by
Amadeus and Datalex. Several large airlines self-supply.
(c) Our analysis shows that Farelogix has won the greatest number of bids for
NDC APIs joint with Amadeus. OpenJaw has also had some success.
PROS and Datalex have been less successful.
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(d) Farelogix continues to be a strong competitor in recent bids, winning a
contract with [], renewing major contracts such as []and continuing
negotiations with [].
8.118 Based on global market shares in the supply of distribution solutions including
the direct and the indirect channels, we have found that:
(a) Amadeus and Sabre are the largest providers by some distance. Travelport
has a lower share than these two providers although its share is
nevertheless far greater than any of the non-GDS distributors;
(b) Direct connects (NDC or non-NDC) accounted for 3% of bookings, with
Farelogix accounting for less than []; and
(c) Direct channel accounts for half of the bookings. The channel’s share
remains relatively stable over time, but within this, airline.com has grown at
the expense of call centres.
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9.

Evidence from the Parties internal documents

Introduction
9.1

Our theories of harm are set out in chapter 7 – we have investigated whether
the Merger would be likely to lead to higher prices and/or worse terms for
airlines purchasing existing merchandising and distribution solutions. We are
also interested in the impact of the Merger on innovation.

9.2

To help us explore these for both merchandising solutions and distribution
solutions we have considered the evidence submitted by the Parties regarding
their respective rationales for their business plans, business strategies for the
future, investment documents and their perspectives of the competitive
constraints that they face. In addition, we have assessed emails of the senior
management team, external statements to investors and shareholders,
transcripts of depositions conducted by the US DOJ as part of its investigation
into the Merger and its litigation with the Parties, as well transcripts of the US
trial, and other representations to us (eg from our hearings).

9.3

Our assessment of the Parties’ internal document evidence is structured as
follows :
(a) First, we discuss how we have used internal documents in our inquiry,
given the importance of internal documents as an insight into the business
decisions of the Parties and the factors that they take into account in their
decision making.
(b) Second, we discuss the internal document evidence relating to
merchandising solutions, including the extent of the Parties’ plans and the
competitive threats that have been driving these.
(c) Third, we discuss the internal document evidence relating to distribution
solutions, and in addition to the constraints faced by the Parties we also
consider evidence on Farelogix’s scalability and evidence from Sabre’s
valuation model.

Use of internal document evidence
9.4

We have set out our use of internal document evidence in five steps:
(a) first, we provide an overview of our approach;
(b) second, we provide background on Sabre’s investments into NDC
solutions, which are the basis of many of its internal documents;
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(c) third, we explain the meaning of the terms ‘NGR’ and ‘NGD’ in these
documents within the context of Sabre’s strategy;
(d) fourth, we summarise the development of Sabre’s NGR/NGD strategy; and
(e) finally, we provide context on Sabre’s investments into GDS-passthrough
and NDC APIs.
Overview
9.5

We have taken into account the evidence from the Parties’ internal
documents in several different respects. We consider that documents
produced to inform business strategies, investment decisions and planning
provide important insights into the Parties’ intentions and incentives and to
some extent ability to compete (particularly absent the Merger), particularly
where they contain details of funds spent, plans being implemented and
proposals made by the Parties to third parties in the context of competing for
customers. Parties’ internal documents can also be informative of the
Parties’ perception of competitive threats, particularly those that drove (and
may be likely to continue to drive) their strategies to improve and develop
their products. In particular, we consider internal documents providing an
indication of the competitive threat driving the Parties’ strategies are likely to
be more reliable evidence of future competitive rivalry in terms of
innovation/further product developments than some other evidence based
on past competition which may be more reflective of other competitive
parameters.524

9.6

In that context, we reviewed the Parties’ internal documents spanning the
past four years to understand their strategy and plans for competing going
forward, their assessment of competitive conditions, the rationale and drivers
behind their competitive responses in the supply of merchandising solutions
to airlines, and the supply of distribution solutions to airlines. We have
considered merchandising and distribution separately and also assessed
how far the Parties consider the two solutions to be related.

9.7

In assessing the content of an internal document, we have taken into
account the purpose for which it was prepared, the context in which it
appears and the extent to which views have changed over time and the
reasons for such changes.525 In particular:

Chapter 11 - How we have considered the evidence in this inquiry.
To fully understand the context and importance of the documents, we (i) requested background information
about the documents including the date the document was produced, the name of the author and the names of
524
525
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(a) we typically have placed greater weight on documents ultimately prepared
to inform decision making by senior management as these are likely to be
most reflective of the Parties’ strategic thinking;
(b) similarly, when assessing the competitive constraints on the Parties we
have considered the context in which information appears in a particular
document. For example, the fact that a competitor’s name appears in a
document is less informative than the context in which it appears. We have
considered the different treatment of competitors across different product
and business lines and the extent to which different competitors are
monitored across the total set of internal documents over time.
The Parties’ submissions
9.8

Both Sabre and Farelogix submitted that some of their documents that we
have used warrant only historical interest at the very most and a significant
proportion are over 18 months old.526 The Parties further submitted that we
have built the majority of our analysis on selectively quoted, out-of-date 2017
documents, favouring this evidence over quantitative and more recent
market evidence.527 Farelogix also told us that the views set out in its
internal documents have changed in light of market developments.528

9.9

The Parties submitted that we have cherry-picked and mischaracterised
documents and statements, often taking them out of context, to support our
theories of harm. 529 The Parties further submitted that in order to support
our theories of harm, we have failed to refer to the relevant timeframe,
author or surrounding context of the documentary evidence.530 The Parties
submitted that we have taken forward-looking and aspirational statements in
Sabre’s internal documents out of context, focussing on Sabre’s incentive
and intent to innovate, while accepting explanations and contextualisations
with regard to competitors’ documents, focussing instead on their ability to
innovate.531

the recipients, and/or (ii) requested that the Parties tailor their internal document submissions so as to only
submit documents produced by individuals with the most relevant knowledge on particular aspects of our enquiry
(as identified by the Parties), and/or considered the submissions of the Parties in response to the issues
statement and annotated issues statement and working papers. We set out additional information on the internal
documents in Appendix D.
526 [].
527 [].
528 [].
529 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 1.8.
530 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 3.11 and Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the
provisional findings, paragraph 1.9.
531 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 3.10.
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9.10

The Parties submitted that we have largely ignored other recent
developments such as [] and Farelogix’s []scalability issues.532The
Parties submitted that we predominantly refer to Sabre documents which
pre-date its live-testing of NDC with United Airlines in April 2019.533 The
Parties submitted that Sabre presentations produced around the time it
developed its NDC strategy seek [].534 The Parties submitted that these
discussions were meant to explore and answer various key questions but
did not purport to give definitive answers.535 The Parties submitted that
several documents from 2017 on Sabre’s NDC strategy use the conditional
tense, and hypothesise, test and develop Sabre’s retailing and distribution
strategies.536 The Parties submitted that Sabre did not fully understand NDC
or its implications, and built a range of different risk models based on the
propaganda around NDC.537 The Parties also submitted that [], one of the
authors of the [] saw his role as [].538 The Parties further submitted that
development timelines were aspirational rather than definitive.539

9.11

In addition, the Parties submitted that the documents from the time when
Sabre developed its NDC strategy do not take into account the subsequent
introduction of NDC version 17.2, which radically changed the industry in the
subsequent period, [].540

9.12

The Parties submitted that [], as illustrated in subsequent internal
documents and that in light of its evolving and changing view of the
commercial possibilities enabled by NDC, Sabre revised its view of the
competitive constraint posed by Farelogix as a result.541 The Parties
submitted one example of this []. The Parties submitted Amadeus has
turned out to be a very strong threat and that, conversely, Sabre [] to
offer airlines.542

Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraph 1.7
Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 3.7.
534 [], Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraph 1.11.
535 [].
536 [].
537 [].
538 [].
539 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 3.11.
540 Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraph 1.12.
541 [].
542 [].
532
533
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9.13

The Parties also submitted that we had failed to take into account the most
recent witness evidence from the US trial, which they said is relevant to a
number of the CMA’s findings in the Provisional Findings.

Our assessment
9.14

We consider that documents produced in the period before Merger
discussions (in particular the 18 months leading up to the Merger) offer
relevant insights into competition between the Parties, competitive
conditions generally and future strategic plans of the Parties for the following
reasons:

(a) as set out in further detail in Appendix D, these documents were authored
by and/or prepared for members of the Parties’ senior management and
were used to make strategic decisions, including in Sabre’s case to adopt
an NDC strategy and invest millions into the development of NDC-enabled
products;
(b) the documents are recent prior to the Merger (with the majority dated within
18 months of the Merger);
(c) the evidence suggests that adoption of NDC solutions by airlines has been
slow overall with RFP processes and new product implementations often
taking more than one year, meaning that fundamental shifts in the
competitive landscape are, absent significant developments / events with
respect to individual competitors, likely to be incremental (ie take place
over a period of years not months). We consider that it is therefore unlikely
that documents dated 2017 or 2018 would portray a fundamentally different
competitive landscape to that which exists today (although we recognise
that details are always unpredictable and subject to change). Instead, we
consider their insights relevant in light of the lengthy and complex process
of market evolution;
(d) we consider that the evidence in its totality is not consistent with the
explanation that Sabre’s internal documents developing its NDC strategy
are [] or that timelines were merely aspirational given that:
(i) the Parties have provided no corroborating documentary evidence
that the most senior staff had an opposing view (to that presented in
the documents) or thought that the documents were purely
hypothetical, or intended to be as such, and the documents
themselves do not include references to being deliberately
provocative (which one might expect of such a document intended for
senior management even if just in a footnote or covering note);
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(ii) save for some specific issues (eg regarding individual documents in
response to the Provisional Findings (discussed throughout this
chapter), documents discussing negotiations with airlines and the
scalability issues of Farelogix), by and large the Parties have not
directed us to a bundle of their internal documents on which, in their
opinion, we should have placed weight;
(iii) concrete decisions, ie Sabre’s significant investment into developing
its own NDC solutions, were made on the basis of these documents
and timelines;543 and
(iv) the presentations were prepared by senior members of Sabre’s staff
over the course of several months, following research as well as
internal and external interviews. We consider that it is unlikely that
they would therefore contain a major misunderstanding of the
fundamental aspects of competition in the industry, and in particular,
that they would do so repeatedly; and
(e) the evidence in Farelogix’s internal documents dated February 2018 and
May 2018, which the Parties submitted no longer represent Farelogix’s
views (set out at paragraphs 9.103(a), 9.103(b), 9.191(a), 9.191(b) and
9.196(a)-9.196(c) below) is consistent with statements made by Farelogix
to Sabre and [] in the context of the Merger negotiations and these were
not corrected or amended by Farelogix prior to the announcement of the
deal in November 2018.
9.15

543

We have been mindful that, in general, more recent documents are likely to
accurately reflect up-to-date thinking of a business, and, as set out below we
have taken documents produced after the Merger Agreement into account in
our analysis and discuss these throughout this chapter (eg paragraph 9.80
for an analysis of more recent Sabre documents discussing Farelogix,
paragraphs 9.81 for more recent evidence of Sabre responding to RFPs
including NDC components, paragraph 9.167 for Sabre’s more recent
assessment of the threat of direct connect etc.). We have found in this
context that in particular Sabre’s recent documents do not discuss
competitive conditions in the same depth as its pre-Merger documents. We
have also found that Sabre’s documents produced after the Merger
Agreement generally do not contradict earlier ones. Where our review has
brought to light material differences between pre-Merger and documents
produced after the Merger Agreement, or where the Parties have directed us
to particular recent documents (whether with regard to the Parties’

Paragraph 9.49.Error! Reference source not found.
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assessment of a competitor, the development of the industry more
generally, Farelogix’s operational and scalability issues, and/or []), we
have set this out and taken it into account in our assessment and highlighted
any changes from earlier documents.
9.16

With regard to Sabre’s submissions on the industry changing after the
introduction of the 17.2 NDC standard, we have found that Sabre’s internal
documents do not include any meaningful discussion of changes to the
industry as a result of the introduction of NDC standard 17.2 and the Parties
have not directed us to recent documents that we should be placing weight
on that supports their contention.

9.17

With regard to the evidence from the US trial, we note that we have
conducted an independent inquiry based on the evidence provided to us.
However, we have taken the Parties’ submissions on the US trial into
account and assessed them alongside the other evidence provided by the
Parties.

9.18

Our assessment of the delays to Sabre’s NDC strategy is set out at
paragraphs 9.49 to 9.55 below for merchandising as well as paragraphs 2833 of Appendix D, and in Chapter 11 as well as paragraphs 34-35 of
Appendix D for distribution. Our overall assessment of the Merger (including
recent developments) is set out in chapter 11.

9.19

A detailed overview of the author, context and content of the Parties’ internal
documents is set out at Appendix D.

Sabre’s investments into NDC solutions
9.20

We have found in our inquiry that the industry is moving to employing
solutions based on the NDC standard. Moreover, important aspects of our
theories of harm centre on the impact that the Merger might have on Sabre’s
incentives to continue to invest in NDC solutions apace. We therefore
consider the evidence on Sabre’s investment in NDC.

9.21

Sabre has a strategy to develop NDC retailing and distribution solutions. The
Parties submitted that this strategy is marketed as ‘Beyond NDC’. The
Parties submitted that Sabre began developing this strategy in 2017 and is
in the process of implementing it. We have found that a significant portion of
[]. We therefore have placed substantial weight on [] documents in our
internal document analysis that follows. In particular, we refer to:

(a) [] dated 12 April 2017, which was shared with Sabre’s CEO;
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(b) [] dated 22 May 2017, which was prepared for a steering committee
meeting and was circulated to attendees, including Sabre’s CEO, Sabre’
Executive Vice President and President of the Travel Network and Sabre’s
Head of Corporate Development and M&A ahead of the meeting;
(c) [] dated 4 August 2017, which formed part of the pre-reading material
and/or was presented at [];544 and
(d) [] dated 15 August 2017, which was circulated to Sabre’s senior
management (including its CEO) via email ahead of the Sabre annual
strategic offsite.
9.22

A number of supplementary but related presentations used to facilitate the
understanding of the business case, the impact on Sabre’s business, and
the implementation of the strategy etc. were produced during the same
period. We have found that, while some of these presentations were in draft
and/or did not form part of the final presentations at the [] meetings, they
contain consistent terminology and/or refer to the same concepts and
considerations of the [] presentations. We consider that the commentary
in these presentations therefore provides relevant and supporting context
which underpins the wider observations and proposals made in the []
papers.

9.23

Throughout Sabre’s internal documents, Sabre often refers to its GDS as
‘Travel Network’ or ‘TN’, and its Airline Solutions business, ie its airline IT
business which includes its core-PSS as well as other airline IT, as ‘AS’.

Meaning of ‘NGR and NGD’ within the context of Sabre’s strategy
9.24

544

We have found that although Sabre generally refers to its strategy in using
the terms NGR and NGD, the internal documents, as well as the Parties’
submissions show that Sabre’s NGR/NGD strategy is a strategy based [],
with one document explaining the different definitions. This document notes
that NDC is an XML-based language protocol developed by IATA and that
NGR refers to Next Generation Retailing which is Sabre’s Pan-Sabre
strategy objective for future retailing capabilities, based on NDC technology.
The slide notes that this is meant to []. The slide also sets out that NGD
refers to Next Generation Distribution which is the pan-Sabre strategy
objective for future distribution capabilities and that Sabre wants to provide

Refer to Appendix D for more detail.
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airlines to display products consistently across channels and allow suppliers
to choose which channel to display their content in.545
9.25

We have found that while specifics of Sabre’s plans under the NGR heading
were subject to varied description and a spectrum of capabilities, [].546
Sabre’s internal documents show that this would change the [].547 On this
basis, as well as on the basis of the Sabre’s submissions, we understand
that Sabre’s NGR strategy considerations included the introduction of
merchandising capabilities.

9.26

Similarly, with regard to NGD, descriptions varied to some extent as Sabre’s
internal discussions progressed, but we have found that []. Sabre’s
internal documents in this context [].

Development of Sabre’s NGR/NGD strategy
9.27

[].548 []549 [].

9.28

As described in more detail below, Sabre’s internal documents from []
2017 show Sabre [].

9.29

Specifically, a presentation dated 15 August 2017 proposes a [].550 The
same presentation []:

Source: []
9.30

The proposal outlined in the August 2017 presentation appears to have been
accepted by Sabre’s most senior management including Sabre’s CEO. A
presentation dated 11 September 2017 circulated from Sabre’s CEO to all
Sabre employees discussing []551 and that the [] namely [];552

9.31

A more comprehensive overview of Sabre’s NGR/NGD strategy can be
found at paragraphs 4-36 of Appendix D.

[].
[].
547 [].
548 [].
549 [].
550 [].
551 [].
552 [].
545
546
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Sabre’s investment into GDS-passthrough and NDC APIs
9.32

Sabre has invested into developing next generation distribution solutions,
including working on implementing GDS passthrough with airlines, and
developing an NDC API.553 In this context, a Sabre draft internal
presentation dated 1 August 2018 prepared in contemplation of the
Merger sets out that [].’554

9.33

In April 2019, Sabre announced that it was testing live NDC offers with
United Airlines in its GDS 555 and in September Sabre announced a
collaboration with Singapore Airlines for the expansion of their NDC program
providing select Sabre connected agents in Singapore with the ability to
access and book unique NDC content from Singapore Airlines.556 In
addition, we have also found that Sabre has started to compete for RFPs
including NDC distribution components (NDC APIs and direct connect),
having responded to bids from [].557 With respect to the Parties’
submissions that [], we have found that:

(a) []558 [].559
(b) []560[].561 As a result, we do not agree with the Parties that this
document suggests that [].562
9.34

In addition, Sabre, [].563

Merchandising solutions
9.35

Our examination of the evidence from the Parties’ internal documents in
relation to merchandising solutions is structured as follows:

(a) first, we set out the Parties’ submissions;
(b) second, we consider evidence from Sabre’s internal documents;

[].
[].
555 [].
556 Singapore Airlines Leverages Sabre to Propel NDC Offering to Travel Agents
(https://www.sabre.com/insights/releases/singapore-airlines-leverages-sabre-to-propel-ndc-offering-to-travelagents/).
557 [].
558 [].
559 [].
560 [].
561 [].
562 Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 3.16.
563 [].
553
554
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(c) third, we examine evidence from Farelogix’s internal documents; and
(d) finally, we summarise the document evidence on merchandising solutions.
The Parties’ submissions
9.36

The Parties have made a number of submissions and representations to us
during our inquiry. Those which are specific to merchandising solutions are
addressed at the appropriate part of this chapter whereas others are set out
in sections of our Final Report where we address the issue in question (eg
distribution solutions, the counterfactual or barriers to entry and expansion).

9.37

The Parties submitted that we have focussed on Sabre’s internal documents
without taking into account the fact that its internal documents describing its
aspirations to launch a new merchandising product would receive more
attention than third parties’ internal documents discussing incremental
improvements to their own merchandising products, and that we have
assessed this evidence in an asymmetric way.564 The Parties further
submitted that [].565

9.38

Our assessment of the Parties’ submissions on the contents of its internal
documents being merely aspirational is set out at paragraph 9.14(d) above.
The evidence assessed in chapter 11 includes the counterfactual on whether
absent the Merger Sabre is likely to develop an effective merchandising
product. .

9.39

In general, for merchandising solutions as well as for other products and
services, the Parties submitted that we have cherry-picked content to give
the impression that Next Generation Retail (NGR) and Next Generation
Distribution (NGD) are treated within Sabre as an integrated solution.566 The
Parties submitted we have pooled together services with very different
functionalities and very different customer requirements and competitor sets,
conflating demand- and supply-side aspects of NDC, NGR and NGD,
resulting in a mischaracterisation of the Parties’ competitive overlap both
with respect to our analysis in distribution and merchandising.567

9.40

Whilst we recognise that NGR and NGD are broader than merchandising
and distribution solutions and are often referred to in general terms, we
consider that some of the documents discussed below make it clear when

Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.6.
Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 1.4.
566 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 3.11.
567 [].
564
565
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they relate to merchandising or distribution solutions. Other documents
make clear that merchandising solutions are of particular value within the
suite of retailing solutions. We also note that Sabre’s NDC strategy is
marketed as an integrated strategy,568 and that Sabre’s documents
developing its NGR/NGD strategy are frequently titled as being ‘pan-Sabre’
(paragraph 9.21).
Sabre’s internal documents
9.41

We have examined a large amount of evidence from Sabre’s internal
documents relating to competition in merchandising solutions:

(a) first, we examine Sabre’s plans for a PSS-agnostic NDC merchandising
solution;
(b) second, we consider Sabre’s ability to develop this product;
(c) third, we examine the evidence on its incentive to invest in this product;
(d) fourth, we examine the evidence on threats in Sabre’s merchandising
investment decisions; and
(e) finally, we consider how Sabre’s product would compare to its rivals.
Sabre’s plans for a PSS-agnostic NDC merchandising solution
9.42

Throughout the course of the inquiry, Sabre has made several submissions
with respect to its intention to develop a PSS-agnostic NDC-enabled
merchandising product. In the phase 1 Merger Notice, the Parties submitted
that, but for the Merger, [].569 In phase 2, the Parties submitted [].570
The Parties submitted that [].571 [].572 However, the available evidence
suggests that Sabre would, absent the Merger, have worked to improve its
merchandising capabilities []. In particular:

(a) [].573 The Parties have not submitted any more recent documents that
suggest it has changed its views since this document was drafted.

https://www.sabre.com/ndc/ (accessed on 7 April 2020).
[].
570 [].
571 Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 2.6.
572 [].
573 [].
568
569
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(b) A draft presentation titled [] dated 29 March 2019 and associated with
two Sabre senior management individuals [] sets out Sabre’s position as
against the market in a number of areas []. With regard to [.]574[ ].575
We consider that this presentation suggests that [].
(c) In its announcement of the Merger, Sabre [].576
(d) Sabre’s internal assessment of potential synergies from the Merger dated 1
August 2018 stated that the acquisition of Farelogix would allow Sabre to
save [] that would otherwise be required to improve its merchandising
product, Dynamic Retailer, including [] to make Dynamic Retailer PSSagnostic, and that this was viewed as [].577 Sabre’s valuation model
therefore included [].578
9.43

The evidence we have seen further clearly demonstrates that Sabre’s NGR
and NGD strategy more broadly was meant to be PSS-agnostic: :

(a) Sabre told us that [].579
(b) Sabre also told us that []; 580
(c) Sabre also told us that []581 [];582
(d) A presentation titled [] dated 20 April 2018 confirms that [];583
(e) As set out in chapter 4, Sabre’s submissions and internal documents
confirm that acquiring a PSS-agnostic merchandising module was a key
rationale for the Merger with a board presentation dated 10 November
2018 seeking approval for the Merger listing []584 as an anticipated
benefit of the transaction. The speaking notes to the presentation refer to
Farelogix’s merchandising product as one of [] 585 [].586 This was

[].
[].
576 Sabre Corp enters agreement to acquire Farelogix: M&A call, page 7.
577 [].
578 [].
579 [].
580 [].
581 [].
582 [].
583 [].
584 [].
585 [].
586 [].
574
575
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confirmed by Sabre in the hearing, where we were told that []587 as well
as in a presentation to us which said that [].588
9.44

As set out at paragraphs 9.29 above and 9.49(f) below, as well as at
paragraphs 19-20 of Appendix D, the available evidence in this respect
shows that Sabre envisioned []and that it [] (see in this context
paragraphs 32, 198-202 and 312-316 of Appendix D).589

9.45

Additional internal documents on Sabre developing its NDC strategy absent
the Merger are set out at paragraph 36 of Appendix D.

Ability to develop a PSS-agnostic NDC-enabled merchandising product
9.46

Sabre submitted that Dynamic Retailer has [] of becoming a
materially stronger competitor in future.590 [] Sabre’s NDC strategy which
has resulted in Sabre lagging behind both Travelport and Amadeus in
getting its NDC solutions to market.591

9.47

Sabre also told us that []:

(a) [];
(b) [];
(c) []; and
(d) [].592
9.48

In particular, in its hearing Sabre []:
(a) [].593
(b) [].594
(c) [].595

9.49

Whilst we have found Sabre’s internal documents show that there have been
[], the available evidence suggest that Sabre is progressing its NDC

[].
[].
589 [].
590 [].
591 Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 3.3.
592 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 4.4(ii).
593 [].
594 [].
595 [].
587
588
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strategy and that it considers that it could build a PSS-agnostic NDCenabled merchandising product within the space of three to five years:
(a) Sabre submitted that it had spent between []’596 and that, in 2019, its
investment into NDC products was projected to be [], including for
[]597. Sabre submitted that this was [] the 2018 spend598 and that it
forecasted [] of development resources staffing would be spent on NDC
for the full year 2019.599 We recognise that these figures refer to NDC
expenditure in general, rather than to merchandising in particular.
(b) Sabre told us that it had also made [].600 Sabre told us that its NDC
budget represented ‘[].601
(c) In the Merger Notice, Sabre told us [].602 In its response to the Issues
Statement, Sabre submitted that it could only be in a position to potentially
develop a minimally viable product [] at the earliest.603
(d) Sabre’s most recent investment plan which sets out [].604 [].605
(e) Sabre’s marketing material on NDC also emphasise that Sabre is ‘not
starting from scratch’ and that ‘Digital merchandising, customer data and
revenue management have been key investments at Sabre. We feel very
confident about validating our strategy with our customers, the investments
we have made and what’s coming during the next few years.’606
(f) The draft document titled [] dated 20 August 2019 cited at paragraph
9.42(a) above sets out that []. 607 [].608

[].
[].
598 [].
599 [].
600 [].
601 [].
602 [].
603 Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 3.4(ii).
604 [].
605 [].
606 NDC to the power of Sabre – Chapter 3: Innovating Beyond NDC (https://www.sabre.com/ndc/ndc-to-thepower-of-sabre-chapter-3-innovating-beyond-ndc/).
607 [].
608 [].
596
597
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9.50

Furthermore, the available evidence indicates that [].609 In this context, the
[].610 Further information on these bids is set out at paragraph 32 of
Appendix D. [].611

9.51

Sabre subsequently told us that, [].612 We consider that [].

9.52

With regard to any delays to the implementation of its NDC strategy more
generally, Sabre’s submissions and its internal documents confirm that it had
made a prioritisation decision to modernise its mainframe capabilities ahead
of fully implementing its NDC strategy:613

(a) At the main party hearing Sabre told us that the modernisation of its
mainframe capabilities [];614
(b) An April 2018 presentation [].615
9.53

However, we note that this mainframe modernization has been taking place
over the past few years, and we understand [].616 We also consider that
[] would have taken this broader prioritisation decision into account.

9.54

A more comprehensive overview on the evidence of the delays to Sabre’s
NGR / NGD strategy is set out at paragraphs 28-35 of Appendix D.

9.55

We consider that the evidence above shows that Sabre [] internal
documents confirm that Sabre considered that it had the ability to build a
credible PSS-agnostic merchandising product within the timespan of 3 to 5
years.

Incentive for Sabre investing in NDC merchandising solutions
9.56

We now consider the evidence on Sabre’s incentive to develop an NDCcompatible, PSS-agnostic merchandising solution, as part of its wider
strategy to develop NDC-enabled products and solutions. This enables us to
understand the key industry trends that are affecting Sabre, the competitive
threats it is reacting to, and the strength of the motivation it has to overcome
challenges and implement the plans discussed above.

[].
[].
611 [].
612 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 4.4(i).
613 See also Appendix D.
614 [].
615 [].
616 [].
609
610
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9.57

•

A detailed overview of the evidence in Sabre’s internal documents on its
rationale and incentives in developing and implementing its NGR/NGD
strategy is set out at paragraphs 37-51 of Appendix D.
Protecting GDS business

9.58

Our Provisional Findings explained that airline retailing models based on
content using the NDC standard increasingly allows airlines to undertake
offer creation functions themselves and this represents a threat to Sabre as
it diminishes the value of the GDS’s contribution to that particular function
(whilst noting that GDSs also have broader functions).617

9.59

In reaction to our Provisional Findings the Parties submitted that it is wrong
to conclude that a key driver for Sabre to improve its merchandising solution
is the need to protect the value of its GDS and that this premise was not
supported by Sabre’s internal documents.618 In this context, the Parties
submitted that one strategy presentation put forward the view that [].619

9.60

The Parties further submitted that there was ‘no doubt that GDSs will remain
important’ and that it was [].620 The Parties also submitted that ‘Airlines do
not procure on the basis of a single integrated solution and the value of the
GDS and merchandising solution do not affect each other’.621 Our overall
assessment of these points are set out in chapter 11. We set out below the
evidence from Sabre’s internal documents.

9.61

Sabre’s internal documents show that its investments into a PSS-agnostic
merchandising solution and its investment into NDC-enabled distribution
solutions were interlinked. Sabre considered that there were complementary
links between retailing and distribution with airlines wanting to distribute
more sophisticated offers consistently across all channels, providing another
incentive for Sabre to invest in both. Notwithstanding the Parties’
submissions that [], Sabre’s internal documents show a significant
concern that shifting control of offer creation to the airline would weaken its
GDS, if it did not invest in both NGR and NGD products and services:

(a) A slide in the [] presentation dated 22 May 2017 sets out that [].622

Provisional Findings paragraph 11.25
Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.19.
619 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.19 referring to [].
620 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.19.
621 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.19.
622 [].
617
618
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(b) The same presentation also sets out in its executive summary that []623
[].’624
(c) Another presentation prepared for members of Sabre’s leadership at a
commercial offsite discussion titled [];625
(d) With regard to the Parties’ submission that the [] strategy presentation
dated 15 August 2017 put forward the view that []626[ ], we note that
the same presentation sets out in its executive summary that ‘[]627 and
that [];628 and
(e) A slide in the earlier [] presentation dated 12 April 2017 describes the
connection between merchandising and distribution, setting out that [].629
[].630
9.62

The complementarity between [] is further spelt out in the draft document
titled [] dated 20 August 2019. This sets out that [.]631[ ].632

9.63

We note in this context that Sabre’s internal documents explicitly reference
risks to its GDS business, notwithstanding the Parties’ submissions that
GDSs would ‘remain important’ to the industry.

9.64

Additional evidence on this point is set out at paragraph 42 of Appendix D.
Additional evidence on documents discussing the need for Sabre to invest in
both merchandising and NDC-enabled distribution products is set out at
paragraph 49 of Appendix D.

•
9.65

Protecting core and non-core PSS business
We have found that Sabre considered []:

[].
[].
625 [].
626 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.19 referring to [].
627 [].
628 [].
629 [].
630 [].
631 [].
632 [].
623
624
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(a) One document, from October 2018 (only a month before the Merger was
agreed), said that [].633 The document contains a graph showing that
[].634 This document suggests that an element of [].
(b) This point is made more explicitly in the [] presentation dated 4 August
2017 which sets out that [].635 This is repeated in a presentation titled
[].636
(c) At the hearing, Sabre told us that [].637
9.66

In that context, we have found that []. Furthermore, Sabre’s internal
documents include []. Documents from 2019 and 2018 as well as verbal
statements to us include:

(a) a presentation titled [] dated December 2019, submitted to us [] sets
out that [];638
(b) [];639 and
(c) a slide in the presentation titled [] dated 12 April 2018 sets out [].640
9.67

Additional evidence on this point is set out at paragraph 50 of Appendix D.

9.68

We also note that Sabre’s valuation analysis includes an assumption that the
Merger would result in [].641 Sabre told us that this was because it
assumed [].642 Consistent with the above, we consider that this
demonstrates the increasing importance of merchandising as part of a PSS
offering.

•
9.69

The importance of merchandising within Sabre’s NGR/NGD strategy
The Parties submitted that merchandising is just one of dozens of
components that make up an airline’s broader retailing solution and is not
capable of generating unique competitive strength. 643

[].
[].
635 [].
636 [].
637 [].
638 [].
639 [].
640 [].
641 Appendix C, paragraph 32.
642 Appendix C, paragraph 32.
643 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.22.
633
634
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9.70

We have found that submissions from Sabre as well as its documents show
that merchandising capabilities are a critical component of NDC retailing
solutions for airline customers and that the industry is moving towards more
sophisticated use of merchandising solutions using the NDC standard:

(a) The draft document titled ‘[]dated 20 August 2019 sets out that [].644
[]645 [].646
(b) Sabre described to us that []647, [] 648 [].649
(c) Sabre also told us ‘[].650
(d) At a call with [] dated 14 November 2018, [].651
Competitive threats in Sabre’s merchandising investment decisions
9.71

The previous section examined the evidence on Sabre’s incentives for
investing in NDC merchandising solutions. This section examines the
evidence on Sabre’s competitors in merchandising.

9.72

The Parties submitted that the merged entity would be constrained by a
number of strong established players, including Amadeus, OpenJaw,
Datalex, ITA as well as more recent entrants such as PROS, JR
Technologies, and Interes,652 as well as airline self-supply.653 Moreover, the
Parties submitted that, in many instances, smaller competitors sit within
large corporate technology companies, which are innovating and investing in
this area, (eg PROS/Vayant, Google/ITA, HP/DXC and SAP) and can benefit
from their investment and technological prowess. Therefore, absent the
Merger, the Parties submitted that other players will be significantly better
placed to compete for future business.654

9.73

The Parties further submitted that Amadeus, Datalex, PROS, OpenJaw, ITA
and others are [].655 In particular, they submitted that PROS is a strong
independent and highly credible player and that [].656 The Parties also

[].
[].
646 [].
647 [].
648 [].
649 [].
650 [].
651 [].
652 [].
653 [].
654 Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 3.14
655 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 1.12 (ii).
656 Annex 5 to Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraph 3.2.
644
645
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submitted that there was no evidential basis to suggest that Sabre
considered there to be few competing providers of merchandising solutions,
when age and context of the documents and other evidence was taken into
account and that Sabre refers to and records other players as competitors in
merchandising through market intelligence and bidding data.657
9.74

•

In this section we discuss the internal document evidence on these
providers. Evidence on the suppliers identified by the Parties above,
including an analysis of their internal documents, is set out in chapters 8 and
10. Our overall assessment of these competitors is set out in chapter 11.
We also note that with respect to its competitors, we have found that Sabre’s
internal documents often discuss the competitive landscape in high level
terms typically referring to competitors and business plans within ‘NDC’ or
‘NGR/NGD’ rather than by specific product offering.
Farelogix

9.75

The Parties submitted that Farelogix has a market leading merchandising
module and some talented people but it is no longer a significant innovator in
distribution or NDC more generally.658

9.76

The Parties submitted that Farelogix is not a key innovator or disruptor, and
that our investigation has placed undue weight upon this theory, largely
based on a small number of references taken out of context from out-of-date
internal documents.659 The Parties further submitted that it is clear from an
analysis of the Parties’ internal documents that Farelogix is no longer at the
forefront of NDC development and faces a number of equally strong
competitors,660 and that to the extent that Farelogix ever was a key
innovator/disruptor, this is overstated and no longer the case.661

9.77

We have set out below the evidence from Sabre’s internal documents on
Farelogix as well as on other competitors. Our analysis of the strength of
each competitor, including their ability and incentive to invest in
merchandising is set out in chapter 11.

Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 3.8, Parties’ response to the
Issues Statement, paragraph 4.10-4.26 and Tables 4.1. and 4.2.
658 [].
659 Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 1.22.
660 Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 1.22.
661 Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 5.84.
657
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9.78

Sabre’s [] show that Sabre perceived Farelogix as one of its two key
competitors when developing its NGR/NGD strategy in 2017 (the other being
Amadeus). []:

(a) The [] presentation (22 May 2017) said ‘[] Farelogix and Amadeus are
the most relevant threats with other providers providing more limited
technology’. [].662
(b) The [] presentation also included an analysis of Farelogix over several
slides, including a []. Further slides in the appendix include []663 []664
[]665 [] (see Appendix D).
(c) A slide in the [] dated 4 August 2017 compares [] (see Figure 9.3
below). It showed [].
Figure 9.3 – []
Source: [].

(d) Another slide in the appendix to the presentation sets out [].666
(e) A slide in the [] presentation (15 August 2017) repeats a version of the
slide from the [] document described at paragraph (b) above, stating that
‘among competitors, Amadeus Farelogix, and Datalex are the most
relevant threats with others providing more limited technology’.667 [].668
9.79

Furthermore, several of Sabre’s internal documents prepared during the
development and implementation of its NDC strategy include specific
references to []:

(a) An email chain including members of Sabre’s management dated 20 March
2018669 includes an assessment of []. The document indicates that
[];670
(b) The presentation [] dated 12 April 2018, highlights []. The presentation
includes several slides on [].’671 We note that notwithstanding the Parties’
submission that this document does not show a connection between NDC

[].
[].
664 [].
665 [].
666 [].
667 [].
668 [].
669 [].
670 [].
671 [].
662
663
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merchandising solutions and NDC distribution solutions, and instead
[],672 the slide explicitly refers to []673 , []. We therefore do not agree
with the Parties that this document shows no connection between NDC
merchandising and NDC distribution solutions.
(c) A presentation titled [] dated May 2017 sets out in its executive summary
[].674
(d) The presentation titled [] dated 25 September 2017 sets out that [].675
Therefore, notwithstanding [],676 we consider that the context of the
document indicates that the term [].
9.80

In addition to the evidence cited above, we have also found that more recent
internal documents show that Sabre continued to view Farelogix as a strong
competitor as against other available alternatives across retailing and
distribution generally as well as with regard to its merchandising capabilities:

(a) A presentation prepared for Sabre’s senior management in the context of
the Merger titled [] dated 10 November 2018 sets out in its speaking
notes that [].’677
(b) Another Sabre presentation titled [] also dated 10 November 2018 which
asks [].678
(c) An investment presentation centred on [] dated 11 September 2018679
sets out []. The Parties submitted that this slide [].680 We note that the
[].
(d) A presentation titled [].681
9.81

Finally, in two recent Sabre internal documents discussing Sabre’s possible
responses to airline RFPs including NDC solutions (including both
merchandising solutions and NDC APIs), Sabre singles out Farelogix as a
significant competitor:

Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 3.19(i).
[].
674 [].
675 [].
676 Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 3.19(ii).
677 [].
678 [].
679 [].
680 Annex 1 to Parties’ response to provisional findings report, paragraphs 3.2 -3.3.
681 [].
672
673
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(a) The first, from 30 March 2018, [].682 [];683 This document shows that
Sabre viewed Farelogix as a threat to its distribution revenues. It also
indicates that it viewed the adoption by airlines of NDC solutions as a threat
to its merchandising and broader retailing revenues (which form part of its
Airline Solutions business) as the offer creation function moves out of the
GDS to the airlines.
(b) In the second, a presentation titled [] from 6 December 2018, [].684
This document therefore shows that it is not the case that Sabre’s
perception of the competitive threat posed to it by Farelogix’s has
diminished over time and that by the time of the Merger Sabre no longer
considered Farelogix a competitive threat.
•

Amadeus

9.82

Some of Sabre’s internal documents which we have already discussed in the
section on Farelogix above, show that Sabre considers Amadeus to be one
of its most relevant competitors in merchandising solutions. Additional
evidence is below:

(a) Sabre’s [].’685
(b) The [] presentation dated 22 May 2017 includes several standalone
slides on [], 686[].687 []. 688 [].
(c) Sabre’s [] presentation dated 12 April 2017 notes that [].689
(d) A presentation titled [] dated 12 April 2018 sets out in the context of
[],690 [].691
(e) The investment presentation centred on [] dated 11 September 2018
described in more detail [].692

[].
[].
684 [].
685 [].
686 [].
687 [].
688 [].
689 [].
690 [].
691 [].
692 [].
682
683
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(f) A Sabre presentation titled [] dated 8 August 2019 by Sabre’s SVP of
Commercial Platform includes two slides [].693
(g) As noted above, a draft document titled [] dated 20 August 2019 sets out
that [].694
•

Datalex

9.83

We have found that Sabre’s internal documents that discussed Datalex were
prepared in the context of Sabre developing its NGR/NGD strategy. These
discussions were at a broad level and generally did not distinguish between
Datalex’s merchandising or retail products and its distribution products.

9.84

Sabre’s internal documents show that in 2017, it considered that Datalex
had [], with the [] presentations referring to Datalex as among Sabre’s
most relevant threats alongside Farelogix and Amadeus. However, we have
also found that Sabre’s NGR/NGD strategy documents did not benchmark
Sabre against Datalex in the same way as against Farelogix and Amadeus.
For example, []:

(a) A slide in the [] presentation dated 12 April 2017 sets out that Datalex
[].695
(b) The executive summary to the [] presentation dated 22 May 2017 notes
that [].696
(c) Another slide in the same documents highlights [].
(d) The appendix to the [] presentation also includes [].697 [].
(e) A slide in a presentation titled [] dated 15 August 2017 repeats []
‘among competitors, Amadeus Farelogix, and Datalex are the most
relevant threats with others providing more limited technology’.698
9.85

In the context of the Merger, a presentation prepared for Sabre’s senior
management dated 29 August 2017 includes [].699

[].
[].
695 [].
696 [].
697 [].
698 [].
699 [].
693
694
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9.86

With regard to documents on Sabre’s implementation of its NDC strategy
after 2017, we have found some references to Datalex. However, contrary to
references to Farelogix in Sabre’s more recent internal documents, Datalex
is often referred to within larger lists of competitors without specific
commentary or appraisal. Datalex is also not mentioned []:

(a) The investment presentation centred on [] dated 11 September 2018700
described in more detail at paragraph 9.80(c) above shows that [].701
(b) Datalex is listed as one of the competitors to Sabre in the presentations
described at paragraph 9.88(a) and 9.88(c) below.
(c) However, in Sabre’s most recent [] document for the year 2020 dated 21
July 2019, [].702
•

Other competitors

9.87

Generally, we have found that Sabre has not conducted in-depth
assessments of other competitors with regard to their NDC merchandising or
distribution capabilities, and discussions of competitors are generally highlevel without reference to particular product or business line. For example, in
its NGR/NGD strategy documents, other competitors are only mentioned in
lists, and in some cases are compared negatively to Amadeus and
Farelogix:

(a) A slide in the [] presentation dated 22 May 2017 sets out []. 703
(b) A further slide in the [] presentation sets out that ‘[]; Farelogix and
Amadeus are the most relevant threats with other providers providing more
limited technology’. The slide sets out [].704 A version of this slide is also
included in the [] presentation dated 15 August 2017.
(c) the [] and [] presentations also include some further commentary on
competitors:
(i) [];
(ii) [];

[].
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704 [].
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(iii) [];
(iv) []; and
(v) [].705
9.88

We have found that more recent Sabre internal documents do mention
other competitor albeit significantly less in-depth when compared to those
competitors already discussed []. We also note that it is not always clear
from the documents and references to competitors whether Sabre is
referring to a competitor with respect to its merchandising capabilities or
other products such as shopping, revenue management and/or offer
management packages. For example:

(a) The investment presentation on [].’706
(b) A further slide in the same presentation sets out [].
(c) A Sabre presentation by [] dated 18 October 2018 discusses []. 707
[].708
(d) A Sabre presentation titled [] dated 8 August 2019 by Sabre’s SVP of
Commercial Platform sets out [].
(e) A draft document titled [] dated 20 August 2019 sets out that [].709
9.89

With regard to [], some recent internal documents suggest that Sabre
considered [] primarily as a strong competitor with regard to its [], and
as being able to provide services complimentary to those of Farelogix:

(a) A presentation titled [] dated 28 May 2019 in one slide [].710
(b) A draft presentation titled []dated 29 March 2019 sets out that [].711
•
9.90

Self-supply by airlines
We found that self-supply by airlines in merchandising is not referenced or
discussed in Sabre’s internal documents and this was not disputed by the
Parties in response to the Provisional Findings. We therefore consider that
the available evidence from Sabre’s documents do not show that Sabre

[].
[].
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708 [].
709 [].
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considers self-supply of merchandising by airlines to be a competitive
constraint.
Evidence from internal documents on how Sabre’s merchandising product would
compare to its competitors’
9.91

The Parties submitted that Sabre was currently lagging behind other
merchandising suppliers ([]) and that there was no evidence to suggest
that it would be able to [].712 The Parties further submitted that even if
Sabre could develop a PSS-agnostic and NDC-enabled merchandising
product within three to five years, a gap in capabilities would remain as
Sabre’s competitors will also have moved forward in that time.713 The
Parties submitted that Sabre’s Vice President of Product Management,
Strategic Initiatives at Travel Network testified in this respect that [].714

9.92

We have set out the evidence on Sabre’s delays in implementing its NGR
and NGD strategy (and the implications for its merchandising product at
paragraphs 9.49 to 9.54 above, with additional information being set out at
paragraphs 28-35 of Appendix D. Our overall assessment of the constraint
currently and going forward of each of Sabre, Farelogix and other suppliers
is set out in chapter 11.

9.93

With regard to Sabre’s current position in merchandising as against its
competitors, one recent draft presentation titled [] dated 29 March 2019,
sets out that [].715

9.94

However, with regard to Sabre’s progress as against individual competitors,
Sabre’s internal documents indicate []:

(a) A slide in the [] presentation dated 4 August 2017 compares []. It
showed []suggests that Sabre expected that its investment into NDC
would allow it to make material gains as against its competitors (including
with regard to further potential investments made by []).716
(b) Sabre’s 2019 investment presentation on [] in a slide comparing its
competitors’ [], [].717

Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraphs 1.14 and 4.12.
Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.5.
714 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 4.12.
715 [].
716 [].
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(c) An even more recent presentation titled []dated 8 August 2019 includes
two slides[].718
9.95

We consider that these documents show that Sabre []. Furthermore, these
documents also show that [].

9.96

Generally, we have seen from [], suggesting that it is able to offer a
competitive (or even leading) solution within a short timeframe:
c.

The Sabre presentation [] sets out that [];719

d. The presentation to the board of directors [] on 5-6 February 2019
[];720 and
e. In Sabre’s most recent [] dated 21 July 2019, Sabre sets out its
continued investment thesis for NDC: [].721
Farelogix’s internal documents
9.97

The previous discussions focussed on Sabre’s incentives and abilities to
develop an NDC enabled PSS-agnostic merchandising solution. In this
section we examine the evidence from Farelogix, and focus on two issues:

(a) First, the factors that Farelogix considers makes its merchandising
solutions successful;722 and
(b) second, the evidence on who Farelogix monitors as its competitors.
Farelogix’s merchandising solution
9.98

Unlike Sabre, Farelogix has already developed a suite of products using the
NDC standard. We have found that Farelogix’s documents consistently
highlight the ability of its product offering (including its merchandising
solution) to give airlines control of the offer and retailing process and thereby
reduce dependency on legacy systems:

[].
[].
720 [].
721 [].
722 [].
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(a) In the [] provided to Sabre (June 2018), Farelogix sets out how airline
buying behaviour and NDC are driving significant changes in airline
retailing and distribution. In this context, the slide sets out that [].723 [].
(b) A later slide in the same presentation sets out that in the traditional airline
distribution model [].724 []725 [].726
(c) Farelogix marketing materials reference the airline’s ability to control the
offer when using Farelogix’s products :
(i) In a presentation titled [], dated August 2018, Farelogix sets out
[].727 [].728 [].729
(ii) A marketing presentation titled [] dated February 2018 includes a
section titled []. The presentation emphasises that Farelogix’s offer
products are [].730
(iii) Another marketing presentation [].731 [].
9.99

Farelogix also frequently highlights its independence from the PSSs and
neutrality on how airlines use or distribute offers as key selling points of its
merchandising (and other NDC) products:

(a) In the [] provided to Sabre dated June 2018, Farelogix sets out in a
section titled [].732
(b) Similarly, a slide deck prepared for [] titled [] dated 27-28 June 2018
slide notes that with regard to Farelogix’s [].’733
9.100 We have also found that Farelogix considered that it had additional
advantages in competing for airline customers, including established
customer links, interoperability with other suppliers and a proven track record
in implementing NDC solutions (including its merchandising platform) with
airlines:

[].
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(a) In the [] provided to Sabre (June 2018), Farelogix sets out that it has
[]734. [].
(b) Another slide repeated in both the []and the presentation to [] repeats
that ‘[]735.
(c) In the presentation titled [] dated 11 October 2018, Farelogix sets out
that [].736
9.101 We have also seen evidence that Farelogix was working on improving its
offer in merchandising, having released new features to its FLX Merchandise
product in 2019.737 Farelogix’s [] similarly illustrates the plan of Farelogix
prior to the Merger, [] (and more widely the commerce gateway suite). In
offer creation this includes features such as []).738 While the Parties told us
that Farelogix [],739 it illustrates the developments and innovation possible
for NDC-compatible merchandising products.
Evidence on Farelogix’s competitors
9.102 We have found that Farelogix’s internal documents show that in
merchandising, Farelogix regularly monitored a limited range of market
participants, namely PROS, ITA, Amadeus, Sabre and Travelsky.740
9.103 In this context, the internal documents show that it perceived Amadeus,
Sabre and Travelsky to be competitors due to their established customer
relationships with the vast majority of Farelogix’s customers and target
airlines, and their presumed ability to re-position their existing offer creation
engines to meet airline demand for NDC solutions. The internal documents
further show that Farelogix perceived a threat from PROS due to its recent
acquisitions as well as its existing revenue management customer
relationships with more than 80 airlines worldwide:741
(a) A Farelogix document titled [] dated 20 February 2018 authored by
Farelogix’s CEO742 sets out that [].743 The same document [].
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(b) Another document prepared by Farelogix’s CEO in or after May 2018744 sets
out []745 [].746 [].747 [].748 [].749 [].750
(c) Similarly, a slide deck prepared for [] titled [] dated 27-28 June 2018 in
response to a question from [] on who Farelogix views as the ‘key
competitors’ for each product sets out: [] 751 []. 752
Summary of Parties’ evidence on merchandising solutions
9.104 We have found that Sabre considered NDC merchandising solutions to be a
critical component of its NDC retailing strategy. We have found that Sabre
has been investing in NDC retailing solutions, which at the very least
included plans for a merchandising solution, in order to protect its GDS and
PSS business. In particular, Sabre’s internal documents show that it was
concerned that shifting control of offer creation to the airline would weaken
its GDS. As a result, we consider that Sabre had the clear strategic incentive
and intention to have developed a standalone PSS agnostic NDC
merchandising solution absent the Merger, and that it would have had the
ability to do so in the next three to five years. This is particularly supported
by [].
9.105 Although it has [], the documents over a period of years from mid-2017 to
mid-2019 show that Sabre has continued in its []. We have also found
Sabre’s internal documents consistently discuss Farelogix and Amadeus
showing that they are significant threats in merchandising, with one recent
document describing Farelogix as [].753.
9.106 We have found that other competitors are only considered within Sabre’s
internal documents in a more limited and caveated manner, although more
recent documents refer to [] more frequently. However, we have not found
any in-depth assessment of any other competitor that compares to the
analyses and assessments Sabre conducted with regard to Farelogix and
Amadeus when developing its NGR/NGD strategy.
9.107 We have also found that Farelogix considered the GDSs with PSS
capabilities (ie Sabre and Amadeus) to be competitors for its merchandising
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solution as they are able to reposition their existing service offering to align
better with airline retailing. In particular, we have found that although
Farelogix perceived Amadeus and PROS to be more significant threats in
merchandising than Sabre, Sabre was nonetheless one of only a few
credible competitors to Farelogix.
9.108 We have not found evidence in the Parties’ internal documents that airline
self-supply is a material threat to their businesses.

Distribution solutions
9.109 Our examination of the evidence from the Parties’ internal documents in
relation to distribution solutions is structured as follows:
(a) first, we set out the Parties’ submissions;
(b) second, we consider the evidence from Sabre’s internal documents;
(c) third, we discuss the evidence from Farelogix’s internal documents;
(d) fourth, we examine evidence on Farelogix’s scalability;
(e) fifth, we consider evidence from Sabre’s valuation model; and
(f) finally, we summarise the document evidence on distribution solutions.
The Parties’ submissions
9.110 The Parties submitted that Sabre does not offer an NDC API while Farelogix
does not offer a GDS. The Parties submitted that NDC APIs and GDSs are
‘worlds apart’ and that neither Party is the other’s closest competitor ‘by
some distance’.
9.111 The above two points are addressed in chapter 11.
Direct connects
9.112 The Parties submitted that [].754 The Parties told us that Farelogix is only
one small technology supplier of direct connects.

754

[].
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9.113 We have assessed the relevance of Farelogix as a competitor in chapter 11,
with evidence from the Parties’ internal documents on this point set out
below.
9.114 In particular, the Parties submitted that it is now clear that [].755 The
Parties submitted that a slide in a document in which Sabre describes one
benefit of the Merger as being able to mitigate the risk from GDS bypass
(see paragraph 9.164 below) was drafted by a low-level employee and did
not reflect Sabre’s transaction goals as stated in the remainder of the
document or other documents on the merger rationale.756
9.115 The Parties submitted that Sabre’s later internal documents, as well as
testimony from the US trial,757 confirm that its view was increasingly that FLX
OC was complementary to the GDS platform and that Sabre’s strategy was
[].758
9.116 The Parties submitted that there is documentary evidence that Sabre’s
position on a number of issues including the risk from GDS bypass and
direct connect evolved– for example, []759 [].’760 [],761 and in a draft
presentation titled [], dated December 2018 Sabre had observed a global
GDS growth of [] and was assuming [].762
9.117 Our overall assessment of the impact of GDS bypass on competition within
the indirect channel, and Farelogix’s role in that, is in chapter 11, with
evidence from the Parties’ internal documents on this point set out below.
9.118 The Parties further submitted that we have overly relied on the Parties’
aspirational growth comments and risk factors in Sabre’s 2018 and 2019
annual reports.763 The Parties submitted that [].764 The Parties submitted
in this context that [].765
9.119 The Parties submitted that their internal documents, as well as testimony
from the US trial, showed that GDS passthrough represents the vast majority

[].
Annex 1 to Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 3.5.
757 Annex 1 to Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 1.15.
758 [].
759Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 5.75(v) referencing [].
760 Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 5.75(v) referencing [], Annex 1 to the Parties response to the
provisional findings report, paragraph 1.13.
761 Response to Issues Statement, paragraph 5.75(v) referencing [].
762 Annex 1 to the Parties response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 1.14 referencing [].
763 Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 1.2.
764 Parties’ Initial Phase 2 submission, paragraph 5.35(ii).
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of growth for NDC API usage,766 and that we have failed to take into account
[].767 Indeed, the Parties submitted that any assertion that GDSs would
not pursue GDS pass-through but for an external non-GDS threat is
unsupported by economic logic or factual evidence. In particular, the Parties
submitted that GDS pass-through creates value for airlines and travel
agents, which the GDS has an interest to foster, as it is a complementary
solution to its own services. The Parties further submitted that the assertion
that GDSs might develop GDS pass-through solutions for fear of losing
control of the offer creation to airlines also does not stand because GDSs
will remain an essential part of the distribution space, given the scale of their
networks, and their offerings in terms of fulfilment and after-sales services to
travel agents. The Parties submitted that this means that there is an
overriding incentive to promote a complementary solution such as GDS
pass-through.768
9.120 As we discuss in chapter 11, we do not deny that GDSs will remain an
essential part of airline content distribution in the future. Nor do we dispute
that a proportion of Farelogix-powered distribution will be using the GDS
pass-through route. However, as discussed above, we assess the evidence
on GDS bypass in chapter 11, with evidence from the Parties’ internal
documents on this point set out below.
9.121 The Parties further submitted that the documents we rely on are clearly
insufficient to establish an SLC given that they show airlines have [] to
apply competitive pressure on Sabre and multiple sources of innovation.769
9.122 Our approach with regard to the analysis of the Parties’ internal documents,
including our assessment of the probative value of the Parties’ pre-Merger
documents and our views on Sabre’s internal documents being entirely
aspirational are set out at paragraphs 9.14 to 9.19 above.
Competitive pressure from airline.com
9.123 The Parties submitted that, amongst others, its internal documents show that
airline.com poses a much more tangible threat to the GDSs than direct
connect, taking up a large and growing share of airlines’ bookings. The
Parties submitted that while there was significant headroom for airline.com to
continue to grow, there is no direct evidence that direct connect will ever
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overcome the technological and economic barriers that have prevented it
gaining a material share of bookings to date.770
9.124 Sabre also provided [].771 The Parties further submitted that Sabre’s
annual report also refers to airline.com as a risk to Sabre’s GDS.772
9.125 We have assessed the competitive constraint of airline.com in chapter 11
using evidence from the Parties as well as from airlines and competitors to
the Parties.
9.126 The Parties submitted that while it is true that [],773 and that airline.com
was a key driver behind Sabre’s NDC development strategy, as airlines want
to be able to display the same rich content and differentiated bundles in the
indirect channel as they are able to offer in the direct channel.774 We assess
the evidence from Sabre’s internal documents below.
Farelogix
9.127 The Parties submitted that we have failed to put Farelogix’s growth
prospects into their proper context, as even with the most optimistic
forecasts, Farelogix would remain a miniscule player. The Parties submitted
that in order for the Merger to give rise to a significant overlap, Farelogix
would have to grow exponentially, which it has not achieved in the past ten
years,775 noting that Farelogix has itself repeatedly overestimated its
forecast growth with its share remaining flat.776 The Parties submitted that
we have overstated the importance of Farelogix when compared to other
NDC API rivals.777
9.128 Our assessment of Farelogix’s growth in distribution solutions is discussed in
chapter 11, with evidence from the Parties’ internal documents on this point
set out below.
9.129 Furthermore, the Parties submitted that evidence from Farelogix’s internal
documents suggesting that it considered GDS closer competitors than other
NDC API providers was not supported by the bidding data and ignored the
changes to the industry since they were drafted.778 We assess the evidence
from Farelogix’s internal documents below. Our overall assessment of

[], Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 1.16.
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competitors (including GDSs and other NDC API providers) is set out in
chapter 11.
Competitors
9.130 With regard to NDC distribution solutions, the Parties submitted that while
Farelogix was somewhat a ‘first mover’ in the development of NDC APIs
during the early days, particularly in terms of public advocacy, there is now a
large and increasing number of providers active in the NDC space (including
Amadeus, Datalex, OpenJaw and PROS)779 and that Farelogix is by no
means unique or particularly innovative, particularly in distribution.780
9.131 The Parties further submitted that the industry is rapidly evolving, and that
players such as Amadeus, ATPCO, Atriis Technologies, Google/ITA, IBS,
NDC Exchange, PROS, Travelport and Travelsky/OpenJaw have already
announced numerous initiatives to advance their NDC-enabled solutions in
the coming months and years whilst other competitors such as [], can be
expected to be continuing to develop their offerings.781 For instance, the
Parties submitted that [] is almost double the size of Farelogix in terms of
employees and has a much larger global footprint; []is an enormous global
IT company whose annual turnover dwarfs Farelogix’s and has experience
and reputation to easily expand in the market for NDC APIs; [] is at the
forefront of NDC development and could easily pivot towards more
frequently offering its NDC API on a standalone basis.782 With regard to the
constraint imposed from NDCExchange, the Parties submitted that internal
documents on the competitor (set out at paragraphs 9.183(a) and 9.191(d)
below) have been disproven by significant advances in the competitor’s
development.783
9.132 The Parties further submitted that our analysis failed to give appropriate
attention to the competitive threat posed by NDC Exchange, Travelfusion
and TP Connects, to adequately recognise OpenJaw as a significant
competitive constraint, to analyse DXC Technology and JR Technologies or
to appropriately investigate IBS and RAMAX. The Parties submitted that
there is nothing intrinsically difficult about developing an NDC API product
and that 22 IT providers, other than Farelogix, are IATA NDC Level-4
capable. The Parties further submitted that beyond the IATA certification
lists, there are multiple other technology providers who could potentially
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enter the market for distribution solutions. Notably, Lufthansa has recently
published a list of 27 technology partners for NDC and IAG has listed 20
non-GDS aggregators to help expand its distribution of IAG NDC API
content.784
9.133 Chapter 11 of our report discusses our assessment of these competitors,
with evidence from the Parties’ internal documents on this point set out
below.
9.134 The Parties further submitted that what matters is the competitive situation
now, not what it was when Farelogix first began selling NDC APIs and that
bidding data (discussed in the previous chapter) is a much better tool to
assess this.785 The Parties also submitted that we had failed to take into
account internal documents demonstrating Sabre’s evolving thinking
regarding its competitors, pointing to the documents cited at paragraphs
9.84(e) and 9.182(a) which show Sabre referring to additional distribution
competitors in more recent documents.786
9.135 We have taken a forward-looking view of competition in our assessment of
the Merger. This has involved assessing the Parties’ internal documents as
well as other evidence, as discussed in chapter 11.
9.136 The Parties submitted that we had failed to take into account the competitive
constraint on Sabre from other GDSs, while accepting that they are each
other’s closest rivals.787 The Parties submitted that the assumption that the
incentives of the GDSs are aligned and that there is no real competition
between them, is unsupported and unverified. The Parties submitted that
this amounted to an allegation of a coordinated effects theory of harm.788
The Parties submitted that the market evidence showed that GDSs compete
for travel agents and that airlines can take advantage of this to exert
leverage, allowing them to play off GDSs against each other (eg to push
through private channel arrangements).789 The Parties submitted that GDS
fees reducing over time was indicative of strong competition between
them.790 Furthermore, the Parties submitted that GDSs have no ability to
control how airlines use an API and that if a GDS did not adapt to consume
particular API-delivered content then it would accelerate rather than retard
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GDS bypass for that content.791 The Parties submitted that Amadeus
regularly competes against IT providers for the provision of NDC APIs, and
that in a competitive market with no intellectual property barriers to entry,
there is no economic incentive for GDSs not to compete aggressively.792
9.137 We consider that chapter 11 makes clear that we have assessed the
constraint that is likely to be imposed by other GDSs in the supply of
distribution solutions including NDC APIs.
9.138 The Parties also submitted that they would be constrained by airline selfsupply,793 with a growing number of large and mid-sized airlines fulfilling
their NDC API requirements in-house, and that this could be done at fairly
low costs.794
9.139 We have taken account of airline self-supply in our assessment in chapter
11, with evidence from the Parties’ internal documents on this point set out
below.
Dynamic assessment
9.140 The Parties submitted that there is no evidence to suggest that Farelogix
would become a competitively stronger presence than it is today, but [].795
9.141 With regard to Sabre, the Parties submitted that it remains [].796 Even if it
were able to meet this target, the Parties submitted that it would still lag
behind its competitors who would also continue to develop their own
offerings during that time.797
9.142 As noted in paragraph 9.137 above, it is clear from our assessment in
chapter 11 that we have taken a forward-looking perspective.
9.143 The Parties also submitted that Sabre’s proposal to [] RFP (referred to at
paragraph 9.174(d) below), did not involve Sabre developing an [], and
that the RFP was ‘more so about merchandising’, with direct connect only
being relevant in so far as it would be the delivery method for the
merchandising solution.798 The Parties also submitted that Sabre’s []
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document discussing its proposed response to the [] RFP (referred to at
paragraph 9.174(d) below) related to merchandising only and was not
authored by Sabre’s Travel Network business unit. The Parties submitted
that [].799 We have assessed this submission at paragraph 9.33 above.
More broadly we note that the Parties' submissions on the relevance of
direct connect to merchandising supports the points made at paragraphs
9.61 and 9.79 above as well as paragraph 9.171 below.
Innovation
9.144 The Parties submitted that there is no support for any theory that innovation
might be lost as a result of the Merger. The Parties submitted that the
evidence does not support current competition concerns in either distribution
or merchandising and furthermore does not support the suggestion that
Farelogix could emerge to become a broader dynamic threat in distribution
or on the PSS side.800
9.145 In addition, the Parties submitted that Farelogix is not a unique competitor
whose independence is key to continued industry innovation in NDC
solutions in retailing or distribution and is in fact using [].801 The Parties
submitted that the suggestion that Farelogix was a threat and key innovator
was based on a static and historical analysis of internal documents on the
position of Farelogix, and failed to take into account its sales over time, the
bidding data and forecasts for the purposes of its valuation.802 The Parties
submitted that any advantage Farelogix originally had in the NDC API space
from its early investment into NDC has evaporated, that Farelogix [] and
that newer entrants are better placed to innovate in this space.803
9.146 The Parties submitted that the evidence shows that there is effective
innovation competition with the major GDSs currently in a race to roll out
NDC, and with numerous other parties offering NDC solutions (including
both NDC merchandising solutions and NDC APIs in addition to the range of
product areas Farelogix is not active in). The Parties submitted that the
Merger will in fact stimulate innovation.804
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9.147 Our assessment of the Merger’s effect on innovation in the marketplace is in
chapter 11.
Linkages between merchandising and distribution
9.148 The Parties submitted that NDC, NGR/NGD, merchandising, GDSs, Direct
Connect and Farelogix are all different things which must be addressed
separately.805 The Parties submitted [].
9.149 The Parties further submitted that [].
9.150 As set out throughout this chapter, we have distinguished between these
concepts (see eg paragraphs 9.24 to 9.26 above, as well as this chapter’s
division into merchandising and distribution), while taking into where the
evidence shows that common language is used or connections are between
concepts are drawn. We note in this context that Sabre’s most recent Annual
Report (for 2019) sets out that ‘In July 2018, we announced the creation of
the Travel Solutions organization, which consists of Travel Network and
Airline Solutions. This structure reinforces our focus on the next generation
of retailing, distribution and fulfilment.’806
9.151 The Parties further submitted that Sabre referring to Farelogix in its
documents generally, rather than with respect to specific products
misinterprets the nature of Sabre’s initial brainstorming efforts. The Parties
submitted that it was not relevant what specific products rivals had available
to them when Sabre had no real NDC strategy and it is not surprising that
Sabre’s internal documents would identify companies with a head-start in
NDC developments, such as Farelogix. The Parties submitted that it was
evident Sabre needed to catch up across the board. Furthermore, since
Farelogix has only two major products, and only one (merchandising) where
Sabre could potentially compete, the Parties submitted that there was no
need to be more specific in these initial presentations.807 We have set out
the constraint from Farelogix in each of merchandising and distribution
separately in this chapter.
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Sabre’s delays in implementing its NDC solution
9.152 The Parties submitted that we have failed to take [] into account.808 The
Parties submitted that Sabre’s [],809 [].810 The Parties submitted that we
have mischaracterised development timeframes as definitive rather than
merely aspirational,811 and submitted that [].812 The Parties submitted
[].813 Sabre also submitted that [].814
9.153 We have set out the evidence on the delays to Sabre’s NDC strategy,
including its distribution strategy at paragraphs 28-35 of Appendix D. Our
forward looking assessment of the Merger is set out in chapter 11.
Farelogix’s scalability
9.154 The Parties submitted that Farelogix is currently experiencing critical scaling
and operational issues [].815 The Parties told us that the issues affecting
Farelogix included outdated hardware, server instability and increasing
infrastructure costs.816 The Parties told us that these issues had inhibited not
just Farelogix’s ability to expand and win new customers, but also its ability
to serve its existing customers.817
9.155 The Parties told us that these issues were demonstrated by Farelogix
[].818 The Parties also provided [] which indicated that [].819
9.156 The Parties submitted that [] to help address its []820 and that [].821
9.157 The Parties submitted that while Farelogix was taking steps to try to resolve
its issues, it had to date been unsuccessful and, therefore, Farelogix would
not be a ‘uniquely strong’ competitor in the market going forward.822

Parties’ response to provisional findings report, paragraph 1.16(ii).
Parties’ response to provisional findings report, paragraphs 3.9(iii) and 5.96.
810 Parties’ response to provisional findings report, paragraph 3.10 [].
811 Parties’ response to provisional findings report, paragraph 3.11,
812 Parties’ response to provisional findings report, paragraphs 3.11 and 5.95.
813 Parties’ response to provisional findings report, paragraph 5.96.
814 Parties’ response to provisional findings report, paragraph 5.96.
815 Parties’ initial phase 2 submission, paragraph 1.21.
816 Parties’ initial phase 2 submission, paragraph 5.13. See also Farelogix main party hearing transcript, page 15,
line 17 to page 18, line 4. [].
817 Parties’ initial phase 2 submission, paragraph 5.13, Parties’ response to the provisional findings report,
paragraph 4.25.
818 Parties’ initial phase 2 submission, paragraph 5.13. [], Annex 2 to the Parties’ response to the provisional
findings report.
819 [].
820 Parties’ initial phase 2 submission, paragraph 5.13-5.16.
821 Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 3.22.
822 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 5.100.
808
809
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9.158 The Parties also told us that internal emails with the intent of reassuring
customers had to be placed into their proper context [].823These
submissions are assessed below.
Sabre’s valuation model
9.159 The Parties told us that if Farelogix were ‘an expanding force and an
existential threat to Sabre’, it would be able to command a higher valuation
than Sabre’s $360 million offer.824 Sabre told us that any theory of harm
which posited Farelogix as an increasingly important competitive constraint
needed to be reconciled with the valuation evidence.825
9.160 Sabre submitted that the Parties’ valuation analysis shows that this Merger is
‘not a killer acquisition’,826 and the ‘absence of any anti-competitive premium’
should be treated as ‘strong, objective evidence that the Merger is not anticompetitive’.827 These submissions are assessed below.
Sabre’s internal documents
9.161 With respect to its distribution functions, we have found that Sabre’s internal
documents often discuss the competitive landscape in high level terms
typically referring to competitors and business plans within ‘NDC’ or
‘NGR/NGD’ rather than by specific product offering. Our assessment of
these documents proceeds in two steps:
(a) First, we have examined whether Sabre considered airline adoption of
distribution solutions based on the NDC standard as a threat to its GDS
business (which is where its distribution activities sit).
(b) Second, we have considered the evidence on each of the individual
competitive constraints that Sabre may face, including GDSs, other indirect
distribution providers, airline.com and self-supply by airlines.
Evidence on threats to Sabre’s GDS from NDC adoption
9.162 Our analysis of the rationale and incentive for Sabre’s investment in
products and services using the NDC standard, including a discussion of
threats it identified with regard to its GDS business, is at paragraphs 38-49

Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 5.97, Annex 1 to the Parties’ response to the
provisional findings report, paragraph 1.20.
824 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraphs 1.8 and 1.16.
825 [].
826 Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraphs 5.47.
827 [].
823
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of Appendix D. This subsection summarises our findings from Appendix D
and draws out the key evidence on the extent to which Sabre considered
airline adoption of NDC-enabled solutions could be a threat to its GDS.
9.163 We have found in the documents that [].
(a) One document titled [] from 18 October 2018, noted that [].828 This
document clearly sets out in [].
(b) The [] presentation dated 4 August 2017 sets out that Sabre has [].829
9.164 As set out in further detail at paragraphs 43-47 of Appendix D, we also found
that Sabre’s [] showed [], and that []. By way of example:
(a) One document dated April 2017 clearly sets out that [].830 [].831
(b) [].832
(c) A presentation dated July 2018 prepared in the context of the Merger and
[] sets out that acquiring Farelogix would ‘Mitigate the risk from potential
GDS bypass’.833
9.165 This is consistent with evidence that Sabre believed that [], and as set out
in further detail below, we have found []. Furthermore, this is consistent
with Sabre considering []:
(a) A slide in the appendix to the [];834 and
(b) Meeting notes authored by Sabre’s Head of Corporate Development from
his meetings with Farelogix’s CEO set out that Farelogix’s CEO told Sabre
that []:
(i) A document titled [] dated 29 August 2017 sets out in its executive
summary that []told Sabre that he [];835 and

[].
[].
830 [].
831 [].
832 [].
833 [].
834 [].
835 [].
828
829
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(ii) Sabre’s Head of Corporate Development’s notes from an August
2017 set out that [] told him that [].’836
(c) During the US trial, Sabre’s CEO was shown a slide in court showing that
as airline adoption of NDC increased, GDS fees to airlines would decrease
(at a higher rate than incentives paid to travel agents).837 In response,
Sabre’s CEO testified that this slide showed what would have happened if
Sabre did not transform its technology.838
(d) In their response to our Provisional Findings, the Parties also submitted
that ‘To take the obvious point, if a GDS did not adapt to consume
particular API-delivered content then it would accelerate rather than retard
GDS bypass for that content.’839
9.166 In this context, as set out in further detail at paragraph 48 of Appendix D,
several Sabre internal documents []. These internal documents also show
that Sabre [].840
9.167 Further to the Parties’ submissions at paragraph 9.118 above, we assessed
whether Sabre’s view of the threat of direct connect has changed over time.
The available evidence firstly indicates that Sabre’s recent documents still
regularly refer to a risk of direct connect to its business []:
(a) Sabre’s most recent Annual Report (for 2019) noted: ‘Some travel suppliers
that provide content to Travel Network, including some of Travel Network’s
largest airline customers, have sought to increase usage of direct
distribution channels. For example, these travel suppliers are trying to
move more consumer traffic to their proprietary websites, and some travel
suppliers have explored direct connect initiatives […]. This direct
distribution trend enables them to apply pricing pressure on intermediaries
and negotiate travel distribution arrangements that are less favorable to
intermediaries;’ (emphasis added).841
(b) A [] from direct connect.842
9.168 Additional examples of Sabre’s recent internal documents acknowledging a
risk from direct connect are set out at paragraph 45 of Appendix D.

[].
See paragraph 170 of Appendix D for a version of this slide.
838 United States of America v Sabre Corporation, Bench Trial transcript Day Three, page 689 (unsealed).
839 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 5.92.
840 See Appendix D.
841 Sabre SEC filing form 10-K 2019, page 6.
842 [].
836
837
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9.169 It therefore appears that some threat from direct connect (together with
airlines’ own websites) continues to concern the Sabre business. However
the available evidence indicates that, [], the threat of direct connect
appears to be less significant than in the past:
(a) While a document dated 4 August 2017 set out that [], 843 as set out at
paragraph 9.167(b), a later document revised this risk down to []. 844
(b) A draft presentation titled [], dated December 2018 Sabre sets out that it
had observed a global GDS growth of [] and was assuming [];845
9.170 Additional evidence on Sabre’s estimates of the threat to its business from
airline adoption of NDC, as well as the risk from direct connect, are set out at
paragraphs 46 and 51 of Appendix D.
9.171 Finally, as set out at paragraph 9.58 above with further examples provided at
paragraphs 42-43 and 49 of Appendix D, Sabre’s internal documents show
that [] and its investment into NDC-enabled distribution solutions were
interlinked:
(a) Sabre’s internal documents show a concern [].
(b) Internal Sabre discussions also indicate that [], with one document
dated 18 October 2018 noting that Sabre PSS customers inquiring about
investing in NDC API solutions represented [].846 In addition:
(i) An email chain including members of Sabre’s management dated 20
March 2018847 includes an assessment of []. The document
indicates that [].848
(ii) A similar point is made in an earlier presentation titled [] and dated
May 2017 which sets out in its executive summary that []. The slide
further notes that [].849 The executive summary recommended that
[].850

[].
[].
845 [].
846 [].
847 [].
848 [].
849 [].
850 [].
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Competitive constraints on Sabre in distribution
9.172 In this subsection we examine the evidence from Sabre’s internal documents
about the competitive threat of rivals in its distribution activities.
•

Farelogix

9.173 Sabre’s [] documents show that Sabre perceived Farelogix as one of its
two most relevant competitors when developing its NGR/NGD strategy in
2017 (the other being Amadeus). The [] documents consider Farelogix’s
competitive offering holistically and but in this context also explicitly highlight
Farelogix’s distribution capabilities:
(a) the slide in the [] (22 May 2017) and [] (15 August 2017) presentations
in which Sabre sets out that Farelogix is among its ‘most relevant threats’
[];851
(b) the [] (22 May 2017) presentation contains several slides on [], which
(amongst others) reference and discuss [];852 and
(c) the slide in the appendix to the [] presentation dated 3 August 2017,
which refers to [] as [].853
9.174 Other recent documents specifically highlight Farelogix’s ongoing constraint
on Sabre’s GDS:
(a) A presentation by Sabre’s Vice President of Product Management,
Strategic Initiatives and Head of Sabre’s NDC Strategy dated 27
September 2018 sets out [].854 [].855
(b) In an email chain from early January 2019, Sabre’s former Senior Vice
President, Air Line of Business Sabre Travel Network writes that [].856
(c) A presentation for members of Sabre’s senior management dated 16
January 2019 regarding upcoming negotiations between Sabre and []
proposes that [].857

[].
[].
853 [].
854 [].
855 [].
856 [].
857 [].
851
852
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(d) As set out at paragraph 9.81 above, in two recent Sabre internal
documents discussing Sabre’s possible response to an airline RFP
including distribution components, [].858
9.175 In this context, Sabre’s internal documents also highlight that it views
Farelogix as a competitor (rather than a provider of complementary services)
when implementing GDS passthrough solutions []:
(a) On 30 August 2018, Sabre’s Vice President of Product Management,
Strategic Initiatives and head of Sabre’s NDC Strategy 859 wrote in an email
to Sabre’s Head of Corporate and M&A 860 and Sabre’s SVP, Product
Management Commercial Solutions, Airline Solutions861 that [].862
(b) In the context of [], in August 2018 Sabre’s Vice President of Product
Management, Strategic Initiatives and head of Sabre’s NDC Strategy wrote
an email to Sabre’s Head of Corporate and M&A noting that [].863
(c) In an email dated August 2018 to (among others) Sabre’s SVP, Product
Management Commercial Solutions, Airline Solutions864, Sabre’s Vice
President of Product Management, Strategic Initiatives and head of Sabre’s
NDC Strategy865 sets out that ‘[]. 866 [].
•

Amadeus

9.176 The internal documents show that Sabre perceived [] strategy in 2017:
(a) the [] presentation (22 May 2017) described at paragraphs 9.78(a) and
9.78(b) above sets out that [];867
(b) as set out in more detail above (paragraph 9.78(b) and 9.78(e) above),
both the [] and [] (15 August 2017) presentations describe Amadeus
as among Sabre’s most relevant threats;868

[].
[].
860 [].
861 []
862 [].
863 [].
864 [].
865 [].
866 [].
867 [].
868 [].
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859
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(c) as set out at paragraph 9.173(c) above, Sabre’s [] presentation
highlights []; and
(d) the [] presentation dated 4 August further includes a slide on thoughtleadership which sets out that [].869 A separate slide also notes that
[].870
9.177 We have also found that Sabre’s internal documents discussing the
implementation of its NDC strategy (including recent documents) consider
Amadeus to be its most relevant competitor in distribution []:
(a) [] in the presentations described at paragraph 9.174(a) above.
(b) A presentation titled [] dated 12 April 2018 sets out in the context of
Sabre’s NDC distribution capabilities that [].’871
•

Travelport

9.178 We have found that Sabre’s internal documents discussing the
implementation of the distribution component of NDC strategy (in particular
GDS passthrough) consider Travelport to be a relevant competitor []:
(a) [] in the presentations described at paragraph 9.174(a) above.
(b) A presentation titled [] dated 12 April 2018 sets out in the context of
Sabre’s NDC distribution capabilities that [].872
(c) A presentation dated 22 May 2018 titled [] discusses [].873
•

Datalex

9.179 We have discussed Sabre’s internal documents regarding Datalex in the
subsection on merchandising solutions (paragraphs 9.83 to 9.86 above). We
noted that Sabre’s discussions on Datalex were generally at a high level and
did not distinguish between specific merchandising and distribution products.
We therefore consider that these documents are also relevant to how Sabre
viewed Datalex as a rival in distribution and that our observations above
apply equally here.

[].
[].
871 []
872 [].
873 [].
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•

Other competitors

9.180 As noted above, we have found that Sabre’s NGR/NGD strategy documents
only sporadically refer to other competitors and that Sabre’s internal
documents do not consistently refer to other competitors across internal
documents. In particular, Sabre has not conducted in-depth assessments of
other competitors with regard to their NDC merchandising or distribution
capabilities.
9.181 In this context, two of the [] presentations compare other competitors
unfavourably to Farelogix and Amadeus:
(a) A slide in the [] presentation dated 22 May 2017 sets out []. 874
(b) A further slide in the [] sets out that [] Farelogix and Amadeus are the
most relevant threats with other providers providing more limited
technology’. The slide sets out [].875 A version of this slide is also
included in the [] presentation dated 15 August 2017.
9.182 In other instances, in particular in more recent documents, Sabre’s internal
documents refer to other competitors alongside Farelogix and Amadeus,
although not referring to the same competitors consistently:
(a) As set out at paragraph 9.174(a) above, Sabre’s most recent Investment
Planning document for the year 2020 dated 21 July 2019 sets out that with
regard to NDC [].876
(b) A Sabre presentation by []877 [] dated 18 October 2018 discusses [].
878
[].879
(c) A slide on thought-leadership in the [] presentation dated 4 August 2017
sets out that [].880
9.183 Some presentations also provide general commentary on competitors:
(a) with regard to NDC Exchange, on 7 September 2018, Sabre’s Vice
President [] 881 sent an email to individuals of Sabre’s senior

[].
[].
876 [].
877 [].
878 [].
879 [].
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881 [].
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management, including its [] regarding ATPCO’s NDC Exchange setting
out that []882; and
(b) the [] and [] presentations include some commentary on competitors:
(i) [];
(ii) [];
(iii) [];
(iv) []; and
(v) [].883
•

Airline.com

9.184 Regarding the airline.com channel, the Parties have submitted evidence of
[]. However, as set out at paragraph 9.166 above []. Furthermore, we
have not seen evidence to suggest that airline.com has been a primary
driver for Sabre to invest in its own NGR/NGD capabilities (with the evidence
on the Parties’ rationale for investing into NGR/NGD being set out above
and in Appendix D). In this context, a presentation for the Board of Directors
(May 2017) said []. The presentation further noted that [].’884
•

Self-supply by airlines

9.185 We found that self-supply by airlines in NDC APIs is not referenced or
discussed in Sabre’s internal documents and in particular Sabre does not
assess or consider in-house NDC API solutions when considering relevant
benchmarks for its NDC strategy and does not explicitly reference airlines
increasing use of these solutions as a threat to its wider strategy.
Farelogix’s internal documents
9.186 We now turn to assessing the evidence from Farelogix:
(a) First, we examine the evidence on how Farelogix views airlines’ use of
different indirect distribution channels;
(b) second, we discuss the competitive constraints it faces;

[].
[].
884 [].
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883
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(c) third, we set out the evidence on how it perceives the links between
merchandising and distribution solutions; and
(d) finally, we consider how it markets itself to airlines in distribution.
Evidence on future indirect channel distribution mix
9.187 In the [] provided to Sabre (June 2018), Farelogix sets out [] and that
[]. 885
9.188 Farelogix’s internal documents show that it was actively working with GDSs
to implement GDS pass-through for airlines and expected revenue growth
from this:
(a) The []provided to Sabre dated June 2018 sets out that [].886 Similar
statements are repeated throughout the presentation and in a comparable
presentation give to [].887 This indicates that [].
(b) Both the [] dated June 2018 and a presentation provided to [] in the
context of the Merger set out that it assumed [].888
(c) As set out in Appendix C, Farelogix management projected [].
9.189 Nonetheless we have seen evidence which indicates that Farelogix
considered that direct connect would continue to play a role within
distribution strategies of airlines:
(a) The presentation [] dated 27-28 June 2018 sets out that []889.
(b) In an email from a Farelogix contact in the [] to Farelogix’s CEO
(amongst others) dated 9 July 2018, [].890 [].891
(c) [].892
(d) As set out in Appendix C, Farelogix management projected its revenues
from GDS bypass would continue to grow over the near term.

[].
[].
887 [].
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890 [].
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9.190 Furthermore, in an email from Farelogix’s CEO to [] Group’s CEO dated
29 June 2018, Farelogix’s CEO described how [].893 An internal document
dated 15 August 2018 sent via email from Farelogix’s CEO to Farelogix’s
CTO and Farelogix’s CFO discussing Farelogix’s different sale options also
sets out that [],894 suggesting that Farelogix’s products (including its NDC
API) was still exercising competitive pressure on Sabre, even within the
context of Sabre implementing GDS-pass-through.
Competitive constraints on Farelogix
9.191 Within distribution, we have found that Farelogix’s internal documents show
that it considered the GDS companies to be closer competitors than other
NDC API providers such as Datalex and OpenJaw and that it communicated
this both internally and externally to [] . We note in this context that to the
extent that Farelogix considered the statements to [] to be incorrect, it did
not correct or amend these prior to the announcement of the deal in
November 2018:
(a) The Farelogix document titled []drafted by Farelogix’s CEO and dated 20
February 2018,895 discussing market drivers in offer creation and distribution
sets out with respect to risk factors to Farelogix’s FLX OC product that
[].896 [].897
(b) Another document prepared by Farelogix’s CEO in or after May 2018,898 sets
out with respect to the threat posed by [].899 []. 900 []. 901 [].902 [].903
(c) A slide deck prepared for [] titled [] dated 27-28 June 2018 in response
to a question from [] on who Farelogix views as the ‘key competitors’ for
each product sets out: ‘[]. 904 [].905
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(d) with regard to NDC Exchange, a Farelogix internal note dated November
2018 describes the functionality of the product and then in a section titled
[].’906
9.192 The Parties submitted internal Farelogix emails in which Farelogix
individuals comment on ongoing bids and RFPs both with regard to NDC
APIs. While a number of these only list or make passing reference to other
suppliers participating in the RFP,907 some discuss adapting Farelogix’s
bids:
(a) in submitting a final bid for [] including potentially several Farelogix
products including FLX OC and, FLX Shop & Price and FLX M, [] is
discussed in an email from Theo Kruijssen (Farelogix CFO) dated 1
September 2017, who sets out that, [].908 []909; and
(b) when Farelogix competed to retain [] for Farelogix Open Connect in 2017
(for which it was successful), an email to Farelogix’s CEO dated 22 March
2017 sets out [].910 [].911
9.193 The Parties submitted that these internal documents support the conclusion
that Farelogix faces strong competition from other airline IT companies. We
note that both examples cited above are from 2017 (ie prior to the
documents drafted by Farelogix’s CEO discussing the competitive landscape
from 2018). We also note that comments on interactions on specific bids,
which are limited in terms of frequency, may not be representative of
competitive dynamics overall and may not provide an accurate indication of
a supplier’s competitive threat and therefore need to be considered in light of
all the evidence including from other internal document sources and third
party evidence (see in this context our analysis on Datalex and DXC
Technologies in chapter 8 above).
9.194 In regard to more recent documents, we have only seen a very limited
number of Farelogix documents discussing competitive conditions. Of those
which do, we have found these to generally be less comprehensive in their
assessment of competitive threats than the internal documents set out in the
preceding section:

[].
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(a) A document titled []dated December 2018 (ie after the Merger was
agreed) provided a graph setting out the competitors to each of Farelogix’s
products, listing 12 companies as being able to compete for either
merchandising, NDC APIs or both. However, the slide deck does not offer
any commentary on the strength of each competitor (eg there is no mention
that Sabre’s merchandising solution does not use the NDC standard).912
(b) An internal presentation to Farelogix’s CEO on [] (4 March 2019) sets out
that Farelogix is [].913 The speaking notes to the slide say [].914
9.195 Notwithstanding Farelogix’s testimony at the US trial and in submissions to
us, we have not found that Farelogix’s internal documents suggest that it
[]. The Parties have also not provided any corroborating internal
documents suggesting that Farelogix is facing a ‘technological debt’ with
respect to the schema of its NDC API.
How Farelogix perceives links between merchandising and distribution
9.196 We have examined the extent to which Farelogix considers that demand by
airlines for merchandising and distribution are linked as airlines require both,
and that being able to offer both provided an advantage to Farelogix:
(a) The Farelogix document titled [] drafted by Farelogix’s CEO and dated
20 February 2018915 on market drivers sets out [].’916 [].’917 []918 [].
(b) In the same document Farelogix sets out that [].919
(c) In the context of discussing competition from the GDSs, another document
prepared by Farelogix’s CEO in or after May 2018,920 sets out that [].921
(d) Similarly, a slide deck prepared for [] titled [] dated 27-28 June 2018,
Farelogix sets out [].’922 [].’923
9.197 In this context, we have also found that the complementarity between
merchandising and distribution as well as the ability for airlines to distribute
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offers in a channel agnostic manner are highlighted by Farelogix’s marketing
material, indicating that such linkages were important to airlines and that
Farelogix enables airlines to distribute offers across multiple distribution
channels:
(a) A recent blog post by Farelogix dated 21 January 2020 sets out that there
are four pillars of an airline business case for its retailing transformation,
namely ‘Increased revenue through advanced merchandising of ancillary
products’, ‘Optimized revenue through dynamic pricing’, ‘Competitive
advantage’ and ‘Maximizing distribution efficiency’;924
(b) In a presentation titled [] dated 20 March 2018, Farelogix presents
[]925;
(c) A presentation titled [] dated February 2018 [].926; and
(d) In a presentation given to [] in August 2018 titled [], Farelogix includes
within a set of slides on the NDC business case that it provides the airlines
with []927 [].928
How Farelogix markets itself to airlines
9.198 As with merchandising, we have found that Farelogix’s [] provided to
Sabre (June 2018) setting out that [] includes that NDC is able to []and
adds that NDC [].929 Another slide sets out that [].930 The next slide sets
out that [].931
9.199 Farelogix’s documents also highlight its neutrality on how airlines use or
distribute offers, its independence from the PSSs and GDSs and its lack of
conflicts of interest as key selling points of its NDC (including is distribution)
products:
(a) A slide deck prepared for [] titled [] dated 27-28 June 2018 provides
some insights on Farelogix’s competitive position in the market, noting that
its advantages over competitors in ‘[] are that it has [];’932

Trends, Ideas, and Musings to Kick off the New Year: The Final Chapter, http://blog.farelogix.com/trendsideas-and-musings-to-kick-off-the-new-year-asia-pacific-outlook.
925 [].
926 [].
927 [].
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(b) In a marketing presentation titled [] (August 2018), Farelogix sets out that
it []933;
(c) In a marketing presentation titled [] (20 March 2018), one of the benefits
of Farelogix’s Airline Commerce Gateway (including its merchandising and
distribution products) is set out to be []934; and
(d) Another marketing presentation titled ‘[] dated 5 February 2018,
Farelogix presents its FLX OC and FLX NDC API products and sets out
under the heading [] that they provide ‘[].935 [].936
9.200 As set out at paragraph 9.100 above, we have also found that Farelogix
considered that it had additional advantages in competing for airline
customers, including established customer links, interoperability with other
suppliers and a proven track record in implementing NDC solutions
(including its distribution solutions) with airlines:
(a) In the [] provided to Sabre (June 2018), Farelogix sets out that it has
[]937. []; and
(b) In the presentation titled [] dated 11 October 2018, Farelogix sets out
that []938 [].939
Farelogix’s growth
9.201 While we acknowledge the evidence submitted by the Parties in paragraph
9.156, we have also received information from Farelogix which indicates that
its claimed scaling issues are not substantially affecting its business:
(a) Noting the Parties’ submission in paragraph 9.159 above, we consider it
relevant that Farelogix circulated internal communications stating that
[].940
(b) At its hearing with the CMA, Farelogix told us that its stability and scalability
issues [].941 Farelogix also told us that it had no intention of exiting the
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distribution business942 and that it continued to anticipate it would become
a ‘volume business’ as NDC gained acceptance.943
9.202 To the extent that Farelogix is suffering from scaling problems, [] have not
prevented it from competing for new customers (see also the bidding data in
chapter 8),nor from continuing to develop new product features:
(a) A presentation delivered to Farelogix’s board in April 2019 stated that
Farelogix was working on new sales opportunities with the following
airlines: [].944 [].945
(b) Farelogix told us that, since the production of the April 2019 board
presentation, it was pursuing further pipeline opportunities including
possible deals [].946
(c) Internal emails dated March 2019 show that Farelogix discussed which
airline customers it could target as ’moon shots’, identifying [] and [] as
potential opportunities.947
(d) Farelogix marketing materials show that it introduced a new ‘FLX Seat
Manager’ functionality to FLX Merchandising in July 2019 and that it
announced new features for FLX Merchandising at the same time.948
9.203 Farelogix internal documents also show that it has plans to address stability
issues and that it had already taken some steps to [].949 For example, in
an update for the board in April 2019, Farelogix stated that it had recently
hired experienced staff with specific expertise, including in technology
change management, and that it planned to recruit further to be able to
better handle new customer implementations. The presentation also stated
that Farelogix:950
(a) [];
(b) [];951 and
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(c) []. The presentation noted that Farelogix had already []and
agreements were pending with [].
9.204 We note that Farelogix subsequently told us that these actions were merely
a starting point to [].952 Specifically, Farelogix told us that individual hires
were not sufficient to [].953 We also note that the DOJ’s proposed findings
of fact in the Delaware Proceedings stated that moving to the cloud had
helped improve Farelogix’s system stability and scalability.954
9.205 Finally, we note that Sandler told us that [],955 [].956 We consider that, if
[], Sandler would have been more willing to consider alternative bids, [].
Importantly, in the event that Sandler were to pursue an alternative
transaction, the available evidence suggests that Farelogix could have
resolved its claimed scaling issues through such an alternative
acquisition.957
Sabre’s valuation model
9.206 Evidence from valuation models is one possible source of relevant evidence
for different aspects of our assessment, including the potential growth of the
target business in the counterfactual and possible anti-competitive effects.
Typically, this evidence is not determinative by itself and will be assessed
alongside other relevant evidence.958
9.207 When assessing the value of a potential target for acquisition, firms will
typically use multiple valuation methods. One such method, a discounted
cash flow analysis, bases a firm’s value on the present value of the future
profits expected to be earned by the target. It is common for the acquirer to
assess the value of the profits that the target would be expected to generate
on a standalone basis, before incorporating anticipated synergies deriving
from the merger (for example, any incremental profits or anticipated cost
savings). An analysis of the standalone projections for the target business
can provide useful insight into its likely performance in the counterfactual.
Similarly, reviewing the synergies anticipated from a merger may indicate
competition concerns, where for example the valuation model includes
assumed price increases, reducing investment or the protection of revenues
that the acquirer may otherwise lose as a result of competition from the

[].
[].
954 United States of America vs Sabre Corporate, docket 244, paragraph 312.
955 [].
956 See Appendix C.
957 Farelogix’s CEO stated in an email exchange []. Farelogix management also stated internally [].
958 See Ex-post assessment of merger control decisions in digital markets, section I.5.
952
953
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target. Such anti-competitive effects may explain a purchase price that may
otherwise be perceived to be too high (ie the acquirer is willing to pay a
‘premium’ for the market power it attains from the merger). However, firms
may not always disclose such synergies in their valuation models, or such
effects may be difficult to estimate with any precision.
9.208 In this case, as regards the likely growth of the target business, we consider
that the revenue projections which underlie Sabre’s valuation model show
Sabre’s expectation that Farelogix would continue to grow as an
independent business. These projections show that Sabre anticipated that:
(a) Farelogix would [], in the coming years; and
(b) this growth would be driven primarily by []. Specifically:
(i) In merchandising, Sabre projected an increase in FLX M revenue
from [] in 2018 to around [] in 2021, including new customer wins
each year;959
(ii) in distribution, Sabre projected an increase in Farelogix GDS bypass
ticket sales from [] tickets in 2018 to [] tickets in 2020, and an
increase in Farelogix GDS pass-through ticket sales, from [] in
2018 to [] in 2020;960 and
(iii) Sabre anticipated total revenue growth from [] in 2018 to [] in
2021.961
9.209 As a result of this growth, Sabre projected that Farelogix would [].
9.210 We also note that the Parties’ forecasts used in the valuation models do not
support their submission that Farelogix, operating independently, would [].
9.211 Having considered the projections for Farelogix as a standalone business,
we next reviewed the synergies that Sabre expected to be generated from
the Merger and considered their relevance to our assessment of each of
merchandising and distribution.
9.212 As regards merchandising, and as described earlier in this chapter, we note
that the synergies in Sabre’s valuation model included []. 962 We consider

See Appendix C and [].
See Appendix C.
961 See Appendix C.
962 Paragraph 9.42(d).
959
960
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that this indicates Sabre’s intentions to improve its merchandising solution
and to compete more strongly in merchandising absent the Merger.
9.213 In addition, we note that Sabre’s valuation model included an assumption
that []. Sabre stated that this was because it assumed []. 963 This
indicates the incentives for Sabre to improve its own merchandising solution
absent the Merger.
9.214 In distribution, we agree with the Parties that quantified synergies included in
Sabre’s model do not include incremental profits deriving from anticompetitive effects, for example from GDS revenues that would otherwise be
lost to Farelogix, or from Sabre raising prices post-Merger. We also note that
quantified synergies do not include reduced investment in developing GDS
passthrough following the Merger. While informative, this absence of
evidence is clearly not determinative by itself, particularly given that, as
noted above, firms may not always include synergies related to potential
anti-competitive effects in their models or quantify them with any precision.
More generally, it is also not necessary for a valuation exercise to include an
overt assessment of the anti-competitive potential of a merger for the CMA
to find competition concerns. As with our assessment of merchandising, it is
important to consider the evidence from the valuation model and supporting
documents in the overall context of the Merger and alongside the totality of
other evidence received during our inquiry.
Summary of Parties’ evidence on distribution solutions
9.215 We have found that Sabre considered that the airlines’ move to demanding
NDC solutions represented a threat to Sabre’s business. It estimated that
without investing in NDC solutions [].
9.216 We have found that Sabre’s internal documents show that its [], with
Farelogix identified among the most important suppliers of these services.
These documents also indicate that, even if GDS bypass were to remain a
relatively small part of the distribution market, this would only be because it
has played (and continues to play) a significant role in pushing the GDSs
themselves to introduce new services such as GDS pass-through so as to
prevent the loss of greater GDS volumes to other channels. In addition,
Farelogix’s internal documents see growth in GDS pass-through but also a
continued role for GDS bypass in some airlines’ distribution strategies.

963

Paragraph 9.68.
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9.217 Sabre and Farelogix’s internal documents show that Farelogix’s competitive
position in distribution is enhanced by its strong position in merchandising.
Both Sabre’s and Farelogix’s internal documents make reference to the
ability to []. Farelogix documents also recognise in the context of airlines
seeking to move away from legacy models, merchandising and distribution
are key to this and that the use of merchandising in turn drives a need for
NDC-compatible distribution and vice versa. Farelogix has been and remains
well placed to capture sales from this changing demand by being active in
both merchandising and distribution.
9.218 While we note that there is some evidence that Farelogix has faced technical
and scaling issues in its distribution business, we consider that the available
evidence supports a view that such issues are surmountable and have not
materially affected its ability to compete. []964 [].
9.219 Sabre’s internal documents also indicate that Sabre also views Amadeus as
a significant competitor and Travelport as a relevant competitor in
distribution. We have found that Sabre’s internal documents, while
occasionally listing other competitors ([]), do not refer to other competitors
with as much frequency or in as much depth as Farelogix, Amadeus and
Travelport.
9.220 We have found that Farelogix views the GDSs to be stronger competitors
than NDC API providers (such as Datalex and OpenJaw).
9.221 With regard to the threat of airline.com, we note that Sabre’s internal
documents do not suggest that this was a material driver for its investment in
NDC distribution solutions.
9.222 We have also found that self-supply by airlines of NDC APIs are not
discussed in the Parties’ internal documents in any meaningful way.

964

Chapter 9, section on ‘Evidence on Farelogix’s growth’.
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10. Evidence from third parties
10.1

Chapter 9 examined evidence from the Parties on the Parties’ investment
and expansion plans, how they perceive and react to competitive threats
from rivals and other sources (eg self-supply) for both the merchandising
solutions and distribution solutions markets. This Chapter takes a similar
approach and presents evidence we have gathered from third parties
regarding the merchandising solutions and distribution solutions markets,
comprising third party suppliers, airlines and travel agents.

Evidence from competitors
10.2

This section sets out the evidence we have gathered from the Parties’
competitors, drawing from competitors’ internal documents, and their
responses to our questionnaires and calls.965 The chapter evaluates the
qualitative evidence on how suppliers view the competitive landscape, what
are the strengths of individual suppliers or channels, and their strategy and
growth plans regarding the development of NDC solutions. Some of the
evidence is common to both merchandising and distribution markets; we
identify these instances where appropriate. Further examples of supporting
evidence similar to that cited and quoted below are set out in Appendix E.

10.3

The chapter builds on chapter 8 which discussed the current capabilities of
suppliers and some quantitative measures of current competition. From the
evidence presented in that chapter we found that Farelogix and Amadeus
are currently the two leading suppliers of merchandising solutions. We also
found that Farelogix is the most prominent and successful provider of NDCcompatible distribution solutions followed by Amadeus and, to a lesser
extent, OpenJaw. This chapter evaluates other qualitative evidence and
takes a more forward-looking perspective than does chapter 8.

10.4

We first present the evidence relating to merchandising and then examine the
evidence relating to distribution. Finally, we consider competitors’ views on
the Merger.

We have received responses to our questionnaires from 16 providers of merchandising and/or distribution
solutions: Amadeus, Atriis, Datalex, HitchHiker, Interes, ITA, JR Technologies, OpenJaw, Peakwork, PROS,
SAP, SITA, Travelfusion, Travelport, Wooba, Zulu. ATPCO submitted that []. We have had calls with six
providers (PROS, ITA, JR Technologies, OpenJaw, Interes, Travelport) and held a hearing with Amadeus. In
addition, we have received senior management-level internal documents in relation to strategy, growth plans and
competitors monitoring from six providers: Amadeus, Travelport, OpenJaw, Datalex, PROS and ITA. Throughout
the report, we specify whether each piece of evidence is drawn from questionnaires, calls, or internal documents.
965
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Evidence from competitors on merchandising
Competitive landscape and strength of merchandising suppliers
•

Competitors’ internal documents

10.5

We consider how third party suppliers of merchandising solutions monitor
rivalry between one another offers probative evidence of the competitive
environment in which the Parties operate. We have examined internal
documents of third party providers to understand their perceptions of the
competitive constraints in the market, including the threats from Sabre and
Farelogix. We have given weight to, competitors’ internal documents, which
set out their competitive strategies and growth plans We consider these
provide evidence on similar points as those listed in relation to the Parties’
internal documents above (chapter 9), ie they are informative of competitors’
market positioning relative to the Parties’, the strength of their constraints on
the Parties, and how these might change in the future. The summaries for
each supplier are below.
•

10.6

Amadeus

Amadeus documents consider a number of suppliers of merchandising
solutions including Farelogix, Datalex, OpenJaw and Sabre. The documents
also discuss in-house supply by the airlines and some documents (which are
more recent) also mention []. The more recent documents also [].
Generally, the commentary in these documents presents Farelogix [].
Commentary on other supply solutions is []. This is illustrated in the
following examples:966

(a) [].967
(b) In a presentation from December 2018, Amadeus benchmarks itself
against Farelogix across Merchandising, NDC (IT) and Shopping functions.
The slide states that []968
(c) [].969

Please note that some of the documents and quotes presented in this section are also relevant for the
distribution section in paragraphs 10.42 et seq.
967 [].
968 [].
969 [].
966
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(d) [].970
(e) [].971
(f) [].972 [].
•
10.7

Datalex monitors rivalry in ‘airline retailing’ which includes merchandising
and distribution. A November 2019 Datalex document, indicated that
Farelogix and OpenJaw are transitioning from being ‘independent from PSS
providers’ to ‘extension to PSS systems.’ 973 Datalex provided another
benchmark report [] dated July 2019 in which Datalex is listed as one of
the ‘leaders’ in Airline Retailing []. OpenJaw and PROS are not listed
amongst the leaders but are seen as ‘challengers.’ [].974
•

10.8

OpenJaw

OpenJaw also monitors competition in ‘airline retailing’. Its documents refer
to [] as its main competitors in airline retailing. In a recent presentation,
OpenJaw acknowledges [] weakened position due its financial
difficulties.975
•

10.9

Datalex

PROS

PROS provided detailed competitive analysis reports on the technical
capabilities of Farelogix, Amadeus and Sabre. The report on Farelogix
focuses on its merchandising solution, while the other two concern Sabre’s
and Amadeus’ revenue management solutions.976 In a document from
August 2019, PROS has identified Datalex’s weakened position, [] and
Amadeus’ minimal investments in UI [user interface]/Mobile as market
dynamics that PROS should take advantage of.977

10.10 Two documents from Amadeus and OpenJaw recognised Farelogix’
independence from a GDS and PSS as a factor relevant to its competitive

[].
[].
972 [].
973 [].
974 [].
975 [].
976 PROS submitted that []. See [].
977 [].
970
971
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position currently and indicate that this would be lost as a result of the
Merger.
(a) An OpenJaw document concerning the impact of Sabre’s proposed
acquisition of Farelogix and [] on OpenJaw’s competitive environment
stated that []’ 978 OpenJaw told us that the document did not necessarily
represent the current view of the company.979
(b) In a document assessing Sabre’s proposed acquisition of Farelogix,
Amadeus noted that, [].980
•

Competitors’ submitted views
•

Views on main competitors in merchandising

10.11 We asked competitors to identify who they consider to be their main
competitors of merchandising. Farelogix, Amadeus and Sabre were the most
frequently mentioned, and Datalex was also frequently identified. OpenJaw
and PROS are also mentioned but to a lesser extent. ITA was not identified
as a competitor by other suppliers.981
(a) Amadeus listed Farelogix, Sabre, Datalex, OpenJaw and in-house airline IT
as its main competitors in merchandising and NDC compatible solutions
and considered Farelogix a ‘very strong’ competitor in merchandising
modules. 982 At the hearing, Amadeus told us that it []983 but that it
considered itself catching up in terms of functionalities. On PSS
competition more generally, Amadeus told us that [], which is ‘a very
established system’ [] Sabre has started rewriting its systems onto open
technologies []. Amadeus noted that it took its business [] to re-write
its systems onto open technologies.984
(b) OpenJaw told us that it considered [] as its main competitors in
merchandising. It defined [] as ‘quite a strong player’ and ‘a leader in

[].
[].
980 [].
981 Phase 2 CMA competitor questionnaire, Q4(c): ‘If you supply Merchandising module, please provide the
following information in relation to your Merchandising modules: (c) who your main competitors are in the supply
of Merchandising modules’ – eight competitors provided a response, among which one submitted it does not
provide merchandising – and Phase 1 CMA service provider questionnaire, Q5(c): ‘For each of the following noncore PSS modules you provide, please set out in the table below: (c) who your main competitors are worldwide
and (if different) in Europe’ – the table listed ‘Merchandising, Scheduling, Inventory and availability, Shopping and
pricing’ and eight competitors provided a response.
982 []. See also Amadeus’ response to the Issues Statement, section 3.
983 [].
984 [].
978
979
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NDC enablement’ albeit with a ‘narrow focus on direct connect and GDS
bypass’. It also submitted that Sabre and Amadeus have incumbency with
airlines, that [] many customers in the [] give it potential to win others
and that, [] is ‘functionally strong’ but currently under financial stress.985
(c) PROS listed Sabre, Farelogix and Amadeus as its main competitors in
merchandising.986
(d) ITA listed ‘PSS providers’, Farelogix and Datalex as its main competitors in
merchandising. It submitted that its merchandising offering is comparable
to FLX M, despite the smaller volume of business/impacted passengers or
tickets.987
(e) [] submitted that [] other competitors are ‘OpenJaw, Datalex and
Amadeus and Sabre, (not because of their technology, but because of their
presence and contractual access to system environment, RFPs etc.).’ 988
[] told us that it sees Farelogix as a direct competitor in
merchandising.989
(f) [] told us that it does not see Farelogix, Sabre or Amadeus as its
competitors in airline retailing as it focuses on a different space [] It told
us that [].990
(g) Both [] and SITA submitted that Farelogix, Sabre, Amadeus, Datalex and
OpenJaw are their main competitors in merchandising. 991, 992
•

Views on self-supply of merchandising

10.12 We have asked competitors to what extent they consider self-supply by
airlines (ie building merchandising solutions in-house) to be a constraint.993
Most competitors said airlines increasingly focus on core competencies and
outsource IT and that the constraint from in-house solutions is limited as only

[].
[].
987 [].
988 []
989 [].
990 [].
991 [].
992 [].
993 Phase 1 CMA service provider questionnaire, Q17: ‘To what extent do you consider airlines’ in-house
solutions, ie the ability to build non-core PSS modules constrain technology and software companies such as
yourself, Sabre or Farelogix? For example, do airlines use the possibility to build their in-house solutions when
negotiating for contracts?’ – 10 providers replied. Although the exact question concerned more generally ‘noncore PSS modules’ we consider that, being merchandising a non-core PSS module, this is relevant for us to draw
inferences on merchandising.
985
986
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large airlines have the resources and capabilities to develop merchandising
internally.
(a) OpenJaw submitted that, although airline inhouse IT teams are always a
competitor, many airlines are moving towards focussing on core
competencies and outsourcing IT.994
(b) PROS submitted that ‘only the very largest airlines (ie United, Delta, etc)
have the interest/resources to develop modules in-house.’ 995
(c) [].996
(d) [] submitted that very few airlines have the ability to build non-core PSS
modules in-house.997
(e) SITA submitted that the constraint from in-house merchandising is ‘limited’
as airlines tend to engage with external providers.998
10.13 Only one competitor (Amadeus) said in-house merchandising solutions are a
feasible/credible alternative for airlines, which constrain its ‘market behaviour
and negotiations.’ 999
Competitors’ strategies in NDC-compatible merchandising solutions
10.14 We have examined competitor internal documents related to their
investment and expansion plans to assist us in our dynamic assessment of
the market. We have considered their strategies in developing
merchandising solutions, to understand the extent to which they have
constrained and will continue to constrain the Parties. Further to the findings
described in the preceding section on competitive landscape, our
assessment focuses on Amadeus, Datalex, OpenJaw, PROS and ITA. We
consider their internal documents and responses to our questionnaires and
calls.
10.15 All these suppliers have NDC strategies that include merchandising and
distribution, as well as other elements of airline retailing more broadly. We
set out their overall strategies in this section. Elements of their plans specific

[].
[].
996 [].
997 [].
998 [].
999 [].
994
995
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to distribution will be discussed when we present evidence relating to
distribution from paragraph 10.53.
•

Amadeus

10.16 As Amadeus is generally considered further ahead in the development of its
NDC strategy than Sabre, we have also assessed how Amadeus’ NDC
strategy has evolved over time as well as its plans going forward, the factors
that drove Amadeus’ strategic choices and the extent to which it has
responded to the potential disruption of its business model. We consider this
to be relevant as to inform our analysis of Sabre’s drivers in developing an
NDC strategy and its future evolution in the counterfactual.
10.17 []. In doing so, Amadeus consistently benchmarked itself against [].1000
10.18 []. Specifically:
(a) [].1001
(b) [].1002
(c) [].1003
10.19 In terms of its plans going forward, Amadeus submitted that it has today
completed most of its investment in its merchandising capabilities and plans
[].1004 Amadeus told us that [].1005 Amadeus submitted that [].1006
Amadeus told us that [].1007 Amadeus added that it continues to invest to
ensure that its NDC-capable products evolve in line with the IATA NDC
standard.1008
10.20 Amadeus submitted that it plays a leading role in innovating in the market
and it is committed to developing NDC solutions.1009

See Appendix E, paragraphs 48-53 for details on specific documents.
[].
1002 [].
1003
[].
1004 [].
1005 [].
1006 [].
1007 [].
1008 [].
1009 Amadeus’ response to the Provisional Findings, section 4.
1000
1001
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•

Datalex

10.21 Datalex told us that, in the context of its recently publicised financial
issues,1010 it had undergone a substantive reorganisation in the past twelve
months and that it was reviewing its entire business with a view to breaking
even in 2019 before aiming for growth from 2020 onwards.1011 Datalex told us
that it had internal strategy plans in place to stabilise the business1012 and that
it anticipated [] growth across merchandising and NDC [],1013 [].1014
10.22 Datalex provided a series of documents which described [].1015 Datalex
also submitted [].1016 The evidence that we received from Datalex’s
internal documents and further details on its recent financial issues are set
out in Appendix E.
10.23 We consider that the documents provided by Datalex []. In particular, we
consider that [].
•

OpenJaw

10.24 OpenJaw told us that it saw an increasing pipeline of opportunities for its
platforms and that it expected to compete strongly as the market shifts
towards airline-controlled retailing and NDC.1017 It provided [].1018
OpenJaw’s product roadmap indicates that [].
10.25 OpenJaw told us that it had ‘invested heavily’ in building its t-Retail platform
[] and that it aimed to grow its presence in NDC-enabled merchandising
and distribution solutions in the coming years. OpenJaw told us that it
[].1019
10.26 OpenJaw’s internal documents showed that it anticipates a number of
potential challenges in the market for NDC solutions, which is limited due to
‘high barriers to entry’ and characterised by slow take up by airlines. [].1020

See Datalex investor relations website. See also Appendix E, paragraphs 72-74.
[].
1012 [].
1013 [].
1014 Paragraph 8.25.
1015 [].
1016 [].
1017 [].
1018 See Appendix E, paragraphs 82-91 and [].
1019 [].
1020 See Appendix E, paragraphs 82-91 and [].
1010
1011
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10.27 The documents provided to us by OpenJaw indicate that it [] and its plans
do not indicate that it is likely to grow materially from its current competitive
position.
•

PROS

10.28 PROS told us that it had plans to improve its product features and
functionality in NDC-compatible solutions in the coming years.1021 [].1022
10.29 PROS told us that it would likely face a number of difficulties in seeking to
expand, which applies to the supply of merchandising and distribution
solutions, including:
(a) Difficulty in accessing airline information owned or controlled by the major
PSS providers, from both a technical and commercial perspective;1023
(b) Anti-competitive tactics by PSS providers to block airline use of third party
technology offerings;1024
(c) Operational complexity associated with global privacy and data protection
compliance;1025 and
(d) The availability of technical personnel with relevant airline industry
experience.1026
10.30 PROS provided only a limited number of relevant strategy documents. The
documents provided by PROS []. Our detailed review of the documents
provided by PROS is set out in Appendix E.
•

ITA

10.31 ITA told us that it has plans to invest more in NDC, dynamic pricing and
cache-based shopping products in the future.1027 []1028 [].1029

[].
[].
1023 PROS told us that []. [].
1024 PROS told us that []. [].
1025 [].
1026 [].
1027 [].
1028 [].
1029 []. See [].
1021
1022
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10.32 ITA told us that it was still considering its strategy in NDC solutions and that
its plans were at an early stage in development.1030 []1031 and we note that
an internal document described Farelogix as the market leader in this regard
and stated that [].1032
10.33 ITA also told us that, while it did not see major obstacles to its plan going
forward, it anticipated that there may be difficulties caused by the length of
negotiations for new contracts and that the technical process of changing
shopping and pricing systems could present challenges for airlines.1033
[].1034
10.34 The document that we have reviewed from ITA shows that []1035 [].
Overall summary of competitor evidence in merchandising
10.35 We have used competitor evidence on the competitive landscape to assess
the current state of competition in the market for merchandising solutions. In
summary, having examined competitors’ internal documents and
submissions and seen which competitors are referred to most frequently, as
well as the depth at which they are considered, this evidence indicates that
that Farelogix, Amadeus, Sabre and Datalex, whose financial difficulties are
recognised by competitors, are the main providers in merchandising.
OpenJaw and PROS are generally viewed as lesser competitors. ITA is
generally not referred to among the main providers in merchandising in
competitors’ internal documents or submissions. Self-supply by airlines of
merchandising solutions is not seen by suppliers as a strong constraint.
10.36 Amadeus is clearly viewed as a strong competitor by suppliers generally.
Amadeus currently does not supply PSS-agnostic merchandising solutions
to airlines on a standalone basis, instead it supplies merchandising as part
of an NDC retailing solution.
10.37 We have used competitor evidence on their strategies and future plans to
help us form a dynamic assessment of the marketplace. Concerning
competitors’ NDC strategies related to merchandising, we note that
Amadeus has been []. We expect that Amadeus will continue to exercise a
strong constraint going forward. We expect other, non-GDS, merchandising
suppliers including Datalex, PROS, OpenJaw and ITA to continue to supply

[].
[].
1032 []. See also Appendix E, paragraphs 109-112.
1033 [].
1034 [].
1035 [].
1030
1031
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and exert some constraint, though we have material doubts over the
intention, incentive and/or ability of these suppliers to increase their
competitive constraint significantly post-Merger:
(a) Datalex does have plans to grow its merchandising solutions revenue but it
faces considerable financial difficulties which may inhibit its ability to do so;
(b) OpenJaw told us that it has invested and aimed to grow its presence in
NDC-enabled merchandising solutions in the coming years. However, its
plans identified a number of weaknesses and challenges that it will face
and do not indicate that it is likely to grow materially from its current
competitive position
(c) PROS does plan to grow its merchandising revenues but described its
plans as being ‘aspirational’ and has not undertaken detailed planning; and
(d) ITA [].
Evidence from competitors on distribution
Competitive landscape and strength of distribution suppliers
10.38 As with the provision of merchandising solutions market above, we have
considered evidence from third party suppliers relating to the strengths of
individual distribution suppliers, distribution channels and airline self-supply
to be probative regarding the competitive environment in which the Parties
operate. We have examined competitors’ internal documents and their
responses to our questionnaires and calls.
10.39 It is relevant whether distribution solutions are supplied by GDSs or other
technology companies like Farelogix, OpenJaw, Datalex and PROS, as the
former have a range of related functions and revenue streams to protect and
grow within the distribution space. Therefore, we consider that GDSs’ views
on competition in the market for distribution solutions will necessarily differ
from the ones of other technology providers. These differences are
discussed in chapter 7. For example, GDSs operate two-sided platforms
balancing the demands of airlines and travel agents. Distribution solutions
supplied by a GDS may or may not offer airlines the option of bypassing the
GDS. As discussed in chapters 3 and 7, GDSs also provide a range of other
services. Distribution solutions supplied by Farelogix and companies such as
OpenJaw, Datalex and PROS, on the other hand, are technology solutions
supplied to airlines which allow them to decide how to distribute their content
to travel agents and travellers. We have been mindful of these differences
224

when considering how different providers view the competition that they
face.
•

Competitors’ internal documents

10.40 We consider how suppliers of distribution solutions monitor rivalry in their
internal documents, to understand their perceptions of the competitive
constraints in the markets including the threats from Sabre and Farelogix.
10.41 The documents indicate that the GDSs primarily monitor each other (and
other aggregators to a lesser degree) but they also acknowledge the threat
of ‘direct connect’ and ‘NDC’ providers including Farelogix. Other IT
providers (ie Datalex and OpenJaw) look at NDC compatible distribution
solutions in the broader context of airline retailing alongside GDS. The
documents also indicate that Farelogix is a recognised leader in NDCcompatible distribution solutions which allows airlines to establish direct
connects.
•

Amadeus

10.42 Amadeus’ documents show that it considers itself to be ahead of the other
two GDSs in distribution and perceives Sabre as the main competitive threat.
The documents identify Farelogix as an established leader in NDC and
direct connect and Travelfusion as a leading ‘aggregator’.1036, 1037 [].1038
Specifically:1039
(a) []1040 []1041
(b) [].1042
(c) [].1043
(d) [].1044

[].
[].
1038 [].
1039 In addition to the documents and quotes presented in this section, please also consider the ones presented
in the merchandising section in paragraph 10.6.
1040 [].
1041 [].
1042 [].
1043 [].
1044 [].
1036
1037
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(e) [].1045
(f) As mentioned in the merchandising section above, in a presentation from
December 2018, Amadeus benchmarks itself against Farelogix across
Merchandising, NDC and shopping functions. The presentation states that
[].1046
(g) [].1047
10.43 In relation to distribution channels more generally, Amadeus’ internal
documents identified both airline.com and direct connect as threats to its
GDS business.
10.44 []. This is illustrated in the following examples:
(a) [].1048
(b) [].1049 [].1050
(c) [].1051
•

Travelport

10.45 []1052. []
•

OpenJaw

10.46 As mentioned above, Datalex and OpenJaw look at distribution in the
broader context of airline retailing solutions and NDC.
10.47 An OpenJaw document in 2018 highlighted GDS/PSS (Amadeus, Sabre),
travel retailing platforms (eg OpenJaw, []), standalone NDC Providers
(Farelogix) and in-house solutions as the different options for airlines to
enable NDC. It stated that GDS/PSS providers have strong market position
to win NDC deals due to the ‘commercial levers they can pull with airlines’,
that []. 1053

[].
[].
1047 [].
1048 [].
1049 [].
1050 [].
1051 [].
1052 []
1053 [].
1045
1046
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•

Datalex

(a) A July 2019 study analysing the airline retailing market commissioned by
Datalex set out that ‘airline distribution is rapidly changing’ as an opening
statement and describes NDC and One Order as part of the ‘enhanced
airline retailing’ that more than ‘190 airlines will be looking to implement
over the next 5 years.’ 1054
•

ITA

10.48 []. 1055
•

Competitors’ submitted views
•

Views on use of GDS bypass and airline.com

10.49 We have been told during our inquiry by some third parties that providers of
GDS bypass solutions, such as Farelogix, offer airlines another option to
distribute content than going via the GDSs. We have also been told by some
third parties that in the event of worsening terms or poorer performance of
GDSs, airlines could divert booking volumes to airline.com. We therefore
asked competitors whether airlines have used the possibility of switching to,
or increasing their use of, other distribution channels (airline.com or direct
connects) in negotiations, to understand whether these channels are seen
as a competitive constraint on distribution suppliers.1056
10.50 Both GDS competitors submitted that airlines use the threats of both
airline.com and direct connects to get more favourable commercial terms.
(a) Amadeus said that airlines use both airline.com and GDS bypass (direct
connect and aggregators) as negotiation levers with Amadeus.1057 It also
submitted that:
(i) it faces ‘direct pressure’ from airline.com because airlines have been
successful in changing their business model to the detriment of GDSs

[].
[] provided by ITA.
1056 Phase 2 CMA competitor questionnaire, Q9: ‘Please explain how airlines negotiate contracts with you for (ii)
Services for indirect content distribution. In particular, please describe any mechanisms or leverages airlines
have used in negotiations with you with an aim to obtain more favourable contract terms or discounts (including
leveraging from one product to another). Please provide examples and indicate whether the negotiations resulted
in more favourable contract terms for the airline or not.’ The levers listed in the table provided below the
questions included: ‘the possibility of using Direct Connect’ and ‘The possibility of switching or increasing the
airline’s use of the direct channel (ie airline.com)’ – seven providers replied.
1057 [].
1054
1055
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(eg with surcharges and content withdrawal), and there has also been
a structural shift in bookings from the indirect to the direct channel in
the past few years,1058, 1059 whereby large airlines have been ‘very
aggressive in pushing their direct channel at the expense of indirect
channels’ and seek to marginalise neutral indirect distribution to avoid
comparison shopping;1060
(ii) [] and that direct connects have become more frequent in recent
years as ‘several large airlines have sought to drive business away
from the GDS channel.’ 1061
(iii) it is generally the airlines dictating the level of bookings fees via a
GDS, since without their content GDSs would not have a value
proposition to TAs, and that what seems to be the driving factor for
such fees is the extent to which an airline has a credible direct
distribution channel to use as a bargaining tool in negotiations.1062
(b) [].1063 [].1064
(c) PROS submitted that airlines use the possibility of switching or increasing
the airline’s use of airline.com ‘as a ‘carrot’ to pre-negotiate volume
discounts’ with PROS. On direct connect, PROS initially submitted that it
does not see that used by its own customers as a negotiation lever as
PROS’ solutions are already ‘a method for bypass of GDS’ 1065 but then
submitted that, even if it wanted to, it would not be able to bypass the
GDS.1066
•

Views on main competitors in distribution

10.51 We asked competitors to identify who they consider their main competitors in
distribution. Their responses indicate that Amadeus and Sabre are most
frequently mentioned, with Farelogix and Datalex also frequently identified
as ‘direct connect’ or ‘NDC’ competitors, followed by OpenJaw but to a

Amadeus’ key observations on Reference Decision, section 4.
Amadeus’ response to the Issues Statement, section 2. See also [].
1060 Amadeus’ key observations on Reference Decision, section 3.
1061 [].
1062 [].
1063 [].
1064 [].
1065 [].
1066 [].
1058
1059
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lesser extent. An aggregator, Travelfusion, is also mentioned but mainly by
GDSs and small aggregators.1067
(a) Amadeus mentioned the direct channel and direct connect among the
significant competitive constraints. It listed other GDSs - Sabre and
Travelport - among Travelfusion, Travelsky, Ypsilon, Sirena, TPConnects
and Atriis as its ‘direct competitors’ in NDC compatible distribution
services.1068 Amadeus also told us that Farelogix is one of several
providers that airlines can use to distribute content including GDSs,
OpenJaw, JR Technologies, TP Connects, PROS and Airlines
Technology,1069 but it does not see Farelogix as ‘an important innovator’
and ‘significant disruptive force’ in the distribution market.1070
(b) []. 1071 [].1072
(c) OpenJaw listed [] as its main competitors. We note that OpenJaw
considered [] as a particularly strong player in the market which []. It
submitted that [] is very difficult to compete with [] and that it has
‘strongly embraced NDC (which no doubt they initially saw as a threat to
their business model []1073 OpenJaw also told us that [].1074
(d) PROS listed Farelogix, Datalex and OpenJaw as its main competitors.1075
PROS told us that it would not be able to bypass the GDS (as Farelogix
does) as it opted for a different commercial strategy and that it does not
view itself as a replacement for the PSS.1076
(e) ITA listed Farelogix and Datalex as its main competitors1077 and said it sees
its technology as having an advantage compared to Farelogix in terms of
performance and infrastructure.1078

Phase 2 CMA competitor questionnaire, Q5(c): ‘If you provide Services for indirect content distribution,
please provide the following information in relation to the Services for indirect content distribution that you offer:
(c) who you consider to be your main competitors’ – 11 providers replied. [].
1068 [].
1069 [].
1070 Amadeus’ response to the Issues Statement, section 3.
1071 [].
1072 [].
1073 [].
1074 [].
1075 [].
1076 [].
1077 [].
1078 [].
1067
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(f) [] as main providers in travel distribution but noted that [] and referred
to the [].1079
(g) []. SITA submitted that it was only active in distribution with the
standalone ‘translation service’ provided through NDC Exchange and that it
was ‘not aware of any direct competitor for this standalone service.’ 1080
•

Views on airline self-supply of distribution solutions

10.52 We have asked competitors to what extent they are constrained by airline
self-supply of distribution solutions, and whether airlines use this option to
negotiate better terms.1081 Amadeus identified self-supply to be a constraint;
the responses from most other competitors generally show that the extent for
airlines to self-supply distribution solutions is limited.
(a) OpenJaw said airlines are moving towards focussing on core competencies
and outsourcing IT.1082
(b) PROS said it did not consider in-house distribution solutions by airlines as
a constraint.1083
(c) [].1084
(d) [] although airlines might be able to write the solutions’ specifications,
they will typically need a supplier to build connection services.1085
(e) SITA submitted that the constraint from in-house distribution is ‘limited’ as
airlines are ‘reliant on their Core PSS and Non-Core PSS providers to
enable connection between the various distribution channels.’ 1086
Competitor strategy in developing distribution solutions
10.53 As discussed in paragraphs 10.14-10.34 above, all suppliers have NDC
strategies that include merchandising and distribution, as well as other
elements of airline retailing more broadly. This section assesses elements of

[]
[].
1081 Phase 1 CMA service provider questionnaire, Q17: ‘To what extent do you consider airlines’ in-house
solutions, ie the ability to build connection services constrain technology and software companies such as
yourself, Sabre or Farelogix? For example, do airlines use the possibility to build their in-house solutions when
negotiating for contracts?’ – 10 providers replied.
1082 [].
1083 [].
1084 [].
1085 [].
1086 [].
1079
1080
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their strategies specific to distribution which are relevant to forming a
dynamic view of the market.
•

Amadeus

10.54 Amadeus’ NDC strategy has evolved in the past five years. As discussed in
paragraph 10.16, [].
10.55 In general, Amadeus documents show that, in developing its NDC strategy,
Amadeus was reacting to:
(a) [];
(b) []. Specifically:
(i) A presentation from 2017 stated that [].1087
(ii) A more recent presentation from July 2019 listed among the reasons
why airlines are pushing for NDC the strategic aim to [].1088
10.56 Moreover, Amadeus’ documents indicate that [].
(a) [].1089
(b) [].1090
10.57 Regarding future investment plans, Amadeus submitted that it considers that
a significant amount of investment is required to integrate new content
sources, including NDC, in a way that maximises efficiency for content
providers and that it is also investing to develop other aspects of its indirect
distribution offer, such as search optimisation and interface improvement.1091
Amadeus told us that it plans to invest around [] in its indirect distribution
services over [], and that it is investing heavily in NDC and working with
other industry players to enhance NDC standardisation.1092, 1093 Amadeus
submitted that it considers itself to be an important innovator in NDC. More
specifically, it submitted that: (i) it has been committed to NDC development
for a long time (starting investing in its own NDC merchandising solutions in
2013); (ii) it evolved its GDS into the Amadeus Travel Platform, which is

[].
[]
1089 [].
1090 [].
1091 [].
1092 Amadeus response to CMA issues statement, paragraph 4.1.
1093 [].
1087
1088
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equipped to handle NDC at scale; (iii) it achieved the highest certification
currently available both as an IT provider and as an aggregator.1094
•

Datalex

10.58 Datalex told us that it [].1095 As discussed above, Datalex currently faces
financial difficulties.
•

OpenJaw

10.59 OpenJaw provided [] and [] which showed that []. OpenJaw’s internal
documents showed that it []. In one of the documents, OpenJaw stated
that []. 1096
•

PROS

10.60 PROS told us that it had plans to improve its product features and
functionality in both merchandising and distribution in the coming years, but
these are not a top strategic priority for PROS overall and it faces difficulties
in expanding as discussed in paragraph 10.28 above.1097
•

ITA

10.61 [].1098 []1099 ITA told us that it would initially target existing customers of
its shopping tool but noted that many of these customers already had NDC
API agreements with Farelogix.1100
•

Travelfusion

10.62 Travelfusion initially submitted that [].1101 In response to our follow up
requests for information,1102 Travelfusion told us that:
(a) [].
(b) [].

Amadeus’ response to the Provisional Findings, paragraph 4.7.
[].
1096 See Appendix E and [], provided in response to CMA phase 2 questionnaire dated 15 November 2019.
1097 [].
1098 [].
1099 [].
1100 [].
1101 [].
1102 [].
1094
1095
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(c) [].
10.63 Travelfusion has not been able to provide any internal documents setting out
its plans in greater detail, despite being formally requested to do so by the
CMA. We accordingly place less weight on its statements of intent compared
to the evidence of expansion from other competitors, which have been
substantiated by specific documentary plans to allow us to carry out the
assessment with a greater degree of certainty.
Overall summary of competitor evidence in distribution
10.64 As with merchandising, we have used competitor evidence on the
competitive landscape to assess the current state of competition in the
market for distribution solutions. In summary, having examined competitors’
internal documents and submissions and seen which competitors are
referred to most frequently, as well as the depth in which they are
considered, this evidence indicates that Farelogix, Sabre, Amadeus, Datalex
and, to a lesser extent, Travelfusion and OpenJaw are seen as the main
providers in distribution today. We note that Travelport is also mentioned
among the main providers in the market for distribution solutions by
Amadeus. Self-supply by airlines of distribution solutions is not seen as a
particularly strong constraint to providers and that the possibility of switching
booking volumes to airline.com and Direct Connect is frequently used by
airlines as a negotiation lever.
10.65 Concerning competitors’ NDC strategies related to distribution, which inform
our assessment of dynamic competition in the market (chapter 11), we note
that Amadeus is well advanced and is continuing to invest heavily to
enhance its ability to integrate NDC content. The submissions and
documents that we received from non-GDS competitors show that:
(a) Datalex plans to []. It is facing financial difficulties.
(b) OpenJaw has [].
(c) PROS told us that improving its distribution solution was not a strategic
priority and it faces difficulties in expanding, as discussed above.
(d) ITA told us that it is not focussing on distribution and it would initially target
existing customers of its shopping tool but noted that many of these
customers already had NDC API agreements with other providers (eg
Farelogix).
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(e) Travelfusion is in the process of introducing an NDC API. It told us that
[]. We have not seen any plans or strategy documents on how it plans to
achieve this.
Competitors’ views of the Merger
Evidence from competitor internal documents
10.66 Several providers analysed the impact on their businesses of the Merger in
their internal documents. They generally considered it would strengthen
Sabre’s strategy in developing NDC-compatible solutions in both
merchandising and distribution and give it the possibility to cross-sell FLX M
to its customers but result in the loss of Farelogix as an independent
provider, which some of them see as an opportunity for themselves.
(a) Amadeus seems to consider Sabre’s acquisition of Farelogix both a threat
and an opportunity:
(i) Amadeus notes that []. It also notes that Farelogix’s independence
from a GDS and PSS (which is a key competitive advantage for
Farelogix) could be challenged. [].1103
(ii) Another presentation states that []. 1104
(b) []. 1105
(c) [].1106, 1107 OpenJaw told us that the document did not necessarily
represent the current view of the company.1108
(d) []. 1109
Competitors’ submitted views
10.67 When asked about the impact of the Merger on their organisation, on
competition and innovation, several competitors have expressed concerns
regarding distribution.1110

[].
[].
1105 [].
1106 [].
1107 [].
1108 [].
1109 [].
1110 See competitors’ responses to Phase 2 competitor questionnaire, question 36 ‘Please indicate whether you
have any comments or concerns (and provide reasons) about this merger’s impact on: (a) your organisation; (b)
1103
1104
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(a) PROS submitted that it would expect less innovation, as Farelogix was a
‘frontrunner for NDC and direct open connect as a cost-effective alternative
to legacy GDS providers.’ 1111
(b) [] submitted that ‘the only established alternative to Amadeus and Sabre’
as well as ‘the most important vendor and enabler of direct connect
solutions’ would disappear, but some airlines might shift demand to other
vendors to avoid working with Sabre.1112
(c) OpenJaw submitted that it has concerns about the Merger’s impact on
competition in distribution due to the possible bundling of Sabre’s products
with Farelogix APIs and a ‘lack of ability to offer content distribution via a
non-Farelogix API.’ 1113
(d) [] submitted that they are concerned by the merger’s impact on
competition and innovation.1114
10.68 Others were either unconcerned or expressed mixed views.
(a) On the Merger in general, Amadeus told us that [].1115
(i) On merchandising, Amadeus submitted that the Merger will [], as
the combination of the Parties creates []. It also stated that the
Parties are ‘complementary in the merchandising space.’
(ii) On distribution, Amadeus submitted that airlines may lose a PSS- and
GDS-agnostic player but ‘there are other third-party suppliers’ 1116 and
Farelogix is only active in indirect distribution as a provider to airlines
of APIs that enable direct connect, which is not a particularly novel
model []. It also submitted that it does not see Farelogix as [].1117
(b) [].1118

competition in the supply of (i) Merchandising modules and (ii) Services for indirect content distribution; and (c)
innovation in the industry.’ and Phase 1 competitor questionnaire, question 28 (same question with only
terminology changes: ‘non-core PSS’ instead of ‘merchandising’ modules and ‘content distribution’ instead of
‘services for indirect content distribution.’ Competitors that were asked this question in Phase 1 were not asked
again in Phase 2. Combining Phase 1 and Phase 2 responses, 12 providers replied.
1111 [].
1112 [].
1113 [].
1114 [].
1115 [].
1116 [].
1117 Amadeus’ response to the Issues Statement, section 3.
1118 [].
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(c) ITA, which currently focuses on shopping solutions and does not have an
NDC API product yet, submitted that it is not concerned by the Merger as it
competes ‘only moderately with the Parties’ and sees ‘limited overlap’
between them in non-core PSS solutions. On distribution and innovation,
ITA submitted that it is not concerned but noted that ‘as of today Farelogix
is the primary non GDS/PSS provider.’ 1119
(d) SITA submitted that it is not concerned as it does ‘not compete with
Farelogix functionality or address the same markets in any significant way’.
1120

(e) [] either noted that this merger should be ‘carefully monitored’ [] or that
they are not affected by the potential effects on competition [].1121, 1122
(f) [] submitted that the Merger will have ‘no impact’ but did not provide any
reasoning.1123
Overall summary of competitors’ views of the Merger
10.69 In summary, we note that competitors’ views on the Merger depend on how
directly their own business will be affected. In particular, IT providers most
closely situated to Farelogix’s offering in both merchandising and distribution
(ie OpenJaw and PROS) expressed concern, either in relation to innovation
or to their ability to compete to the merged entity. Amadeus, which is closely
situated to Sabre in both merchandising and distribution, did not express
concern. Others either submitted they do not see themselves as close
competitors to the Parties or that they do not expect to be impacted.
10.70 On merchandising, we note that competitors generally consider that the
Merger would strengthen Sabre’s strategy in developing NDC-compatible
merchandising solutions and give it the possibility to cross-sell Farelogix’s
merchandising product to its customers. However, several noted that it
would result in the loss of Farelogix as an independent provider.
10.71 On distribution, we note that competitors generally consider that the Merger
would strengthen Sabre’s strategy in developing NDC-compatible
distribution solutions but also that it would result in the loss of Farelogix as
an independent provider of direct connects.

[].
[].
1121 [].
1122 [].
1123 [].
1119
1120
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Evidence from airlines
10.72 Airlines are customers of both Parties. It is primarily their decision making
and preferences that drive the competitive process that leads to the
development, quality and price of the solutions provided by the Parties.1124
Understanding their demand characteristics and preferences is therefore
important for the merger assessment.
10.73 This section presents the evidence gathered from airlines through their
responses to our questionnaires, calls and their internal documents. These
airlines serve a material proportion of passengers globally as well as in the
UK.1125
10.74 The section is structured as follows.
(a) First, we present evidence regarding airlines’ adoption of the NDC standard
and procurement of related solutions. This applies generally to both
merchandising and distribution markets.
(b) Second, we consider evidence specific to merchandising, including airlines’
views on the strengths of the Parties relative to competing suppliers, and
on self-supply.
(c) Third, we examine evidence relating to distribution, including airlines’ use of
distribution channels such as GDS, GDS bypass, GDS pass-through and
airline.com, and their views on suppliers’ strengths, and on self-supply.
(d) Fourth, we examine airlines evidence on their preference for suppliers of
merchandising and/or distribution solutions that are independent of the
GDS or PSS.
(e) Fifth, we consider airlines’ general views on the Merger.
(f) Sixth, we consider the Parties’ submissions specific to airline evidence.
(g) Finally, we provide a summary of the conclusions we draw from the airline
evidence.

For example, see section ‘Airlines’ evaluation of merchandising suppliers’ and Appendix F which set out how
airlines evaluate suppliers of NDC solutions in RFP processes.
1125 These 35 airlines together account for 45% of passengers to/from and within the UK (based on CAA Airport
Statistics data 2018). See Appendix F, section ‘Introduction’ for further details on the coverage of our
questionnaires.
1124
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Airlines’ adoption of the NDC standard and related NDC-compatible solutions
10.75 This section considers the extent of airlines’ adoption of the NDC standard
and related merchandising, distribution and other retailing solutions. This
informs our understanding of the importance of NDC-compatible solutions
and their implementation progress, in light of airlines’ changing business
models as discussed in chapter 7.1126
10.76 The majority of airlines responding to our questionnaires, including major
full-service carriers active in the UK, and regional or national carriers across
the globe, told us they have adopted or plan to adopt the NDC standard.
Many of these have already made investments in related NDC-compatible
solutions in distribution, merchandising, and/or other retailing functions, and
consider these to be important.
(a) The significant majority of airlines (including all Tier 1 airlines) said they
have developed or are developing capabilities to adopt the NDC standard;
only four smaller regional airlines said they have no such plan.1127 In
particular, 13 airlines have already made or committed investments to do
so for the next few years.1128
(b) Nearly all airlines said NDC-compatible solutions are important to them,1129
frequently identifying better customer experience (ie personalisation and
differentiation) and airline control of the offer as the benefits.
10.77 In this context, Tier 1 airlines appear to be more advanced than smaller
airlines in adopting NDC distribution solutions. Some large airlines told us that
they support IATA’s ‘NDC Leaderboard’ roadmap and NDC@Scale,1130 or are
working towards the goal to achieve at least 20% of their sales in the indirect
channel powered by an NDC API by the end of 2020.1131 Three large airlines
reasoned that NDC APIs provide alternative distribution channels to GDSs,
which can encourage innovation in distribution, improve their customer
offerings, and gain more control over the offer creation. 1132

Further details are set out in Appendix F, sections ‘Airline views on NDC standard and its adoption’ and
‘Airline content distribution strategies’.
1127 []. The following airlines said they have no such plans: [].
1128 [].
1129 Out of these, nine airlines said it is crucial or very important in achieving their future goals: [].
1130 NDC@Scale is a set of criteria that will demonstrate that airlines (and their IT providers), aggregators and
travel sellers have a minimum set of recognized capabilities to drive volumes of NDC transactions towards 2020.
(IATA website: https://www.iata.org/en/programs/airline-distribution/ndc/ndc-scale/, accessed 27.01.2020).
1131 [].
1132 [].
1126
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10.78 We have also reviewed the request for proposal (RFPs) from 12 airlines to
suppliers of NDC-compatible solutions in the last three years, to understand
what airlines require to fulfil their NDC strategy, and how they procure
these.1133 We found that there seems to be a trend for airlines to procure
merchandising and/or pricing functions together with distribution (NDC API).
For example, seven out of 12 RFPs relating to NDC solutions included at least
merchandising and distribution.1134 However, this approach is not universal as
some RFPs focus on specific functions (eg merchandising only).1135
Evidence from airlines relating to merchandising
10.79 In chapter 7, we explained that merchandising, including the sale of
personalised dynamic offers and ancillaries, is an important element under
airlines’ new business models. This section summarises the evidence from
airlines regarding:
(a) evaluation of suppliers when airlines procure merchandising solutions;
(b) their responses to our questionnaires/calls on supplier strengths;
(c) their ability to self-supply.
10.80 As explained in paragraph 10.78, some airlines procure merchandising and
distribution solutions together and/or they evaluate suppliers of both
solutions collectively. Where this is the case, we present the evidence in this
section.
Airlines’ evaluation of merchandising suppliers
10.81 In chapter 8 we have analysed bidding data which provides an overview of
the frequency of suppliers bidding for and winning merchandising contracts.
This section further considers the qualitative evidence on airlines’ choice of
supplier, including the reasons for their choice or the scores they gave to
individual suppliers. We have reviewed the evaluation of supplier for seven
airlines which procured merchandising solutions in the last three years using
RFPs or negotiations.1136

See Appendix F, section Airline recent RFPs, for further details.
[].
1135 For example, [] in merchandising; [] in NDC API and direct connect but not in offer creation modules;
[] on merchandising and pricing solutions (as they already had NDC API); [] in merchandising, but []; and
[] in distribution. Also, an airline may not buy all solutions included in the RFP from the same supplier (eg []).
1136 Further details are provided in Appendix F, section ‘Airline recent RFPs’.
1133
1134
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10.82 Two very large airlines evaluated suppliers of standalone merchandising
solutions. Both have chosen Farelogix.
(a) [] evaluated Farelogix and [] and chose Farelogix, whereas [] did
not qualify because ‘their solution did not meet up to the requirements’.1137
It did not evaluate other suppliers. [].1138
(b) [],1139[].1140 [].
10.83 The following five airlines evaluated suppliers for NDC solutions including
both merchandising and distribution together, among other retailing
functions.
(a) SAS (a Tier 1 airline in Scandinavia, 2017-2018) evaluated [].1141 []1142
(b) TAP (a Tier 3 airline in Portugal, 2017) evaluated Amadeus, Datalex,
Farelogix, OpenJaw, PROS and Travelfusion. Datalex and [] obtained
the highest overall score, but TAP selected [],1143 [].1144 Farelogix was
placed ahead of [], while [].
(c) [].1145 [].
(d) Etihad (2017, a Tier 2 airline) received proposals from [], Datalex and
Farelogix. It gave Farelogix the highest score of [] against Datalex ([]),
which was the only other shortlisted bidder.
(e) [].
10.84 We consider the airlines’ RFP evaluation evidence above shows that
Farelogix has a strong reputation in merchandising and in NDC solutions, is
regularly shortlisted by airlines in their evaluation of suppliers and has the
ability to win contracts to supply very large airlines. Amadeus, Datalex and
OpenJaw were also regularly among the shortlisted suppliers, while other
providers are rarely among the shortlisted suppliers.

[]
[]. See Appendix F, section ‘Airline recent RFPs’ for further details.
1139 [].
1140 [].
1141 [].
1142 [].
1143 [].
1144 TAP explained that their decision to go on with [] was related to [].
1145 [].
1137
1138
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Airlines’ submitted views on merchandising supplier strength
10.85 We asked airlines for their views on Farelogix, Sabre and suppliers of
merchandising solutions other than the Parties (to which 21 airlines
responded). We also asked airlines to identify the suppliers that they
consider will become stronger or weaker competitor to either of the Parties in
the next five years, based on their expectations of developments in the
industry (to which 19 responded). Their responses are summarised for each
supplier below. Further details are set out in Appendix F, section ‘Airline
responses on the strength of merchandising and distribution suppliers’.
(a) Farelogix. Airlines in general noted Farelogix’s broader functionality and
capabilities in merchandising compared to other suppliers. This includes
‘innovative nature’ and ‘leading in developing technology’ in NDC,
merchandising and related services.1146 Five airlines described it as
‘disruptor’.1147 Five responding airlines identified Farelogix as becoming
stronger in merchandising,1148 due to reasons such as ‘established position
in the industry’ and ‘forward thinking’.1149 No airline identified Farelogix as
becoming weaker.
(b) Sabre. Airlines typically noted that Sabre has a less developed
merchandising solution and is PSS-dependent.1150 For example, Lufthansa
told us that Sabre ‘has far less advanced NDC technology and features
than Amadeus … [and] would be several years behind Amadeus should
Sabre begin to invest in NDC.’1151 However, six responding airlines
identified Sabre to become stronger in merchandising,1152 because of its
established role as GDS and a PSS, substantial financial resources and a
valued merchandising product. One large European airline made these
comments in anticipation of the Merger,1153 while a Latin American
airline1154 said Sabre would be stronger if there was competition from

Based on our analysis of airline responses to the questionnaires, described in the paragraphs below, with
further details provided in Appendix F.
1147 []
1148 [] one airline nuanced that Farelogix would become stronger if there is competition between Sabre,
Farelogix and Amadeus. In addition to these airlines, [] submitted that jointly Sabre and Farelogix will become
stronger; we did not include []in the count.
1149 Note that the question asked which suppliers would become stronger/weaker competitors to either of the
Parties and therefore the numbers of airlines identifying either Farelogix or Sabre would be understated as
airlines are likely to have focused on providers they considered to be competitors to the Parties.
1150 Based on our analysis of airline responses to the questionnaires, described in the paragraphs below, with
further details provided in Appendix F.
1151 Summary of 3rd party hearing with Lufthansa, p.5
1152 Responses to our airline questionnaire: []. In addition to these airlines, [] submitted that jointly Sabre and
Farelogix will become stronger; we did not include [] in the count.
1153 []
1154 []
1146
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Farelogix and Amadeus. One large airline mentioned Sabre among
suppliers becoming weaker because ‘their innovation pace is too slow.’1155
(c) Amadeus is identified by nearly all (20) responding airlines as an
alternative to the Parties.1156 Three large airlines considered Amadeus in
particular as a close competitor to Farelogix,1157 while other airlines noted
Farelogix’s broader functionality and more flexible offering than Amadeus’.
Nearly all (17) responding airlines identified Amadeus as becoming
stronger in merchandising due to their established position as PSS, mature
capabilities and capital investments. No airline identified Amadeus as
becoming weaker.
(d) Travelport was rarely mentioned as an alternative to the Parties.1158 In the
two cases it was mentioned, the airlines considered Farelogix to have
better functionality and flexibility than Travelport.1159
(e) Datalex was considered an alternative to the Parties by 13 responding
airlines across a range of sizes and geographies.1160 Five of these
highlighted Farelogix’s advanced capabilities compared to Datalex.1161 Two
airlines ([]) identified previous issues with delivery of Datalex product as
its weakness.1162 Moreover, five1163 airlines identified Datalex to become
weaker,1164 with two airlines1165 specifying this to be due to Datalex recent
financial issues and issues around Lufthansa’s contract termination.1166 []
indicated that the financial issues Datalex faces has detracted them from
using Datalex.1167 Only one airline identified them as becoming
stronger.1168

[]
However, four airlines which do not use Amadeus PSS systems indicated Amadeus as an alternative but
noted that Amadeus merchandising works best or that it is integrated into Amadeus PSS, indicating that
Amadeus product may not be easily available to them.
1157 []
1158 One airline [] identified Travelport among suppliers which could become weaker, but did not provide
reasons.
1159 []
1160 []
1161 []
1162 []
1163 Note that in addition to the five airlines, [] identified Datalex as both becoming stronger and weaker
explaining that this would depend whether they manage to solve their current financial problems.
1164 []
1165 []. Other airlines did not provide reasons.
1166 See paragraph [] regarding submissions from [], and Appendix E for further details regarding Datalex’s
financial issues.
1167 []
1168 []
1155
1156
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(f) OpenJaw was identified as an alternative to the Parties by seven
responding airlines,1169 including large European airlines. While three
airlines said it is a close alternative,1170 others said it is a limited or
moderate alternative or noted limited functionalities of OpenJaw relative to
Farelogix. Five responding airlines considered OpenJaw would become
stronger in merchandising,1171 with reasons such as ‘getting more NDC
contracts’1172 and ownership by Travelsky.1173 One1174 major airline
mentioned OpenJaw among the providers that will become weaker.
(g) PROS was considered to be an alternative to the Parties by 12 responding
airlines.1175 However, the airlines which compared PROS’ offering to
Farelogix generally said PROS lags behind Farelogix in functionality and
noted that PROS merchandising solution is still under development.1176
Five responding airlines submitted that PROS will become stronger,1177
highlighting its recent acquisition, effort to improve its solution and revenue
optimisation capabilities. One airline submitted it will become weaker as its
merchandising solutions need to be ‘flexible and easily integrated into
PSS’.1178
(h) ITA/Google was referred as an alternative by six responding airlines, most
of which are in North America.1179 While two large US airlines said
ITA/Google is a close alternative to Farelogix,1180 other airline comments
indicated ITA/Google’s limited product offering. Only a few (three)
responding airlines told us that ITA will become stronger in merchandising
in future,1181 [].1182 One airline said ITA/Google will become weaker as
the airline is not ‘sure they will continue to invest in their products’.1183
(i) Other providers (SAP, IBS, JR Technologies, TP Connects):1184 Airlines
rarely referred to other providers as alternatives for merchandising

[]. [] listed OpenJaw as an alternative but submitted that it has ‘not evaluated OpenJaw, Datalex,
Google/ITA, IBM, Expedia or DXC in regard to non-core PSS services, and cannot comment on the extent to
which they compete with Sabre and Farelogix’ and hence we have not counted its response.
1170 []
1171 []
1172 []
1173 []
1174 []
1175 []. Also [], but it also submitted that they have not done functional comparison.
1176 [] noted ‘weak alternative, [] noted that ‘improving quickly’; [] that it is their ‘new offering in scope’.
1177 []
1178 []
1179 []
1180 []
1181 []
1182 Paragraph 10.83(c)
1183 []
1184 DXC, IBM and Expedia were mentioned by [], but it submitted that it has not evaluated their products [].
1169
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solutions and provided limited commentary. SAP was referred as an
alternative to by three airlines.1185 Two airlines’1186 comments indicated that
it is a weak or inferior alternative to Farelogix, and another airline1187 noted
that []. IBS was referred as an alternative by one airline,1188 but it did not
provide any comments. One airline referred to JR Technologies and TP
Connects as an alternative and its response indicated that they have a
comparable technology to Farelogix.1189 JR Technologies was referred for
a second time as an alternative by [], [].1190 The suppliers discussed in
this paragraph were not in general referred by airlines as providers which
could become stronger in future.1191
10.86 The above shows that Farelogix is considered by airlines as the strongest
provider of merchandising solutions, having mature capabilities, followed by
Amadeus. PROS and Datalex were identified as weaker alternatives, with
Datalex considered becoming even weaker in the future. OpenJaw and
ITA/Google were considered as more limited alternatives. While there is a
list of other providers, they are not in general considered as alternative
suppliers.
Airlines’ submitted views on self-supply of merchandising solutions
10.87 This section sets out airline views on self-supply of merchandising solutions;
further details are provided in Appendix F, section ‘Self-supply’. Of all the 35
responding airlines, only three airlines (which are Tier 1 or 2) self-supply
merchandising solutions.1192 Of these, one uses its in-house solutions in
combination with Sabre’s,1193 one has recently outsourced to Farelogix,1194
and one large airline expects to procure a third-party solution to replace its
in-house tools ‘to deliver increased functionality and a lower cost of
ownership’ and considers Farelogix as a ‘strong contender’.1195

[] (the airline referred to SAP/PROS), []
[]
1187 []
1188 []
1189 This was indicated by []
1190 Note that [] (Paragraph [] and Appendix F, section ‘Airline recent RFPs’).
1191 Except for JR Technologies and TP Connects. [] submission indicates that it considered JR Technologies
and TP Connects to be among providers becoming a stronger competitor in the future in merchandising ([]),
while [] considered JR Technologies to be among competitors becoming stronger in merchandising.
1192 []
1193 []
1194 Farelogix will replace part of its B2C e-commerce solution []
1195 []
1185
1186
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10.88 Eight airlines said they have not considered self-supply of merchandising
solutions.1196 The reasons included they ‘do not have the resources to
produce the [merchandising] tool, drive continuous innovation and provide
the proper support’, whilst ‘external vendors can leverage specialized skill
set’;1197 or that it ‘requires significant resource investment for maintenance
and regular development’ which is not their ‘core competency’.1198
10.89 None of the airlines said they have plans to develop their own
merchandising solutions. However, six airlines (of various tiers) said that
they would consider self-supply,1199 some were caveated with cost and skill
considerations. The following reasons were provided:
(a) [] said it has chosen to outsource over self-supply because of time to the
market (as building would have taken several years and costed several
millions).1200
(b) [] said it ‘would be able to develop these in-house if we had the right
knowledge and resources.’1201
(c) Lufthansa Group ‘would consider to develop in-house (e.g. with Lufthansa
Systems) in case of issues with the current provider or if there is the
opportunity to develop a product that can be sold to other airlines.’1202
10.90 The above shows that airlines generally do not consider self-supply of
merchandising solutions to be a credible option.
Evidence from airlines relating to distribution
10.91 This section summarises the evidence from airlines specific to distribution.
We have considered airlines’ distribution strategy and their current and
future use of various distribution channels. This evidence assists our
understanding of the relative significance of each distribution channel, how
they are expected to change in future, and accordingly, the significance of
Farelogix, Sabre and other suppliers of distribution solutions. We have
summarised the evidence on:

[]. A few other airlines responded in more general terms and submitted that they have considered, but
decided against, developing non-core PSS modules in general: []
1197 []
1198 []
1199 []
1200 []
1201 []
1202 []
1196
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(a) the past and present shifting of volumes from the indirect GDS channel to
the indirect GDS bypass channel and/or the direct airline.com channel;
(b) airlines’ views on their expected use of various distribution channels;
(c) airlines’ negotiations with GDSs and airline evidence on pricing;
(d) airlines’ submitted views on the overall strength of suppliers of distribution
solutions; and
(e) airline evidence on self-supplying distribution solutions.
Volume shift from GDS to GDS bypass and/or airline.com
10.92 British Airways (which has self-supplied its NDC API, discussed further later
in this chapter, save as regards Interline Segments (see chapter 5 above))
and Lufthansa (for whom Farelogix provides an NDC API) are two major
European airlines which have adopted GDS bypass using NDC API as a
means to distribute content for several years. We have considered how the
shares of bookings on British Airways and Lufthansa have changed, in
particular since these airlines introduced surcharges on the GDS or withdrew
content from the GDS. We found that both airline.com and GDS bypass
have gained shares from the GDS, for these airlines.1203
(a) British Airways introduced a technology charge on bookings made on GDS
in November 2017. Between Q4-2017 and Q3-2019, []1204 [].
(b) Lufthansa withdrew content from GDS in April 2018, after which it saw an
increase in the share of bookings through GDS bypass by 5pp and
increase in airline.com by 2pp between Q1-2018 and Q3-2019, at the
expense of the GDS. Prior to this, Lufthansa introduced Distribution Cost
Charge (ie a charge for bookings made on GDS) in September 2015.
Considering this longer period between Q3-2015 and Q3-2019, the GDS
share has decreased by 18pp (from 71% to 53%), and the share of
airline.com has [] and GDS bypass [].
10.93 Internal documents of [] show that their strategies are to increase usage of
distribution solutions based on the NDC API and airline.com, away from the
traditional GDS platform.1205

See Appendix F, section ‘Airline changing mix of distribution channels’ for further details.
difference does not show up as 6pp due to rounding.
1205 See Appendix F, section ‘Airline changing mix of distribution channels’ for further details.
1203

1204 The
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(a) An IAG Board update in 2018 states that [].1206 [].1207
(b) A [] 2019 3-year plan states that direct channel is its preferred sales
channel.1208 [] plans shifting more bookings from GDS to direct channels
and notes that if [] decides to introduce GDS surcharges, then it would
need to offer an alternative booking solution such as direct connect (GDS
bypass) as an alternative to GDS for travel agents to make bookings.1209
10.94 The above shows that airline.com plays a role in winning volumes from the
GDS platform. For airlines that have already adopted or are adopting NDC
APIs, GDS bypass also plays a role and is expected to continue to do so.
Airlines’ submitted views on expected use of various distribution channels
10.95 We asked airlines about their views on the expected use of distribution
channels in future, to which 29 airlines responded. They generally expect to
reduce the share of GDS (although this would remain an important channel)
and increase the use of GDS bypass and airline.com. Many also plan on
using or growing GDS pass-through. Further details are set out in Appendix
F, section ‘Airline changing mix of distribution channels.’
•

GDS

10.96 Nearly all 29 responding airlines told us that they project reducing the share
of bookings through GDS.1210 Some airlines noted that GDSs may become
more of an aggregator and no longer creating the offer,1211 while seven
airlines (including large European and US airlines) indicated that GDSs will
stay important in the indirect channel as they provide the ability to distribute
at scale or are preferred by TMCs.1212 Five large European and North
American airlines noted that GDSs have been slow in innovating and
developing technology (based on the EDIFACT standard, with one
describing it ‘outdated’1213), which limits their ability to enhance customer
offer to respond to customer needs.1214

1206
1207
1208
1209

[]

[]
[]
[]

Responses to our airline questionnaire: [] submitted that they plan to grow GDS, but the responses
indicate that in absolute volume rather than grow the share of bookings; [] did not indicate their usage plans of
GDS. [] submitted that they plan to grow GDS (but they also indicate that they plan to grow at least one other
channel).
1211 []
1212 []
1213 []
1214 []
1210
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•

GDS bypass

10.97 Nearly all 29 responding airlines project increasing their usage of both direct
connect and aggregators (and reduce usage of GDS),1215 some noting that it
has created competitive pressure on the GDS to adapt.1216
(a) A range of airlines, including large and mid-sized ones,1217 noted that
having a GDS bypass has brought competitive pressure on GDSs and
encouraged them to develop their NDC solutions. They reasoned that
direct connect introduces competitive pressure on indirect distribution (and
the GDSs that are so entrenched in the necessary content flow between
airlines, travel agents and passengers).’1218 Another said ‘if GDS do not
continue to invest in technology enablement for NDC, they expect to see
more interest in GDS bypass’. 1219
(b) In relation to aggregators, IAG told us that ‘it would be primarily
aggregators that would drive most of our NDC value’, and that it does not
expect GDS bypass to fully replace traditional GDS distribution at least in
the short/medium term.1220 [] seeks to grow the use of aggregators ‘to be
double digits in the next 5 years’.
•

GDS pass-through

10.98 Slightly more than half of the 29 responding airlines said they plan to either
start using or grow GDS pass-through.1221 Three airlines qualified that this
would be the case only if GDSs keep innovating and adopting the NDC
standard.1222 As noted in paragraph 10.97 (a) above, airlines have told us
GDS pass-through is part driven by GDS bypass.
•

Airline.com

10.99 Nearly all of 29 responding airlines plan to grow their share of bookings
through airline.com,1223 but some larger airlines noted that direct channels

Only [] submitted that it plans to keep share of direct connect as it is currently, but grow share through
aggregators. All other airlines indicated that they plan to grow both or either of the channels; except the following
airlines which did not indicate their plans towards GDS bypass: []
1216 Also see Appendix F, section ‘GDS responses and Farelogix’s role in airlines achieving their distribution
goals.’
1217 []
1218 []
1219 []
1220 []
1221 []
1222 []
1223 Three airlines did not provide response to our questionnaire []
1215
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are not suitable for all customers and there might be limited substitution with
the indirect channel.1224 For example, IAG told us that there are some
products1225 that they ‘do not offer on our website and that we do offer
through the GDS and now via the NDC. So, the website would have only
been a small alternative’1226 and ‘don’t expect travel agencies to book on the
B2C website.’1227 American Airlines told us that ‘indirect channels provide
access to additional customers that choose not to use the direct channel.’1228
Similarly, another airline noted that airline.com ‘channel will never replace
completely GDS distribution.’1229
Evidence from airlines negotiations with GDS and on pricing
10.100
Airline [] two to ten [].1230 The extent to which different outside
distribution options or suppliers have been used as a negotiating lever can
provide insights into understanding their degree of constraints on the GDS.
10.101
We asked airlines to identify the levers they used in negotiating
contractual terms with GDS in the last three years, to which 22 airlines
responded.1231 A number of airlines told us they have used GDS bypass as a
negotiating lever when they renew their contracts with the GDS, in addition
to the use of airline.com.
(a) 13 airlines (including 8 Tier 1 airlines) have used the threat of utilising direct
connect as a lever in negotiating with the GDS,1232 of which six airlines said
they referenced Farelogix specifically.1233 Nine of these 13 airlines also
used airline.com as a lever.1234 Most airlines using both levers rank direct
connect as equally important as airline.com.1235
(b) Five other airlines said they used airline.com but not direct connect as a
lever.1236

[]. We note chapter 6 discusses how the growth of airline.com can be a result of capturing booking
volumes from a range of other sources (eg call centres) and not necessarily simply from GDS.
1225 Such as special rates for corporate customers or package holiday deals to travel agents.
1226 []
1227 Response to our putback
1228 []
1229 []
1230 [].
1231 Further details of the responses are set out in Appendix F.
1232 []
1233 []
1234 []
1235 Seven out of nine ranked both levers as equally important - []
1236 []
1224
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(c) Four other airlines did not use either airline.com or direct connect as a
lever.1237
10.102
We have also considered evidence in airline internal documents and
testimony at the Delaware Proceedings. We found that some airlines have
used GDS bypass, including the solutions supplied by Farelogix, to lower
their distribution costs and improve their bargaining positions vis-à-vis the
GDSs:
(a) [].1238
(b) Delta testified that having Farelogix as a GDS alternative improved Delta’s
bargaining position.1239
(c) [].1240
(d) An IAG internal document (2019) highlighted that the move to NDC
connections would ‘result in lower distribution costs in the long-term with
greater airline control and faster innovation’; [].1241
(e) An American Airlines document (2019) states [].1242
Airlines’ submitted views on strength of distribution solution suppliers (NDC API and
GDS)
10.103
This section summarises airlines’ views on the strength of distribution
solutions suppliers. We asked airlines for their views on the suppliers which
could supply them with services required to establish GDS bypass and their
capabilities (to which 21 airlines responded). We also asked airlines to
identify suppliers which they expect to become stronger or weaker than
either of the Parties in the next five years (to which 23 airlines responded).
Their responses are summarised for each supplier below.1243 Further details
are set out in Appendix F, section ‘Airline responses on the strength of
merchandising and distribution suppliers’.
(a) Farelogix: Airlines typically noted that Farelogix has advanced connection
and NDC API capabilities, experience with integration to PSS and travel

[]
[]
1239 []
1240 []
1241 []
1242 []
1243 Based on questionnaires across both Phase 1 and Phase 2.
1237
1238
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agency implementation.1244,1245 Two airlines also highlighted it has the
scale required to serve large airlines.1246 Seven airlines considered
Farelogix will become stronger,1247 due to the industry transition to an NDC
adoption and Farelogix’s growth of technology offerings and direct
distribution.1248 Only one airline1249 submitted that Farelogix (together with
Datalex and OpenJaw) might be weaker as they cannot handle ‘the rush of
demand.’
(b) Sabre: Airlines generally consider Sabre to have a strong market position
as a GDS;1250 five have identified it as a supplier to provide GDS bypass
services,1251 but responses noted its ‘low interest in providing direct
connect’,1252 ‘dependency on PSS’1253 or worse capabilities.1254 Four
airlines said Sabre will become stronger due to its established position and
technical and financial resources.1255 Four1256 airlines submitted that GDSs
would become weaker in their traditional role if they fail to evolve, innovate
or adopt NDC, but airlines did not indicate that, among other GDSs, only
Sabre would become weaker.
(c) Amadeus: 11 airlines referred to Amadeus as a supplier for GDS bypass
services.1257 Of these, four commented that Farelogix has better
functionality than Amadeus,1258 and three prefer Farelogix due to its
independence from a GDS,1259 while two said Amadeus is cheaper.1260
Most airlines (14) expect Amadeus to become stronger in future due to its
technology investments and position as a GDS and PSS provider. In
addition, one airline submitted that Amadeus would become stronger than

Based on our analysis of airline responses to our questionnaires, described in the paragraphs below, with
further details provided in Appendix F.
1245 At the remedies hearing, American Airlines further told us that while an NDC API was based on XML
standards, the use of those standards varied by provider; they varied in quality. American Airlines told us that it
had studied NDC alternatives and considered that there was a lack of alternatives to Farelogix and only Farelogix
provided a suitable alternative for its needs.
1246 []
1247 []
1248 Note that the question asked which suppliers would become stronger/weaker competitors to either of the
Parties and therefore the numbers of airlines identifying either Farelogix or Sabre would be understated as
airlines are likely to have focused on providers they considered to be competitors to the Parties.
1249 []
1250 Based on our analysis of airline responses.
1251 []
1252 []
1253 []
1254 []
1255 []. In addition to these airlines, [] submitted that Sabre would become stronger than Amadeus if they
acquire Farelogix.
1256 []
1257 []
1258 [] (although the comparison is to GDS altogether rather than specifically to Amadeus), []
1259 [] (the comparison is to GDS altogether rather than specifically to Amadeus), []
1260 []
1244
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Sabre, unless Sabre acquires Farelogix.1261 One1262 airline submitted that it
will become weaker.1263
(d) Travelport. Two airlines in Europe referred to Travelport as a supplier to
provide GDS bypass services,1264 although we note that Travelport does
not offer an NDC API solution. More generally regarding its GDS business,
11 airlines expected Travelport to become weaker,1265 due to reasons such
as not having a PSS, is already the weakest among the GDSs, continues to
lose market share, and faces financial challenges. Only three airlines
expect it to become stronger.1266
(e) Datalex. 11 airlines considered Datalex as a supplier to provide GDS
bypass services,1267 but of these, four noted Datalex has more limited
functionality and offering than Farelogix,1268 and two also noted Datalex’s
focus on airline.com.1269 Seven airlines considered that Datalex would
become weaker.1270 Three airlines1271 submitted that Datalex will become
stronger because NDC would lower barriers to entry and because they are
among the ones growing in terms of their technology offering.
(f) OpenJaw: Six out of 21 responding airlines considered OpenJaw as a
supplier for GDS bypass services.1272 A large European airline said
OpenJaw has a focus on airline.com and in Asian regions, but is ‘probably
the next best alternative to Farelogix despite a different technical setup.’1273
Three large airlines considered its small scale and ownership by Chinese
GDS Travelsky as limiting its competitiveness,1274 but one of these said it is
developing quickly.1275 Three airlines1276 submitted that OpenJaw will
become weaker because it is niche, cannot handle the rush in demand or

[]
[]
1263 In addition, four airlines [] submitted that legacy GDSs will become weaker in their traditional role.
1264 Responses to our airline questionnaire: [] (note that while it named the main GDS as an alternative, the
comparison to Farelogix was on general basis, without specifics to Travelport).
1265 [] referred to GDS, among which it named Amadeus, Sabre and Travelport, becoming weaker if they do
not innovate and adopt.
1266 [] (stronger compared to Farelogix, but position should not change against Sabre), []
1267 []
1268 []
1269 []
1270 []
1271 []
1272 []
1273 []
1274 []
1275 []
1276 []
1261
1262
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do not have as good technology as Farelogix, but two airlines1277 submitted
that it will become stronger.
(g) JR Technologies: Five airlines1278 referred to JR Technologies as a
supplier to establish services required for GDS bypass, but the comments
in general noted its small scale, and only one1279 airline considered it to be
a strong competitor to Farelogix in technology platform business. A
representative of United Airlines testified at the Delaware Proceedings that
for NDC he [].1280 However, [].
(h) DXC: A few1281 airlines referred to DXC as an alternative supplier to
provide services to establish GDS bypass, but United1282 airline noted its
limited capabilities, while American Airlines1283 submitted that it does not
have scale to serve the airline. In the Delaware Proceedings, United
Airlines testified that while it has considered DXC1284 for an NDC API in
2017, it has decided against choosing the supplier due to ‘their capabilities
and lack of experience with travel agencies and airlines’.1285,1286
(i) IBS, SAP, Interes and PROS: One1287 airline referred to IBS, one1288 to
SAP in combination with PROS and two1289 to Interes, but the airlines
noted that Farelogix has superior functionality compared to these providers
and a more stable offering than IBS. One more airline1290 referred to PROS
and noted ‘ready API shopping capability, no ordering capability’. In the
Delaware Proceedings, United testified that they considered SAP solutions
in general (not specifically relating to NDC solutions) to be high risk and
‘based on their lack of experience at time [around 2016] it was not a good
fit’ for United at all.1291,1292
(j) NDC Exchange: Three airlines1293 referred to NDC Exchange; of these,
one1294 noted that it is a ‘new entrant’, while two other airlines noted lack of

[]
[]
1279 []
1280 []
1281 []
1282 []
1283 []
1284 DXC is []
1285 []
1286 Similarly, []
1287 []
1288 []
1289 []
1290 [] One more airline [] referred to PROS in combination with OpenJaw.
1291 []
1292A representative from the United testified that he met with SAP to look at their Hybris solution []
1293 []
1294 []
1277
1278
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retailing functions with []1295 specifying that it is ‘a true direct connect’
and does not provide shopping, booking, ticketing and merchandising.
(k) Travelfusion and TPConnects: A few1296 airlines referred to Travelfusion
and TPConnects as a supplier to establish services for GDS bypass;
however, the airlines in general noted that their business is in aggregation.
One airline1297 submitted that they therefore have the ability to consume
NDC content from any provider, including Farelogix, while another
airline1298 submitted Farelogix cannot be compared directly.
(l) ITA: none considered ITA as a supplier for GDS bypass services.
10.104
In the Delaware Proceedings (which focussed on the Merger’s impact
on distribution) American Airlines and United Airlines testified they do not
consider IATA certification to be a reliable measure of suitability or
capabilities,1299 nor that it is equivalent to Farelogix, even though a number
of providers have IATA certification.1300 United Airlines said that the number
one factor in evaluating NDC providers would be knowledge and experience,
and operational capabilities. United Airlines testified that they would feel
comfortable that Farelogix can handle their large airline (as they have
American Airlines), compared to brand new NDC provider that has not
reputation or experience.1301
Airlines’ submitted views on self-supply of distribution solutions (NDC API)
10.105
This section sets out airline views on self-supply of distribution
solutions; further details are provided in Appendix F, section ‘Self-supply’.
Six airlines, including large and mid-size airlines in Europe and the US told
us that they have developed or are developing their NDC APIs in-house,1302
but that doing so was complicated and involved significant costs and
challenges. Those provided detailed reasoning include:
(a) IAG cited ‘no suitable provider’ and ‘desire to be in control of their
distribution’ as reasons for self-supplying NDC API solution, although it

[]
Travelfusion: []; TP Connects: []
1297 []
1298 []
1299 American Airlines testified that they need to know further information beyond IATA certification, such as the
size of the company, its resources, their previous experience working with airlines as complex as American, the
company’s ability to keep to the levels of innovation required, etc.
1300 []
1301 []
1302 []
1295
1296
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considered this ‘a complex, expensive process that involves many stages
and requires a long time to develop comprehensive functionality.’1303
(b) [].1304
(c) Delta, [], is currently building NDC APIs but said ‘it is complicated, timeconsuming and expensive.’1305 However, Delta witness in the Delaware
proceedings testified that it is currently considering Farelogix for its NDC
API but has not made a decision yet.1306,1307
10.106
Seven other airlines told us that, although they would consider
developing NDC APIs,1308 they have chosen to outsource it to a third-party
provider generally due to the financial and maintenance costs, and expertise
required. Specific reasons provided include:
(a) American Airlines has decided not to self-supply given the significant costs,
which it estimated to be $40 million to develop and $25 million yearly to
maintain and it would take two to three years to develop and another two
years to replace connections. It said the required resources for developing
NDC solutions would not be available for other projects.1309
(b) [] found that it was ‘very difficult and expensive to keep them updated’
and has chosen Farelogix to provide its NDC API for the full suite to free up
its IT resources.1310
(c) In the Delaware Proceedings, a representative of United testified that the
lack of [] them in building the API and estimates it would take them []
to develop their own NDC API.1311 United’s internal estimates suggests that
it could build its own API [].1312 United’s internal document considered inhouse NDC solutions to be an alternative, but noted [] required
significant IT resources’. 1313
(d) [] said ‘it is not a software developer enterprise’ and cannot afford the
‘high cost’ to develop, implement, maintain, evolve NDC protocol’.

[]
[]
1305 []
1306 []
1307 []
1308 [] not counted as it submitted ‘not considered at the moment, but open to reconsider if ROI works on’.
1309 []
1310 []
1311 []
1312 []
1313 []
1303
1304
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(e) [] said it would ‘only consider in-housing if we felt it could deliver a cost
or strategic advantage’, compared to capability of external service
providers.
10.107
The remaining airlines told us that they have not considered in-house
supply, similarly citing a lack of expertise and significant costs as the main
reasons.1314
10.108
In response to our Provisional Findings, the Parties submitted that
1315
[].
However, the airlines’ responses above show that several large or
mid-size airlines do self-supply, but some other large airlines instead choose
to outsource because of the significant costs involved, or the lack of financial
resources and expertise to self-supply. Therefore, self-supply of NDC API
may be a viable option for some, but not for other airlines. One airline
recently abandoned in-house supply and switched to an outsourced solution.
Overall, we consider that self-supply is unlikely to be an option for smaller
airlines who may find the technical challenges and costs prohibitive.
Preference for a channel-agnostic provider of merchandising and/or
distribution solutions
10.109
In airlines’ submitted views and internal documents about suppliers of
merchandising and/or distribution solutions, they often consider a supplier’s
independence from the GDS and PSS as an important factor. They
particularly refer to Farelogix’s independent or channel-agnostic role as its
strength and identify the removal of such role as a concern of this Merger.
This section summarises this evidence.
(a) IAG [].1316
(b) [] told us that while Amadeus is a possible alternative to Farelogix in
merchandising, it ‘wanted to be less dependent on their current PSS and
on GDS’.
(c) Lufthansa told us (in relation to direct connect) that Amadeus Altea is not
an option because ‘owned by our PSS and main GDS provider, it provides
almost no independent solution from IT perspective to challenge GDS
legacy business model’. It also told us that it explored investing in Farelogix
because of ‘the perceived value of maintaining an independent player in an
otherwise highly concentrated market’.

See Appendix F for further details on airline submissions.
Response to provisional findings, paragraph 5.66 ([]).
1316 []
1314
1315
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(d) Etihad expressed a concern relating to this Merger that ‘one of the best non
GDS controlled providers are becoming a GDS controlled provider;
Farelogix help airlines to facilitate an advanced direct connect to the travel
trade’.
(e) Alitalia told us that Farelogix is ‘pioneer and most successful firm in NDC
Offer and Order solutions for GDS by-pass and pass-through’ for its
innovative approach and independency from GDS’, and it was concerned
that ‘competition in the NDC non-core solutions might be impacted by the
acquisition reducing independency of Farelogix decisions and prioritization.’
(f) [] said the Merger ‘removes from the market one of the largest non PSS
vendors offering merchandising technology and direct connect NDC
technology’.
(g) [] told us that ‘if [FLX-M] were removed from the market as a freestanding solution, most airlines would be challenged to effectively replace
it.’
(h) Norwegian told us that ‘Farelogix could benefit from being an independent,
PSS agnostic suppliers, offering “best of breed” components,
complementary to the traditional PSS suppliers.’
(i) [] told us that ‘non-GDS affiliated companies such as Farelogix enable
non-GDS aggregators to intermediate in the offer of attractive services to
customers’.
(j) [].1317
(k) [] said GDSs tend to have a conflict of interest when it comes to
providing GDS bypass solutions.
Airlines’ views on the Merger
10.110
About half of the responding airlines expressed concern about the
Merger, some told us that they are not concerned and around a quarter
either did not express a view or provided ambiguous responses (eg raised
concerns conditional on something happening, or noted both advantages
and disadvantages). Of the airlines who expressed a view one way or the
other, over half expressed concerns about the Merger’s impact on the
competition in merchandising, distribution and innovation. The paragraphs

1317

[]
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below summarise their reasoning, with further details set out in Appendix F,
section ‘Views on the Merger’.
(a) Nearly half of airlines (12 out of 27]) raised concerns regarding non-core
PSS solutions1318 (of which merchandising is a module).1319 The reasons
include no viable alternative, removal of a leading and independent (nonPSS) provider of merchandising and NDC solutions, or stifling innovations
by Farelogix. Specific comments included that the Merger would make the
competition in the already limited space worse,1320 remove ‘from the market
one of the largest non-PSS vendors offering merchandising technology and
direct connect technology,’1321 and airlines would be challenged to
effectively replace Farelogix’s ‘leading retailing solution’ from the market ‘as
a free-standing option’.1322
(b) Two further airlines expressed concerns regarding airline IT services in
general,1323 submitting that ‘[]’1324
(c) About half of airlines [13 out of 27] raised concerns regarding distribution,
contending that the Merger would remove an experienced and / or
independent supplier in the market with limited competition;1325,1326 that
Farelogix is the only provider with the required expertise; would provide
Sabre with market power which may lead to price increases or reduction in
innovation; 1327 and would remove Farelogix which is viewed as a
disruptor.1328
10.111
The airlines which expressed concerns also identified the Merger’s
impact on innovation more generally due to Farelogix’s record as an
innovator. Reasons cited include ‘innovations may slow down due to the
influence of Sabre’s policy, corporate structure or its position in the

Note that the summary incorporates responses from Phase 1 and Phase 2. In Phase 1 we have asked
airlines about their views on the merger’s impact on non-core PSS services. The airlines responding to Phase 2
only questionnaire were asked about the merger’s impact on merchandising solutions.
1319 []
1320 []
1321 []
1322 []
1323 []
1324 []
1325 []
1326 American Airlines despite submitting to us that overall it is unlikely that Sabre would adopt such a strategy
where‘ Sabre chose to use Farelogix’s technology for other purposes than improving its NDC capabilities or
completely shut it down’, it expressed concerns that the Merger would remove a ‘disruptor’ and innovator (the
CMA questionnaires, third party hearing, remedies hearing). In addition, American Airlines submitted that
Farelogix ‘provided competitive pressure for GDS to invest more in developing NDC capabilities and technology.’
1327 []
1328 []
1318
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market’;1329 ‘Sabre’s different interests or incentives as a GDS’;1330 ‘Farelogix
has provided competitive pressure for GDS to invest more in developing
NDC capabilities’1331 and Farelogix is a ‘disruptor’.1332
10.112
[] expressed concerns on non-core PSS services, distribution and
innovation. In particular [] submitted that the number of providers which
have a competitive offer for NDC, direct connect and merchandising
solutions is limited. Farelogix is one of the strongest providers that can
compete with the leading PSS and GDS providers.
10.113
On the other hand, some airlines were not concerned in non-core PSS
(8 of 27 airlines)1333 or distribution (six airlines).1334 Of these airlines, four
airlines said the Merger would make the Parties more effective, 1335, 1336 or it
would be beneficial to them by introducing NDC content into the GDS. One
airline qualified that the Merger’s impact would be positive (as it provides
funds required to Farelogix) if Farelogix is kept as separate company. 1337
10.114
American Airlines and [] responded to our Provisional Findings.
American Airlines supported the overall analysis in the Provisional Findings
in particular in distribution. [] welcomed the Provisional Findings in relation
to the Sabre/Farelogix merger, supporting our concerns that there is a real
risk that the Merger will stifle the nascent, but growing, competitive constraint
that Farelogix imposes on all GDSs, including Sabre.
The Parties’ submissions specific to airline evidence and our response
10.115
The below paragraphs summarise the Parties’ submissions regarding
the airline evidence. Based on the evidence considered above, our view in
response to the Parties’ submissions is also summarised below.
(a) The Parties submitted that NDC API market is characterised by significant
growth and change in recent years and ‘airline views are less reliable as
the airlines surveyed by the CMA will necessarily include both (i) airlines
who procured NDC APIs several years ago and therefore may have an out-

[]
[]
1331 []
1332 []
1333 []
1334 []
1335 []
1336 American Airlines, while concerned regarding the impact of the merger on content distribution and on
innovation, with regards to the impact on merchandising, it submitted the merger may be beneficial because
Sabre could rely on Farelogix’s technology to improve their own technological capacities. This would create
competitive pressure on the other providers.
1337 []
1329
1330
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of-date view of competitive conditions; and (ii) airlines who are yet to
procure NDC APIs, and may not have engaged fully with the current
competitive environment and the range of credible options available to
them.’1338
(i) We have considered evidence from a wide range of airlines of various
sizes and regions, including those who have recently procured NDC
API solutions.1339 While the markets are undergoing changes,
procurement and implementation of NDC API solutions are typically
long processes that can take months or more than a year.1340
Therefore, in our view, the responses from airlines that have made
purchases in the past few years, those who in the process of making
purchases, or expected to do so in future are informative to our
assessment.
(b) The Parties submitted that some airlines are not well informed about the
competitive environment in the airline IT space: [] have not carried out an
RFP process for an NDC API nor investigated the capabilities of the other
IATA certified NDC providers.1341 The Parties also submitted that both
American Airlines and United Airlines have strong incentives to oppose the
Merger due to reasons not related to competition law; for example, [].1342
(i) We note that RFIs and RFPs are not the only mechanisms for airlines
to evaluate providers’ capabilities and their experience and airlines
may evaluate suppliers without issuing RFP or RFI.1343 Nevertheless,
we have considered evidence from a range of airlines, including those
which have recently evaluated suppliers through RFP processes.1344
Other airlines, [], make similar points and their evidence is
presented throughout the report. We further discuss the weight we put
on airline evidence in chapter 11.
(c) The Parties submitted that the airlines’ views do not support the CMA’s
provisional conclusion on Sabre’s position in merchandising absent the
merger.1345 [].1346 Only six out of 19 airlines responding to the CMA

[]
Chapter 10, Evidence from airline, ‘Airlines’ evaluation of merchandising suppliers’ and paragraph 10.103 (g)
1340 For example, several airlines went through the selection process of its NDC supplier (NDC API,
merchandising and other revenue management solutions) in 2018, but the solutions are still being developed.
(SAS, [])
1341 Response to Provisional Findings, paragraph 5.31.
1342 Response to Provisional Findings, paragraph 3.13.
1343 Chapter 10, footnote 1292 and paragraph 10.103 h), footnote 1299
1344 Chapter 10, Evidence from Airlines, ‘Airlines’ evaluation of merchandising suppliers’
1345 Response to Provisional Findings, paragraph 4.9
1346 Response to Provisional Findings, paragraph 1.11 ii)
1338
1339
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questionnaire expected Sabre to become stronger in merchandising, whilst
17 out of 19 expected Amadeus to become stronger.
(i) Airlines’ submitted views were based on their experiences with
Sabre’s existing product which forms part of our analysis in chapter 8.
The submitted views are not necessarily aware of Sabre’s intention,
incentives and ability in developing its merchandising solutions and
the implications on its competitive strength, which we have assessed
in detail based on other evidence.
(d) In regard to distribution, the Parties submitted that the CMA fails to
acknowledge the feedback from other airlines which state that other
competitors can offer the same technical functionality and services as
Farelogix, including OpenJaw/Travelsky which airlines considered as being
equally as competitive as Farelogix.1347
(i) We acknowledge that other alternatives to provide services exist, but
there are qualitative differences across the providers. Airline evidence
clearly shows that Farelogix offers a higher quality product, has
experience and scale to serve large airlines.1348 We also take other
evidence from other sources into account in forming our overall
assessment of other competitors.
(e) The Parties submitted that most growth that is occurring in GDS bypass todate is attributable to airlines that are dominant in particular markets and
the model is not scalable to all airlines and all travel agents, and
incremental growth in Direct Connect can be expected to become
increasingly more difficult.1349
(i) Airline evidence shows that airlines of various sizes have either
already established or are working towards establishing GDS bypass,
indicating that size is not the main relevant factor. Further, regardless
of the extent of future growth of direct connects, we are concerned to
understand the booking volumes going through direct connect
channels and, particularly, Farelogix and the extent to which that
imparts competitive constraint on Sabre and, if so, whether the
Merger may be expected to substantially lessen competition in the

Response to Provisional Findings, paragraph 5.55 iii)
Chapter 10, Evidence from airlines, ‘Airlines’ submitted views on strength of distribution solution suppliers
(NDC API)’
1349 Response to Provisional Findings, paragraph 5.16
1347
1348
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distribution solutions market. A majority of airlines of various sizes
indicated that they project increasing their usage of GDS bypass.1350
Summary of airline evidence
10.116
The evidence from airlines’ submitted views and their internal
documents considered above shows that:
(a) Airlines generally considered that NDC-compatible solutions in
merchandising, distribution and other retailing functions are important to
their strategy and have either already made investments or had plans to do
so.1351
(b) In merchandising, Farelogix is considered to be a leading provider, with
broad functionality and a strong reputation, followed by Amadeus. Datalex
and OpenJaw are also considered as current providers, but as weaker
alternatives.1352 Airlines in general do not consider self-supply of
merchandising solutions to be a credible option.1353
(c) In distribution, airlines’ strategies are to increase usage of distribution
solutions based on the NDC API (including GDS bypass) and airline.com
and reduce use of the GDS (although this would remain an important
channel).1354
(d) Airlines have told us that they consider both GDS bypass and airline.com
are important levers that they use to negotiate with a GDS.1355
(e) Amongst providers of NDC API solutions, Farelogix is considered to have
advanced capabilities. Amadeus and Datalex were most often considered
to be an alternative to Farelogix, followed by OpenJaw.1356 Some large or
mid-sized airlines can self-supply, although this incurs significant costs.1357
(f) In merchandising, most but not all airlines said that they value PSSagnostic providers (including Farelogix). In distribution, airlines generally

Paragraph 10.97
Paragraphs 10.76 et seq.
1352 Paragraphs 10.82 et seq. and 10.85 et seq.
1353 Paragraphs 10.87 et seq.
1354 Paragraphs 10.95 et seq.
1355 Paragraph10.100
1356 Paragraphs 10.103 et seq.
1357 Paragraphs 10.105 et seq.
1350
1351
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value channel-agnostic providers (including specifically Farelogix) for their
independence from the GDS.1358
(g) Around half of airlines we contacted have expressed concerns about the
Merger’s impact on competition in merchandising, distribution and
innovation (the rest of airlines either provided ambiguous responses or did
not have concerns).1359 Airlines noted that the merger would remove a
successful and growing innovator that has been an alternative to the GDSs,
and as a result increase Sabre’s market power and set back progress in
developing NDC-enabled solutions.

Evidence from travel agents
10.117
This section sets out the evidence we have gathered from travel
agents. Travel agents do not procure merchandising modules from either of
the parties, so our questions focus on distribution. As Farelogix does not
market to travel agents we have primarily relied on responses from Sabre’s
travel agent customers.
10.118
While Farelogix submitted it does not have travel agents as customers,
its solutions allow airlines to bypass the GDS and distribute content to travel
agents. The more willing travel agents are to use GDS bypass (direct
connects), the more credible Farelogix’s distribution solutions will be.
Therefore, travel agents’ willingness to access content using GDS bypass is
a relevant element for the assessment of Farelogix’s significance as a
competitor in the supply of distribution solutions.
10.119
As set out in Chapter 3, we consider three different types of travel
agents: OTAs, TMCs and other B&M travel agents. Each of these three
market segments are material to Sabre’s business model. The proportion of
bookings for Sabre by type of travel agents are: OTAs ([]), TMCs ([])
and other B&M travel agents ([]).1360 While TMCs account for the smallest
share by booking volume, they account for the highest proportion of the
gross profits of the GDSs.1361
10.120
We sent detailed questionnaires to over 50 travel agents including
OTA, TMCs and other B&M travel agents we received responses from over
20 travel agents [].1362 In addition, the Parties have referred to evidence

Paragraph 10.109
Paragraphs 10.110 et seq
1360 []
1361 Chapter 3, paragraph 3.40
1362 We sent a detailed phase 2 questionnaire as well as a simpler online questionnaire and had already received
responses as part of our phase 1 inquiry. Further details in Appendix G.
1358
1359
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from travel agents at the Delaware Proceedings and we have incorporated it
in our assessment below.
10.121

We consider the following evidence from travel agents in further detail:

(a) current use of GDS bypass via direct connects or aggregators;
(b) travel agent views on differences between GDS vs GDS bypass;
(c) costs to establish direct connects;
(d) future use of GDS bypass by travel agents;
(e) travel agent views on travellers using airline.com;
(f) views on accessing NDC content;
(g) views on the Merger.
10.122
We consider differences by travel agent segments where views appear
to differ.
Current use of GDS bypass
10.123
We found that OTAs are the main segment of travel agents that use
GDS bypass currently. By contrast, usage of GDS bypass by TMCs and
other B&M travel agents is limited.
(a) All OTA respondents indicated they used direct connects. Their use of
these varied from 1% of bookings for [] to 30% for [] in 2018.1363 In
some cases, they account for a high proportion of bookings with a specific
airline. For example, 80% of one OTA’s bookings [] were via direct
connects and another two OTAs had airlines for which over 95% of their
bookings were done via direct connects.1364 Most responding OTAs also
said they use aggregators.1365 These aggregator bookings accounted on
average for 20% of the OTAs global bookings. 1366 None of the OTAs
which responded indicated they had used airline.com to book flights.

All eight OTAs which responded to our questionnaires had used direct connects in 2018. [[]].
[]
1365 Six out of eight OTAs recorded bookings through aggregators in 2018, []
1366 Based on a simple average of four OTAs who provided estimates of booking use by channel on a global
basis. There is significant variation with one OTA [[]
1363
1364
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(b) Less than a third of the responding TMCs have established direct
connects,1367 and these accounted for less than 2% of each travel agent’s
airline bookings in 2018.1368 More than half used aggregators, generally
this accounted for less than 10% of each TMCs total bookings,1369
although one small TMC indicated that 54% of their bookings were
through aggregators.1370 Three TMCs indicated use of airline.com, all less
than 1% of total bookings.
(c) Of the (non-TMC) B&M travel agents we received responses from, the
majority had established direct connects. The highest user of direct
connects placed 6% of their bookings through direct connects in 2018.1371
Two B&M travel agents indicated that they used aggregators although for
less than 1% of bookings.1372 Three B&Ms also indicated they made some
bookings direct using the airline’s website this appeared to be in relation
to certain budget airlines.1373
10.124
The main reasons given by travel agents across all segments for using
direct connects and aggregators was to access content that was not
available on their GDS, or due to surcharges imposed on GDS bookings.1374
In addition, one OTA said it was a result of a commercial negotiation with
airlines,1375 and a TMC also told us it has a direct connect due to a client
mandate.1376
10.125
We also asked travel agents how they have accessed NDC content in
the past. Just under half of the travel agents which responded indicated they
had accessed NDC content via GDS bypass, including TMCs, OTAs and
B&M travel agents. A small number indicated they had accessed NDC
content through their GDS.1377

Four TMCs [] indicted they had used direct connects in 2018]. This was out of 13; including eight phase 2
detailed questionnaire responses and two call notes, two online questionnaire responses and a phase 1
response.
1368 TMC users of aggregators included []
1369 8 out of 13 TMCs recorded bookings through non-GDS aggregators (including 2 call notes, 2 online
questionnaire results and a phase 1 response]. []
1370 []
1371 Five out of seven other B&M travel agents said they had direct connects in 2018 – one said that 6.3% of]
their bookings were through direct connect []], another travel agents [] listed 8 airlines it had direct connects
with each with between 0-2% of bookings. []], and two responded to our phase 1 questionnaire indicated they
had direct connects [])
1372 []
1373 []
1374 []
1375 []
1376 []
1367

6 Out of the 14 responding travel agents which responded to the question had consumed via direct connects,
[] Reasons given included having access to a ‘without baggage price, more extended variations of prices
bundled with pre-packed services’, [] and ‘surcharge free and light fares’. Only 3 out of 14 indicated they had
1377
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Travel agent views on differences between GDS vs GDS bypass
10.126
To understand their willingness to use GDS bypass, we asked travel
agents to explain the differences between GDS and GDS bypass services
discussing advantages and drawbacks of each. Most travel agents including
agents highlighted at least some drawbacks with the functionality of nonGDS services including the OTAs who were more inclined to use it and the
TMCs and B&M travel agents for whom the differences in functionality to
date have led to limited use of bypass.1378 Most commonly this included
travel agents highlighting limitations with making complex bookings involving
multiple carriers;1379 and post-booking services.1380
10.127
Some TMCs also highlighted limitations with comparing multiple
airlines;1381 managing agent workflows /taking longer;1382 and/or managing
operations with other systems such as safety and security tracking tools.1383
10.128
Two travel agents also highlighted differences with incentive payments.
One B&M travel agent [] said that they currently receive incentives from
the GDS to use their platform and a TMC [] suggested ‘the main drawback
of aggregators is that it is typically a paid for option’. An OTA [] also noted
that one of the benefits of direct connect was being able to obtain additional
content such as more ancillary services.
10.129
In our online questionnaire we also asked respondents to rank the
most important features when it comes to making a booking. Three out of
the four respondents indicated availability of content was most important,
with ease of comparison shopping being the next most highly ranked feature
before the level of incentives, level of fulfilment support, mid/back office
capabilities and ability to book with other items (e.g. accommodation).1384

accessed NDC content through their GDS in the last 12 months. [] When asked to explain the additional
content gained one travel agent explained that they accessed NDC content for testing purposes but currently
there is no differentiated content that is not available through traditional legacy connections.
In addition, five travel agents told us they had accessed NDC content via a Non GDS aggregator [] one via
airline.com []
[]10 out of 13 responses (based on 15 ph2 responses – 2 did not answer)
[]
1380 []
1381 []
1382 []
1383 []
1384 Availability of content ranks 1st three times and 2nd once, Easy of comparison shopping ranked 2nd three
times and 1st once. Level of incentives ranked third twice and fifth once, level of fulfilment support ranked forth
twice, mid/back office support ranked fifth twice and forth once. Ability to book other items, ranked sixth twice and
3rd once.
1378
1379
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10.130
The Parties in their response to our Provisional Findings also
highlighted views from two TMCs presented during the Delaware
proceedings suggesting the GDS are very important to the TMCs’ business
model because of their workflows, functionality and user experience
compared to other content sources which TMCs may use.1385
Costs to establish GDS bypass
10.131
We asked travel agents to estimate the costs to establish direct
connects with airlines. Most respondents did not provide financial estimates;
of those two travel agents who did the range varies: one OTA suggested
costs start at $100,000,1386 and another estimated it to be $1 million.1387 A
few TMCs told us that a direct connect requires significant investment from
both a technical and process perspective.1388 A B&M travel agent said they
had two developers at the time of implementation.1389 As regards timing to
establish direct connects, we received a range of responses from travel
agents which vary widely from a few months to 18 months.1390
10.132
However, airlines can fund these investments for the travel agents. For
example, one OTA received over [] as an ‘NDC set up bonus’ from an
airline in relation to the implementation and maintenance of NDC direct
connects.1391
10.133
In response to our Provisional Findings the Parties further highlighted
evidence of the costs of establishing direct connects from the Delaware
proceedings. They referred to a TMC which said that ‘establishing a direct
connect is laborious and costly to build and maintain’,1392 would require a lot
of upfront capital and that operating costs would rise substantially in the
order of $15 per transaction.
Future use of GDS bypass
10.134
We asked travel agents about their current pipeline of GDS bypass
under implementation, and their views on future usage of GDS bypass. We

Response to Provisional Findings Annex 1, quotes representatives off BCD Travel and CWT.
[]
1387 []
1388 []
1389 []
1390 For example, one agent said agents suggested ‘this could take anywhere from 12 months for new NDC
airlines but only 8 weeks for players with established connections’ []]. Other responses included: 9-18 months’,
2-3 months, 6 – 9 months [] and up to a year []and []
1391 []
1392 Response to Provisional Findings, Annex 1, paragraph 4.8 (iii)
1385
1386
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found that the use of GDS bypass is likely to grow further for the OTA
segment.
(a) The majority of OTAs we received responses from anticipated using direct
connects more often in the future and all of them mentioned content
restrictions as reason to establish direct connect.1393
(b) Three OTAs have further direct connects in the implementation stage,1394
however one OTA suggested they had declined five airlines because of
implementation costs.1395
(c) The proportion of UK bookings made through GDS bypass on a [] OTA
[] grew from less than []
10.135
Responses from TMCs were mixed and did not indicate that there was
likely to be large growth even given the low base:
(a) Over a quarter of TMCs which answered the question indicated they
anticipate an increase in direct connects usage,1396 including one which
had a new direct connect at the implementation stage.1397
(b) Others appeared less certain about increasing the use of direct connects;
one said it would make the decision on a case by case basis.1398 Another
told us it would use an aggregator rather than direct connect to access
restricted content.1399
10.136
Of the four B&M travel agents which responded to questions about
their future usage of GDS bypass, two said they were unsure,1400 the other
two predicted substantial increases.1401
10.137
We also asked travel agents to explain under what circumstances they
would increase bookings through direct connect. Where travel agents
responded to this question it was in relation to airlines putting more content
outside the GDS or increase surcharges on content available via the GDS.

[] 3 OTAs indicate the proportion of bookings likely to grow over next 5 years, the other responses are
unclear. []
1394 []
1395 []
1396 [Out of 8 TMCs responding to phase 2 detailed questionnaire. [] 2 thought their use of direct connects
would likely increase] and 2 TMCs responded to our online questionnaire – [] predicted substantial increase,
[] one didn’t know.
1397 []
1398 []
1399 []
1400 []
1401 [] indicated that it would increase from 9% to 20% in the next five years, [] in response to our online
questionnaire predicted a ‘substantial increase’ in the next five years.
1393
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Although one TMC suggested their use of direct connects would
increase if it added value and could be incorporated into their workflow
without increasing costs.1403
1402

10.138
We also asked travel agents for their views on how they think they will
likely access NDC content in the next 12 months.
10.139
In contrast to their historic usage on a forward-looking basis 9 of the 13
respondents indicated that they expected to access NDC content in the next
12 months through their GDS providers including most the TMCs and two
OTAs.1404 Only four travel agents suggested they planned to access NDC
content through GDS bypass in the next 12 months and none of these were
TMCs.1405 Two travel agents told us they would be looking to access via an
aggregator,1406 and none via airline.com.
10.140
Four smaller travel agents also responded via our online
questionnaire,1407 three said NDC content would be not at all important but
one said it would be very important and very positive.1408 There was a mix of
future use envisaged across both direct connect and GDS.1409
10.141
The Parties submitted that airlines ‘control the release/availability of a
Direct Connect API, but they cannot unilaterally decide to grow usage,’
which is controlled by travel agencies; and ‘there is no evidence that the
buyer population intends to grow their usage of Direct Connects.’1410
10.142
We acknowledge that airlines cannot unilaterally decide to grow usage
of direct connect. However, the evidence on airlines’ distribution strategy
shows that they can incentivise usage, eg through surcharge on or
withdrawing content from GDS, and their ability to do so is enhanced by
having both airline.com and GDS bypass as alternative options to GDS.1411

[]
[]
1404 []] One of these later indicated that they expected this to be in the next 12-18 month.
1405 []
1406 [[]
1407 [Online questionnaire responses: responses []]
1408 []
1409 Through which channel do you plan to access airline content that aligns with the NDC standard in the next 2
years? GDS and Direct connects were both listed twice, Airline websites/portal was listed 3 times and non GDS
aggregator was listed once with one of the travel agents unsure who they would access the content.
1410 Response to Working Paper ‘Dynamic competition in distribution,’ p.20
1411 Paragraphs 10.92-10.949
1402
1403
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Travel agent views on travellers using airline.com
10.143
We also asked travel agents for their views on the extent to which they
thought their customers would consider booking directly with airlines.
10.144
TMCs mostly responded to suggest that their customers would not
consider this for example due to their needs in relation to duty of care
reporting or highlighted that many of their customer are part of mandated
travel programmes.1412 A couple of TMCs also highlighted that some of their
customers do check other sources to check they are getting a good deal.1413
Four TMCs said they access some content via airline.com [], but this was
for 1% or less of bookings for three agents although a small UK based TMC
[] indicated they used airline.com for 10% of their bookings.
10.145
Both B&M agents which responded to the question indicated that there
is a growing trend to book via a metasearch provider,1414 however one noted
that less than 10% of their customers would likely consider airline.com due
to the singular product as well as some fares not being available on that
channel.1415
10.146
OTAs mostly highlighted the fact that their consumers often search
multiple platforms and often use metasearch providers before making a
purchase and will often decide based on the lowest price.1416
Views on accessing NDC content
10.147
We asked travel agents for their views on the future of the industry and
what role NDC would play.1417 The travel agents which responded in relation
to growth all indicated that the role of NDC was likely to increase in
importance in the future. In relation to whether this would be positive or
negative travel agents have expressed a range of views, with more
identifying benefits of NDC content, whilst a small number expressed
concerns. For example:

2 [] Travel agents said their customers would not be interested in booking direct, 4 highlighted the
additional services their clients get from using a TMC, [], 4 highlighted customers use of mandated travel
programmes i.e. travellers have to book through a TMC []
1413 2 highlighted customers checking other sources []
1414 []
1415 []
1416 []
1417 Phase 1 travel agent questionnaire – 14 responses from OTAs, TMCs and B&M
1412
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(a) A number of travel agents including TMCs, OTAs and a B&M travel agent
highlighted the positives around having more personalised content. 1418
(b) Two travel agents highlighted the importance of NDC to the industry. One
small TMC suggested NDC was ‘vital to move the industry forward.’1419 And
a large B&M travel agent suggested that the further development of NDC is
‘Critical to ensure that all airline content can be retailed to all customers
and to ensure that customers booking via a travel agency don’t have a
degraded experience.’1420
(c) One OTA expressed mixed views; it said that NDC content benefits
passengers and helps it attract customers, but GDS bypass is less efficient
than GDS.1421
(d) Another OTA told us that airlines use ‘NDC’ to reduce distribution cost,
surcharging content on GDS to ‘enforce travel agents to move out of the
GDS.1422
(e) One smaller TMC was more concerned, hoping the technology would not
come to fruition.1423
10.148
In addition to evidence from our engagement with travel agents we also
looked at The Beat Research report 2019 (sponsored by Delta) which is
based on a survey of 30 multinational and regional TMCs on the adoption of
the NDC standard.1424 This report found that most TMCs view NDC adoption
as positive, but fewer than half of the respondents planned to build their own
direct connects to airlines to get NDC content. TMCs expect to access NDC
content via multiple channels including GDS (100%), non-GDS aggregators
(67%) and direct connects (40%) in the next 12 months. It also noted that
TMCs in Europe have often gone outside of GDS and multi-sourced content
in relation to low cost carriers, and so aggregating contents from multiple
sources is not new.

[]
[]
1420 []
1421 [] ‘It is positive for our end-customers because airlines are offering differentiated pricing, which allows us to
offer a more competitive price […] helps us attract new customers.’ but noted that [GDS bypass] is a negative for
our business. The GDS has better end-to-end capabilities, is far, far more efficient and has superior technology.’
1422 []
1423 []
1424 The Beat Research report titled “TMC NDC Adoption Barometer” – available at
https://interactive.thebeat.travel/TMC-NDC-Adoption-Barometer
1418
1419
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Travel agents’ views on the Merger
10.149
We have received responses from 23 travel agents expressing their
views about the impact of the merger on competition.1425
(a) Eleven travel agents including four TMCs, three OTAs and four B&M agent
did not have concerns but did not suggest the impact of the Merger would
be positive.1426
(b) A further seven travel agents did not have concerns (five TMCs and two
OTAs) and indicated that the Merger could be positive for competition,1427
citing reasons including: ‘this merger will likely help innovation’,1428 ‘bring a
scalable solution to the NDC space’;1429 ‘help Sabre in developing systems
for NDC content’1430 and ‘get greater content at a competitive price’.1431
(c) Three travel agents raised concerns about the impact of competition
including one TMCs, one OTA and one B&M travel agent.1432 This included
a suggestion that the Merger could ‘slow down both competitors becoming
a competitive alternative’,1433 and might put users of other GDS at a
disadvantage.1434
10.150
A metasearch engine provider said the Merger will reduce the number
and variety of providers in the market and continue to ‘cement the market
power of Sabre’.1435
The Parties’ submissions relating to travel agent evidence
10.151
In response to our working papers, the Parties made the following
submissions regarding the travel agent evidence: 1436

In total across phase 1 and phase 2 including our online questionnaire, 23 travel agents provided a view on
the Merger, 4 responded that they didn’t know or didn’t answer the question. This included 10 TMCs, 7 OTAs and
6 B&M. In addition, there were views from a meta-search provider.
1425

Two travel agents responded that they did not have concerns without listing reasons. [] Seven travel
agents had no concerns, [] and listed reasons such as (i) travel agents not having commercials with Farelogix/
the merger not impacting them [the travel agent]. (ii)not all airlines using Farelogix / many using in house. (iii) All
the GDS developing in this Space/ Sabre is catching up with Amadeus /the other GDS can also merge
1426

[]
[]
1429 []
1430 []
1431 []
1432 [] All responses are from our phase 1 questionnaire
1433 []
1434 []
1435 []
1436 Parties’ response to Travel agent WP – pg 1, bullets 1-4
1427
1428
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(a) Travel agents think the merger will help ‘accelerating GDSs’ adoption of
NDC’,
(b) views of travel agents are ‘most likely to represent the potential risk to
consumers of the transaction’.
(c) Travel agents ‘universally identify significant weaknesses about direct
connects when compared to a GDS’ and for travel agents the primary
purpose of direct connects is ‘to obtain access to fares that were only
otherwise available on airline.com or to get access to NDC content’.
(d) Travel agents ‘unanimously expect use of NDC content in the next 12
months to be via their GDS’, with a minority (40%) expecting to receive
NDC content via a direct connect’.
(e) Travellers whose bookings pass through an FLX API would be expected to
be mostly leisure travellers served by OTAs, which compete with
airline.com.
10.152
In response to our Provisional Findings the Parties further submitted
that in their view feedback from one side of the market has been unjustifiably
dismissed, with little or no weight given to views on travel agents.1437 The
parties also submitted that travel agents find one-to-one connections like
direct connect to be prohibitively expensive and limiting due to the lack of
comparison shopping and integration with travel agents mid and back-office
functions.1438
10.153
In response to the points raised by the Parties, we consider that we
have not dismissed the travel agent evidence and believe it is relevant to
take this into account together with evidence from other sources. In
particular, the evidence from travel agents has informed our understanding
of their current and future intended use of GDS bypass, which types of travel
agents are more likely to use GDS bypass and how they use these services,
and we have taken these into account in our assessment. We disagree that
all travel agents find GDS bypass to be prohibitively expensive and limiting.
We have found that use varies across travel agents, with a number of
responses indicating they expect increased future use and new connections
being established in the future especially amongst online travel agents.1439
We recognise there is significantly less interest in use of GDS bypass among
TMCs and B&M agents.

Parties’ response to provisional findings paragraph 1.8 (vi)
Parties’ response to provisional findings paragraph 5.23
1439 See sections; Current use of GDS Bypass and Future use of GDS bypass
1437
1438
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10.154
Whilst noting that travel agents were mostly unconcerned by the
transaction, many were neutral and a few raised concerns. We do not
consider travel agents’ views in relation to the Merger’s overall impact on
competition to be more determinative than airlines’ views, as explained in
Chapter 11 which assesses all evidence in the round assessment and
discuss the relative weight we put on evidence from travel agents and
airlines.1440.
Summary of travel agent evidence
10.155

In summary, the evidence from travel agents shows that:

(a) Currently OTAs is the main segment that use GDS bypass. Some TMCs
and other B&M travel agents also use this channel, but to a much lesser
degree. Travel agents typically use GDS bypass to obtain better
content.1441
(b) Most travel agents highlight drawbacks in relation to using GDS bypass
currently and costs to establish direct connects can be high, although this
varies depending on the circumstance and in some cases may be covered
by airlines.1442
(c) Travel agents typically view the role of NDC in the industry as growing, and
this will improve content available and their ability to sell more ancillaries.
More travel agents expect to be able to access content via their GDS than
GDS bypass (and to do so within the next 12 months).1443
(d) GDS bypass usage and the volume of bookings it accounts for appears
particularly likely to continue to grow amongst OTAs, but responses from
TMCs and B&M suggests growth will be limited without further functionality
development.1444
(e) TMCs, which serve corporate customers, use airline.com only to a very
limited extent, and said their customers typically do not book on airline.com
because they require services from TMCs such as duty of care
reporting.1445

See Chapter 11
Paragraphs 10.123 et seq.
1442 Paragraphs 10.131 et seq.
1443 Paragraphs 10.147 et seq.
1444 Paragraphs 10.134 et seq.
1445 Paragraphs 10.143 et seq.
1440
1441
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(f) Most travel agents we have contacted do not have concerns about this
Merger (they are either neutral or positive); only a small number have
expressed a concern.1446

1446

Paragraphs 10.149 et seq.
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11. Our assessment of the Merger
11.1

This chapter provides our assessment of the Merger. Throughout we draw on
the evidence discussed in other chapters and in the Appendices.

11.2

First, we set out some introductory points, covering the context of the Merger,
how we have considered the evidence in this inquiry, and the Merger’s
relevance to the UK.

11.3

Second, we provide our assessment of the relevant counterfactual. Given this
Merger takes place in the context of lengthy, complex and far reaching
changes in airlines’ demand and suppliers’ strategies, we assess this in light
of all of the evidence set out in previous chapters.

11.4

Third, we provide our assessment of the competitive effects of the Merger
respectively for the supply of merchandising solutions and for the supply of
distribution solutions. This is before taking into account any countervailing
factors, which we discuss in the following chapter.

11.5

In providing our assessment, we have summarised and considered relevant
submissions from the Parties and third parties. We have also considered
submissions on specific and individual pieces of evidence in the relevant
chapters earlier in this Final Report.

Introduction to our assessment
The context of the Merger
11.6

At the time of our Final Report the UK and many other countries were
grappling with Coronavirus (COVID-19) which has caused much disruption to
the global travel industry. We recognise that these effects are uncertain, both
in size and duration. However, Sabre has told the US District Court in
Delaware on 30 March 2020 that the Merger Agreement is still in place.

11.7

Independently of the immediate circumstances, this Merger takes place
against the background of the airline industry changing the services they sell,
and the way they sell them. In Chapter 7, we explained that, on the demand
side, airlines are reacting to competitive pressures from one another,
including low cost carriers, as well as to changing passenger expectations.
This requires them to differentiate their retailing offers by: (i) creating more
personalised services and travel experiences with ancillaries; (ii) making
greater use of dynamic or flexible pricing, as well as more personalised
pricing based on an understanding of individual customers’ needs; (iii) taking
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greater control over their retailing offers compared to what has been possible
using the solutions traditionally provided by GDSs and PSSs; and (iv)
distributing personalised and flexible offers they create consistently across all
sales channels.1447
11.8

We have found that for airlines to make these business model changes they
need to acquire new technological capabilities. Merchandising capabilities,
which allow airlines to create the relevant content, are of growing
importance.1448 Distribution capabilities matter in their own right, and play a
complementary role to merchandising, because, together, these allow airlines
to deliver content to travel agents and travellers in new ways, for example to
sell ancillaries and dynamic offers beyond a basic seat product.

11.9

We have also found that these changes have given rise to opportunities for
suppliers to offer innovative solutions to allow airlines to differentiate
themselves. The adoption of the NDC standard, and solutions compatible with
NDC, with which airlines can create content in more flexible ways and
distribute it across multiple channels, have been an important driver of this
process.

11.10 In Chapter 9 we explained that Farelogix has developed products which have
enabled airlines to evolve their business models in this way. Its merchandising
solution, which is NDC compatible, allows airlines to control an important
component of their retail offer, namely the creation of offers allowing for more
personalised services and travel experiences. Farelogix also provides an
NDC-compatible distribution solution (FLX NDC API / OC) for airlines to
distribute differentiated offers across multiple sales channels.1449
11.11 The response by the incumbent providers in this space has been relatively
slow. In Chapter 7 we have found that GDSs were initially slow to facilitate the
broad adoption of NDC standard. In more recent years, they have been
investing in facilitating the distribution of NDC content on their platforms.1450
These investments appear in part to be a response to the threat of airlines
using NDC distribution solutions to bypass the GDSs and sell to travel agents
directly, which pose a threat to the GDSs whose business models rely on the
balancing of demand between airlines and travel agents.1451 These
challenges have helped to drive competition between the GDSs themselves.

Chapter 7, Changes in airlines’ demand in response to passengers’ requirements.
Chapter 7, Suppliers responses to meet airline demands
1449 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.189-9.190 and 9.198.
1450 Chapter 7, Suppliers responses to meet airline demands
1451 Chapter 9 for Sabre; Chapter 10 (Competitors’ strategies in NDC-compatible merchandising solutions;
Competitor strategy in developing distribution solutions) for Amadeus; Paragraph 7.6 in relation to GDS business
model.
1447
1448
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11.12 Given the implementation of the NDC standard is still relatively nascent,
merchandising and distribution solutions (as well as other services that
support the broader trends towards airline control of offer creation and
personalisation) have much further to evolve in the future. There is general
consensus among industry analysts and market participants that the
development and the adoption of these solutions will be lengthy, complex and
far-reaching.1452
11.13 Our assessment of both the counterfactual and the competitive effects of the
merger therefore focus on these ongoing and future competitive dynamics.
How we have considered the evidence in this inquiry
Overview of the evidence assessed
11.14 In assessing this Merger, we have gathered extensive evidence from a wide
range of sources. They include:
(a) The Parties’ submissions during this Inquiry, their internal strategy
documents and communications prepared for senior management
produced in their ordinary course of business or in preparation for this
Merger, their documents prepared for competition for customers (eg
proposals to customers or internal evaluations), and their communications
with investors and equity analysts (Chapter 9, Appendix D and throughout
the report);
(b) evidence from competitors, including their submissions and responses to
our questionnaires during this Inquiry, and where available their internal
documents on the competitive landscape and growth plans (Chapter 10
and Appendix E);
(c) airlines’ responses to our questionnaires, and where available their internal
documents relating to distribution strategies and/or evaluation of suppliers
(Chapter 10 and Appendix F);
(d) travel agents’ response to our questionnaires (Chapter 10 and Appendix
G);
(e) data on the revenues, customers, market share and bidding of key
suppliers (Chapter 8, Appendix H);

Paragraphs 7.13-7.14; Chapter 10 – Airlines’ adoption of the NDC standard and related NDC-compatible
solutions.
1452
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(f) the Parties’ valuation models and Sabre’s purchase price for Farelogix
(Chapters 4, 9 and Appendix C);
(g) submissions by the Parties, airlines and travel agents to the US DoJ and at
the proceedings in the US District Court in Delaware (throughout the
Report);
(h) other third-party sources such as equity analyst and industry reports
(throughout the Report).
Submissions on our approach to assessing the evidence in this inquiry
•

The Parties’ submissions

11.15 In relation to our consideration of the evidence, the Parties contended that the
provisional findings report was characterised by the following ‘overarching
errors’:1453
(a) It favoured historical ‘documentary evidence’ over ‘quantitative and other
more recent market evidence’;
(b) it assessed ‘forward-looking evidence in an asymmetric and inconsistent
manner as between the Parties and competitors';
(c) it dismissed feedback from the travel agents whose interests, in the Parties’
views, are ‘more aligned with those of end-travellers […] whereas the
airlines likely have the opposite agenda’;
(d) it relied on ‘largely self-serving submissions from airlines’, who the Parties
submit, have credibility problems and ‘may oppose the Merger because
they wish to avoid comparison shopping’;
(e) it buried the finding from valuation evidence;
(f) the findings were generally insupportable as the nature and length of the
forward looking assessment necessary to determine whether the Merger
will result in an SLC meant that the CMA was subject to a higher standard
of proof, and that it is impossible for the CMA to reach a view to the
requisite standard of proof.1454

1453
1454

Paragraph 1.8, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
Paragraphs 4.13-4.15, Parties’ response to the provisional findings
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•

Third-party submission

11.16 Amadeus submitted that our Provisional Findings have ‘taken on trust
[narratives] from airlines without due regard to the views of passengers and
other market participants’. It said our Provisional Findings did not consider
‘the clear strategic incentive of large airlines to undermine neutral indirect
distribution, avoid price comparison and seek to disintermediate the airline
ticket distribution industry’.1455
Our approach to assessing the evidence
11.17 Our assessment of this Merger, as of any Merger, is necessarily prospective,
as we are required to assess the impact of the Merger on rivalry over time.1456
As discussed above, this Merger takes place in the context of lengthy,
complex and far-reaching changes in how airlines sell and distribute their
content. The Parties and their competitors have their own strategies which
sometimes differ from each other, which they are implementing at different
rates, in response to these changes. This means that competitive conditions
are likely to evolve further.
11.18 Taking this into account, we have considered all the evidence in the round
and in its relevant context. In particular, we have carefully exercised our
judgement to determine how each type of evidence informs our assessment
of future competitive dynamics. Below we describe how we consider each
type of evidence to be relevant and probative for our assessment and, where
it may be less probative, how we have taken this into account.
•

Parties’ internal documents

11.19 Our assessment has given weight to the Parties’ internal documents in
several different respects. Specifically, we have considered:
(a) Documents produced to inform business strategies, investment decisions
and planning provide important insights into the Parties’ intentions and
incentives to compete (particularly absent the Merger). We consider that
these documents can provide some indication of ability to compete going
forward where they detail proposals for implementation of plans and
associated funding as well as, more significantly, details of funds spent or
plans that have been implemented. However, we recognise that ability is
not determined by detailed planning alone. We have therefore considered
evidence from internal strategy documents alongside other evidence (as

1455
1456

Paragraph 2.2, Amadeus response to the provisional findings.
Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 4.1.3.
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set out below). Where the Parties said their documents were ‘aspirational’
or ‘hypothetical’ in terms of assessing the factors that would incentivise a
change in strategy we have examined this and based on our interpretation
of the documents in their context do not accept this submission, as
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 9.1457
(b) Proposals made by the Parties to third parties in the context of competing
for customers. We consider these documents provide an indication of their
strategy and belief in their ability to compete.1458
(c) Documents related to competitive monitoring. We consider these to be
informative of the Parties’ perception of competitive threats, particularly
those that drove (and may be likely to continue to drive) their strategies to
improve and develop their products. In particular, we consider internal
documents providing an indication of the competitive threat driving the
Parties’ strategies are likely to be more reliable evidence of future
competitive rivalry in terms of innovation/further product developments than
some other evidence based on past competition which may be more
reflective of other competitive parameters.
(d) Sabre’s communications with investors and equity analysts (given it is a
listed company), and the Parties’ submissions regarding the rationale of
their business strategies. We consider these also assist our understanding
of their strategies set out in internal documents and the wider market
context.
11.20 In addition, as explained in Chapter 9, we have assessed relevant documents
prepared prior to the agreement of the Merger as well as more recent
documents prepared after agreement of the Merger. In doing so, we have
recognised that changes in the airline industry do not happen quickly.1459 We
have found that substantial planning, investments and product development
are involved. We believe that this means that generally internal documents
prepared in the run up to the Merger are likely to remain relevant alongside
some more recent documents. We have also taken into account any evolution
in the Parties’ thinking,1460 and considered this alongside other evidence of
changing competitive constraints to determine whether the Parties’ more
historical documents appear to be outdated.

Chapter 9, paragraph 9.14(d).
See, for example, paragraph 11.47(b).
1459 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.14(c).
1460 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.15 and 9.16.
1457
1458
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•

Competitor’s internal documents

11.21 Similarly, we have also collected detailed evidence from, and given weight to,
competitors’ internal documents, which set out their competitive strategies
and growth plans discussed in Chapter 10 and Appendix E.1461 We consider
these provide evidence on the same points as those listed in relation to the
Parties’ internal documents above, ie they are informative of competitors’
market positioning relative to the Parties’, the strength of their constraints on
the Parties, and how these might change in the future. In particular, we have
assessed their scope to increase/reduce their competitive constraint in the
same way as we have assessed the Parties’ internal documents, balancing
stated intentions, incentives and ability to expand with other factors that might
mitigate against these being achieved.1462
•

Evidence on customer base, bidding and market shares

11.22 We have also placed weight on recent market evidence on the outcomes of
competitive interactions, including the track record of the Parties and rivals in
serving customers, bidding, winning contracts, and/or renewing significant
contracts. We consider this recent market evidence, while not individually
determinative, assists our understanding of a firm’s wider credibility and
reputation in the markets. We consider that this evidence is relevant because
a strong track record of serving customers is likely to play an important role in
determining which competitors will continue to compete and have greater
ability to increase competitive constraint going forward. In that context, and
given that changes in the industry happen gradually, we consider it is
important to consider the evidence broadly and not just in term of very recent
wins and losses.
11.23 We have taken market shares into account but consider these are less
indicative of future competitive constraint than the evidence noted above.
(a) In merchandising, we consider that Sabre’s current share is likely to
understate its future competitive significance as it seeks to expand from
being a PSS-dependent to a PSS-agnostic provider (as explained in
Chapter 9).1463 We also note that Amadeus and Sabre do not presently
compete against each other for standalone merchandising modules but are
likely to do so in future.

Chapter 10, Evidence from competitors.
See Paragraphs 11.69 et seq. below
1463 Chapter 9, Sabre’s plans for a PSS-agnostic NDC merchandising solution.
1461
1462
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(b) In distribution, we considered market shares may not accurately reflect a
supplier’s competitive significance. For example it may understate
Farelogix’s role in driving Sabre to adopt GDS pass-through (as explained
in Chapter 9),1464 or offering airlines an outside option to negotiate better
terms with GDSs including for NDC-enabled services (as explained in
Chapter 10).1465 It may overstate the degree of competition between GDSs
for airlines given airlines’ need to multi-home and given parity clauses (as
explained in Chapter 7),1466 and it may not reflect differentiation in the
nature of the constraints exercised by airline.com, GDS bypass and GDSs
(as explained below).
•

Views of third parties

11.24 We are aware that all parties who have made representations to us, including
the Parties, their competitors, airlines, travel agents and others, have their
own commercial interests. Therefore, we have been appropriately sceptical
and sought to ask objective questions that allow us to understand the
competitive process and the important factors driving this. We have
considered all representations with other evidence in the round, and weighing
the relevance of the evidence in the context of each issue under
consideration.
•

Airline views

11.25 We have sought and relied on evidence from airlines to determine which
suppliers are well regarded by airlines both as current suppliers and in terms
of their likely ability to meet airline demand as the industry develops. In doing
so:
(a) We have placed more weight on evidence from airlines’ internal documents
produced in their ordinary course of business, and responses which
provide insight into their actual purchasing decisions and business models.
(b) We have considered evidence from a wide range of airlines.1467 Wherever
we have been able to, we have placed more weight on the evidence from
airlines which are more likely to drive investment in NDC-compatible
merchandising and distribution solutions, including, but not limited to, larger

Chapter 9, Evidence on threats to Sabre’s GDS from NDC adoption and Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.174-9.176.
Chapter 10, Evidence from airlines negotiations with GDS and on pricing.
1466 Chapter 7, paragraph 7.6.
1467 Chapter 10 and Appendix F.
1464
1465
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airlines (e.g. Tier 1 airlines) as well as those in IATA’s NDC
Leaderboard.1468
11.26 We consider that we can put weight on airlines’ views in their relevant context,
for the following reasons.
(a) The merchandising and distribution solutions considered for this Merger
assessment are purchased by airlines. While airlines have to have regard
to travel agent needs, we consider that it is airline decision making and
preferences which primarily drive the competitive process that leads to the
development, quality and price of these solutions.1469 Airlines are therefore
well placed to comment on their preferences for different types of solutions
and the capabilities of suppliers, in particular in terms of driving innovation.
(b) Both Sabre and Amadeus have expressed a concern that airlines’ views
are ‘self-serving’ because, in their view, airlines have an incentive to avoid
comparison shopping functions provided by the GDSs, which otherwise
promote price competition between airlines. However, we do not consider
this to be a valid reason to discount airlines’ views. As explained in Chapter
7, we found that airlines have been changing their business models in
response to competition from one another, including from low-cost carriers.
They initially adopted GDS bypass in the indirect channel because it was
not possible to distribute NDC content through the GDSs, rather than
because of a wish to avoid comparison shopping. More recently, airlines
are, over time, adopting GDS pass-through to distribute NDC content as it
becomes available, and appear keen to do so. In addition, we note that
while the Parties’ and third party documents (including airline documents)
assessed airline incentives and changes in demand in great detail, they
rarely if ever referenced airline’s attempts to avoid comparison shopping as
a motivation for adopting GDS bypass solutions.
•

Views of travel agents

11.27 In assessing the supply of distribution solutions, we recognise that Sabre
operates a two-sided platform balancing the demands of airlines and travel
agents, while Farelogix operates a different model which allows airlines to
decide how they connect with travel agents. We have therefore considered
evidence of travel agents, in addition to evidence from airlines, which pertain

However, we have not treated IATA Leaderboard as a comprehensive list of such airlines.
For example, see Chapter 10 (Airlines’ evaluation of merchandising suppliers) and Appendix F which set out
how airlines evaluate suppliers of NDC solutions in RFP processes.
1468
1469
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specifically to their demand for different distribution solutions as detailed in
Chapter 10.1470
11.28 The Parties contended that travel agents’ views are ‘more aligned with those
of end-travellers’ and accordingly should be given more weight as compared
to, in particular, the views of airlines. This contention appears to be based on
a supposition that competition between travel agents for passengers is more
effective than competition between airlines for passengers, but this
supposition has not been substantiated by the evidence. In Chapter 7, we
explained that, like travel agents, airlines compete with one another for
passengers by differentiating their retailing offers to meet passenger
demands. Therefore, we consider that travel agents’ views on the Merger are
not more determinative than airlines’ views or other evidence of the overall
effects of the Merger.
•

Valuation evidence

11.29 We consider evidence on the valuation and purchase price of Farelogix to be
informative of the Parties’ assumptions of the growth potential of Farelogix, as
explained in Chapter 9.1471 It forms a part our overall consideration of the
impact of the Merger, to be taken into account alongside other evidence set
out above.
•

Approach in a forward-looking assessment

11.30 More generally, we do not agree with the Parties’ contention that, given that
our forward-looking assessment is necessarily longer term in light of industry
dynamics and Sabre’s own plans, we are subject a higher standard of
evidence or it is impossible for us to make robust findings on whether an SLC
is likely on a balance of probabilities. As noted above, all Merger assessment
is prospective. Therefore, the fact that our assessment is prospective does
not imply that we have to apply a higher standard of proof. There is no time
limit on a prospective assessment beyond which it can be said it is impossible
to predict outcomes with the necessary degree of certainty. Our ability to
make relevant findings is not determined by the time period for our
assessment but the evidence available to us. In addition, our assessment
does not require the establishment of a long chain of cause and effect which
in turn might require a higher standard of evidence.

1470
1471

Chapter 10, Evidence from travel agents.
Chapter 9, Paragraphs 9.207 to 9.215.
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11.31 While we appreciate that all prospective assessments raise challenges to
some degree, as set out in detail below, we believe we have gathered a range
of evidence that allows us to draw the necessary conclusions to the requisite
standard of proof.
Relevance of the merger to the UK
11.32 The Parties operate at a global level. The UK has major airline, travel agency
and passenger activity and we consider that the Merger may have a
significant impact on airlines operating in the UK, and therefore on the price,
quality and range of services they provide to UK passengers. This is because
the Merger could potentially reduce the availability, and pace, of ongoing
innovation in, NDC merchandising solutions and NDC distribution solutions.
This would affect the supply options available to all airlines (including UK
airlines), and the scope for UK passengers to have greater choice in, and
control over, their travel experiences.
11.33 The scale of the services supplied by the Parties in the UK, and therefore the
scope for a UK impact of the Merger, is indicated by the fact that:1472
(a) Sabre alone was responsible for almost [] via travel agents in the UK in
2018.1473
(b) Farelogix is the IT provider supplying both merchandising and distribution
solutions to a significant number of major network carriers operating flights
to/from the UK. Its [].1474
(c) Over [] UK PoS bookings were made through connections using the
Farelogix API in 2018.1475
(d) UK airlines paid booking fees of around [] in the indirect channel in
2018.1476

Assessment of the counterfactual
11.34 The counterfactual is an analytical tool used to help answer the question of
whether a merger may be expected to result in an SLC. It does this by
providing the basis for a comparison of the competitive situation in the market

We note that Coronavirus (COVID-19) will clearly have a material impact on these figures in the immediate
term.
1473 Sabre response to market questionnaire – Annex 47
1474 Chapter 8, ‘Suppliers of merchandising and distribution solutions to major airlines’, and Appendix F
1475 Farelogix response to RFI- 72441265_1_Annex 103.1 CMA FLX RFI - Q9 supplementary 1.XLSX
1476 Chapter 5, Jurisdiction, Table 5.1.
1472
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with the merger against the most likely future competitive situation in the
market absent the merger. The latter is called the counterfactual.1477
Developments which have arisen, or are likely to arise, as a result of the
merger will not form part of the counterfactual assessment.1478
11.35 The choice of counterfactual requires a judgement on the likely future
situation in the absence of a merger. We may examine several possible
scenarios to determine the appropriate counterfactual, one of which may be
the continuation of the pre-merger situation. Ultimately only the most likely
scenario based on the facts available to us, and the extent of our ability to
foresee future developments, will be adopted.1479
11.36 We note that the effects of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) will likely create
significant uncertainties that will be felt across the travel industry as a whole.
The Parties have not made representations on how this may impact the
assessment, nor have they submitted that either Sabre or Farelogix will exit
the markets, or become substantially weakened competitors relative to their
rivals, as a result. We have seen no evidence that there will be a
disproportionate impact on Sabre or Farelogix relative to the rest of the
industry. It is important to preserve competition in markets and we consider
that despite the significant disruption that Coronavirus (COVID-19) will create
to the travel industry, it does not change our assessment of the consequences
of the Merger for competition.
Merchandising
The Parties’ submissions
11.37 Regarding the counterfactual in merchandising, the Parties submitted that:
(a) Sabre []. Sabre said it is ‘[];1480
(b) the Provisional Findings ‘erroneously concluded that a key driver for Sabre
to improve its merchandising solution is the need to protect the value of its
GDS’;1481
(c) Farelogix’s growth in merchandising has ‘[]as it is facing [].1482

Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 4.3.1
Merger Assessment Guidelines, footnote 37
1479 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 4.3.6
1480 Paragraphs 4.4-4.5, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1481 Paragraph 4.19, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1482 Paragraph 4.24, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1477
1478
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Our assessment
•

Sabre

11.38 In Chapter 9 we considered Sabre’s strategy documents which show that
Sabre considered NDC merchandising solutions to be a critical component of
its NDC retailing strategy. Whilst currently Sabre may [], it has the []
strategic incentive to enhance its merchandising capabilities, in particular
through the development of a standalone, NDC-compatible and PSS-agnostic
merchandising solution absent the Merger to enable it to sell to all airlines
irrespective of whether they use Sabre’s PSS.1483
11.39 We have therefore assessed whether it is likely that Sabre would have
developed an NDC-compatible and PSS-agnostic merchandising solution
absent the Merger. We have considered evidence on Sabre’s intention,
incentive and ability to do this, including when this development would likely
have taken place and any impact of the merger on its existing investment
plans in this area.
•

Intention and incentive

11.40 Sabre’s intention and strong incentive to develop an NDC enabled, PSSagnostic merchandising product is established by the following evidence.
11.41 First, Sabre has confirmed its need and intention to improve its merchandising
capabilities. It told us that its Next Generation Retailing and Next Generation
Distribution strategy (which includes a new and more competitive
merchandising solution) would be PSS-agnostic and its internal documents
show that its intention is to develop and supply a PSS-agnostic merchandising
solution.1484
11.42 Second, we have found that a key driver for Sabre to develop new retailing
capabilities, including merchandising, is to retain some of the value of its GDS
which might be at risk as offer creation functions shift away from it to airlines,
as we explained in Chapter 9.1485 Traditionally, a GDS such as Sabre
generates value not only by distributing content but also by performing offer
creation functions, i.e. combining price, schedule and availability content for
the airlines to sell tickets to passengers via their travel agent.1486 However,
with the emergence of new retailing models in an environment based on the

Chapter 9, Incentive for Sabre investing in NDC merchandising solutions.
Chapter 9, Sabre’s plans for a PSS-agnostic NDC merchandising solution.
1485 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.62 to 9.65.
1486 Chapter 7 and paragraph 2.2 (i), the Parties’ Initial Phase 2 Submissions.
1483
1484
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NDC standard, airlines are increasingly able to undertake the offer creation
function themselves to which it is likely to respond.
11.43 Therefore, airlines will be less reliant on a GDS for its offer creation function
and hence less willing to pay a GDS for the value of this function. This
reduces the GDS’s value. Sabre’s strategy documents stated that this ‘shift
[of] control to airlines’1487 represents a threat as it diminishes the value of its
GDS’s contribution to the overall process of creating and distributing airline
content.1488 This threat can materialise even if GDSs continue to perform
other functions such as aggregation and distribution. The evidence therefore
does not support Sabre’s contention that its strategy is unrelated to the wish
to mitigate the impact to the value of its GDS.
11.44 In addition, developing merchandising capabilities would strengthen Sabre’s
core PSS and non-core PSS business. It would likely mitigate the risk of
Sabre losing PSS business to its competitors with a stronger merchandising
component, [], for airline customers who wish to purchase core and noncore PSS products together.1489 Importantly, developing a PSS-agnostic
merchandising solution would enable Sabre to grow its customer base and
realise new revenue opportunities, because it would allow Sabre to compete
for any airlines that choose to unbundle their merchandising module from the
core PSS provider, including those which do not use Sabre’s core PSS, which
represent the majority of the market.1490
11.45 Consistent with the above, Sabre highlighted the importance of having PSSagnostic merchandising capability in its announcements to investors and
analysts on the rationale for the Merger.1491 Similarly, in the context of its
efficiencies submissions,1492 Sabre has also made a number of submissions
on how integrating the Farelogix merchandising solution would improve its
ability to compete with other suppliers ([]) on merchandising and core-PSS
solutions and give rise to additional revenue.
•

Ability and time frame

11.46 In Chapter 9 we set out evidence from Sabre’s plans on its ability to realise its
intentions and develop a credible PSS-agnostic merchandising solution within
three to five years absent the Merger.1493 Sabre’s internal documents and
[]
Chapter 9, Protecting GDS business.
1489 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.66.
1490 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.66(c).
1491 Chapter 4, section ‘Sabre’s rationale for the Merger’.
1492 Chapter 12, paragraph 12.8.
1493 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.46 et seq.
1487
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submissions to us show that, prior to the Merger being announced, Sabre had
already made progress in developing its NDC-enabled next-generation
retailing offer. Since[]Sabre has already invested []in NDC solutions, and
it has [].1494 While we are uncertain how much of this investment has
already been directed specifically for merchandising functions, we note that
merchandising will be an important component in Sabre’s NDC strategy.
11.47 We recognise that the development of an enhanced merchandising offering is
a lengthy process, but we are not persuaded by the Parties’ contention that
[], for the following reasons detailed in Chapter 9:
(a) Sabre previously told us that, [].1495 This is corroborated by a more recent
Sabre internal planning document in 2019, which stated that if Sabre was
[].1496
(b) Importantly, Sabre has already made proposals to several airlines that it
[], without knowledge of whether the Merger would be approved.1497 We
consider that this is significant evidence of Sabre’s confidence and ability to
do so.
(c) In relation to Sabre’s submission on the [], we note that Sabre appears to
have made significant progress, for example as shown by the recent
announcement of a significant investment in a partnership with Google
[].1498
11.48 We have therefore concluded that, absent the Merger, Sabre had the clear
[], incentive and ability to introduce an NDC-compatible PSS-agnostic
merchandising product, and would have been likely to do so in the next three
to five years. We consider Sabre’s likely competitive position in this
counterfactual relative to other suppliers in the competitive assessment below.
•

Farelogix

11.49 We found in Chapter 8 that Farelogix is an established provider that continues
to be successful in bidding for and retaining merchandising opportunities. The
Parties contended that [], but we note that Farelogix has recently continued
to win, and renew or negotiate, significant contracts.1499 Farelogix marketing

Chapter 9, paragraph 9.49(a).
Merger Notice, paragraph 24.17.
1496 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.49(f).
1497 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.50 and 9.81.
1498 Sabre - Transcript of earnings call Q4 2019 (26 February 2020).
1499 Chapter 8, Paragraph 8.81-8.82
1494
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materials show that it continues to invest in improving its merchandising
capabilities.1500 Moreover, Sabre’s valuation model projected that, as a
standalone business, Farelogix’s [].1501
11.50 On that basis, we have concluded that absent the Merger, Farelogix would
continue to be a strong provider of merchandising solutions and would have
continued to make product improvements and compete effectively for new
customers.
Distribution
The Parties’ submission
11.51 Regarding the counterfactual in distribution, the Parties submitted that:
(a) Sabre’s ‘[].1502
(b) Farelogix’s [] 1503 Farelogix would have to grow exponentially in order for
the Merger to give rise to a significant overlap, which it has not achieved in
the past ten years,1504 noting that Farelogix has itself repeatedly
overestimated its forecast growth.1505
Our assessment
•

Sabre

11.52 The evidence we have assessed shows that Sabre’s competitive position
relative to the other GDSs has remained broadly unchanged over the past few
years.1506 While Sabre has flagged that its development of NDC compatible
distribution solutions [] we note that [] to date.
11.53 In Chapter 9 we found that Sabre’s strategy documents also show that it has
plans to develop distribution capabilities that are compatible with the NDC
standard.1507 This includes GDS pass-through and NDC APIs, [].1508 We
consider that Sabre’s investments in distribution, like merchandising, are in
part driven by airlines’ changing business needs which has required

Chapter 9, Paragraph 9.202(d).
Chapter 9, Paragraph 9.208(b).
1502 Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraph 5.96.
1503 Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraph 5.99.
1504 Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraph 5.10.
1505 Parties’ response to the provisional findings report, paragraph 5.18.
1506 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.112
1507 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.32-9.34.
1508 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.32.
1500
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flexible distribution capabilities not previously offered by GDSs, and the
responses of rivals (including Farelogix) and the impact to its GDS business.
11.54 The evidence we have considered does not support Sabre’s contention that it
would face []. We noted in Chapter 9 that Sabre has recently been
competing for airlines with an NDC-compatible solution with distribution (and
other retailing) functions, such as for [].1509 Sabre told us that a main
reason for its [] is the need to [],1510 but as discussed in paragraph
11.47(c) above we note that Sabre has made significant investments in its
[], which, in any event, is part of a wider effort undertaken by Sabre
irrespective of the Merger.
11.55 As a result, we consider that absent the Merger Sabre would be likely to
remain one of the three major GDS providers and, as such, one of the three
major distributors of airline content. It would also continue its investment plans
in NDC distribution solutions, including GDS pass-through and NDC API
solutions.
•

Farelogix

11.56 Our analysis of the most recent bidding and customer data considered in
Chapter 8 showed that Farelogix continues to compete for NDC distribution
solutions, and that it has won or renewed significant contracts (eg []) or is in
the process of negotiation (eg []) in 2019.1511
11.57 Moreover, Farelogix told us that it continued to anticipate a ‘tipping point’ in
the market for NDC solutions as NDC gained acceptance,1512 and that it
intended to remain in the distribution business for this reason.1513
11.58 In relation to the Parties’ contention that Farelogix has [],1514 the evidence
considered in Chapter 9 shows that, although []. We also noted that
Farelogix’s internal documents stated that [].1515 This is also consistent with
evidence from Sandler’s sales process. As noted in Chapter 9,1516 if Farelogix
were [], we consider that Sandler would have been more willing to consider

Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.33 and 9.34.
Parties’ response to provisional findings, paragraphs 5.94-5.96.
1511 Chapter 8, Paragraph 8.101
1512 Farelogix main party hearing, page 49, lines 1-13.
1513 Farelogix main party hearing, page 24, lines 3-12.
1514 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.154; Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraphs 1.16(ii) and 5.97.
1515 Chapter 9, Evidence on Farelogix’s []
1516 Chapter 9, Sabre’s valuation model.
1509
1510
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alternative bids. We have seen evidence that there would likely be credible,
alternative purchasers of Farelogix in such a scenario.1517
11.59 We found that the valuation evidence supports the view that both Parties
expect Farelogix to continue to grow rather than stay stagnant or decline
because of any scalability challenges.1518 We note that both Parties projected
that [].1519 Moreover, Sabre’s valuation (and []) shows that the [].1520
11.60 As a result, we consider that absent the Merger, Farelogix would have
continued to be a leading provider and developer of NDC distribution
solutions, either under the ownership of Sandler or under different ownership.

Assessment of the competitive effects of the merger
Merchandising
The Parties’ submissions
11.61 The Parties submitted that our assessment that Sabre would become a
‘uniquely strong competitor to Farelogix and Amadeus in the next three to five
years’ is ‘fantastical’.1521 They cited the following main reasons:
(a) Sabre [].1522
(b) Farelogix [] and ‘being a non-GDS supplier does not make Farelogix
more disruptive’; or a ‘uniquely strong competitor’.1523
(c) the Provisional Findings understated the potential competitive threat from
[] Amadeus, Datalex, PROS, OpenJaw and ITA; failed to justify why
[]1524 and to properly assess the incentives of other players to expand
and innovate.1525 In Sabre’s view, ‘[].1526
(d) ‘important aspects of the [Provisional Findings] in merchandising reflect
conglomerate effect concerns’, because the CMA did not ‘properly justify
why the loss of an “independent” merchandising provider could compound

See Appendix C.
Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.208 et seq.
1519 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.208(b) and Appendix C.
1520 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.208 and Appendix C, paragraph 2.
1521 Paragraph 1.10, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1522 Paragraphs 4.4-4.5, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1523 Paragraphs 1.12; 4.19; 4.22, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1524 Paragraphs 1.14, 4.8; 4.28, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1525 Paragraphs 1.11(i); 4.5, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1526 [].
1517
1518
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any competition concerns’; and ‘the value of the GDS and merchandising
solution do not affect each’.1527, 1528
Our assessment
11.62 As discussed at paragraph 11.38 above, we believe that in the absence of the
Merger, Sabre would have developed its own NDC-enabled PSS agnostic
merchandising product in the next three to five years. As a result of the
Merger, we believe Sabre will no longer pursue its independent plans to
compete using its own NDC-enabled PSS agonistic merchandising solution
and would instead rely upon the acquired Farelogix merchandising solutions
to do so.
11.63 In order to assess the loss of Sabre as a competitor against Farelogix and
other suppliers of merchandising solutions, we have considered the impact of
Sabre’s expected development on competition in the absence of the Merger
relative to its competitors. To do this, we first considered evidence on the
constraint from Sabre as a supplier of NDC-compatible PSS-agnostic
merchandising solutions, that would be expected to have developed absent
the Merger. We then considered the constraint from Farelogix, and then
considered the constraints from other suppliers.
•

Constraint from Sabre

11.64 We recognise that Sabre is not a significant provider of merchandising
solutions today and has not been competing closely with Farelogix in the
provision of these services. Sabre’s existing merchandising solutions are only
available to its core PSS customers and for use on airline.com, whereas
Farelogix offers a PSS-agnostic solution that can be integrated into any
airline’s IT systems and for use in both the indirect channel and airline.com.
Where the Parties have competed recently for new merchandising
opportunities, Sabre []. It has a low market share in merchandising as a
result.1529
11.65 We believe the evidence on the whole indicates that, Sabre would be likely to
become a significant competitor to Amadeus, Farelogix and other competitors
absent the Merger in the next three to five years. There are a number of
relevant factors concerning Sabre’s business that inform Sabre’s ability to

Paragraph 4.19, Parties’ response to the provisional findings report.
[].
1529 Chapter 8, ‘Overview of suppliers capabilities and customers’ and ‘Suppliers of merchandising and
distribution solutions to major airlines’; Bidding analysis Table 8.4 and Table 8.5; Market Share: Table 8.6.
1527
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compete significantly with its own merchandising solution. We consider Sabre
has a strong track record of delivering solutions to a range of airlines:
(a) Sabre already supplies its core PSS to [] airlines. It would have a
significant advantage over its non-PSS competitors in being able to supply
these customers and could increase its customer base on this basis
alone.1530 The attractiveness for some customers of integrating
merchandising with its PSS is demonstrated, for example, in Sabre’s
submissions on the interconnection between merchandising and its PSS
and efficiencies estimated for the Merger,1531 and in the concern shown by
a non-PSS competitor.1532
(b) Sabre also provides GDS services to over 400 airlines.1533 The volume of
Sabre’s relationships with airlines far outstrip any established relationships
held by other non-GDS merchandising suppliers. With a PSS-agnostic
merchandising solution, Sabre would be able to sell to a wider range of
airlines beyond its current core PSS base.
(c) More generally, Sabre is one of the two main global players active in
supplying both airline IT and distribution services to airlines. It has
significant resources and development capabilities and a deep knowledge
of the airline booking system IT stack, with an existing global sales force
and operational support capability.1534 Sabre is considered by customers
and other suppliers to be a strong competitor generally.1535
11.66 Therefore, we consider that Sabre’s current market position in merchandising
substantially understates its likely competitive significance going forward. This
is a developing market which is growing and, with the strengths described
above, we consider the evidence refutes the Parties’ view that there is [].

Chapter 9, paragraph 9.65.
See also Paragraph 3.3, Parties’ efficiencies working paper response. [], we consider that a similar
integration benefit of merchandising and its PSS would arise if Sabre develops its own merchandising solution.
1532 PROS considered itself to be at a disadvantage compared to core PSS providers. Chapter 10, paragraph
10.29.
1533 Merger Notice, paragraphs 3.65 and 3.77.
1534 This is demonstrated by the Parties’ submissions on rivalry enhancing efficiencies and customer benefits of
the Merger. See Chapter 12, paragraph 12.10 and 12.13 and Chapter 14, paragraph 14.154.
1535 Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.6-10.11; 10.40-10.48 and 10.51; Chapter paragraphs 10.85(a) and 10.103(b).
1530
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•

Constraint from Farelogix

11.67 The evidence presented in Chapters 8, 9 and 10 shows that Farelogix is a
strong established provider of merchandising solutions. Its effectiveness as a
competitor is enhanced by the fact that:
(a) It has a proven track record of delivering merchandising solutions at scale
to a range of large and smaller airlines across all tiers, and experience in
integrating with all major PSSs. Farelogix’s current customer base includes
some of the largest airlines in the world (eg []),1536 and it has continued
to win, negotiate or renew major contracts recently (e.g. []).1537 It also
has not lost any existing customer of its merchandising solution to another
competitor to date.
(b) It has a strong reputation throughout the industry. It is widely perceived
(and monitored) by Sabre, Amadeus and other competitors to be the
leading provider of merchandising solutions in terms of functionality and
innovation.1538 Airlines’ responses and their evaluation of merchandising
suppliers show that Farelogix has a similarly strong reputation among
customers.1539
(c) It is one of only very few suppliers that currently offer a PSS-agnostic and
standalone solution, commercially independent of a GDS and PSS.
Farelogix’s documents highlight its ‘neutral’ solution which ‘gives airlines
control and avoids lock-in with PSS’, and its lack of ‘conflicts of interest’
with PSS and GDS as key selling points of its products.1540 This market
positioning is valued by many airlines, because Farelogix’s product focuses
on serving airlines without having to consider the impact on any GDS/PSS
business.1541 This also means that Farelogix has a different incentive to
innovate from that of the GDSs/PSSs, which also have to consider the
impact of developing merchandising solution on their existing GDS/PSS
business.

Chapter 8, paragraph 8.17 and Table 8.1.
Chapter 8, Analysis of bidding data and market shares, Merchandising; paragraphs 8.81-8.82
1538 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.75-9.81; Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.6-10.11, 10.40-10.48 and 10.51.
1539 Chapter 10, Airlines’ evaluation of merchandising suppliers; Airlines’ submitted views on merchandising
supplier strength.
1540 Chapter 9, How Farelogix markets itself to airlines (paragraph 9.198 et seq.)
1541 Chapter 10, Preference for a channel-agnostic provider of merchandising and/or distribution solution.
(paragraph 10.109 et seq.)
1536
1537
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(d) It offers its merchandising solution alongside a suite of retailing and
distribution solutions, so it can engage in cross-selling to its customers and
continue to grow its customer base.1542
11.68 As discussed above,1543 we believe that absent the Merger, Farelogix is likely
to continue to be a strong provider of merchandising solutions and would have
continued to make product improvements and compete effectively for new
customers.
•

Constraint from other suppliers

11.69 In order to determine whether the Merger would be expected to result in an
SLC in the supply of merchandising solutions, we have considered whether
the competitive constraint from other suppliers post-Merger would be
sufficient, individually or in aggregate, so as to prevent any SLC arising as a
result of Sabre abandoning its independent development of merchandising.
11.70 We have therefore considered:
(a) The extent of the current competitive constraint from other suppliers,
including Amadeus, Datalex, PROS, OpenJaw and ITA in particular, which,
in the Parties’ view, are [];
(b) how, in each case, this competitive constraint is expected to change as
result of expansion (including product improvement) by existing competitors
post-Merger.
11.71 Based on these suppliers’ plans and capabilities we assessed whether these
suppliers have the combination of the intention, incentives and ability to
expand in a timely, likely and sufficient manner to prevent any SLC from
arising.1544
•

Constraint from Amadeus

11.72 As noted in Chapter 8, Amadeus has a large established customer base in
part reflecting its position in core PSS,1545 and it has been successful in
winning recent contracts.1546 Most competitors, including the Parties, monitor

Chapter 9, paragraph 9.196 et seq.
Paragraphs 11.49 et seq.
1544 Our assessment of competitors constraint going forward and post-Merger is based on existing evidence on
their plans and capabilities. We believe this evidence accurately captures their incentives, intention and ability to
expand going forward and in the event the Merger goes ahead and we have no reason or evidence to suggest
otherwise.
1545 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.9.
1546 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.77; Table 8.4 and Table 8.5.
1542
1543
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and identify it as a main competitive threat, and nearly all airlines consider it to
be one of the leading providers of merchandising solutions.1547
11.73 Therefore, we consider that Amadeus is currently a significant competitor in
respect of its core PSS customers. However, we note that Amadeus’s existing
merchandising solution is PSS-dependent which limits its customer base to its
core PSS customers. Moreover, it is not available on a standalone basis;
instead it supplies NDC-compatible merchandising as part of an NDC retailing
solution.1548 We also found that some airlines prefer a supplier of
merchandising that is independent of a GDS/PSS.1549 These factors mean
Amadeus is currently not an option for airlines seeking a standalone
merchandising solution and/or from a non-GDS/PSS supplier.
11.74 Going forward, we recognise that Amadeus has been [].1550 Like Sabre,
Amadeus has invested, and plans to invest [] and it is ahead of all other
non-Farelogix competitors in terms of this development. Given Amadeus’
strength as a supplier of PSS and GDS, and its incentive to continue to
enhance merchandising in part to retain the value of its GDS,1551 we consider
that Amadeus has the intention, ability and incentive to continue to compete.
11.75 On that basis, we consider that Amadeus will continue to be a strong provider
of merchandising solutions for its core PSS customers, and will likely continue
to make product improvements and compete more effectively for a wider
range of customers []. However, we consider that the focus and nature of
innovation pursued by Amadeus, given its incentive to also consider the
impact of merchandising on its GDS business, will be different to that pursued
by a non-GDS provider (like Farelogix) who does not have to take these
considerations into account.1552
•

Constraint from Datalex

11.76 We found that Datalex has been monitored by the Parties and some other
suppliers as one of the other main competitors in the supply of merchandising
and more generally retailing solutions.1553 However, we consider that Datalex
is currently a weaker competitor than Amadeus and Farelogix, based on the

Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.82, 9.103; Chapter 10 paragraphs 10.6-10.11, 10.40-10.48, 10.51 and 10.85.
Chapter 8, paragraph 8.10 and Chapter 10, paragraph 10.19.
1549 Chapter 10, Evidence from airlines, section ‘Preference for a channel-agnostic provider of merchandising
and/or distribution solution’ (paragraph 10.109 et seq.); and Chapter 10, paragraph 10.10(b).
1550 Chapter 10, Competitors’ strategy in developing NDC-compatible merchandising solutions, Amadeus.
1551 Chapter 10, Competitors’ strategies in NDC-compatible merchandising solutions, Amadeus and Competitive
landscape and strength of merchandising suppliers, paragraphs 10.6-10.11; Appendix E paragraphs 5-9.
1552 See paragraph 11.67(c)
1553 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.83-9.86, paragraph 9.103(b); Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.6-10.11.
1547
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evidence on existing customer base,1554 the fact that it has a weaker
reputation among customers,1555 and the bidding data which shows that it has
not won new customers in merchandising after [].1556
11.77 Going forward, we recognise that Datalex has both an intention and incentive
to compete more strongly. Datalex originally told us it had ambitions to grow
merchandising solutions revenues by []. However, its internal documents
indicate that there are [].1557
11.78 Importantly, Datalex has been facing significant financial challenges that were
publicised in 2019 which are affecting its ability to win new customers and
resulted in the loss of a significant contract,1558 and has weakened its
reputation among airlines.1559 It has remained suspended from trading at the
Irish Stock Exchange since May 2019. We also consider that the scope for
Datalex to grow revenues from its current customer base is much smaller than
that of Sabre, as Datalex does not have the same cross-sell opportunities in
PSSs nor an extensive roster of GDS customers.
11.79 For the reasons above, we consider that any expansion by Datalex in
merchandising is materially uncertain. We consider that Datalex is likely to be
constrained in its ability to improve its products and so, over time, is likely to
provide a weakening constraint going forward (in the event other suppliers
improve their products).
•

Constraint from PROS

11.80 Through its acquisition of Vayant, PROS acquired a merchandising (and other
retailing) capability. PROS has been mentioned in more recent internal
documents of the Parties and other competitors, particularly in the context of
wider retailing functions (since PROS is a strong supplier in pricing and
revenue management which are other components of retailing solutions).1560
Many airlines also considered PROS as a potential merchandising solutions
supplier.1561 However, PROS has a very limited track record of supplying

Chapter 8, paragraph 8.23.
Chapter 10, Airlines’ evaluation of merchandising suppliers; Airlines’ submitted views on merchandising
supplier strength.
1556 Chapter 8, Analysis of bidding data in merchandising; Table 8.4 and Table 8.5.
1557 Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.21 to 10.22.
1558 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.25; Chapter 10, paragraph 10.85(e); Appendix E, paragraphs 72-74; and Appendix F.
1559 Chapter 10, Airlines’ submitted views on merchandising supplier strength.
1560 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.88-9.89, paragraphs 9.102-9.103; Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.6-10.11.
1561 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.85(g)
1554
1555
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merchandising solutions based on its small existing customer base.1562 The
bidding analysis shows that it has [].1563
11.81 Going forward, we note that a few airlines told us they expect PROS to
become stronger in merchandising,1564 and we recognise that PROS is now
being monitored by the Parties and other suppliers more often than
previously.1565
11.82 However, PROS told us that growing its merchandising (and distribution)
solutions was ‘not a top strategic priority’ for it and it would likely face a
number of difficulties compared to those competitors that also provide
PSSs.1566 PROS’s internal documents indicate []. PROS told us that its
revenue targets should be viewed as []1567 []. We consider this implies a
lower incentive to compete than demonstrated by Sabre in its plans.
11.83 We therefore consider that PROS has some incentive and some degree of
intention to offer an NDC solution, []. Moreover, we also consider that there
are material uncertainties regarding its ability to compete more strongly in the
future. PROS has a low level of traction in the supply of merchandising and
the scope for PROS to grow revenues from its current customer base is much
smaller than that of Sabre, as PROS does not have the same cross-sell
opportunities in PSSs nor an extensive roster of GDS customers.
11.84 Therefore, we consider that any expansion by PROS in merchandising is
materially uncertain, and we believe it more likely than not that PROS would
continue to provide a relatively limited competitive constraint in the supply of
merchandising solutions going forward.
•

Constraint from OpenJaw

11.85 We found that OpenJaw is currently a weak supplier in merchandising. In
comparison with Farelogix and Amadeus, OpenJaw currently has fewer
customers who are less significant,1568 and a limited record of winning based

Chapter 8, paragraph 8.31.
Chapter 8, Table 8.4 and Table 8.5.
1564 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.85(g)
1565 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.88-9.89, paragraphs 9.102-9.103; Chapter 10, paragraph 10.6.
1566 Chapter 10, Paragraph 10.28 and 10.29.
1567 Chapter 10, Paragraphs 10.28-30.
1568 Chapter 8, Paragraph 8.27-8.28.
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on recent bidding data ([]).1569 It has a more mixed reputation amongst
customers and competitors.1570
11.86 Going forward, OpenJaw’s strategy documents show that it had [] and that
it aims to grow [] for the next three years. However, OpenJaw’s product
roadmap indicates that [].1571 We consider that [] demonstrates a lesser
intention and incentive to expand than those demonstrated by Sabre in its
plans. In addition, we consider the low level of traction OpenJaw’s product
has had to date, together with the lack of a core PSS customer base (to which
Sabre has and can cross-sell), and a GDS customer base worldwide,1572 will
also significantly impact on its ability to increase its competitive constraint
going forward.
11.87 Therefore, we consider that any expansion by OpenJaw in merchandising is
materially uncertain. Overall, OpenJaw would likely continue to provide only
limited competitive constraint in the supply of merchandising solutions going
forward.
•

Constraint from ITA

11.88 We found that ITA is a supplier identified in the Parties’ and other suppliers’
competitive monitoring in merchandising in recent documents, where ITA is
also particularly recognised for its strengths in another retailing solution
(shopping).1573 It is considered by several airlines (mainly in North America)
as an alternative to Farelogix in merchandising.1574 However, despite this and
the fact that it has been under Google’s ownership since 2011, ITA only
supplies its merchandising solution to two airlines and []. Its current
competitive constraint in the supply of merchandising solutions is therefore
very limited.
11.89 Going forward, ITA does not appear to have a strong intention to grow its
merchandising solutions. ITA told us that it was still considering its strategy in
NDC solutions and its plans are at an early stage. Its focus remains on
shopping solutions. ITA also told us that [].1575 ITA []. Airlines have

Chapter 8, Analysis of bidding data in merchandising; Paragraph 8.77
Chapter 10, Airlines’ evaluation of merchandising suppliers; Airlines’ submitted views on merchandising
supplier strength Chapter 9, paragraph 9.87(c)(ii); Chapter 10, Competitive landscape and strength of
merchandising suppliers.
1571 Chapter 10, Paragraph 10.24.
1572 We note that OpenJaw is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Travelsky which operates a ‘local GDS’
predominantly in China. See Chapter 8, paragraph 8.26.
1573 Chapter 8, Paragraph 8.34; Appendix E, paragraphs 16, 20-21. Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.88; 9.103.
1574 Chapter 10, Paragraph 10.85(h)
1575 Chapter 10, Paragraph 10.33.
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limited mixed views about the strength of ITA in merchandising going
forward.1576
11.90 In addition, we consider that the limited impact its product has had on the
market to date is indicative of it having a limited ability to grow its constraint
going forward. This is consistent with ITA’s submissions that it would be
[].1577 Therefore, we consider that any expansion by ITA in merchandising
is materially uncertain.
11.91 Overall, we consider that ITA does not appear to have a strong intention to
improve its merchandising solutions, and that it also has a limited ability to do
so and so we believe ITA would be likely to provide only a limited competitive
constraint at best in the supply of merchandising solutions.
•

Conclusion on constraint from other suppliers

11.92 In summary regarding the strength of competitors, we expect that Amadeus
will continue to exercise a strong constraint going forward. We expect other
current merchandising suppliers including Datalex, PROS, OpenJaw and ITA
to continue to supply and exert some constraint, though we have material
doubts over the intention, incentive and/or ability of these suppliers to
increase their competitive constraint significantly post-Merger. Notably, in the
case of Datalex we consider that their constraint is likely to weaken going
forward. Therefore, in aggregate the competitive constraint provided by this
relatively small number of rivals is likely to remain relatively weak. We also
found in Chapter 10 that the constraints from self-supply of merchandising
solutions is limited.1578
11.93 We have assessed those suppliers with specific growth plans above. We
consider the likelihood that other suppliers could enter or expand, when we
discuss barriers to entry and expansion in Chapter 12.
•

Customers’ views on the Merger in relation to merchandising

11.94 We found in Chapter 10 that many airlines have expressed concerns about
the Merger’s impact on competition and innovation in merchandising. They
submitted that post-Merger there may be a reduction of innovation as Sabre
may limit the innovation Farelogix has previously demonstrated.1579 We note
that travel agents are not customers for merchandising solutions of either of

Chapter 10, Paragraph 10.85(h)
Chapter 10, Paragraph 10.32.
1578 Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.87 et seq.
1579 Chapter 10, ‘Airlines views on the Merger’, paragraph 10.110(a).
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the Parties (or other suppliers). We consider travel agents’ view of the Merger
in our assessment of distribution below.1580
Overall conclusion
11.95 As a result of the Merger, Sabre will no longer pursue its independent plans to
compete using its own NDC-compatible PSS agnostic merchandising solution
against Amadeus, Farelogix and the other competitors. Based on the
assessment above, and compared to the counterfactual, we have found that
the Merger would remove a player from the market that would be likely to
become a significant competitor in merchandising solutions in the next three
to five years.
11.96 We consider that, should the Merger proceed, Amadeus is likely to continue to
provide a strong constraint to the merged entity (ie Farelogix under Sabre’s
ownership), and they would be the two most significant competitors in
merchandising. Absent the Merger, we consider that Sabre would become
one of the three significant competitors alongside Amadeus and Farelogix,
and it is not necessary for Sabre to ‘leapfrog’ these competitors for this to be
the case.
11.97 We believe that Sabre would be likely to become significantly bigger than the
remaining competitors. As noted above at paragraph 11.65, in addition to the
advantages Sabre benefits from as one of the two main global players active
in supplying both airline IT and distribution services to airlines, the volume of
Sabre’s relationships with airlines far outstrip any established relationships
held by other non-GDS/PSS merchandising suppliers and Sabre would have
a significant advantage over its non-PSS competitors in supplying its []
core-PSS customers with merchandising solutions. We consider that the other
providers such as Datalex, PROS, ITA and OpenJaw are likely to continue to
provide limited constraints going forward as explained in paragraph 73 above.
When considered in aggregate, we do not consider that the constraint from
other suppliers over time will be sufficient to prevent any SLC arising as a
result of the removal of Sabre.
11.98 As a sensitivity to our assessment, we have also considered whether
significant growth or product improvement by any one of these other
suppliers, taken together with the limited constraint that is likely from the other
suppliers over time, would be sufficient to prevent any SLC arising from the
removal of Sabre.1581 However, our view is that, even if it were to materialise,

Paragraph 11.27.
That is, to give rise to a third significant NDC-compatible PSS-agnostic merchandising solution post-Merger,
alongside Amadeus and a combined Sabre/Farelogix.
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any such enhanced competitive constraint would be insufficient to prevent any
SLC arising as a result of the Merger.
11.99 Our view is that the loss of competition from Sabre alone, as described above,
would likely be substantial. However, we also consider the Merger would likely
lead to some further loss of competition as a result of Farelogix no longer
being independent from GDS/PSS. In our view, an independent Farelogix
would have a different incentive to innovate than the GDS/PSS for the
reasons explained in 11.67 above, and this Merger would therefore likely
result in the loss of a differentiated competitor in the market. We note that this
consideration is unrelated to a conglomerate effect concern.1582
11.100
In conclusion, therefore, we have found that the Merger may be
expected to result in an SLC in the supply of merchandising solutions, subject
to any countervailing factors (assessed in Chapter 12 below).
11.101
This SLC would be likely to manifest itself through a loss of innovation
in merchandising solutions, resulting in reduced customer choice, fewer new
features and upgrades being released more slowly. While the nature of
innovation means that these effects may take some time to emerge in full, it
also means they are likely to have a far-reaching detrimental impact on
customers. Moreover, there would likely be an immediate impact on the
competitive process – namely the ongoing rivalry between firms driving each
other’s day to day investment decisions. Sabre’s independent effort to
develop its merchandising solution would likely drive further innovation by
rivals,1583 but this driver would be lost as a result of the Merger.
11.102
This loss of competition may also result in higher prices as a result of
the loss of a significant competitor in merchandising procurement processes,
as Sabre and Farelogix would no longer compete against each other
independently.

Paragraph 11.61(d). We have not considered a theory of harm concerning the foreclose of rivals with any
tying or bundling strategy between merchandising and distribution. See Chapter 7, Theories of harm for
assessing the Merger.
1583 For example, we note that internal documents of Sabre and Amadeus show that they regularly monitor other
competitors, and they invest in anticipation of advances by rivals and before products are launched. These
features of the market mean that we can expect rivals to be aware of investments by Sabre and to react to them.
See Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.94-9.95, Chapter 10, paragraph 10.17-10.18, 10.42-10.43, 10.55-10.56 and
Appendix E, paragraphs 5-26.
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Distribution
The Parties’ submissions
11.103
The Parties submitted that ‘the bar to find an SLC’ should be ‘an
extremely high one’ in the supply of distribution solutions.1584 They contended
that:
f.

The Parties are not close substitutes and do not compete in the same
markets. Farelogix competes for NDC APIs; Sabre competes in the GDS
space;1585

g. Farelogix is not a significant constraint given its ‘market share is de
minimis’,1586 it has ‘a persistently low rate of growth of direct connect over
the last decade’ and it ‘overestimated its forecast growth’;1587 and other
historic[al] documentary evidence is ‘undermined or contradicted’ by the
empirical evidence;1588
h. GDS bypass is ‘prohibitively expensive’ to travel agents,1589 whilst ‘GDS
passthrough represents the vast majority of growth’;1590
i.

airlines have many options for alternative suppliers of NDC APIs,
including Amadeus, Datalex, DXC Technology and OpenJaw which, in the
Parties’ view, ‘[]; other competitors include NDC Exchange,
JRTechnologies, IBS and RAMAX;1591 there is ‘nothing intrinsically difficult
about developing an NDC API product’ and there many IT providers with
IATA certification;1592 and in-house supply of NDC API acts an ‘extremely
relevant constraint’ on Farelogix;1593

j.

airlines can ‘play the GDSs off against one another’ through creating
private channel arrangements within a GDS and removing content from a
GDS;1594

k.

airline.com has a much higher market share than Farelogix, is ‘a more
important lever in negotiations than GDS bypass’, and in particular a

Paragraph 1.16, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
Paragraphs 1.16(i), 5.7 and 5.8; Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1586 Paragraph 5.5, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1587 Paragraphs 5.9, 5.18, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1588 Paragraph 3.9, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1589 Paragraph 3.12(iii) Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1590 Paragraph 5.13 Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1591 Paragraphs 1.16(iv)(a) 5.55 Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1592 Paragraph 5.57, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1593 Paragraph 5.67, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1594 Paragraphs 1.16; 5.65; 5.73, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
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‘significant competitive constraint in relation to the distribution of tickets to
OTAs;1595
l.

the absence of a ‘market power premium’ in the deal valuation shows that
this is ‘not a killer acquisition, and ‘there is no economic incentive for
Sabre to shut down FLX OC’, and Farelogix would be able to command a
higher valuation if it were ‘an expanding force and an existential threat to
Sabre’.1596

Our assessment
•

Constraint from Sabre

11.104
We consider that Sabre is likely to continue to be a significant supplier
of distribution solutions. It is extensively used by airlines as one of the main
GDSs, competitors consider Sabre to be a strong competitor in distribution
and we have not seen evidence to suggest that its current position will
weaken.1597 Moreover, Sabre has been developing, and has plans to continue
to develop, NDC-compatible distribution solutions including working on GDS
pass-through and developing an NDC API.1598 Farelogix has been a key
driver for Sabre to do so, as we further discuss from paragraph 11.107 below.
•

Constraint from other GDSs

11.105
The remaining main competitors in distribution are two other GDSs –
Amadeus and Travelport. Sabre and these two GDSs account for the large
majority of GDS bookings.1599 Like Sabre, they are well established and used
extensively by airlines. However, we consider that the characteristics of the
distribution market could make competition between the three GDSs more
muted than what we would expect, by way of comparison, in a commodity
market with three large firms. These characteristics, as explained in Chapter
7, include the fact that most airlines have to use all three GDSs in order to
reach single-homing travel agents, the existence of parity clauses which may
reduce the incentives of GDSs to compete for airlines and to differentiate their

Paragraph 1.16(v)(b); 5.7; 5.73, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
Paragraphs 1.16(iii)(e) and RPF 5.47-48, Parties’ response to the provisional findings.
1597 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.112; Chapter 10, evidence from competitors on Competitive landscape and strength
of distribution suppliers; Chapter 10, ‘Airlines’ submitted views on strength of distribution solution suppliers’ and
Appendix F, Table F.3
1598 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.32.
1599 Outside China, Japan and Russia which are primarily served by local GDSs. See Chapter 6 and Chapter 8.
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offerings;1600 and network effects which raise very significant barriers to
entry.1601
11.106
For a number of years, the GDSs were slow to develop NDCcompatible solutions.1602 We recognise that, in recent years, some of the
GDSs are beginning to enable GDS pass-through for distribution of NDC
content, and Amadeus has been ahead of Sabre in also offering its own
NDC API. Travelport was the first GDS to manage the booking of flights by a
travel agent using the NDC standard in October 2018, but [].1603 The
evidence from [] Amadeus’ strategy documents shows that airlines’
growing ability to use GDS bypass (including Farelogix’s solution) is an
important factor that has driven such competitive responses from the
GDSs.1604
•

Constraint from Farelogix

11.107
Farelogix is a differentiated competitor to the GDSs. It is focussed
solely on serving airlines, enabling them to control how to distribute NDC
content, in contrast with the GDSs’ two-sided model which balances the
demands of airlines and travel agents. We recognise this differentiation
means that the GDS bypass solution Farelogix provides is not a perfect
substitute for the GDSs, as many travel agents value the GDSs’ wider
functionality such as the ability to handle complex itineraries involving multiple
airlines and support comparison shopping.
11.108
However, we have considered travel agent evidence, which does not
support the Parties’ view that it is ‘prohibitively expensive’ to travel agents to
implement GDS bypass solutions.1605 We found that GDS bypass offerings,
including those provided by Farelogix, appear to be well-suited to reaching
OTAs and other travel agents who have high technological capability,
including some TMCs and larger B&M agents for some of the volumes
currently handled by GDSs.1606 Collectively these represent a substantial
share of Sabre’s travel agent bookings, for example OTAs account for nearly
a third of all bookings of Sabre.1607 While GDSs will continue to play an
important role for travel agents, in our view, GDS bypass is an effective
alternative to GDSs for a substantial part of their airline customer base, and

Chapter 7, paragraph 7.6.
We further consider barriers to entry in Chapter 12.
1602 Chapter 7, Suppliers responses to meet airline demands
1603 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.15.
1604 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.164-9.165; Chapter 10, paragraph 10.55-10.56.
1605 Parties’ response to the provisional findings, paragraph 3.12.
1606 Chapter 6, section on ‘Use of GDS and GDS bypass by different types of travel agent’; Chapter 10, Evidence
from travel agents, Current use of GDS bypass; Future use of GDS bypass.
1607 Chapter 10, Evidence from Travel agents, Para 10.119
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provides airlines with a credible outside option as leverage in negotiating
commercial terms, including fees, with the GDSs.1608 To mitigate the threat of
losing revenue to GDS bypass, GDSs have responded by developing new
capabilities (eg NDC API or GDS pass-through) to allow airlines to control
offer creation and distribute content.1609 Therefore, any loss of competition
between GDSs and GDS bypass distribution might have a material impact on
competition.
11.109
We recognise that Farelogix’s current market share is much smaller
than those of Sabre, other GDS providers and airline.com,1610 and that
Farelogix has previously overestimated its forecast growth. However, we
consider that the importance of the competitive constraint imposed by
Farelogix is better demonstrated by its role in driving the GDSs to enhance
their offering to airlines, in particular by adopting NDC and enabling GDS
pass-through.
11.110
Specifically, Sabre’s internal documents show that these investments
were to a [].1611 Amadeus’ documents show that [].1612 Sabre identified
Farelogix in particular as among the most important suppliers of these
services.1613 These documents also show that, even if GDS bypass were to
remain a relatively small part of the distribution market (as we expect), this
would only be because it has played a significant role in pushing the GDSs
themselves to improve services such as GDS pass-through so as to prevent
the loss of bookings to other channels.1614 We expect Farelogix would
continue to play this role absent the Merger. Without Farelogix, the ability of
airlines to pressure the GDSs to innovate and develop in this sphere would be
diminished. For this reason, while the empirical evidence shows that Farelogix
has a small market share and a low growth rate in the past decade, we
consider that this does not undermine the concerns expressed by Sabre in
other documentary evidence.
11.111
Moreover, as the leading provider of NDC API, Farelogix is well placed
to capture a significant share of any increased GDS bypass volumes that are
forecast. Specifically, we have found that Farelogix:

Chapter 10, Evidence from airlines negotiations with GDS and on pricing.
Chapter 9, ‘Evidence on threats to Sabre’s GDS from NDC adoption; Chapter 10, paragraph 10.97
1610 Chapter 8, Market share, Table 8.10
1611 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.163 et seq.
1612 Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.42-10.44 and 10.55-10.56.
1613 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.173 et seq.
1614 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.216. See Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.42-10.44 and 10.55-10.56 and Appendix E,
paragraphs 5-24 for details on specific documents.
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(a) has more NDC API customers than any of its non-GDS rivals;1615
(b) supplies a range of airlines, including some of the largest network carriers
operating in the UK and in the world;1616 and is the most successful
supplier to the IATA’s NDC Leaderboard who are industry leaders in
migrating to NDC solutions;1617
(c) has a reputation among airlines of offering a high quality NDC API product
because of its ‘advanced connection’; ‘experience with integration to PSS’
and ‘travel agency implementation’, and ‘the scale required to serve large
airlines’,1618 and many customers value Farelogix’s independence from the
GDS/PSS;1619
(d) has shown it can rapidly grow its share of passenger volumes for airlines
which have already adopted its technology, [];1620
(e) is expected to grow by both Farelogix itself and Sabre ([]), despite
Farelogix’s contention that it faced scalability challenges.1621
11.112
In addition, in our view the competitive strength of Farelogix, including
its ability to further grow and its market influence, should not only be assessed
in terms of measures such as current volumes and customer numbers alone,
but in the light of other evidence as well. Through its wider commercial
activities, Farelogix has existing customer relationships, a track record of
delivering to large airlines, and a reputation as an innovator in the airline
industry. We found that both existing and potential customers of Farelogix and
competitors (including Sabre) all considered these to be important and to
strengthen Farelogix’s position as a competitor.1622
11.113
We consider that Farelogix’s strength is further enhanced by its
independence from the GDSs. Unlike a GDS, Farelogix does not have to
consider the impact of offerings on any existing GDS business, and can focus
on providing and developing solutions to enable airlines to control their
distribution across all channels.1623 This independence is valued by the

Chapter 8, Current suppliers of merchandising and distribution solutions to major airlines; Table 8.2
Chapter 8, Current suppliers of merchandising and distribution solutions to major airlines; Table 8.2;
Appendix F
1617 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.56
1618 Chapter 10, Airlines’ submitted views on strength of distribution solution suppliers.
1619 Chapter 10, Preference for a channel-agnostic provider of merchandising and/or distribution solutions.
(paragraph 10.109 et seq.)
1620 Chapter 10, Paragraph 10.92
1621 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.208(b)(ii).
1622 Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.42-10.48 and 10.51 and ‘Airlines’ submitted views on strength of distribution
solution providers’; Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.173 et seq.
1623 Chapter 9, How Farelogix markets itself to airlines
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airlines,1624 and also acts as a factor in the competitive constraint Farelogix
places on the GDSs.
11.114
We also take into account the fact that in our view the threat Farelogix
poses to Sabre in distribution is enhanced by its strong position in
merchandising, as reflected in [] third parties’ documents.1625 The use of
Farelogix’s merchandising solution in turn drives a need for NDC-compatible
distribution. It therefore changes airlines’ preferences over distribution
channels and increases the risk that they may move some volumes away
from Sabre, which has limited ability to distribute this content, and towards
GDS bypass options, which do have this ability. Much of this business at risk
could go to Farelogix’s own distribution solution, particularly for airlines who
may value its ability to offer this alongside its merchandising solution.
However, even if airlines were to instead consider using other bypass
options, this would still represent a significant risk to Sabre’s GDS business,
and one that has emerged (and absent the Merger would continue to
emerge) because of Farelogix’s role as a leading provider and innovator in
the industry.
•

Constraint from other suppliers

11.115
We have considered the extent of the current competitive constraint
from other suppliers of NDC APIs identified by the Parties above (paragraph
11.103) or suppliers of other NDC-compatible distribution solutions, and how
these competitive constraints are expected to change as result of expansion
by existing competitors.
•

Current competitive positions

11.116
We found that Amadeus is currently the most significant competitor to
Farelogix in relation to NDC APIs, while other competitors including OpenJaw
and Datalex offer some, but not all, of the attributes offered by Farelogix:
(a) Amadeus supplies NDC APIs to 15 customers, comprising a range of large
and smaller airlines of various tiers.1626 The customer bases of

Chapter 10, Preference for a channel-agnostic provider of merchandising and/or distribution solutions.
(paragraph 10.109 et seq.)
1625 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.61 et seq. for Sabre documents, and paragraphs 9.196 et seq. for Farelogix
documents. Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.17-10.18, 10.42 and 10.54-10.56.
1626 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.11(a)
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OpenJaw,1627 Datalex,1628 and other competitors are much less significant
than Farelogix’s in terms of size and number.1629
(b) The bidding analysis shows that Amadeus has been the most successful
competitor in winning against Farelogix, especially since 2017, followed by
OpenJaw.1630 JRTechnologies []. The most recent contract won by
Datalex ([]), prior to its financial irregularities being publicised. Other than
these competitors and self-supply, no known suppliers have won against
Farelogix in the bidding of the past five years.
(c) In terms of customers’ views, each of Amadeus, Datalex, and OpenJaw,
and JRTechnologies have been identified by five or more airlines as
potential alternatives to Farelogix; other suppliers were mentioned but to a
much lesser degree. Airlines generally considered Farelogix to have a
higher quality product in terms of experience in integration with different
PSSs, implementation with travel agents and the ability to scale, as well as
its independence from the GDS.1631
(d) In terms of competitive monitoring in distribution generally (not specific to
NDC API), Sabre’s internal documents indicate that it considers [] as
competitors, and occasionally lists other competitors (such as []) but not
with as much frequency or in as much depth.1632 Farelogix’s internal
documents show that it considered the GDSs to be closer competitors than
other NDC API providers such as Datalex and OpenJaw.1633 Like Sabre,
other GDSs primarily monitor each other (and other aggregators to a lesser
degree) and they also acknowledge the threat of ‘direct connect’ and ‘NDC’
providers including Farelogix. Other IT providers (ie Datalex and OpenJaw)
look at NDC compatible distribution solutions in the broader context of
airline retailing alongside GDS.1634
11.117
We found that other competitors currently have a much weaker track
record. IBS and RAMAX supply NDC APIs to a small number of airlines but
they have not competed against Farelogix.1635 DXC and NDC Exchange
supply a translation technology rather than an NDC API.1636 Moreover, these

Chapter 8, paragraph 8.29.
Chapter 8, paragraph 8.24
1629 Chapter 8, section ‘Overview of suppliers’ capabilities and customers’ (paragraph 8.5 et seq).
1630 Chapter 8, section ‘Analysis of bidding data in NDC API’, Table 8.7 and Table 8.8.
1631 Chapter 10, section ‘Airlines’ submitted views on strength of distribution solution suppliers (NDC API and
GDS)’
1632 Chapter 9 ‘Competitive constraints on Sabre in distribution’ (paragraph 9.172 et seq)
1633 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.191.
1634 Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.41 and 10.51.
1635 Chapter 8, paragraphs 8.41 and 8.46.
1636 Chapter 8, paragraphs 8.44-8.45 and Chapter 10, paragraph 10.103(h)-(j)
1627
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suppliers are generally not perceived as competitive threats in any meaningful
way in the Parties’ competitive monitoring. We also note that Travelport was
the first GDS to distribute NDC content using GDS pass-through, but it does
not supply an NDC API.1637
•

Competitive positions going forward

11.118
Our assessment in Chapter 10 shows that competitors are at varying
stages of their development of NDC-compatible distribution solution.1638 We
have assessed whether the expansion of these competitors would be timely,
likely and sufficient to prevent any SLC arising as a result of the Merger, and
specifically the removal of Farelogix as an independent competitor. Of the
competitors with a stated intention to continue investing in NDC distribution
capability:
(a) Amadeus is the most advanced competitor in its development of
distribution solution. Amadeus told us that it plans to invest around [] in
its indirect distribution services [], and that it is investing heavily in
NDC.1639
(b) Travelport told us that it [].1640
(c) Datalex []. However, as noted in paragraph 11.78 above in our
assessment of merchandising, Datalex has been facing significant financial
challenges which are affecting its ability to win new customers.
(d) OpenJaw has []; its internal documents showed that it [].1641
(e) ITA []; it initially targets existing customers of its shopping tool but noted
that many of these customers already had NDC API agreements with
Farelogix.1642
(f) Travelfusion is in the process of introducing an NDC API. It told us that
[]. We have not seen any plans or strategy documents on how it plans to
achieve this.1643
(g) PROS told us that it had plans to improve its product features and
functionality in the coming years, but these are not a top strategic priority

Chapter 8, paragraph 8.15.
Chapter 10, 10.54 et seq.
1639 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.54-57.
1640 Chapter 8, paragraph 8.15.
1641 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.26 and 10.59. See also chapter 12, paragraph 12.98.
1642 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.61.
1643 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.63.
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for PROS overall, and it would not be able to bypass the GDS as it opted
for a different commercial strategy.1644
11.119
Regarding other IATA-certified IT suppliers identified by the Parties as
potential entrants, we found that IATA-certification is not a measure of quality
or capabilities,1645 and there is no evidence that these suppliers have specific
plans to develop an NDC API solution to compete for customers. In relation to
the Parties’ view that there are no intrinsic difficulties about developing an
NDC API, we recognise that a few other NDC API products have been, or are
being, developed, but we consider that it is not a timely process for a supplier
to scale a product to become a credible constraint. This is consistent with the
scaling challenges experienced by Farelogix previously.
11.120
Therefore, we consider it more likely than not that Farelogix and its
competitors, including Amadeus and OpenJaw would grow broadly in line with
their current competitive positions, except Datalex whose strength going
forward is likely to be weakened by its financial challenges. Travelport will
likely continue its position as a GDS, including the development of NDC
distribution using GDS pass-through. We note that few other competitors have
plans to grow, but we consider there are material uncertainties over whether
these competitors will be able to grow and exercise anything other than a very
limited constraint in the market, and whether any such expansion would be
timely and sufficient. We further assess barriers to entry or expansion in
chapter 12.
•

Self-supply

11.121
We have found that self-supply of NDC APIs imposes some constraint
on the Parties. We recognise that several large or mid-size airlines do selfsupply, but some other large airlines instead choose to outsource because of
the significant costs involved, or the lack of financial resources and expertise
to self-supply. One airline recently abandoned in-house supply and switched
to an outsourced solution.1646 Overall, we consider that self-supply is unlikely
to be an option for smaller airlines who may find the technical challenges and
costs prohibitive. In any event, even if self-supply would protect some larger
airlines which can use self-supply protect themselves from price increases
post-merger, the fact that prices are individually negotiated means this would
not protect the significant number of other airlines who do not consider this
option.

Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.50(c) and 10.60.
Chapter 10, paragraph 10.104.
1646 Chapter 10, ‘Airlines’ submitted views on self-supply of distribution solutions (NDC API)’.
1644
1645
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•

Other constraints

11.122
In addition to GDS bypass, we recognise that some airlines have used
other tools to negotiate with GDSs, including airline.com and private channels.
•

Airline.com

11.123
We found that the market share and airline evidence confirms that
airline.com plays an important role in airlines’ overall distribution
strategies.1647 Similar numbers of airlines told us that they have used
airline.com and GDS bypass as levers in negotiations with GDSs.1648
However, we consider that airline.com plays a different role to GDS bypass in
competing with the GDSs for the following reasons:
(a) Airline.com is a less effective alternative for airlines to distribute content to
passengers with complex requirements (particularly the more sophisticated
corporate travellers who use TMCs), which are primarily served by
GDSs.1649
(b) Airline.com share of bookings has been stable at around 50% on a global
level. Its penetration may have reached ‘full potential’ for some airlines as
reported in both [] an equity analyst report.1650 While some other airlines
may be able to continue to grow airline.com, their ability to do so does not
protect other airlines that have exhausted this option. Moreover, [].1651
(c) Airlines told us that they increasingly wish to make differentiated and
personalised offers available across all sales channels, including within the
indirect one,1652 and the ability to do this offered by Farelogix cannot be
replaced with airline.com.
(d) Additionally, although airline.com offers some constraint on GDSs via its
impact on OTA bookings (incentivising GDSs to make sure they can offer
relevant airline content to OTAs), the option of GDS bypass as a choice for
OTAs adds to that pressure. Thus competition from airline.com may drive
OTAs to adopt GDS bypass, which in turn may drive GDS pass-through.

Chapter 8, Table 8.9, airline.com share of distribution; Chapter 10, ‘Airlines submitted views on expected use
of various distribution channels, Airline.com’ and ‘Volume shift from GDS to GDS bypass and airline.com’
1648 Chapter 10, ‘Evidence from airlines negotiations with GDS and on pricing’
1649 Chapter 10, paragraph 10.143 et seq; and 10.93. We note that the constraint faced by GDSs specific to
bookings on the OTA segment may not protect other travel agent segments such as TMCs. While Sabre [], we
note that in practice [] (see paragraph 7.6(i)). This means Sabre can to some extent set different fees for
bookings [].
1650 Chapter 6, Competition between direct channel (including airline.com) and indirect channel, paragraph 6.52.
1651 Chapter 9, paragraph 9.184.
1652 Chapter 6, paragraph 6.35; Chapter 7, Paragraph 7.12; Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.92 - 10.99, Appendix F.
1647
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We consider that the Merger would remove one option (ie Farelogix) for
travel agents, especially OTAs, to obtain content outside the GDS to
compete against airline.com.
•

Private channel arrangements

11.124
Regarding private channel arrangements, we note that Sabre currently
has private channel agreements with [] airlines. The private channel
bookings of these airlines account for less than [] of total bookings on
Sabre’s GDS, but Sabre told us that [].1653 While we acknowledge that
private channel or other surcharge arrangements can exercise some pressure
on Sabre for those airlines that have used this arrangement, the airlines that
have agreed these arrangements with Sabre also use GDS bypass; we
consider the option of GDS bypass may in turn provide additional pressure for
GDSs to agree to a private channel agreement with an airline.1654
•

Valuation of Farelogix

11.125
We have considered the evidence on the valuation and purchase price
of Farelogix in Chapter 9.1655 We found that this evidence supports the view
that both Parties expect Farelogix to continue to grow in distribution (and in
merchandising) solutions, rather than decline because of any scalability
challenges. We noted that the valuation evidence did not include quantified
synergies from anti-competitive effects (eg protecting GDS revenues that
would otherwise be lost to Farelogix). We consider that the absence of an
overt assessment of the anti-competitive potential, or any so-called ‘market
power premium’, of a merger as part of a valuation exercise cannot be
considered determinative by itself. We have therefore considered this finding
in the overall context of the Merger and alongside the totality of other
evidence received during our inquiry.
•

Customers’ views on the Merger

11.126
Many of the airlines responding to our questionnaires expressed
concerns about the Merger’s impact on distribution, as did []. In particular,
airlines noted that the Merger would remove a successful and growing
innovator that has been an alternative to the GDSs, and as a result increase
Sabre’s (and other GDS’) market power and set back progress in developing

[]. See Appendix 17, Merger Notice.
Chapter 9, paragraph 9.166 Appendix D (paragraph 48), and Appendix E paragraph 6(d) and 6(e), Figure 5
and 7.
1655 Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.206 et seq.
1653
1654
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NDC solutions.1656 Travel agents were on the whole less concerned: a small
number expressed a concern, some told us that it could be positive while
most others were neutral.1657
Overall conclusion
11.127
On the basis of the evidence considered above, we found that the
Parties face a number of constraints, in particular from other GDSs, and to
some extent from a few NDC API suppliers and airline.com, in the market for
the supply of distribution solutions.
11.128
We consider that, Farelogix, as a supplier that is differentiated from the
GDSs and airline.com, has played and is likely to continue to play a significant
role in the market for distribution solutions. Farelogix’s role is valued by
airlines and it has driven the GDSs to invest in NDC distribution capabilities
including GDS pass-through. In particular, Farelogix’s independence from the
GDSs acts as a factor in the competitive constraint it places on the GDSs for
reasons explained in paragraph 11.113 above. We also take into account the
fact that in our view the threat Farelogix poses to Sabre in distribution is
enhanced by its strong position in merchandising as explained in paragraph
11.114.
11.129
Our view is that we should be particularly cautious about any loss of
competition, even from a smaller competitor, which could have a significant
impact in a relatively concentrated market characterised by the features
explained in paragraph 88 above. We expect that, absent the Merger,
Farelogix would be likely to continue to play a significant role in constraining
the GDSs and other competitors, and that should the Merger proceed the
constraint from other suppliers or types of constraint would be insufficient to
prevent any SLC.
11.130
We have therefore concluded that the Merger may be expected to
result in an SLC in the supply of distribution solutions to airlines, subject to
any other countervailing factors (assessed in Chapter 12 below). This loss of
competition would be likely to lead to a reduction in innovation in distribution
solutions, particularly in terms of the development of GDS pass-through
capabilities by the GDSs, to the detriment of all airlines and travel agents
across the sector. In the short term, it may also result in the GDSs charging
higher prices than they otherwise would do to some airlines, due to a
reduction in airlines’ ability to redirect volumes away from the GDSs to
Farelogix’s GDS bypass as an alternative channel, particularly because one

1656
1657

Chapter 10, Airlines’ views on the Merger, paragraph 10.110 et seq.
Chapter 10, Travel agents’ views on the Merger, paragraph 10.149 et seq.
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of the reasons for airlines to adopt GDS bypass is to reduce their distribution
costs.
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12. Countervailing factors
12.1

There are some instances when a merger may reduce competition
substantially but for one or more countervailing factors. One countervailing
factor might be because a merger allows the merger parties to realise
efficiencies which enhance rivalry between the firms left in the market after a
merger. Another is once the reaction by rivals or potential rivals is taken into
account, by examining the likelihood of them entering into a market or
expanding their activities in it, an SLC is not likely to arise. A third is that
customers have sufficient options available that they have countervailing
buyer power which prevents an SLC (or an adverse effect resulting from an
SLC) from coming about.

12.2

Therefore, before concluding on the Merger, in this section we assess
whether there are any countervailing factors which would prevent an SLC
from arising despite our competitive assessment discussed above.

Efficiencies
Introduction
12.3

CMA guidance states:
Efficiencies arising from the merger may enhance rivalry, with the
result that the merger does not give rise to an SLC. For example, a
merger of two of the smaller firms in a market resulting in efficiency
gains might allow the merged entity to compete more effectively with
the larger firms.1658

12.4

When considering the existence of any such efficiencies, the CMA Guidance
states that:
It is not uncommon for merger firms to make efficiency claims. To form a
view that the claimed efficiencies will enhance rivalry so that the merger
does not result in an SLC […] the [CMA] must expect, that the following
criteria will be met:
(a) The efficiencies must be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an SLC
from arising (having regard to the effect on rivalry that would
otherwise result from the merger); and

1658

Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.7.2.
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(b) the efficiencies must be merger specific, ie a direct consequence of
the merger, judged relative to what would happen without it.1659
Efficiency claims can be difficult for the CMA to verify because most of the
information concerning efficiencies is held by the merger firms. The CMA
therefore encourages the merger firms to provide evidence to support any
efficiency claims whether as part of the SLC analysis or the consideration
of relevant customer benefits.1660
12.5

In addition to the criteria stated above (ie timely, likely and sufficient to
prevent an SLC from arising, and merger-specific), the CMA Guidance also
explains that savings resulting from supply-side efficiencies, such as cost
reductions, are not necessarily rivalry-enhancing if they are retained by the
merged entity rather than affecting the consumer-facing proposition which
would determine the degree of rivalry with competitors.1661

12.6

In line with the CMA Guidance set out above, when considering whether the
Merger is likely to generate rivalry enhancing efficiencies, the Parties must
provide evidence that the claimed efficiencies will enhance rivalry so that the
Merger will not result in an SLC. The CMA must expect1662 that the
efficiencies will be:
(a) Timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an SLC from arising;
(b) merger-specific; and
(c) would result in increased rivalry in the relevant market(s).

Views of the Parties
12.7

The Parties submitted that the Merger would result in a range of efficiencies
and customer benefits. Specifically, the Parties told us that the Merger would:
(a) Allow Sabre to address market opportunities by immediately marketing a
competitive PSS-agnostic merchandising module;1663 and
(b) accelerate the adoption of fully integrated end-to-end NDC solutions at
scale across the airline industry.1664

Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.7.4.
Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.7.5.
1661 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.7.9.
1662 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.7.4.
1663 [].
1664 [].
1659
1660
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Efficiencies arising from Sabre’s acquisition of a PSS-agnostic merchandising
module
12.8

The Parties submitted that, by acquiring a PSS-agnostic merchandising
solution, Sabre will be able to offer a solution to airlines [] and will be able to
better serve airlines which prefer to procure merchandising alongside their
core PSS.1665 As a result, the Parties told us the Merger would enhance
rivalry with Amadeus, ITA and others.1666

12.9

The Parties told us that the Merger would lead to more robust competition in
NDC retailing as Sabre’s acquisition of FLX M would improve the offerings of
both Sabre and Farelogix. The Parties told us that:
(a) Sabre’s expertise as a provider of a core PSS for airlines would enable it
[]);1667 and
(b) the Merger would improve incentives to invest in enhanced interoperability
as the merged entity would fully internalise benefits from incremental sales
spurred by better integration.1668

12.10 The Parties also told us that the Merger would help resolve []1669 and that
combining Sabre’s global infrastructure with Farelogix’s market-ready product
would enable the merged entity to better compete with Amadeus and ITA,
among others, for NDC merchandising opportunities.1670
Efficiencies arising from the acceleration of end-to-end NDC
12.11 The Parties told us that the Merger would accelerate the delivery of NDC
content through the GDS, increasing competition amongst Sabre, Amadeus
and Travelport, as well as promoting price transparency and inter-brand
competition among airlines.1671
12.12 The Parties told us that Farelogix’s NDC technology and NDC engineering
skills would allow Sabre to improve the NDC support of its GDS and that,
[].1672 The Parties told us that this []:

[].
[].
1667 [].
1668 [].
1669 [].
1670 [].
1665
1666

Sabre told us that [] that the Merger would create greater rivalry as the GDSs begin to consume NDC
content with greater frequency and volume. [].
1672 [].
1671
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(a) [];
(b) []; and
(c) [].1673
12.13 The Parties submitted that, by integrating Farelogix’s technology and
engineering talent with Sabre’s infrastructure, the Merger would enable
airlines to distribute, book and fulfil more sophisticated offers using the NDC
standard at a global scale while fully integrating with the features and support
of the Sabre GDS, and to do so more effectively and quickly than would be
possible without the Merger.1674
Timeliness and likelihood
12.14 The Parties submitted that the efficiencies described above were likely and
would materialise in a timely manner.1675 Sabre told us that it anticipated that
incremental customers would be attracted by the merged entity’s improved
product offering [].1676
12.15 Specifically, Sabre told us that its financial model included the following
assumptions:
(a) The addition of a ‘best-of-breed’ NDC merchandising solution [].1677
(b) The merged entity would [].1678
12.16 Sabre told us that its financial model demonstrated that []1679 and that
Sabre would [].1680
Sufficiency
12.17 The Parties told us that the full range [].1681 As set out in Appendix C, [].
Sabre told us that benefits were [].1682

[].
[].
1675 [].
1676 [].
1677 [].
1678 [].
1679 [].
1680 [].
1681 [].
1682 [].
1673
1674
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12.18 The Parties told us that []. The Parties told us that the [].1683
12.19 The Parties also submitted that positive feedback on the proposed Merger
from travel agents showed that efficiencies were significant and would benefit
end travellers, in particular through the acceleration of GDS NDC
adoption.1684
Merger specificity
12.20 With respect to merger-specificity, the Parties cited four reasons why the
efficiencies could not be realised absent the Merger:
(a) First, Sabre was currently in the midst of a [] to a [], and [].1685
(b) Second, [].
(c) Third, since Farelogix does not offer a core PSS nor a GDS, [].1686
(d) Fourth, [].1687
Rivalry enhancing
12.21 The Parties submitted that the Merger will:
(a) Enhance rivalry across the overall airline travel and booking industry, as
the merged entity would have a stronger product portfolio and would be
better able to compete with providers such as Amadeus;1688
(b) enhance competition for PSS suites, as the merged entity would offer the
option to combine a ‘best-of-breed’ merchandising module with its PSS
stack, where Amadeus was currently the only core-PSS provider offering a
successful merchandising module;1689 and
(c) allow Sabre to offer a GDS pass-through using the NDC standard and
speed up its adoption of the NDC standard, closing the gap with other GDS
providers, Amadeus and Travelport, on NDC solutions and challenging
Amadeus in end-to-end NDC solutions.1690

[].
[].
1685
[].
1686 [].
1687 [].
1688 [].
1689 [].
1690 [].
1683
1684
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Our assessment
12.22 In this section, we assess the evidence provided by the Parties that the
Merger would result in rivalry-enhancing efficiencies which would prevent the
SLCs that we have identified from arising.
12.23 Overall, we consider that the Parties have not provided evidence, as required
by the CMA Guidance, that the purported efficiencies are likely to be timely,
likely and sufficient to prevent the SLCs from arising and that the efficiencies
are Merger specific.1691
12.24 We assess the specific claims made by the Parties, and the evidence
provided, in more detail in the following sections.
Sabre’s acquisition of Farelogix’s PSS-agnostic merchandising solution
12.25 We have considered whether the merged entity is likely to become more
competitive against Amadeus and other suppliers of merchandising solutions
as a result of the Merger, and whether any such increase in rivalry would be
timely, likely and sufficient to offset the SLCs that we have identified.
Specifically, we have considered whether rivalry will be enhanced as a result
of:
(a) Sabre becoming more competitive by acquiring a PSS-agnostic
merchandising module; and
(b) the merged entity becoming more competitive than Farelogix in
merchandising, as a result of improvements that can only be realised
through the Merger.
Enhanced rivalry through Sabre’s acquisition of FLX M
12.26 As set out in chapter 11, we consider that, absent the Merger, Sabre would
have developed and offered a credible PSS-agnostic and NDC-compatible
merchandising solution to airlines.1692 We consider that Sabre would have a
strong commercial incentive, and the ability, to develop such a product in the
counterfactual within the next three to five years and the Merger is not
therefore the only means through which Sabre would be able to offer a PSSagnostic merchandising module as part of its overall offer to airlines. Any
claimed rivalry-enhancing efficiency deriving from Sabre’s acquisition of a

1691
1692

Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.7.4
Paragraph 11.48.
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PSS-agnostic merchandising module is therefore not merger specific and
does not meet the efficiencies criteria set out in the Guidance.
12.27 To the extent that rivalry-enhancing efficiencies can be expected to arise as a
result of Sabre’s accelerated ability to offer such a product, we first note that
airlines already have the option of procuring FLX M irrespective of who
supplies their core PSS (and are therefore currently able to procure FLX M
together with Sabre’s PSS, albeit from different suppliers). It is not clear
therefore how the Merger can be expected to result in enhanced rivalry for
customers. Second, even if we were to consider rivalry-enhancing efficiencies
to arise from Sabre’s acquisition of FLX M – for example, through combining
Sabre’s global infrastructure, sales force and operational support with
Farelogix’s merchandising product, we consider that this would represent a
temporary benefit only (as customers would be able to procure Sabre’s own
NDC merchandising solutions in the counterfactual), therefore limiting any
claimed increase in competition arising from any efficiency of this nature.
12.28 Given the above, we conclude that we have not seen sufficient evidence that
any such efficiencies would be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an SLC
from arising.
Enhanced rivalry through improvements to FLX M
12.29 We consider that the Parties have provided insufficient evidence to show that
any efficiencies as a result of post-Merger improvements to FLX M would be
timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an SLC from arising, nor that any such
efficiencies are merger specific.
12.30 First, we note that, in its submissions to the DOJ,1693 Sabre stated that:
(a) [] and Sabre has indicated that it intends to offer Farelogix products
separately for [];
(b) [];
(c) [].
12.31 It is therefore unclear whether and when any significant improvements could
be expected to be made post-Merger.
12.32 Second, while the Parties submitted that Sabre’s core PSS/GDS expertise
would be used to improve FLX M and Sabre’s global infrastructure would

1693

[].
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enable the merged entity to better compete in merchandising, the Parties
described these efficiencies in very general terms only. The Parties did not
provide specific details nor supporting evidence of the types of product
improvements which would be made to FLX M, the timing of such
improvements, the likelihood of their success, the significance of the benefits
to be expected, or the extent to which they are rivalry-enhancing and would
prevent an SLC from arising.
12.33 Third, we consider that, absent the Merger, Farelogix would be able to obtain
similar insights through alternative means, for example through collaborations
with other core PSS providers or by developing its working relationships with
these providers. Similarly, the Merger is not the only means through which
Farelogix would be able to [].1694
12.34 For the reasons above, we consider that the Parties have not provided
evidence of why each Party has specific resources that cannot be replicated
by the other in the absence of the Merger, nor how the Merger will deliver
additional innovation and enhance rivalry above what would have existed in
the absence of the Merger in NDC retailing or for PSS suites.
Acceleration of end-end-NDC
12.35 The Parties submitted that the Merger would accelerate the delivery of NDC
content through the GDS, increasing competition amongst GDSs and interbrand competition amongst airlines.
12.36 We first note that accelerating the implementation of a product or service that
would have been implemented at a later date without a merger is not
described as a type of efficiency in the CMA Guidance.1695 Indeed, taken at
face value it would appear that the purported efficiency in this scenario is not
specific to the Merger.
12.37 As described in our assessment of the counterfactual, we consider that the
evidence shows Sabre would have been likely to develop its own capabilities
in NDC merchandising solutions and NDC distribution solutions irrespective of
the Merger. Therefore, we consider the Parties’ claimed efficiencies in respect
of integrating end-to-end NDC solutions are not merger-specific.
12.38 We noted in paragraph 12.30 that Sabre [].

We have found that, absent the Merger, Farelogix would continue to compete strongly in merchandising and
distribution. See paragraphs 11.50, and 11.58-60.
1695 Merger Assessment Guidelines.
1694
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It is not clear therefore to what extent the Merger can be expected to
accelerate Sabre’s ability to offer end-to-end NDC solutions, compared to
what we would expect in the counterfactual, where Sabre will develop its own
PSS-agnostic, NDC-enabled merchandising module in the next 3-5 years.
12.39 We also note that the Parties told us that []. However, they also told us that,
prior to the Merger, [],1696 [].1697 While the Parties told us that [] were
expected to be significantly more effective following the Merger,1698 they did
not provide further, more specific details on [] that could be expected, nor
the timings of those []. In this context, we also note that Farelogix’s CEO
told us that Farelogix currently had [].1699 We consider that it is not clear
how additional improvements which facilitate GDS pass-through of NDC
content are specific to the Merger, and therefore would not be achievable in
the counterfactual.1700
12.40 Finally, the Parties also made a number of submissions relating to customer
benefits as a result of accelerated NDC adoption and told us that the Merger
was pro-competitive because the comparison element of GDSs ‘facilitates
greater price transparency and competition between airlines to the benefit of
travel agents and end customers’.1701
12.41 However, the Parties’ submissions on accelerated NDC adoption were limited
to general statements about offering ‘a seamless and fully integrated end-toend NDC solution’ rather than setting out specific improvements which can
only be achieved through the combination of Sabre and Farelogix. We have
not seen persuasive evidence that any efficiencies arising as a result of any
such product improvements will be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent the
SLCs from arising, nor that they are specific to the Merger.
12.42 In terms of comparison shopping facilitated by Sabre’s GDS, we addressed
the Parties submissions on this more generally in paragraph 11.26. As
regards of our efficiencies assessment specifically, the Parties’ have not
provided evidence to support a claim that rivalry would be enhanced as a
result of accelerated NDC adoption through the GDS and the comparison
element of GDSs, beyond high-level assertions. We have not seen evidence
of the scale, likelihood or timing of any such efficiency and we note that it is

[].
[].
1698 [].
1699
[].
1696
1697

We also note that []. []. In our view, this further indicates the possibility for Sabre and Farelogix to
collaborate and/or integrate with each other’s products in a scenario where each business remained
independent.
1701 [].
1700
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unclear when Sabre plans to undertake any integration between its own
products and those of Farelogix following the Merger.1702 It is therefore
unclear how the Merger will lead to efficiencies as a result of the comparison
element of GDSs.
Conclusion on efficiencies
12.43 The evidence submitted by the Parties provides insufficient support that these
changes would be expected to result in an increase in rivalry compared to the
counterfactual, or that potential efficiencies are merger-specific and timely,
likely and sufficient to prevent the SLCs that we have identified from arising.
12.44 We therefore conclude that there is insufficient evidence for us to expect that
the Merger would result in rivalry-enhancing efficiencies that would be timely,
likely and sufficient to prevent the SLCs that we have concluded may be
expected to result from the Merger.

Countervailing buyer power of airlines
12.45 In some circumstances, an individual customer may be able to use its
negotiating strength to limit the ability of a merged firm to raise prices or
worsen quality.1703 We refer to this as countervailing buyer power. The
existence of countervailing buyer power may make an SLC finding less likely.
If all customers of the merged firm possess countervailing buyer power postmerger, then an SLC is unlikely to arise. However, often only some – not all –
customers of the merged firm possess countervailing buyer power. In such
cases, we assess the extent to which the countervailing buyer power of these
customers may be relied upon to protect all customers.1704
12.46 The extent to which customers have buyer power is dependent on a number
of different factors. An individual customer’s negotiating position will be
stronger if it can easily switch its demand away from the supplier, or where it
can otherwise constrain the behaviour of the supplier. Typically, a customer’s
ability to switch away from a supplier will be stronger if there are several
alternative suppliers to which the customer can credibly switch, or the
customer has the ability to sponsor new entry or enter the supplier’s market
itself by vertical integration. Where customers have no choice but to take a
supplier’s products, they may nonetheless be able to constrain prices by

Paragraph 12.30.
Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.9.1
1704 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.9.1.
1702
1703
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imposing costs on the supplier, for example by refusing to buy other products
produced by the supplier.1705
12.47 The CMA Guidance notes that, even where a market is characterised by
customers who are larger than the suppliers, it does not necessarily follow
that there will be countervailing buyer power.1706 In addition, where individual
negotiations are prevalent in a market, the CMA Guidance states that the
buyer power possessed by any one customer will not typically protect other
customers from any adverse effects that might arise from the Merger.1707
Views of the Parties
12.48 The Parties told us that airlines have a significant degree of countervailing
buyer power as a result of their ability to:1708
(a) Use one or both of GDS and NDC solutions, depending upon which
solution is best to reach their travel agents;
(b) divert volume to the direct channel to be distributed directly to travellers;1709
and
(c) develop their own in-house products to compete if they are not satisfied
with the options available to them. The Parties cited examples of British
Airways building its own ‘end-to-end NDC capabilities’ and Air France KLM
building its own NDC API.1710
12.49 The Parties told us that airlines have also sought to develop preferential
offerings available to travel agents through the private channel.1711 The
Parties told us that these private channel arrangements showed that airlines
are able to ‘force the market’ in certain directions by exercising their market
power.1712

Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.9.2 and 5.9.3.
Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.9.4.
1707 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.9.6.
1708 [].
1709
Sabre told us that airline.com is a strong distribution alternative to indirect channels and this gave airlines
bargaining power in negotiations. [].
1710 [].
1711 See paragraph 3.25(c) for a description of private channel arrangements.
1712 [].
1705
1706
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Views of third parties
12.50 In its response to our issues statement,1713 Amadeus told us that evidence
showed that large airlines have market power in negotiations with GDSs.
Amadeus told us that this view was supported by:
(a) commercial agreements which showed that large airlines, and even smaller
airlines, were aware that their content was ‘must have’ to GDSs and were
able to leverage that position to renegotiate terms with GDSs;1714
(b) large airlines’ ability to reserve certain ancillary services exclusively for their
airline.com and/or channels using the NDC standard. Amadeus told us that
airlines did this to make their websites more attractive to passengers1715
and that evidence suggested that direct distribution was a significant
constraint on indirect distribution, particularly in respect of business
passengers;1716 and
(c) [] which showed that airlines had required Amadeus to agree to lower
booking fees. 1717
Our assessment
12.51 The submissions that we received from the Parties and Amadeus related to
airlines’ countervailing buyer power in relation to their distribution strategy
only. Neither the Parties nor third parties made submissions that airlines have
countervailing buyer power as relates to merchandising modules.
12.52 In our competitive assessment, we concluded that the Merger may be
expected to result in an SLC in the supply of merchandising solutions. We
have found that the Merger is likely to result in the loss of a credible and
significant alternative merchandising provider in Sabre.1718 We analysed the
competitive constraints that currently exist in the market for airline
merchandising solutions and we have not seen evidence that expansion from
other providers will be timely, likely and sufficient to replace the loss of
Sabre’s merchandising offering or, alternatively, to offer an agnostic
merchandising product that would sufficiently replace that of Farelogix.1719
While there exist alternative providers of merchandising modules, our analysis

See Amadeus response to CMA issues statement.
Amadeus response to CMA issues statement, paragraph 2.10(a).
1715 Amadeus response to CMA issues statement, paragraph 2.10(b).
1716 Amadeus response to CMA issues statement, paragraph 2.8.
1717 Amadeus response to CMA issues statement, paragraph 2.10(c).
1718 Paragraph 11.95.
1719 Paragraph 11.97.
1713
1714
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of the effects of the Merger shows that airlines will have fewer credible
switching options as a result of the Merger, thereby reducing their buyer
power.
12.53 In terms of distribution, we found in chapter 11 that while there are a few other
suppliers of distribution solutions based on NDC APIs, they are weaker than
Farelogix.1720 In chapter 10, we found that airlines consider the independence
of a supplier from the GDS and PSS providers to be an important factor in
choosing a direct connect provider,1721 and that around half of airlines raised
concerns that the Merger would remove an experienced and/or independent
supplier from a market with limited competition.1722 We therefore found that
Sabre’s ownership of Farelogix is likely to result in the loss of a credible,
independent alternative in airlines’ negotiations with GDSs, reducing their
buyer power.
12.54 One potential source of countervailing buyer power from airlines is to divert
volumes from the merged entity to airline.com. We have found that although
airline.com plays an important role in airlines’ overall distribution strategy and
imposes competitive pressure on the GDS, its constraint on the Parties is
likely limited by the factors outlined in paragraph 11.123. Therefore, while we
recognise that airline.com provides some leverage for airlines, we do not
consider that the use of airline.com is sufficient to afford airlines countervailing
buyer power, such as to offset the impact of the Merger, with respect to
distribution services.
12.55 In terms of airlines’ ability to self-supply, we noted in our competitive
assessment that that a small number of airlines have developed, or are
developing, their own NDC distribution solutions, including NDC APIs, and
airlines generally told us that they faced significant challenges and costs in
doing so.1723 We found that self-supply in distribution is unlikely to be an
option for smaller airlines who may find the technical challenges and costs
prohibitive.1724
12.56 While some larger airlines may have the ability to build their own distribution
solutions in-house, this will not protect other airline customers from the
adverse effects of the Merger. Therefore, we do not consider that
countervailing buyer power as a result of airlines’ ability to self-supply

Paragraph 11.116-117.
Paragraph 10.109.
1722 Paragraph 10.109(c).
1723 See paragraphs 10.105 and 10.105.
1724 Paragraph 11.121.
1720
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distribution solutions is sufficient to prevent an SLC from arising across the
market for distribution solutions as a whole.1725
12.57 Finally, we also note that the use of full content provisions in GDS contracts
(see paragraph 12.99 for a description of full content provisions) with airlines
may indicate that airlines do not have significant negotiating power.
Conclusion on countervailing buyer power
12.58 We have concluded that there is insufficient countervailing buyer power to
prevent the SLCs that we have identified.

Barriers to entry and expansion
12.59 Given our above findings on SLC, we have assessed whether entry by new
firms or expansion by existing providers may mitigate or prevent an SLC.1726
In doing so we have considered whether such entry or expansion would be
timely, likely and sufficient. The CMA Guidance notes that:
Potential (or actual) competitors may encounter barriers which adversely
affect the timeliness, likelihood and sufficiency of their ability to enter (or
expand in) the relevant market(s). Barriers to entry are thus specific
features of the market that give incumbent firms advantages over
potential competitors. Where entry barriers are low, the merged firm is
more likely to be constrained by entry; conversely, this is less likely where
barriers are high. The strength of any given set of barriers to entry or
expansion will to some extent depend on conditions in the market, such
as a growing level of demand.1727
12.60 In our SLC assessment in chapters 10 and 11 we have assessed the existing
investment and expansion plans of providers of NDC merchandising solutions
and NDC distribution solutions. In this section we assess the extent to which
we consider that barriers to entry and expansion exist in the supply of
merchandising and distribution solutions to airlines which may inhibit or

As regards self-supply in merchandising, we found in our competitive assessment that self-supply in
merchandising was very limited and that, although three larger airlines had developed their own merchandising
modules, they each also used third party solutions. Even though some larger airlines had self-supplied and some
said that they would consider it, others told us that they would not consider it. See paragraphs 10.88-10.90. As
with distribution, the potential for some of larger airlines to self-supply in merchandising cannot be relied upon as
means of protecting all airline customers against the adverse effects of the Merger.
1726 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 5.8.1.
1727 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraphs 5.8.3 to 5.8.4.
1725
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prevent post-Merger entry or expansion in the event of a worsening of the
competitive position.
Merchandising
Views of the Parties
12.61 The Parties submitted that there are low barriers to entry and expansion in the
supply of merchandising solutions and that these products can be developed
by any IT company.1728
12.62 The Parties told us that there are accepted industry standards for certain noncore PSS modules, namely scheduling, shopping and pricing and availability
modules and that, while merchandising modules are more recent and so do
not benefit from such accepted standards, the technological know-how
required to create a merchandising module does not differ from what is
needed to create other non-core PSS modules.1729
12.63 The Parties submitted that there are a number of providers currently in the
market for merchandising modules, including Amadeus, Datalex, ITA,
OpenJaw, PROS, DXC, JR Technologies and IBS,1730 and that IATA was
continually certifying and adding IT providers to its registry as order
management capable.1731
12.64 As described in chapter 4, we note that Sabre told us that development of a
competitive PSS-agnostic merchandising module would []1732 and that, even
if it were to [] developing a PSS-agnostic merchandising solution, it would
[] for Sabre to develop a product [].1733 However, Sabre also told us that it
would not be correct to equate [] with barriers to entry and expansion in the
market more generally. 1734
Views of third parties
12.65 We asked competitors and customers of the Parties for their views on barriers
to entry and expansion in the supply of merchandising modules. Competitors
and customers consistently told us that there are financial, technical and
commercial obstacles to competing successfully in merchandising. We have
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incorporated the views of these third parties into our assessment of barriers to
entry and expansion in merchandising below.
Our assessment
12.66 Although the Parties submitted that there are low barriers to entry and
expansion in merchandising solutions, we consider Sabre’s submissions
setting out [] indicate the existence of certain barriers, in relation to the
development time, associated cost and expertise required to build a
competitive merchandising product.
12.67 Sabre told us that [].1735 [].1736
12.68 We consider that this demonstrates the challenges in developing a
competitive, PSS-agnostic merchandising solution. However, we also
consider that Sabre is significantly better placed than other potential entrants
to compete effectively in the provision of such solutions, as a result of Sabre’s
significant resources, its established airline customer base and its position as
a PSS and GDS provider which gives it a deep understanding of customer
needs and of airline IT architecture. Indeed, these factors were material in our
consideration of the most likely counterfactual to the merger and our finding
that Sabre would have become a credible merchandising competitor within a
timeframe of 3-5 years.1737
12.69 Further, Sabre’s submissions regarding the time and cost associated with
developing a competitive PSS-agnostic merchandising module were
consistent with the submissions that we received from other providers of noncore PSS merchandising modules. These are relevant for considering
whether entry and/or expansion would be timely, likely and sufficient to
prevent an SLC from arising:
(a) Amadeus told us that the development of complex non-core PSS modules
required a relatively significant upfront investment.1738 Amadeus submitted
that it began its own NDC merchandising solutions programme in 2013,
before it released a minimum viable product in [].1739 Amadeus told us
that it had [] in merchandising and that [].1740 Amadeus also told us

1735
1736
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that, [].1741 Amadeus continues to invest over [] per year in its
merchandising offering.1742
(b) [].1743
(c) OpenJaw told us that it would take ‘over a decade and tens of millions of
euros investment’ to build out a sophisticated solution with sufficient
functionality to meet the diverse needs of different airlines,1744 and that it
had taken the established providers of merchandising solutions years to
establish themselves in the market.1745
(d) ITA told us that the provision of non-core PSS merchandising modules was
a complex process requiring investment in coding and development.1746
(e) [].1747 [].1748
12.70 Similarly, [] told us that developing a competitive shopping, pricing and
merchandising engine would require tens of millions of dollars in upfront
investment1749 and airlines told us that they had not developed their own
merchandising solutions as merchandising was complex, required specific
expertise and airlines generally considered that they could not develop
competitive products efficiently in-house.1750 However, we also note that []
told us that there were many providers of non-core PSS services and that
there were no technological barriers for new entrants.1751
12.71 In our view, the high costs and lengthy development processes described by
Sabre and the majority of its competitors demonstrate that there are
significant challenges in developing a merchandising module and becoming a
credible provider of merchandising solutions. These challenges are likely to
be most significant for new entrants, even those that are well resourced, and
particularly significant for any provider seeking to enter from another industry.
12.72 The cautious expansion plans expressed to us by competitors to the Parties
also indicate that barriers are significant and that entry or expansion in
merchandising is difficult. The plans of existing providers indicate that there
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are substantial challenges to overcome for those existing providers seeking to
enhance their own products and to compete more effectively against the
market leaders, such as Amadeus and Farelogix. Any new entrant would face
significantly greater development costs, would require greater development
time, and would be further behind those existing competitors.
12.73 Competitors to the Parties consistently told us that the importance of
merchandising modules to airlines means that airlines are unlikely to switch to
providers that do not have a proven track record and the ability to
demonstrate the reliability of their solutions (eg by referring to live customer
testimony). For example:
(a) OpenJaw told us that, in general, most airlines are conservative, risk
averse and operationally focussed and that this can make it difficult for new
entrants to acquire new business. OpenJaw explained that airlines typically
look for validation that a provider’s solution works for another airline and
that this naturally presents challenges for new entrants without an
established customer base.1752
(b) PROS told us that it was difficult for new providers to establish commercial
relationships with airlines and that it was difficult for new entrants to gain
credibility without an established presence in the industry.1753 PROS told us
that size, scale and reputation are significant factors in airlines’
procurement decisions and that airlines are often reluctant to do business
with start-ups.1754
(c) [] told us that it was currently unsuccessful in winning contracts and that
it considered that this was due to a lack of ‘live customer references’.1755
[] told us that it entered the airline IT industry in [] and that it had so far
proven difficult to gain traction against the established competitors.1756
(d) [] told us that establishing relationships with airlines is crucial to success
but that it is difficult for small suppliers to build a strong reputation.1757
(e) [].1758
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(f) [] similarly told us that the complexity of established airline business
processes and the inter-connectivity of systems makes it difficult to
gradually replace or upgrade legacy business processes. [] added that
airlines are very risk-averse and that it is difficult to convince airlines to
change solution provider.1759
12.74 [] also told us that customers in the airline industry are accustomed to
relying on very large global players and that the need to gain airline trust,
demonstrate reliability and establish partnerships with larger IT companies
limited the ability of the parties’ competitors to expand.1760
12.75 The evidence shows that customer perceptions of service providers are an
important consideration in their decision-making process when awarding
contracts. In our view, it is reasonable to expect that it would take a new
entrant or an existing smaller supplier time to build its reputation and record
for reliability, and that the obstacle of gaining a first major airline customer is
likely to represent a significant barrier, particularly to new entry, even in
circumstances where the new entrant in merchandising has other commercial
relationships with airlines. We also note that [] told us that they have
struggled to win customers in airline retailing and that they have found it
difficult to build scale as a provider of merchandising solutions. We therefore
consider that the need to build a reputation for reliability and to gain credibility
with customers acts as a significant barrier to expansion as well as entry and
that, after initial entry, many providers continue to find it difficult to expand
significantly. In this context, we note that airlines generally considered
alternative merchandising solutions to the Parties to be of more limited
functionality than that of Farelogix, and only a limited number of airlines
considered that alternative providers would become stronger in
merchandising in the coming years.1761 We consider that this is further
evidence that new entry and expansion by existing competitors is unlikely to
be timely enough to prevent an SLC from arising.
12.76 However, even if a rival could enter or expand in competition to the merged
entity, customers of the Parties have told us that switching providers is a
complex and expensive task:
(a) [] told us that it was [], and that this had been an expensive project that
had affected []. [] told us that switching modules was ‘not easy’.1762
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(b) [] told us that switching non-core PSS modules would be a ‘daunting
endeavour’ but noted that this was less complex than switching core
PSS.1763
(c) [] told us that the difficulty associated with changing non-core providers
depended on the amount of integration with other systems and told us that
changes in systems such as a merchandising engine would require
‘medium to large projects’.1764
(d) [] told us that it was [] and that it expected this to be expensive, time
consuming and complicated and that the switch would require extensive
internal and external resources.1765
(e) [] told us that adding non-core PSS modules typically involved a lower
level of risk than changing core PSS but that associated costs varied and
could still be significant.1766
(f) [].1767
12.77 We note, however, that despite the above submissions, some customers have
changed providers in the recent past. The evidence indicates that the cost of
switching can be overcome but may represent a challenge for certain
providers, and for new entrants in particular, which have yet to establish
relationships with large airlines and have yet to build a reputation for reliability.
On that basis, we consider that the cost of switching merchandising provider
might further reduce the timeliness, likelihood and sufficiency of new entry
and/or expansion to prevent an SLC from arising.
Distribution
Views of the Parties
12.78 Sabre submitted to the US DOJ that [].1768 The Parties told us that
Farelogix, however, is not a GDS and the fact that [] did not mean that there
were barriers to entry for IT services that facilitate indirect distribution of airline
content,1769 such as the building of an NDC API.
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12.79 The Parties told us that it is relatively simple to build an NDC API which can
be used to distribute airline content.1770 The Parties told us that, while GDSs
benefit from significant network efforts, there were no specific or general
technology barriers which must be overcome in order to compete for the
provision of NDC API connections.1771
12.80 The Parties told us that the supply of NDC APIs was becoming increasingly
commoditised1772 and submitted that this was clear from the large number of
firms on the IATA registry of firms that are capable of creating an NDC
API.1773 The Parties told us that IATA was continually certifying and adding IT
providers as NDC capable and that the majority of providers had been added
in the last two years.1774
12.81 We note that Sabre also told us that its own efforts to build NDC APIs as part
of its NDC strategy [].1775 Sabre told us that it remained at [], and the
product [].1776 Sabre told us that, even if it was able to meet this timeframe,
[].1777 However, Sabre told us that the [] should not be equated to barriers
to entry as regards NDC APIs as a whole.1778
Views of third parties
12.82 We asked competitors and customers of the Parties for their views on barriers
to entry and expansion in the supply of NDC APIs. These third parties told us
that new entrants and expansion candidates would be likely to face similar
challenges in competing for the supply of NDC APIs as for merchandising
modules. That is, while the introduction of the IATA NDC standard was open
to any third party to use, financial and commercial obstacles nonetheless
represented significant obstacles that would need to be overcome. We have
incorporated the views of these third parties into our assessment of barriers to
entry and expansion in distribution below.
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Our assessment
12.83 Given that [],1779 our assessment of barriers to entry and expansion in
distribution focusses on the barriers to the provision of NDC APIs.
12.84 Sabre submitted that it is not correct to equate [] with barriers to entry more
generally. Sabre told us that [].1780 Sabre also told us that [] were not
relevant for our assessment as [].1781
12.85 However, the Parties have also submitted that the technology underlying NDC
APIs is the same, regardless of the channel to which the API connects1782 (eg
whether it connects directly to a travel agent or to a GDS, as Sabre is
attempting to do). While we agree that [], we consider that Sabre’s
submissions provide relevant evidence for our assessment in terms of the
difficulties in competing against the market leaders.
12.86 We also note that Sabre’s submission that it would [],1783 indicating that the
provision of NDC APIs is not a purely commoditised supply and that there
remains some differentiation between the products developed by different
suppliers.
12.87 Consistent with Sabre’s submissions on [] developing a set of NDC APIs to
compete with the market leaders, we note that competitors to the Parties told
us that the investment required to develop NDC APIs was significant.1784
12.88 We have noted that in the US proceedings, the DoJ included in its proposed
findings of fact that barriers to entry and expansion included the ability of the
distribution tool to integrate with airline and third party IT systems and postbooking services (eg the passenger name record to make changes to a
booking, exchanging and refunding tickets, managing interline tickets,
facilitating ticket payment and settlement) in a similar way as Farelogix’s FLX
OC solution currently does.1785 The DoJ’s proposed findings of fact also
stated that integrating distribution into an airline’s PSS was a technical barrier
to entry.1786 The DoJ quoted the Farelogix CEO as saying that Farelogix has

Paragraph 12.78.
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1782See also [] which states that: ‘both GDS bypass [Direct Connect] and GDS pass-through NDC API
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whether a particular NDC API connection constitutes a GDS bypass or GDS pass-through solution is simply a
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had to use ‘screen scrape and green screen emulators to map and integrate’
content, mostly because of ‘Sabre and Amadeus not providing easy APIs to
integrate’.1787
12.89 Third party providers also told us that development time could be significant.
Amadeus, for example, told us that its Altea NDC product may be used to
facilitate direct connect and that it had started development in [], achieving
Level 4 IATA certification in 2019.1788 Amadeus told us that it had been
continuing to develop its Altea NDC product since [] and expected to see
[].1789 [].1790 ITA told us that building an NDC-enabled direct connect was
a complex process requiring investment in coding and development and that
the limited associated revenues may disincentivise new entrants.1791
12.90 However, some other providers told us that they considered that technological
barriers to entry were low. OpenJaw told us that, as NDC is an open standard,
any new entrant can technically develop a solution based on the standard at
minimal cost.1792 [] told us that knowledge of the traditional airline
technology industry was required to build NDC APIs but that there were no
technological barriers to new entrants.1793
12.91 We also note that all airlines that responded to our questionnaires (including
those airlines that have developed, or are developing, their own NDC APIs)
told us that building NDC APIs is a complex process involving significant
challenges and costs, and requires specific expertise.1794 In particular, we
note that those airlines which have not already developed (or have not yet
started to develop) in-house NDC APIs told us that they preferred to
outsource to third parties as they lacked the expertise required. However, our
inquiry has also identified a number of airlines who have or would consider inhouse NDC APIs.1795 Evidence from providers shows that Amadeus considers
airline in-house supply of APIs to be a constraint but views from other
suppliers indicates that the competitive constraint is limited.1796
12.92 We consider that overall the evidence shows that in-house supply is an option
for some airlines. However, this would not protect other airlines from the
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adverse effects of the merger, some of whom have identified barriers to
building an in-house NDC API.
12.93 Overall, we consider that the evidence shows that the introduction of the NDC
standard has lowered technical barriers to entry in the supply of NDC APIs but
that the development of competitive capabilities nonetheless requires
specialist expertise and can require significant upfront investment. While
these barriers are not insurmountable, we note the limited success of players
such as [] in winning significant contracts to supply solutions based on NDC
APIs to airlines1797 and that the large majority of airlines, despite having an
intricate understanding of airline IT architecture, cited difficulties in building
NDC APIs. This indicates that, while barriers may be lower than in the past,
there remain difficulties in developing solutions to compete effectively with the
market leaders and that entry and/or expansion will not be timely, likely or
sufficient to prevent an SLC from arising across the market as a whole.
12.94 We have also considered non-technical aspects of entry and expansion. Third
parties told us that NDC API providers, which enable GDS bypass, face
specific commercial obstacles in competing against the traditional GDS
content distribution model, as a result of certain features of the market and
contractual provisions that have become prevalent in the industry.
12.95 [], for example, told us that barriers to providing NDC direct connect
solutions (facilitated by NDC APIs) were high1798 and that it was difficult for
providers to compete against the GDSs because:
(a) restrictions in GDS contracts with many airlines, including full content
agreements, limited the extent to which direct connect providers could
compete as an alternative to GDS distribution;1799
(b) the historic business model of the GDSs involved GDSs paying incentive
fees per segment booked to travel agents. [] told us that travel agents
were therefore reluctant to switch away from the GDSs to direct connect
solutions;1800
(c) GDSs often provide middle- and back-office solutions to travel agents
integrated with the GDS. To date, [] told us that it appeared that GDSs
were not motivated, and may be unwilling, to integrate direct connect or
other NDC API-based solutions with the middle- and back-office solutions
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that they provide to travel agents. [] told us that this would likely act as a
drag on the adoption of direct connect solutions by travel agents.1801
12.96 [] added that new and smaller players such as [] would only be
successful if their solutions can interact with the core PSS but that PSS
providers may prevent this.1802
12.97 Several airlines also told us that incentive payments to travel agents and
clauses in GDS contracts acted as significant barriers to entry for providers
seeking to distribute content directly to travel agents via NDC APIs. For
example:
(a) [] told us that loyalty payments and minimum booking commitments in
GDS agreements with travel agents and parity clauses in GDS agreements
with airlines created significant obstacles to deploying NDC/Direct Connect
amongst travel agents.1803
(b) [] told us that:
GDSs are abusing their market power to protect their current business
model but also in order to impose barriers to entry to their future NDC
aggregator position. Despite [] refusal to apply non-discrimination /
parity provision in the NDC aggregator scheme, the GDS are still trying
to impose these restrictions which also constitute barriers to entry… If
implemented in the new distribution world, such provisions would set
high barriers to entry or expansion for any new entrants and existing
non GDS aggregators.1804
(c) [] told us that parity clauses created a barrier to entry for alternative
providers of distribution solutions to travel agents, as they cannot compete
on price against incumbent providers.1805
(d) [] told us that ‘huge incentives’ make it difficult to motivate travel agents
to switch away from the GDS booking platforms.1806
(e) [] told us that incentive payments made by GDSs to travel agents,
coupled with parity clauses in GDS contracts, represented a significant
obstacle for direct connect providers to overcome. [] told us that these
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restrictions make it ‘contractually impossible’ for its preferred channels to
compete effectively.1807
12.98 The views expressed to us by airlines in paragraph 12.97 above were
consistent with the submissions that we received from third party airline IT
service providers. OpenJaw told us that the large GDS/PSS providers were
able to use commercial restrictions to limit the ability of new entrants to
compete effectively.1808 [] told us that ‘restrictive PSS/GDS-to-airline
contracts’ were one of the main obstacles faced by new entrants and existing
providers seeking to expand,1809 and PROS similarly identified ‘commercial
blocking tactics’ employed by GDS/PSS providers as a significant barrier to
entry and expansion for direct connect providers.1810
12.99 We are also aware that Sabre is in ongoing antitrust litigation with US Airways
Inc., which filed a suit against Sabre in April 2011, including an allegation that
Sabre’s use of ‘full content provisions’ in its GDS contracts with airlines
created unlawful restrictions on trade.1811 The US Airways suit stated that full
content provisions comprised four elements which were central to its
claims:1812
(a) No Better Benefits provisions which required US Airways to provide all of
its fares to customers through the Sabre GDS.
(b) No Discounts provisions which required any fares offered by US Airways
through the Sabre GDS to be no more expensive, and no less
comprehensive, than fares offered by US Airways through any other forum.
(c) No Direct Connects provisions which prohibited US Airways from requiring
or inducing any travel agent to book on the US Airways website, or
otherwise circumvent the Sabre platform.
(d) No Surcharge provisions which prevented US Airways from charging higher
fees to travel agents for booking through the Sabre platform than for
booking through other means.
12.100
In December 2016, the jury issued a verdict in favour of US Airways
with respect to its claims relating to Sabre’s contracts with US Airways. Sabre
strongly denies all allegations made by US Airways and the two parties
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remain in ongoing litigation, with Sabre and US Airways each filing appeals
challenging the various judgments.1813
12.101
Of relevance to our assessment of barriers to entry and expansion in
distribution, we note that, as part of the trial, Farelogix’s CEO, Jim Davidson,
testified about Farelogix’s entry and expansion attempts and those of other
potential competitors to the GDSs.1814 Jim Davidson testified that, despite the
fact that Farelogix had developed more innovative and efficient technologies
than those used by Sabre, anti-competitive barriers to entry – specifically the
full content provisions challenged by US Airways – prevented Farelogix and
others from introducing improved competitive technology in the distribution
market.1815 However, we also note that, at Farelogix’s hearing with the CMA,
Jim Davidson told us that, while he had been ‘very opinionated’ on these
contractual provisions in the past, he now considered that NDC rendered full
content provisions irrelevant. Jim Davidson told us that these contractual
clauses were relevant when the industry depended on filed fares but that NDC
meant that this would no longer be the case.1816
12.102
Based on the evidence set out above, we consider that full content
provisions and other GDS contractual clauses may be a barrier to entry and
expansion for providers seeking to distribute airline content to travel agents
via NDC APIs. This is because such clauses may place restrictions on airlines
incentivising or promoting the use of non-GDS distribution channels,
restricting the ability of new entrants and expansion candidates to grow, and
may make it more difficult for entrants and expansion candidates to compete
on content with GDS providers.
12.103
In our view, the prevalence of the contractual clauses described above
represents a significant commercial challenge that may be difficult for any new
entrant or expansion candidate to overcome in order for it to effectively
constrain the merged entity. In addition, incentive payments to travel agents
represent a significant commercial obstacle which is likely to make new entry
or expansion on a sufficient scale to mitigate or prevent an SLC difficult.
12.104
Given the commercial obstacles to competing against the GDS model
more generally (as described in paragraphs 12.95 to 12.101), we also
consider that airlines’ choice of alternative distribution provider is likely to be
informed by the need to partner with a credible, committed and experienced

See Sabre SEC filing form 10-k 2018, page 24.
See US Airways, Inc. vs Sabre Holdings Corporation, page 40.
1815 See US Airways, Inc. vs Sabre Holdings Corporation, page 40.
1816 [].
1813
1814
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provider. Farelogix has an advantage over other providers in this regard,
given the range of airlines that it currently supplies and its reputation among
airlines as the leading non-GDS provider.1817 Smaller, less experienced
providers (as well as new entrants) are likely to be at a comparative
competitive disadvantage and it will take time and significant commitment to
attain scale and reputation similar to that of Farelogix. While some existing
non-GDS distribution solutions providers have the potential to grow, we found
in chapter 11 that they are unlikely to replace the constraint that Farelogix
imposes on GDSs in a timely way.1818 We consider that this provides further
indication of the difficulties in competing effectively against the GDS business
model and in attaining sufficient scale as a provider of distribution solutions,
even for providers with an existing presence in the market. Such challenges
are even greater for new entrants.
Conclusion on barriers to entry and expansion
12.105
Based on the evidence set out above, we are of the view that the
market for airline merchandising solutions is characterised by high barriers to
entry and expansion, particularly as a result of the costly and lengthy
development process and the need to establish a strong reputation and
relationships with airlines.
12.106
We consider that technological barriers in the provision of NDC APIs to
distribute airline content have been lowered as a result of the introduction of
the NDC standard, but that difficulties remain in developing competitive
capabilities, which can require significant upfront investment and requires
specific expertise, and that commercial barriers to entry and expansion also
represent significant obstacles for new entrants and providers seeking to
expand.
12.107
As a result, our conclusion is that entry or expansion would not be
timely, likely and sufficient to prevent the SLCs we have identified.

1817
1818

Paragraph 11.111.
Paragraph 11.118-120.
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13. Conclusions
13.1

We have concluded that the anticipated acquisition by Sabre of Farelogix, if
carried into effect, will result in the creation of a relevant merger situation.

13.2

We have concluded that the Merger may be expected to result in an SLC in
the supply of merchandising solutions to airlines on a worldwide basis
including in the UK.

13.3

This SLC would manifest itself through a loss of innovation in merchandising
solutions, resulting in reduced customer choice, fewer new features and
upgrades being released more slowly. While the nature of innovation means
that these effects may take some time to emerge in full, it also means they are
likely to have a particularly substantial and long-lasting detrimental impact on
customers. Moreover, there would be a much more rapid and immediate
impact on the competitive process – namely the ongoing rivalry between firms
driving each other’s day to day investment decisions. Sabre would
immediately abandon its independent effort to develop its merchandising
solution, which would in turn reduce the competitive threat faced by rivals
(who monitor each other closely) and who would likely cut back their own
innovation efforts as a result. This loss of competition will also likely result in
higher prices as a result of the loss of a significant competitor in
merchandising procurement processes, as Sabre and Farelogix would not
compete against each other independently.

13.4

We have concluded that the Merger may be expected to result in an SLC in
the supply of distribution solutions to airlines on a worldwide basis including in
the UK.

13.5

This loss of competition would lead to a reduction in innovation in distribution
solutions, particularly in terms of the development of GDS pass-through
capabilities by the GDSs, to the detriment of all airlines and travel agents
across the sector. In the short term, it may also result in the GDSs charging
higher prices than they otherwise would do to some airlines, due to a
reduction in airlines’ ability to redirect volumes away from the GDSs to
Farelogix GDS bypass as an alternative channel, particularly because one of
the reasons for airlines to adopt GDS bypass is to reduce their distribution
costs.
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14. Remedies
Introduction
14.1

We have concluded that the proposed merger would result in the creation of a
relevant merger situation, and that the creation of that situation may be
expected to result in an SLC in the supply of merchandising solutions to
airlines on a worldwide basis including the UK, and an SLC in the supply of
distribution solutions to airlines on a worldwide basis including the UK.

14.2

Where the CMA finds an SLC in its final report, it must decide what, if any,
action should be taken to remedy, mitigate or prevent that SLC or any
adverse effect resulting from the SLC.1819

14.3

This chapter considers possible remedies to the SLCs that we have identified
and sets out our final decision on remedies. It has been prepared after
consideration of the written and oral responses received from the merging
parties and third parties following the publication of the Remedies Notice, and
further representations from the Parties in response to a Remedies Working
Paper that we shared with them.

14.4

The chapter is structured in the following way:
a. We first set out the framework for remedies assessment;
b. we then assess the effectiveness of each of the remedies options set our
in the Remedies Notice and the Parties’ proposed behavioural remedies;
c.

having concluded on the effectiveness of each of these options, we then
assess Relevant Customer Benefits, the proportionality of our chosen
remedy and set out our proposed method of implementation;

d. finally, we set out our Decision on Remedies.

Framework for the assessment of remedies
14.5

1819

This section sets out the legislative context that the CMA must apply in
considering possible remedies.

Enterprise Act 2002, section 36(2).
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14.6

Pursuant to section 36(2) of the Act, if the CMA decides that an anticipated
merger may be expected to result in an SLC, the CMA must decide the
following:
a. whether action should be taken by it under section 41(2) of the Act for the
purpose of remedying, mitigating or preventing the SLC concerned or any
adverse effect which may be expected to result from the SLC;
b. whether it should recommend the taking of action by others for the
purpose of remedying, mitigating or preventing the SLC concerned or any
adverse effect which may be expected to result from the SLC; and
c.

in either case, if action should be taken, what action should be taken and
what is to be remedied, mitigated or prevented.

14.7

The Act requires that the CMA, when considering possible remedial actions,
shall ‘in particular, have regard to the need to achieve as comprehensive a
solution as is reasonable and practicable to the substantial lessening of
competition and any adverse effects resulting from it’.1820

14.8

To fulfil this requirement, the CMA will seek remedies that are effective in
addressing the SLC and its resulting adverse effects. Between two remedies
that the CMA considers equally effective, the CMA will then select the least
costly and intrusive remedy. The CMA will also seek to ensure that no remedy
is disproportionate in relation to the SLC and its adverse effects. The CMA
may also have regard, in accordance with the Act and the Merger Remedies
Guidance,1821 to the effect of any remedial action on any relevant customer
benefits (RCBs) arising from the merger. 1822

14.9

The CMA will consider the following four criteria in assessing the
effectiveness of a remedy: 1823
a. Impact on the SLC and the resulting adverse effects: normally, the CMA
will seek to restore competitive rivalry through remedies that re-establish
the structure of the market expected in the absence of the merger.
b. Appropriate duration and timing: the CMA will prefer remedies that
quickly address the competitive concerns, with the effect of the remedy
sustained for the likely duration of the SLC.

Enterprise Act 2002, section 36(3)
Section 36(4) of the Act (for anticipated mergers) and Merger remedies guidance CMA87, paragraph 3.15.
1822 Merger remedies guidance CMA87,paragraph 3.4.
1823 Merger remedies guidance CMA87, paragraph 3.5
1820
1821
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c.

Practicality: a practical remedy should be capable of effective
implementation, and any subsequent monitoring and enforcement.

d. Acceptable risk profile: the CMA will seek remedies that have a high
degree of certainty in terms of achieving their intended effect.
14.10 A detailed description of the factors the CMA will examine in determining what
remedial action is to be taken can be found in our Merger Remedies
Guidance. 1824
14.11 As set out in the Mergers Remedies Guidance, remedies are conventionally
classified as either structural or behavioural:
a. Structural remedies, such as divestiture or prohibition, are generally oneoff measures that seek to restore or maintain the competitive structure of
the market by addressing the market participants and/or their shares of
the market.
b. Behavioural remedies are normally ongoing measures that are designed
to regulate or constrain the behaviour of merger parties with the aim of
restoring or maintaining the level of competition that would have been
present absent the merger.
14.12 In merger inquiries, the CMA generally prefers structural remedies over
behavioural remedies, because:1825
a. Structural remedies are more likely to deal with an SLC and its resulting
adverse effects directly and comprehensively at source by restoring
rivalry;
b. behavioural remedies are less likely to have an effective impact on the
SLC and its resulting adverse effects, and are more likely to create
significant costly distortions in market outcomes; and
c.

structural remedies rarely require monitoring and enforcement once
implemented.

Overview of remedies options
14.13 In the Remedies Notice, we set out the following three specific remedies
options:

Merger remedies guidance CMA87, paragraph 3.34. Some remedies, such as those relating to access to IP
rights may have features of structural or behavioural remedies depending on their particular formulation.
1825 Merger remedies guidance CMA87, paragraph 3.46.
1824
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a. prohibition of the merger;
b. divestiture of part of Sabre and/or Farelogix; and,
c.

divestiture or licensing of software and/or other intellectual property (IP)
rights.

14.14 We also stated that the CMA will consider any other practicable remedies that
the Parties, or any interested third parties, may propose that could be
effective in addressing the SLCs and/or any resulting adverse effects.
14.15 We invited views on aspects of remedy design which might be needed to
make a divestiture remedy effective and to ensure that no new competition
concerns would arise. These may include requirements relating to the scope
of any divestiture package, the process of selecting the assets to be divested,
the identification of suitable potential purchaser(s), and the divestiture process
including the timing of divestiture.
14.16 In the Remedies Notice, we said that we were not proposing behavioural
remedies on their own as we did not, at the time, consider that behavioural
remedies would be likely to be effective in addressing the provisional SLCs or
any resulting adverse effects.1826 We said that we would consider any
behavioural remedies put forward as part of the consultation.1827
14.17 In their response to the Remedies Notice, the Parties proposed a set of
behavioural remedies (Initial Behavioural Remedies Proposal). These were
enhanced in a further submission received after the response hearing
(Updated Behavioural Remedies Proposal). We consider these proposals at
paragraphs 14.44 to 14.136 below. We have not received any alternative
proposals from third parties.
14.18 We next turn to our consideration of different remedy options identified by the
CMA and the Parties, starting with prohibition.

Prohibition
Description
14.19 This remedy option would involve prohibiting the Parties from going ahead
and completing the Merger. This option would therefore prohibit Sabre from
acquiring Farelogix.

1826
1827

Remedies Notice, paragraph 27.
Remedies Notice, paragraph 28.
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Views of the Parties and third parties
14.20 In their response to the Remedies Notice, the Parties said that prohibition ‘is
not the only comprehensively effective solution to address the SLCs
provisionally found by the CMA.’1828
14.21 After the response hearing, the Parties said prohibition ‘would not be a
suitable remedy’. They said that ‘while superficially it may address the specific
SLC concerns identified by the CMA, in practice it would likely do more harm
and undermine competition in the relevant markets’. They said that prohibition
would [], that it would cause ‘adverse effects on third parties’ and impose
potential costs on Farelogix customers [] and Sabre customers [], and
that it would be ‘wholly disproportionate’ as it would deprive customers
worldwide of the ‘significant benefits’ expected to arise from the Merger.1829
14.22 We have also received views from some third parties on prohibition. We
received one third party response to the Remedies Notice, from American
Airlines. American Airlines told us that ‘the only effective remedy… is
prohibition of the Merger.’1830 We subsequently contacted a further 12 airlines
(in addition to American Airlines) and seven travel agents (including TMCs) to
obtain views on the effectiveness of possible remedies, including the Parties’
Behavioural Remedy Proposal. We received ten responses from airlines (in
addition to American Airlines) and six responses from travel agents.
14.23 Of the ten airlines that responded, three airlines1831 provided no comment on
prohibition as a remedy, and one1832 told us that it was difficult to assess
whether prohibition would be effective. All of the remaining six airlines1833 told
us that prohibition would be an effective remedy to address the SLCs we have
found.
14.24 Six travel agents responded to our request for views on possible remedies.
Three1834 did not provide comments on the effectiveness of prohibition.
Two1835 told us that they considered prohibition to be effective (if the CMA’s
provisional findings were upheld) and one1836 told us that it did not consider
prohibition to be an effective remedy. This was because it considered that

Parties’ response to the remedies notice paragraph 5.1
[]
1830 American Airlines’ response to the remedies notice paragraph 1.2
1831 []
1832 []
1833 []
1834 []
1835 []
1836 []
1828
1829
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Farelogix, on its own, may not have the resources for the ongoing
technological enhancement necessitated by NDC.1837
CMA assessment of effectiveness of prohibition
14.25 Prohibition of an anticipated merger will generally be an effective remedy as it
maintains the structure of a market that would have otherwise been changed
by the merger.1838
14.26 If Sabre is not permitted to acquire Farelogix then the two competitors would
be likely to continue to operate and develop their products independently of
one another and in line with the levels of competition we have found would
operate absent the Merger. This would mean exercising a constraint on each
other’s prices and on other rivals in the competitive process, and competing
through innovation and development of new product features. This would
therefore prevent the SLCs that we have found from resulting in any relevant
markets.
14.27 Prohibition would therefore comprehensively address all aspects of each SLC
that we have identified (and consequently any resulting adverse effects) as it
maintains the rivalry that is likely to exist between Sabre and Farelogix.
14.28 Furthermore, our view is that prohibition would:
a. be timely and of appropriate duration because it would immediately
address the competition concerns and address the SLCs effectively
through its expected duration;
b. be practical to implement because implementation is straightforward and
clear, without the need for ongoing monitoring or compliance activity; and
c.

have a low risk profile because (given that the Merger is anticipated) it is
certain to achieve its intended effect of remedying the SLCs and third
parties will not bear any risks that it will not have the requisite impact.

14.29 As such, our view is that prohibition meets the requirements of an effective
remedy as set out in the Merger Remedies Guidelines.
14.30 We address the Parties’ submission with respect to prohibition preventing
benefits of the Merger being realised elsewhere in the world in the section on
RCBs and proportionality.

1837
1838

[] response to remedies questionnaire.
Merger remedies guidance CMA87, paragraph 3.35.
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Conclusion on effectiveness
14.31 For the reasons set out above, we conclude that prohibition would be an
effective remedy.

Partial divestiture
Description of remedy
14.32 In our Remedies Notice, we said that we would consider whether a divestiture
of part of Sabre and/or Farelogix in advance of the Merger would remedy the
SLCs that we have found.1839
14.33 We also said that we would consider whether the divestiture or licensing of
software and/or other IP rights would remedy the SLCs that we have found.
1840

Views of the Parties and third parties
14.34 The Parties have not proposed a partial divestiture or licensing remedy. At the
response hearing Sabre said []1841
14.35 Only one third party commented on the effectiveness of partial divestiture or
licensing of software/IP rights as a possible remedy. American Airlines
considered that neither partial divestiture nor a licensing remedy was likely to
be effective in this case.
CMA assessment of effectiveness of partial divestiture
14.36 We stated in the Remedies Notice that a partial divestiture would unlikely be
an effective remedy as ‘the large part of Sabre and all of Farelogix is involved
in the markets in which we have found an SLC’. This meant that any partial
divestiture of Farelogix would not comprehensively address the SLCs that we
have found, and ‘any partial divestiture of Sabre may risk breaking the
synergies between its business units that CMA considers to be important to
future competition’.1842 In addition, we stated in the Remedies Notice that
generally a remedy involving divestiture or licensing of software or IP rights

Remedies Notice, paragraph 13
Remedies Notice, paragraph 18
1841 []
1842 Remedies Notice, paragraph 16.
1839
1840
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would be less likely to be an effective remedy as these remedies ‘generally
have higher risk than a straightforward business divestiture’. 1843
14.37 The Parties have not proposed a partial divestiture or licensing remedy. We
have not received any submission or evidence from third parties that would
suggest that our view is incorrect and that a partial divestment or licensing
remedy would be an effective alternative to prohibition in this case.
Conclusion on effectiveness
14.38 As a result, our conclusion is that partial divestiture or licensing of software/IP
rights would not be an effective remedy to the SLCs we have found.

Behavioural remedies
Introduction to behavioural remedies
14.39 Behavioural remedies are ongoing measures that are designed to regulate or
constrain the behaviour of merger parties.
14.40 In the Remedies Notice we said that we were not proposing behavioural
remedies as the primary source of remedial action, as such remedies did not
appear likely to be effective in addressing the provisional SLCs.
14.41 In response to the Remedies Notice, the Parties submitted the Initial
Behavioural Remedies Proposal, which they described as ‘a comprehensive
set of behavioural commitments’1844. After the response hearing, the Parties
submitted an Updated Behavioural Remedies Proposal, which they said
enhanced the Initial Behavioural Remedies Proposal.
14.42 The Initial Behavioural Remedies Proposal and the Updated Behavioural
Remedies Proposal are referred to together as the Behavioural Remedies
Proposal, and we consider this further below.
14.43 We have not received any alternative behavioural proposals from third parties.
Description of the Behavioural Remedies Proposal
14.44 In this section we describe the aspects of the Behavioural Remedies Proposal
aimed at addressing the merchandising solutions SLC, and the aspects of the

1843
1844

Remedies Notice, paragraph 21.
Parties Response to the Remedies Notice paragraph 2.1
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Behavioural Remedies Proposal aimed to address the distribution solutions
SLC
Behavioural remedies regarding the merchandising solutions SLC
14.45 The Initial Behavioural Remedies Proposal included an undertaking to
continue to offer and support FLX M on a PSS agnostic basis.
14.46 The Parties proposed the appointment of a monitoring trustee to oversee
compliance. 1845
14.47 The Updated Behavioural Remedies Proposal included the following
additional proposals in relation to the merchandising solutions SLC:
a. [] and
b. []
14.48 The Updated Behavioural Remedies Proposal also provided further details on
[]1846
14.49 The Updated Behavioural Remedies Proposal provided further details on the
undertakings on []
14.50 Sabre also said that []
Behavioural remedies regarding the distribution solutions SLC
14.51 The Initial Behavioural Remedies Proposal included the following
commitments with respect to the distribution solutions SLC:
a. An undertaking to make Farelogix’s NDC APIs and FLX OC available at
the same or lower prices to those today, and provide at least the current
level of support (or more) for these capabilities for a period of time to be
mutually agreed upon;
b. an undertaking to offer all current Sabre GDS customers and all current
FLX OC customers the opportunity to extend their existing contract on the
same terms for a period of at least three years past the current
termination date;

1845
1846

Parties’ response to the Remedies Notice paragraph 2.3
[]
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c.

an undertaking to continue to invest in the development of Farelogix’s
NDC API and FLX OC capabilities at levels no less than current levels for
a period of time to be mutually agreed upon; and

d. an undertaking to continue to offer and support Farelogix’s NDC API and
FLX OC capabilities to any third parties and all outlets that wish to use
them to connect to Sabre, other GDSs, other distribution partners, or
directly to travel agents on an agnostic basis for a period of time to be
mutually agreed upon.
14.52 The Parties proposed the appointment of a monitoring trustee to oversee
compliance.1847
14.53 The Updated Behavioural Remedies Proposal also provided further details on
[]1848
14.54 The Updated Behavioural Remedies Proposal provided further details on the
undertakings on []
14.55 Sabre also said that [].1849
14.56 In the response hearing, Sabre said that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
[].1850 [].1851
14.57 In the Updated Behavioural Remedy Proposal, Sabre said that its
undertakings would last for a period of []after completion of the Merger,
except for [], which were for [].
Views of the Parties
14.58 The Parties said that behavioural remedies are ‘the only appropriate and
proportionate remedy available to both address the alleged SLC concerns
identified and maintain effective competition in the relevant markets.’1852 The
Parties said that the Behavioural Remedies Proposal would remove any
SLC.1853
14.59 Regarding the merchandising solutions SLC, the Parties said that the
commitment to maintain the interoperability of FLX M would ensure that all
current and future FLX M customers would be able to access the full features

Parties’ response to the Remedies Notice paragraph 2.3
[]
1849 []
1850 []
1851 []
1852 []
1853 Parties’ response to the Remedies Notice paragraph 3.1
1847
1848
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and capabilities of the product regardless of whether they are Sabre core PSS
customers. With respect to innovation, the combined entity would be in a
position to develop even more rapidly by combining Sabre’s global
infrastructure and core PSS experience with Farelogix’s market-ready
product. At the response hearing, Sabre said that the impact of our
merchandising SLC ‘really crystallises in terms of its adverse impact on the
market after three to five years’, and that ‘there is no finding that the SLC will
be perpetual.’1854
14.60 Regarding the distribution solutions SLC, the Parties said that Sabre’s GDS
and Farelogix’s NDC API products would both remain available and that
customers would be able to choose between them. They also said that the
Merger would result in a third option – the use of the NDC API in conjunction
with Sabre’s GDS on a pass-through basis. With respect to innovation, the
Parties said that the remedy would preserve or increase innovation by
ensuring that Sabre would continue to invest in the FLX OC product at no less
than current levels.
Views of third parties
14.61 Of the eleven airlines1855 which submitted views to us on remedies, three1856
provided no comment on the Behavioural Remedy Proposal. Five airlines []
told us that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal would not be effective. One
airline1857 told us that it could be effective but that the proposal would need to
be specified in much greater detail. Another airline1858 stated that
effectiveness would depend on the duration of the commitments. One
airline1859 told us that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal represented an
effective remedy but that behavioural remedies in general were onerous to
monitor.
14.62 American Airlines said that the behavioural undertakings offered by Sabre
would be ineffective in addressing the SLCs. American Airlines told us that, as
an independent party from Sabre, Farelogix would continue to act as a
disruptor because its interests were not aligned with those of the GDSs, and

[]
American Airlines plus the ten airlines that responded to the CMA’s requests for views on remedies. See
paragraphs 14.22 and 14.23.
1856 []
1857 []
1858 []
1859 []
1854
1855
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that this disruptive influence would be lost under the Behavioural Remedy
Proposal.1860
14.63 More generally, American Airlines said that behavioural remedies are ‘highly
unlikely to have an effective impact’ on the SLCs we have identified, and that
‘such remedies are higher risk and more complex than a divestiture
remedy.’1861 American Airlines added that it would be difficult to apply an
effective behavioural remedy in a dynamic and changing market.
14.64 Of the airlines that commented, [] told us that it would be difficult to specify
pricing and service level commitments for certain aspects of Farelogix’s
product offering. For example, [] told us that it routinely made bespoke
change requests that were specific to its own version of FLX OC. [] told us
that prices and service expectations for such requests were subject to
bespoke negotiation, depending on the size and scope of the work requested
and that establishing benchmarks and monitoring compliance for this type of
work would likely prove difficult.1862 [] told us that it would be difficult to
monitor compliance with the Behavioural Remedy Proposal and, in particular,
with the commitment to retain current investment levels.1863 Similarly, [] told
us that it would be difficult to define specific aspects of the proposal and that,
even if those aspects could be defined, comprehensive monitoring would
prove difficult.1864 [] told us that the proposal was vague and short-sighted
and that it could not be viable for [] as a customer.1865
14.65 [] told us that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal could be an effective
solution to the SLCs identified by the CMA but that it would need to be
specified in much further detail to achieve its aims and to guarantee its longterm application.1866
14.66 Of the six travel agents which provided views on remedies, two1867 told us that
they had no comments on the Parties’ Behavioural Remedy Proposal and
one1868 told us that it was difficult to say whether a behavioural remedy could
be effective in this case. [] told us that it considered the Parties' proposal to
be adequate to address the CMA’s concerns and that there did not appear to
be associated specification, circumvention, distortion or monitoring risks.1869

[] call note.
American Airlines response to the Remedies Notice paragraph 5.2
1862 [] call note.
1863 [] call note.
1864 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1865 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1866 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1867 []
1868 []
1869 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1860
1861
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[] told us that the Parties’ Behavioural Remedy Proposal would represent
an effective remedy and a comprehensive solution to the identified SLCs as it
maintained Farelogix as an independent, PSS-agnostic provider as well as
retaining current pricing, service levels and investment.1870 [] told us that
the Parties’ Behavioural Proposal would be effective and comprehensive,
subject to defining the duration over which the commitments would apply.1871
Our assessment of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
CMA general approach towards behavioural remedies
14.67 The CMA views competition as a ‘process of rivalry between firms seeking to
win customers’ business over time by offering them a better deal. Rivalry
creates incentives for firms to cut price, increase output, improve quality,
enhance efficiency, and/or introduce new and better products because it
provides the opportunity for successful firms to take business away from
competitors, and poses the threat that firms will lose business to others if they
do not compete successfully’.1872 Innovation is one aspect over which firms
compete and which could worsen as a result of a merger, but the outcomes
and effects of innovation are, by their nature, difficult to predict or specify in
advance. 1873 Restoring the process of rivalry at source, by re-establishing the
structure of the market absent the merger, is normally preferable to measures
that seek to predict and then to regulate the ongoing behaviour of the merger
parties.1874
14.68 The Merger Remedies Guidance1875 states that the CMA will generally only
accept behavioural remedies as the primary source of remedial action in a
Phase 2 merger investigation in the limited circumstances where:
a. divestiture and/or prohibition is not feasible, or the relevant costs of any
feasible structural remedy far exceed the scale of the adverse effects of
the SLC;
b. the SLC is expected to have a short duration (eg two to three years) due,
for example, to the limited remaining term of a patent or exclusive
contract; or

[] response to remedies questionnaire.
[] response to remedies questionnaire.
1872 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 4.1.2.
1873 Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraph 4.2.3.
1874 Merger remedies guidance, CMA87 paragraph 3.5(a).
1875 Merger remedies guidance CMA87, paragraphs 7.1 to 7.3.
1870
1871
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c.

behavioural measures are likely to preserve substantial RCBs resulting
from the merger that would be largely removed by structural measures.

14.69 We note that in the current case:
a. A structural remedy would clearly be feasible, as set out in the section on
prohibition in paragraphs 14.1914.19 to 14.31.
b. We have not found time-limited SLCs, either in terms of when the SLCs
start or when they end, and there is no reason to expect they will have a
short duration.
14.70 Given our findings on the two criteria in the paragraph above, the assessment
of the costs of the structural remedy and of RCBs will be important factors,
recognising that costs to the parties are not typically given material weight,
and that the burden of proof is on the parties for RCBs. This is set out in
paragraphs 14.140 to 14.185. In the following section we assess the
effectiveness of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal.
14.71 In their response to the Remedies Working Paper, the Parties said that the
CMA had recognised in recent publications that ‘behavioural remedies
(including, in particular, commitments relating to interoperability) can be
effective and pragmatic tools in protecting competition.’1876
14.72 We note that the comments on behavioural remedy cited by the Parties was
made in the context of a market study and the CMA’s approach to digital
markets. We would note that a type of remedy that might help open up a
market where there is a dominant player and network effects is attempting to
address an entirely different problem to the one we are seeking to address in
this case, namely the loss of competition arising from a merger in markets
with different structures to the ones considered in the papers cited by the
Parties. As a result, we do not consider the publications cited by the Parties to
be relevant to our remedies.
14.73 In addition, we would also note the CMA’s recent ex-post evaluation of merger
remedies, which says that in a merger context “[There are] very limited
circumstances in which behavioural remedies might be effective and the
timescales over which this might be the case, for example, where a merger
takes place in a technologically mature sector with an established and wellresourced regulatory regime and where there is clear evidence that the
remedies will only be required for a limited period”1877

1876
1877

[]
Merger remedy evaluations CMA 109 paragraph 1.4
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14.74 We consider the effectiveness of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal below.
Our assessment of the effectiveness of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
14.75 This section sets out our assessment of the effectiveness of the Behavioural
Remedy Proposal. In line with the Merger Remedies Guidance, we have
considered the following key factors:
a. the impact of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal on the SLCs and
resulting adverse effects;
b. whether the duration and timing of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal is
appropriate;
c.

the practicality of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal; and

d. whether the risk profile of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal is
acceptable.1878
14.76 When looking at the risk profile of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal, we had
regard to the four main risks associated with behavioural remedies as set out
in the Merger Remedies Guidance: specification risks, circumvention risk,
distortion risk, and monitoring and enforcement risks.1879
14.77 In considering whether it is possible to develop a behavioural remedy that
could be effective in addressing the two SLCs, we identified four fundamental
issues.
14.78 These fundamental issues comprise:
a. the Scope of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal;
b. whether a behavioural remedy can effectively address the loss of
innovation arising from the Merger;
c.

whether a behavioural remedy can continue to be effective in a dynamic
and changing market; and

d. whether a behavioural remedy can be effective for the duration of the SLC
and can be implemented in a timely manner.
14.79 We have assessed issues (a) to (c) in terms of their impact on the SLC and
resulting adverse effects. We have assessed issue (d) in terms of the duration
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and timing necessary to effectively remedy the SLC. We have also assessed
the practicality and risk profile relating to a number of additional more detailed
issues relating to the design of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal.
Scope of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
14.80 We considered whether the Behavioural Remedy Proposal is sufficient in
scope to effectively remedy the SLCs identified.
Merchandising solutions
14.81 We have found that the SLC arising from the Merger could result in a loss of
innovation in merchandising solutions, resulting in reduced customer choice,
fewer new features and upgrades being released more slowly. While the
nature of innovation means that these effects may take some time to emerge
in full, it also means they are likely to have a far-reaching detrimental impact
on customers. Moreover, there would likely be an immediate impact on the
competitive process – namely the ongoing rivalry between firms driving each
other’s day to day investment decisions. Sabre’s independent effort to
develop its merchandising solution would likely drive further innovation by
rivals, but this driver would be lost as a result of the Merger. This loss of
competition may also result in higher prices as a result of the loss of a
significant competitor in merchandising procurement processes, as Sabre and
Farelogix would no longer compete against each other independently.1880
14.82 The Behavioural Remedy Proposal does not address these concerns in any
meaningful way. It does not address a fundamental aspect of the
merchandising solutions SLC, namely the loss of dynamic competition arising
from the development of Sabre’s PSS-agnostic, NDC-compatible
merchandising solution that has been spurred, in part, by competition with
Farelogix. We consider that investment in and development of new products
is the result of rivalry including between Farelogix and Sabre. The Behavioural
Remedy Proposal therefore does not address our concern about the loss of a
new merchandising solution from Sabre that would otherwise have competed
with Farelogix’s solution (and with other competitors) absent the Merger.
14.83 As a result, we have found that the scope of the Behavioural Remedy
Proposal is insufficient to comprehensively address the merchandising
solutions SLC we have found.
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Distribution solutions
14.84 As with the SLC in the provision of merchandising solutions, the Behavioural
Remedy Proposal does not address the adverse effects we have found
regarding the provision of distribution solutions.
14.85 The Merger removes Farelogix as a supplier of distribution solutions that is
independent of the GDSs. We have found that Farelogix is a material
competitive threat to the GDSs. This loss of competition would lead to a
reduction in innovation in distribution solutions, including a reduced incentive
for the development by GDSs of pass-through capabilities, to the detriment of
all airlines and travel agents across the sector. It may also result in the GDSs
charging higher prices to some airlines than they otherwise would by reducing
airlines’ ability to redirect volumes away from the GDSs to alternative
channels, particularly because one of the reasons for airlines to adopt GDS
bypass is to reduce their distribution costs.
14.86 The Behavioural Remedy Proposal includes undertakings to extend contract
terms for existing customers of both Parties and to maintain and continue to
offer Farelogix’s distribution solutions. These undertakings do not adequately
address the incentive for an independent Farelogix to compete to meet
airlines’ evolving needs with respect to NDC content absent the Merger.
14.87 They also do not address the rivalry that would, in the absence of the Merger,
drive Sabre to develop its GDS pass-through solution. For example, without
the Merger, Sabre would have continued to face competition from Farelogix
who provides GDS bypass solutions to airlines which in turn represents a
revenue threat to Sabre. In this scenario, Sabre would be likely to respond by
competing more intensely in price and/or in accelerating its development of
GDS pass-through and/or NDC API. That competitive dynamic would be lost
as a result of the Merger. We have found that Sabre has the incentive to
protect its GDS business, which is otherwise under threat from Farelogix, and
this threat is enhanced by Farelogix’s strong position in merchandising. The
Behavioural Remedy Proposal does not address this dynamic competition in
developing NDC enabled distribution solutions that we have identified.
14.88 As a result, we have found that the scope of the Behavioural Remedy
Proposal is insufficient to comprehensively address the distribution solutions
SLC we have found.
Addressing the loss of innovation resulting from the Merger
14.89 An effective remedy must comprehensively address the loss of innovation
arising from the SLCs. Innovation in both relevant markets can take many
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forms. A non-exhaustive list of examples might include a technical
advancement; a more efficient way of servicing customer needs; a better way
to offer a holistic service to customers; or finding a way to lower costs and
therefore prices for customers.
Merchandising solutions
14.90 We have found that, among other things, the merchandising solutions SLC
would lead to a reduction in innovation in the relevant market, meaning that
fewer new features are likely to be developed and they may be released more
slowly. We found that Farelogix was recognised as an innovative competitor
in both markets. In merchandising solutions we expect that, in the absence of
the Merger, Sabre would innovate to develop a credible PSS-agnostic and
NDC-compatible offering to compete with Farelogix and others.
14.91 The Behavioural Remedy Proposal contained an undertaking to [].
However, there are no undertakings []
14.92 At the response hearing, Sabre suggested that []. This evidence is
summarised at paragraph 14.56. More detail was provided in the Updated
Behavioural Remedy Proposal. However, we also heard evidence around the
[].1881 The Parties subsequently submitted that []. The Parties did not
submit any specific proposals to address how these inherently contradictory
matters might be reconciled.
14.93 In addition, as the Parties point out, Sabre has a fiduciary duty to its
shareholders to manage its assets, including Farelogix. We consider that
fundamental aspects of Farelogix’s competitive offer, such as funding,
governance, recruitment of key staff, back-office integration, terms with
customers and bid strategies, would either be controlled by Sabre, or by
Farelogix management which would be accountable to, and appointed and
remunerated by, Sabre. Furthermore, the creation of a truly independent
Farelogix with which other parts of the Sabre business would compete to
innovate new products would, in effect, be the situation in the absence of the
Merger and so would appear to contradict the central rationale for Sabre
acquiring it.
14.94 As a result, we have found that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal is
insufficient to comprehensively address the loss of innovation and related
incentives to compete arising from the merchandising solutions SLC we have
found.
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Distribution solutions
14.95 We have found that innovation is a key dimension of competition in the
distribution solutions market. We have found that the distribution solutions
SLC would lead to a reduction in innovation, particularly in terms of the
development of GDS pass-through capabilities by the GDSs, to the detriment
of all airlines and travel agents across the sector. In the short term, it may also
result in the GDSs charging higher prices than they otherwise would do to
some airlines, due to a reduction in airlines’ ability to redirect volumes away
from the GDSs to Farelogix’s GDS bypass as an alternative channel,
particularly because one of the reasons for airlines to adopt GDS bypass is to
reduce their distribution costs.1882
14.96 The Behavioural Remedies Proposal attempts to address the adverse effect
of the SLC on innovation. In particular, the Parties have proposed that Sabre
will continue to invest in the development of Farelogix’s NDC API and FLX OC
capabilities at investment levels no less than current levels. []. We also note
Sabre’s evidence at the response hearing, and subsequently, regarding [].
14.97 However, we also note that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal does not
include []. Our concerns over the ability to give Farelogix sufficient
independence post-Merger for merchandising, which we summarise in
paragraphs 14.92 to 14.94, also apply to distribution solutions.
14.98 As set out above, the CMA views competition as a process of rivalry between
competing firms. We consider that it is important to ensure that rivals continue
to have the incentive to compete and innovate. Our view is that the
Behavioural Remedies Proposal is not effective in replicating the incentives to
compete and to innovate that would exist absent the Merger. In particular, the
Behavioural Remedies Proposal does not address the lost incentive on Sabre
to innovate and to compete with Farelogix in developing NDC solutions, as
discussed above. As a result of the Merger, Sabre would benefit if customers
switched to the GDS-bypass distribution channel using Farelogix solutions,
thereby eliminating a source of competition. In addition, under Sabre’s
ownership, Farelogix has no incentive to develop its products independently
from Sabre. We have found that airlines valued Farelogix as a non-GDS
provider of distribution solutions which are not designed with benefits to the
GDS in mind, and this would be lost as a result of the Merger.
14.99 The points we have made on Sabre’s independence in paragraphs 14.92 to
14.94 also apply to distribution solutions.
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14.100
As a result, we have found that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal is
insufficient to comprehensively address the loss of innovation and related
incentives to compete arising from the distribution solutions SLC we have
found.
Effectiveness of a behavioural remedy in a changing market
14.101
We have found that the airline industry is undergoing lengthy and
complex changes, with airlines looking to take greater control of their retailing
and distribution functions. We found that this had given rise to demand for
suppliers with alternative technologies and business models, and that the
process of change appeared to have much further to evolve in the future.
14.102
Behavioural remedies generally address the outcomes arising from an
SLC rather than dealing with the problem at source. In a market that is
expected to change significantly in the future, a comprehensive behavioural
remedy must be capable of adapting to market changes, thereby retaining its
effectiveness.
14.103
The Merger Remedies Guidance says that “Markets that are subject to
frequent change in products or supply arrangements may be particularly
prone to specification risk if the definition of required conduct is vulnerable to
such changes.”1883 We consider that both the merchandising and distribution
solutions markets are evolving, with new product features and distribution
channels being developed or likely to be developed in future. These are
difficult to predict, and so may give rise to the specification risk set out in the
Merger Remedies Guidance.
14.104
We noted Sabre’s evidence at the response hearing. It said that ‘in a
dynamic market our remedies are attractive because they effectively hold the
ring. They enable other suppliers to innovate and customers to make
considered choices about which supplier they wish to use… in other words
they protect against the adverse effects of the SLC and facilitate the evolution
of the dynamic market.’1884
14.105
Sabre also said ‘[y]ou have a period when things may evolve in the
market that we cannot necessarily foresee. We cannot foresee it and nor can
you. In our analysis you found an SLC… but we should all recognise that
things might evolve in the market during the period and might mean that if you
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looked again in five years’ time it would have a different complexion.’1885 It
said that this supported the case for its ‘flexible’ remedies.
14.106
We note the Parties’ submission that their remedy allows third party
suppliers to innovate and customers to choose between suppliers. It is
unclear how the remedy would promote this innovation and choice with
Farelogix and Sabre products under common ownership, or how the remedy
would impact other suppliers. In fact, we have found that the Merger will lead
to less choice for customers, and less innovation.
14.107
We disagree with Sabre’s claim that the dynamism of the market
makes their remedy suitable. The CMA does not have jurisdiction to amend or
impose different remedies once a remedy proposal has been implemented,
and so an effective remedy needs to be robust to changes in the market.
Dynamic and changing markets such as the ones affected by the Merger will,
by their nature, have an increased probability of unforeseen changes. This is
a key reason why ongoing behavioural remedies may not be suitable in
dynamic markets.
Merchandising Solutions
14.108
With respect to merchandising solutions, the Behavioural Remedy
Proposal does not, in our view, adequately address the high risk that changes
in market circumstances will render it ineffective.
14.109
The Behavioural Remedy Proposal sets out a static set of
commitments on price, service and product development. []. It also does
not capture or reflect the improvements in efficiency that we would expect to
see, and be passed onto customers, in this market.
14.110
As a result, we have found that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
does not take sufficient account of future changes in the merchandising
solutions market and therefore is unlikely to be effective for the duration of the
SLC.
Distribution solutions
14.111
The distribution solutions market has similar characteristics to the
merchandising solutions market. As a result, our concerns with the
merchandising remedies set out in paragraphs 14.108 to 14.110 also apply to
the distribution remedies, which have similar features.
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14.112
As a result, we have found that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
does not take sufficient account of future changes in the distribution solutions
market and therefore is unlikely to be effective for the duration of the SLC.
Duration of the SLC and timing
14.113
We require that ‘remedies must address the SLC effectively throughout
its expected duration’.1886 Behavioural remedies are more likely to be
accepted when the SLC is expected to have a short duration.1887 This is
because the risks of circumvention, market distortion and monitoring increase
over time, making it more likely that the remedy will be ineffective.
14.114
In 2019, the CMA published an evaluation of 18 merger cases,
including five with behavioural remedies or price controls.1888 The evaluation
showed ‘that with painstaking and intensive implementation, they [behavioural
remedies] can operate satisfactorily for a limited period in narrowly defined
circumstances. This is more likely to be the case where the company already
operates in a regulated environment and where the CMA is able to delegate
aspects of monitoring to an expert third party’.
14.115
The report continues: ‘Even in circumstances that may be relatively
favourable to behavioural remedies, our experience of evaluating and
reviewing this type of remedy indicates that it is very unlikely to be possible to
design behavioural remedies that will be effective indefinitely without creating
substantial distortion risks. It needs to be clear, at the time of accepting a
behavioural remedy, that a future event is likely to arise that would remove the
need for the remedy’.1889
14.116
The Merger Remedies Guidance also states that ‘remedies that act
quickly in addressing competitive concerns are preferable to remedies that
are expected to have an effect in the long term or where the timing is
uncertain’.1890
Merchandising solutions
14.117
At the response hearing, Sabre said that the impact of our
merchandising SLC ‘really crystallises in terms of its adverse impact on the

Merger remedies guidance, CMA87 paragraph 3.5(b).
Merger remedies guidance, CMA87 paragraphs 7.2.
1888 CMA48 Understanding past merger remedies
1889 CMA48 Understanding past merger remedies paragraph 1.5(b)
1890 Merger remedies guidance, CMA87 paragraph 3.5(b).
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market after three to five years’, and that ‘there is no finding that the SLC will
be perpetual.’1891
14.118
The SLC that we have found, and its adverse effects, does not end
after a limited period. We have considered future market developments and
our analysis has not identified any event or change that is likely to limit the
duration of the SLCs. Accordingly, the conditions resulting in the SLC and its
adverse effects could persist for an indefinable period of time and as such the
remedy needs to be robust enough to be effective throughout this period
regardless of how long it is. Given the risks associated with behavioural
remedies identified above in circumstances where the SLC is not expected to
have a short duration, we do not think that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
will be effective at addressing the SLC, not least because it will only be in
force for [] years.
Our Assessment
14.119
The Behavioural Remedy Proposal is insufficient to comprehensively
address adverse effects arising from the merchandising solutions SLC we
have found for the duration of that SLC.
Distribution solutions
14.120
Our assessment in paragraph 14.118 also applies to the distribution
solutions SLC that we have found. The Parties currently compete in this
market and so the Merger will remove this competition, leading to a lessening
of innovation and, potentially, increases in prices. It is also highly unlikely that
the SLC will have been comprehensively addressed by the end of [] years
that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal will have been in force.
Our Assessment
14.121
The Behavioural Remedy Proposal is insufficient to comprehensively
address adverse effects arising from the distribution solutions SLC we have
found for the duration of that SLC.
Practicality and risk profile
14.122
We considered the practicality and risk profile of the Behavioural
Remedy Proposal. In so doing, we had regard to the four main risks
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associated with behavioural remedies as set out in the Merger Remedies
Guidance:1892 specification risk; circumvention risk; distortion risks; and
monitoring and enforcement risks.
14.123
While we would not expect the Behavioural Remedy Proposal to be
specified in detail at this stage, we found a number of concerns that, in our
view, cannot be effectively dealt with through more detailed specification.
Most importantly, we do not consider that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal,
or indeed any behavioural remedy, could be specified to effectively address
the loss of competition arising from the Merger. Further concerns with
specification include the setting of a benchmark price for new customers, and
the definition and specification of levels of customer support. These
benchmarks set levels of inputs, when what customers are concerned with
are the quality of the outputs. In addition, the Parties’ commitments on
Farelogix’s independence are rudimentary and presented in broad terms only.
In summary, the nature of competition and customer relationships in this
market, and the qualitative aspects of innovation and customer support lead
to significant specification risks.
14.124
The specification risks are compounded by circumvention risks, and in
particular the risks that the Parties will introduce new pricing structures or
degrade Farelogix’s solutions in ways that are not capable of being specified
in a behavioural remedy commitment. This risk has not been adequately
addressed in the Behavioural Remedy Proposal.
14.125
We have also identified distortion risks from the Behavioural Remedy
Proposal which may override market signals on price and product
development.
14.126
Furthermore, we have found significant monitoring and enforcement
risks that are inherent to the complex and evolving nature of the market. The
Parties’ proposal to appoint a monitoring trustee does not mitigate these risks
significantly, and places additional burdens on customers to ensure the
Parties’ compliance with their commitments.
Summary of assessment on effectiveness of the Behavioural Remedy
Proposal
14.127
In this section we set out a summary of our assessment of the
effectiveness of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal.
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14.128
First, we have considered the impact of the Behavioural Remedy
Proposal on the SLCs and their adverse effects.
14.129
The scope of the Behavioural Remedy Proposal is substantially smaller
than the scope of the SLCs. Irrespective of any merits that the proposal may
have, its lack of sufficient scope means that it cannot comprehensively
remedy the problems we have found.
14.130
An effective remedy must comprehensively address the loss of
innovation and potential price rises arising from the SLCs. The Behavioural
Remedy Proposal does not address the lost incentives on the Parties to
compete with each other through innovating and developing new products,
and it is unclear to us how any behavioural remedy could be specified and
enforced to deal with this loss of innovation effectively.
14.131
We also consider it unlikely that a behavioural remedy would be able to
deal comprehensively and effectively with the significant ongoing changes in
the markets for merchandising and distribution solutions.
14.132
We have assessed whether the Behavioural Remedy Proposal can be
effective for the duration of the SLC. We have found no clear end date for the
SLC, so the Behavioural Remedy Proposal would have to be effective for a
significantly longer period of time than the [] years proposed. The Merger
Remedies Guidance and experience of previous cases has shown that it is
extremely unlikely that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal, would be effective
over such a long duration in a dynamic market.
14.133
We have also assessed the practicality and risk profile of the
Behavioural Remedy Proposal. We found significant risks relating to the
accurate specification of the remedy, the potential for circumvention,
distortions in market outcomes arising from the remedy, and difficulties in
monitoring and enforcing the commitments proposed by the Parties. These
risks significantly undermine the potential of the Behavioural Remedy
Proposal to comprehensively remedy the SLCs we have found.
14.134
The Merger Remedies Guidance states that generally the CMA will
only consider behavioural remedies when structural remedies are not feasible,
the SLC(s) are time-limited, or there are significant RCBs that would be lost
with a structural remedy but may be preserved with a behavioural remedy. We
have a structural remedy, prohibition, which is feasible, and both SLCs are not
time-limited. We consider RCBs in the section starting at paragraph 14.140.
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14.135
The Merger Remedies Guidance also says that we will seek remedies
that have a high degree of certainty of achieving their intended effect.1893
Each of the issues listed above would, on their own, present significant risks
to the effectiveness of the remedy. Taken together, and considering the
limited scope of the Parties’ remedy, we find substantial shortcomings in the
Behavioural Remedy Proposal which renders it extremely unlikely to be
effective.
14.136
In conclusion, we have found that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
would not be an effective remedy to the SLCs we have found, either
individually or together.

Conclusions on remedy effectiveness
14.137
We have decided that the following remedy would be effective in
remedying the SLCs and adverse effects that we have found:
a. Prohibition of the Merger.
14.138

We have concluded that the following remedies would not be effective:

a. partial divestiture;
b. divestiture or licensing of software and/or other IP; and
c.

the Parties’ Behavioural Remedy Proposal.

14.139
Having identified which remedies would be effective, we next consider
whether there are any RCBs which should affect our decision on remedies,
before considering the issue of proportionality.

Relevant customer benefits (RCBs)
14.140
When deciding on remedies, the CMA may have regard to the effects
of remedial action on any RCBs. In this sub-section, we consider whether
there are any RCBs (within the meaning of the Act) that should be taken into
account in our remedy assessment.
14.141
An effective remedy to an SLC, such as prohibition in this case, could
be considered disproportionate if it prevents customers from securing
substantial benefits arising from the Merger, where these benefits outweigh
the SLC and any resulting adverse effects. Insofar as these benefits constitute
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RCBs for the purposes of the Act, the statutory framework allows us to take
them into account when we decide whether any remedy is appropriate.
14.142
RCBs that will be foregone due to the implementation of a particular
remedy may be considered as costs of that remedy. The CMA may modify a
remedy to ensure retention of an RCB or it may change its remedy selection.
For instance, it may decide to implement an alternative effective remedy, or it
may decide that no remedy is appropriate.
Framework for assessment of RCBs
14.143
Guidance states that the 'merger parties will be expected to provide
convincing evidence regarding the nature and scale of RCBs that they claim
to result from the merger and to demonstrate that these fall within the Act's
definition of such benefits.'1894 We therefore consider that the burden of proof
of whether RCBs arise from a merger falls on the merging parties.
14.144
The Act defines RCBs as a benefit to relevant customers in the form of
lower prices, higher quality, or greater choice of goods or services in any
market in the UK, or greater innovation in relation to those goods or services.
For these purposes, relevant customers are direct and indirect customers
(including future customers) of the merger parties at any point in the chain of
production and distribution - they are not limited to final consumers.
14.145
In addition, in the case of completed mergers, to be properly
considered as an RCB under the statutory definition, the CMA must believe
that:
a. The benefit has accrued as a result of the creation of the relevant merger
situation concerned or may be expected to accrue within a reasonable
period as a result of the creation of that situation; and
b. the benefit was, or is, unlikely to accrue without the creation of that
situation or a similar lessening of competition.
14.146
When assessing the Parties' evidence on the claimed benefits, the
CMA must therefore ask itself whether each claimed benefit has or may be
expected to accrue as a result of the merger ((a) above), and, whether that
benefit was, or is, unlikely to accrue without the merger or a similar lessening
of competition ((b) above). With regard to the latter, in practice the CMA will
consider whether the merger parties' evidence is sufficient to demonstrate that
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the claimed benefit could not be achieved by plausible less anti-competitive
alternatives to the merger.
Parties’ and third parties’ views on RCBs
14.147
In our Remedies Notice, we invited views on the nature of any RCBs
and on the scale and likelihood of such benefits and the extent (if any) to
which these were affected by different remedy options.1895
14.148
In their response to the Remedies Notice1896, the Parties proposed the
following RCBs:
a. The Merger would make competition more robust in NDC retailing and
would drive broader adoption and delivery of NDC content (RCB1).
b. Sabre, by acquiring a PSS-agnostic merchandising solution, would be
able to offer a compelling solution to the significant majority of airlines that
currently use Amadeus’s core PSS and will be able to better serve those
airlines that prefer to procure their merchandising solution alongside their
core PSS (RCB2).
c.

The Merger would accelerate the delivery of NDC content through the
GDS, increasing competition as well as promoting price transparency and
inter-brand competition among airlines (RCB3).

14.149
At the response hearing, the Parties confirmed that the proposed RCBs
were the same as the efficiencies that they had previously proposed as
countervailing factors to the Merger.1897
14.150
The following sections set out the Parties’ evidence on RCBs in more
detail.
RCB1: more robust competition in NDC retailing
14.151
In their response to the Remedies Notice, the Parties said that ‘[b]y
combining Sabre’s global infrastructure with Farelogix’s market-ready FLX M
product, the Merger will allow the combined company to immediately offer a
scalable PSS-agnostic merchandising engine that can generate NDC-enabled
intelligent offers.’1898

Remedies Notice
Response to the Remedies Notice paragraphs 4.2-4.7
1897 []
1898 Parties’ response to the Remedies Notice paragraph 4.3
1895
1896
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14.152
At the response hearing, Sabre said that integration of the Parties’
systems would allow them to provide end-to-end capabilities and [],
which would not be possible if they were separate companies. This would
benefit airlines and passengers who were subject to schedule changes.1899
14.153
Sabre also said at the response hearing that it intended to [].1900
After the response hearing, the Updated Behavioural Remedies Proposal said
[]1901
RCB2: Offering a compelling solution to Amadeus core-PSS customers and others
14.154
In their response to the Remedies Notice, the Parties said that even
though [], it could make short-term improvements to the interoperability of
the products, such as exchanging legal and technical information.
14.155
In their response to the Remedies Working Paper, the Parties said that
the Behavioural Remedy Proposal would ‘spur innovation in rivals, not reduce
it’ and would provide a ‘particularly strong’ incentive on Amadeus.
RCB3: Accelerating the delivery of NDC content through the GDS
14.156
In their response to the Remedies Notice, the Parties said that Sabre
had no economic incentive to limit investment in GDS pass-through, and that
the Behavioural Remedy Proposal ensures that the FLX OC product is
available for GDS pass-through, increasing competition amongst Sabre,
Amadeus and Travelport, as well as promoting price transparency and interbrand competition among airlines.
14.157
At the response hearing, Sabre said that ‘[t]he benefits the airline will
see as a result of this merger is our ability to be able to align and deliver
quickly on the capabilities that airlines are focused on.’1902
Third party views
14.158
We received a number of responses from airlines regarding benefits of
the Merger. The views put to us by airlines correspond with the RCBs
submitted by the Parties.

[]
[]
1901 []
1902 []
1899
1900
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14.159
Three airlines1903 told us that they did not consider there to be any
relevant customer benefits arising from the Merger.
14.160
[] told us that it considered there to be insufficient benefits that could
arise from the Merger to offset the impact of the SLC, including the removal of
the main disruptor to the GDSs.1904
14.161
Six airlines did think that there might be some benefits. [] told us that
Sabre’s acquisition of Farelogix would help provide Sabre PSS customers
with a proven, integrated and timely merchandising solution.1905
14.162
[] told us that the Merger would benefit customers by introducing
NDC content into the Sabre GDS and creating an end-to-end NDC
solution.1906 []1907 [] told us that the Merger would make Sabre a stronger
competitor to Amadeus, enabling Sabre to put pricing pressure on Amadeus
to the benefit of airlines.1908
14.163
[] told us that there were benefits of scale and that, as a large entity,
Sabre could continue to invest in Farelogix and could make investments that
Farelogix would not be able to make on its own. However, [] added that this
was difficult for it to assess.1909 [] also told us that enhanced investment in
Farelogix’s capabilities may be a benefit of the Merger.1910
14.164
Six travel agents also made submissions to us regarding relevant
customer benefits.
14.165
[] told us that the Merger would enable Sabre to effectively integrate
NDC into its GDS but also stated that, while [] was not aware of any
specific alternatives, ‘there may be other solutions’ that would enable effective
implementation of NDC in the Sabre GDS.1911
14.166
[] told us that the Merger would bring a scalable NDC solution to
market1912 and [] told us that the Merger would make competition more
robust in NDC and would drive broader adoption and delivery of NDC
content.1913 [] told us that Sabre had been lagging behind on NDC and that

[]
[] putback response, received 3 April 2020.
1905 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1906 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1907 [] email to the CMA dated 13 March 2020.
1908 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1909 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1910 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1911 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1912 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1913 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1903
1904
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the Merger would enable it to compete better with other suppliers.1914
However, [] also stated that it would consider any GDS to be able to bring
on board NDC for [] to consume on the GDS platform.1915
14.167
[] told us that existing solutions were unable to meet the needs of the
corporate travel market and that the Merger was more likely to enhance the
speed to market of a scalable NDC solution than the current model.1916
14.168
Similarly, [] told us that the Merger would accelerate delivery of
Sabre’s NDC capabilities.1917 [] stated that, were the merger to be
prohibited, Sabre would be required to find an alternative strategy, [].1918
[] added that prohibition would necessitate Sabre considering building its
own technology or partnering with another technology company. [] told us
that [] there were no other players as established or as entrenched with the
same number of major carriers as Farelogix.1919
Our assessment of RCBs
14.169
Based on the parties’ submissions above, we have assessed the three
RCBs identified by the parties. The Parties have submitted that these benefits
are expected to arise as a result of the Merger and so would be lost by its
prohibition.
14.170
We note that the Parties’ proposed RCBs are similar to the efficiencies
that they proposed and were considered as part of our SLC assessment. This
assessment is set out in paragraphs 12.3 to 12.44.
RCB1: More robust competition in NDC retailing
14.171
The Parties have submitted that the Merger will make competition
‘more robust’ in NDC retailing, owing to the end-to-end capability that the
integration of Sabre and Farelogix’s solutions would provide. Our assessment
of the Merger has found the opposite – that without the Merger Sabre would
have the ability and incentive to invest in NDC-enabled merchandising
solutions. Indeed, this is the basis for our finding of an SLC in the supply of
merchandising modules. We consider that in this counterfactual it can be
expected that competition in NDC-enabled retailing will be more robust

[] response to remedies questionnaire.
[] response to remedies questionnaire.
1916 [] response to remedies questionnaire and putback response.
1917 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1918 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1919 [] response to remedies questionnaire.
1914
1915
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through Sabre’s own investment in it. Given this, we consider that the benefits
of more robust competition in NDC retailing would be unlikely to result from
the Merger.
14.172

We also note that Sabre has expressed []. 1920 We therefore

consider that, even if the benefits were likely to accrue as a result of the
Merger, it is unclear whether and how the claimed benefits of integrating
Sabre and Farelogix’s solutions may be expected to accrue within a
reasonable period of the Merger.

14.173
The Parties also submitted that relevant customer benefits would arise
as a result of Sabre’s ability to provide a more stable operating environment
and to improve the system performance of Farelogix. However, we have
found that Farelogix would plausibly be expected to improve its stability and
system performance through less anti-competitive ways absent the Merger.
(see paragraphs 9.203 to 9.207). We do not therefore consider that the
benefits of a more stable Farelogix operating environment would be unlikely to
accrue absent the Merger.
14.174
In addition, the Parties have not provided evidence of how Sabre
expects to achieve any []. For these reasons, it is unclear when and how
any such benefit may be expected to accrue, as a result of the Merger.

14.175
For the reasons set out above, we do not consider that the Parties’
claimed benefit of more robust competition in NDC retailing, including by
improving Farelogix’s stability and system performance, qualifies as an RCB
for the purposes of the Act.
RCB2: Offering a compelling solution to Amadeus’s core-PSS customers and others
14.176
We now turn to the second claimed RCB - that Sabre would be able to
offer a more compelling solution to airlines using Amadeus’ or others’ PSS
and better serve airlines which prefer to procure merchandising alongside
their core PSS.
14.177
We have found that, in the absence of the Merger, Sabre would likely
have developed its own credible PSS-agnostic and NDC-compatible
merchandising solution. Furthermore, the Farelogix merchandising solution is

1920

Paragraph 12.30.
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already available to customers using any PSS. We have also found no
evidence to support the Parties’ assertion that innovation in the market would
increase as a result of the Merger and we note that Sabre has stated that it
expects []. As a result, we consider that it is not clear that this claimed
benefit may be expected to accrue within a reasonable period as a result of
the Merger.
14.178
In addition, given our finding that Sabre would become a credible
provider of merchandising solutions in the counterfactual, neither do we
consider that this benefit would be unlikely to accrue without the Merger.
14.179
For these reasons, the Parties’ claimed customer benefits arising from
the merged entity’s ability to offer a more compelling solution to airlines do not
qualify as an RCB for the purposes of the Act.
RCB3: Accelerating the delivery of NDC content through the GDS
14.180
We do not consider the Parties’ claim (quoted in paragraph 14.156)
that the Behavioural Remedy Proposal maintains the availability of the FLX
OC product to be relevant to our analysis of RCBs. We have found the
Behavioural Remedy Proposal to be ineffective – the purpose of our RCB
assessment is to analyse benefits of the Merger that would be lost under our
proposed remedy of prohibition.
14.181
While some travel agents have suggested that the Merger might
accelerate delivery of NDC content, we have not received clear evidence on
how the ‘acceleration’ of content delivery would be achieved. As set out in our
assessment of rivalry-enhancing efficiencies, where the Parties submitted
similar claims of NDC content acceleration, the Parties’ submissions were
limited to general statements and assertions only. We have not seen specific
details nor evidence demonstrating that the Merger will lead to accelerated
GDS pass-through of NDC content, nor how any such acceleration would
compare to what would be expected in the counterfactual. In this context, we
note that [].

14.182
Similarly, the Parties told us that this acceleration would increase
competition amongst Sabre, Amadeus and Travelport, and promote price
transparency and inter-brand competition among airlines, but did not provide
supporting evidence to demonstrate the form or timing of any such benefits,
as required to demonstrate that the RCBs test is satisfied. While we note the
views expressed to us by a number of travel agents in this regard, we
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consider that the potential benefits outlined in these submissions are
anecdotal and unsubstantiated.
14.183
As a result, we consider that it is unclear whether the Parties’ claimed
customer benefits arising from the accelerated delivery of NDC content
through the GDS may be expected to accrue within a reasonable period as a
result of the Merger. We also consider that it is not clear that this benefit
would be unlikely to accrue without the Merger. The Parties’ claimed customer
benefits relating to NDC content acceleration therefore cannot be considered
an RCB for the purposes of the Act.
Conclusion on RCBs
14.184
The burden of proof of whether RCBs arise from a merger is on the
merging parties. The Merger Remedies Guidance states that the 'merger
parties will be expected to provide convincing evidence regarding the nature
and scale of RCBs that they claim to result from the merger and to
demonstrate that these fall within the Act's definition of such benefits.’
14.185
We have considered whether the claimed benefits of the Merger
identified by the Parties and third parties constitute RCBs for the purposes of
the Act. On the basis of the analysis set out above, we conclude that there are
no RCBs arising from the Merger.

The proportionality of effective remedies
14.186
In paragraphs 14.137 to 14.139 we summarised our conclusions on
which remedies would be effective in addressing the SLCs and the resulting
adverse effects. We set out below our assessment of, and conclusions on,
proportionality.
Framework for assessment of proportionality of merger remedies
14.187
Having decided which of the remedy options would be effective in
addressing the SLC and resulting adverse effects, the CMA then considers
the costs of such remedies. In order to be reasonable and proportionate, the
CMA will seek to select the least costly remedy, or package of remedies, that
it considers will be effective. If the CMA is choosing between two remedies
which it considers will be equally effective, it will select the remedy that
imposes the least cost or that is least restrictive (we call this the ‘least
onerous effective remedy’). In addition, the CMA will seek to ensure that no
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remedy is more onerous than necessary or disproportionate in relation to the
SLC and its adverse effects.1921
14.188
When considering potential costs of remedies, the CMA's
considerations may include (but are not limited to):1922
a. distortions in market outcomes;
b. compliance and monitoring costs incurred by the Parties, third parties, or
the CMA; and
c.

the loss of any RCBs that may arise from the Merger which are foregone
as a result of the remedy.

14.189
The costs of a remedy may be incurred by a variety of parties,
including the merger parties, third parties, the CMA and other monitoring
agencies. As the merger parties have the choice of whether or not to proceed
with the merger, the CMA will generally attribute less significance to the costs
of a remedy that will be incurred by the merger parties than the costs that will
be imposed by a remedy on third parties.1923
14.190
When the CMA identifies the least onerous effective remedy, it then
considers whether this remedy would be disproportionate to the SLC and its
resulting adverse effects. In doing so, the CMA compares the costs to the
proposed remedy with the scale of the SLC and its adverse effects (eg if the
costs of the remedy are likely to be greater than the likely scale of adverse
effects).1924
Views of the parties
14.191
The Parties said that their remedy proposal was also a
comprehensively effective solution, and that unlike prohibition it preserved the
claimed RCBs, which it said were ‘significant in scale and nature.’
14.192
The Parties also said that even if we found prohibition to be the only
comprehensively effective solution, it would not be proportionate or
‘reasonable and practicable’ (as defined in section 36(3) of the Act), given that

Merger remedies guidelines, CMA87 (13 December 2018), paragraph 3.6.
Merger remedies guidelines, CMA87 (13 December 2018), paragraph 3.10.
1923 Merger remedies guidance CMA87, paragraph 3.8.
1924 Merger remedies guidelines, CMA87 (13 December 2018), paragraph 3.6.
1921
1922
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it would prevent the merger being implemented anywhere in the world, when
the CMA’s concern was only focused on UK consumers.1925
14.193
At the response hearing, Sabre said that if the Merger were to be
cleared in the US and if we considered the Behavioural Remedy Proposal
was a ‘near miss’ in terms of its effectiveness, then we should choose it over
a more effective remedy because the UK was the only part of the world where
the Merger was not permitted.1926
14.194
After the response hearing, the Parties made reference to the ongoing
litigation between Sabre and the US DOJ. The Parties said that ‘it would be
inappropriate for the CMA to continue its investigation, including consideration
of remedies, without taking into account the implications of the Delaware
Court judgment and ensuring that the outcomes of the US and UK processes
are appropriately aligned.’1927
Assessment of proportionality
14.195
We start by addressing the Parties’ submission that the CMA should
take into account the US court judgment. On 7 April the US Court cleared the
Merger. Although in general terms there may be good reasons for agencies
investigating the same merger in a global market to coordinate, where they
can, on evidence gathering and investigatory steps, as well as to harmonise
on remedies in the event both jurisdictions have identified the same or largely
similar competition concerns, it is not incumbent on the CMA (and nor in some
cases will it be legally or practically possible, or desirable from a policy
perspective) to come to the same substantive outcome as other jurisdictions,
or vice versa. This is because:
a. the Act obliges us to decide whether an SLC within any market or markets
in the UK may be expected to arise from the merger, and if we consider
that is what the evidence before us shows is the likely result, we are then
required to decide whether action should be taken to remedy such SLC
and in deciding that consider the need to achieve as comprehensible a
solution as is reasonable and practicable; and
b. different jurisdictions might operate under materially different legal
systems, which may involve different substantive legal tests,
jurisprudence, decisional practice or guidance;1928 and/or may involve
fundamentally different enforcement models. In this regard, the UK has

Response to Remedies Notice paragraphs 5.1-5.2
[]
1927 []
1928 For example, see [2013] CAT 13, Akzo Nobel N.V. v Competition Commission
1925
1926
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adopted an administrative system of decision making whereas some other
jurisdictions, such as the US, have adopted a prosecutorial system.
c.

decisions on SLCs and remedies are taken by a group of panel members
that are independent and who are required to reach independent findings
on the basis of a fair and objective assessment of the evidence before
them.

Identification of the least onerous, effective remedy
14.196
As discussed in paragraph 14.137 above, we have concluded that
prohibition would be the only effective remedy to the SLCs we have identified.
Accordingly, we consider that prohibition would represent the least costly
effective remedy.
14.197
We considered the Parties’ views as set out in paragraphs 14.191 to
14.194. We do not consider the Behavioural Remedy Proposal to be a ‘near
miss’. Our conclusions (set out in paragraphs 14.127 to 14.136) show that it is
extremely unlikely to be effective. Therefore, we have excluded the
Behavioural Remedy Proposal from our proportionality assessment.
Is the remedy disproportionate to the SLCs and / or adverse effects?
14.198
We now consider, in line with the Merger Remedies Guidance and
general principles of reasonableness and proportionality, whether prohibition
will result in disproportionate costs that exceed the scale of the SLCs and
their adverse effects or a disproportionate loss of RCBs such that it would not
be proportionate for the CMA to take this step as a form of remedial action
despite it being the only effective remedy..1929
14.199
A prohibition of an anticipated merger is unlikely to result in significant
operational costs (e.g. from unwinding agreements or selling assets),1930 and
by preventing the proposed structural changes to the market, it would negate
any risk of distortions in market outcomes while incurring no compliance or
monitoring costs.
14.200
The adverse effects arising from the SLCs are significant, and are set
out in paragraphs 13.2 and 13.3. The Merger removes a strong independent

Merger Remedies: Competition Commission Guidelines (CC8), paragraphs 1.10-1.11.
We note that, as the Parties had the choice of whether or not to proceed with the Merger, the CMA will
generally attribute less significance to the costs of a remedy that will be incurred by the Parties than costs that
will be imposed on other relevant entities. Merger Remedies: Competition Commission Guidelines (CC8),
paragraph 1.10.
1929
1930
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supplier in a changing marketplace for products that are used by significant
numbers of business and leisure travellers.
14.201
The relevant costs of prohibition in this case are the RCBs foregone as
a result of prohibiting the Merger. Our assessment of RCBs is set out in
paragraphs 14.140 to 14.185 and we have concluded that there are no RCBs,
as defined by the Act. We have not identified or received any evidence of
other costs that we should take into account.
14.202
The Parties have submitted that prohibiting the Merger would, in
practice, result in more harm and undermine competition (see paragraph
14.21 and paragraphs 14.191 to 14.195 above). We were not persuaded by
this assertion - as stated above we have not been able to identify any costs,
RCBs foregone (other than those mentioned in paragraph 14.201) or other
relevant factors that might arise as a result of prohibiting the Merger.
14.203
Based on the above, our view is that it is clear that the costs
associated with prohibition of the merger are low, while the adverse effects on
customers which would be expected to arise from the identified SLCs are
likely to be substantial. We note that prohibition of the Merger is by nature an
intrusive intervention. However, given the low level of costs (and lack of other
effective remedy), we consider that this intrusion is justified to prevent
customer detriment through the lessening of competition.
14.204
Therefore, we conclude that prohibition as a remedy is proportionate in
relation to the SLCs and their adverse effects.
Conclusion on proportionality
14.205
On the basis of our reasoning as explained above, we conclude that
prohibition is the least costly effective remedy and is not disproportionate to
the SLCs and their adverse effects.
14.206
We also conclude that prohibition represents a proportionate remedy to
the SLCs we have identified.

Remedy implementation
14.207
Having identified the prohibition of the Merger as an effective and
proportionate remedy option, we now consider its implementation.
14.208
With regard to the scope of the prohibition, in line with our Guidance,
we have decided that Sabre should be prohibited from subsequently acquiring
the assets or shares of Farelogix or acquiring any material influence over
them. Our Guidance states that the CMA will normally limit this prohibition to a
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period of 10 years.1931 We find no compelling reason to depart from the
Guidance in this case by seeking a shorter or longer prohibition period.
14.209
The CMA has the choice of implementing any final remedy decision
either by accepting final undertakings pursuant to Section 82 of the Act if the
Parties wish to offer them, or by making a final order under Section 84 of the
Act. Either the final undertakings or the final order must be implemented
within 12 weeks of publication of our final report (or extended once by up to 6
weeks under exceptional circumstances),1932 including the period for any
formal public consultation on the draft undertakings or order as specified in
Schedule 10 of the Act.
14.210
In this case, we would propose to implement the prohibition remedy by
making an Order under section 84 of the Act, which would prohibit the Merger
and prevent the Parties from attempting to merge within the next ten years.
However, we would consider accepting undertakings under section 82 if the
Parties wish to offer them.

Decision on remedies
14.211
In light of the above, we have decided that prohibition of the merger
represents the only effective remedy to the SLCs that we have found. We
have also found that this remedy is proportionate in relation to the SLCs and
their adverse effects.

1931
1932

Merger remedies guidelines, CMA87 (13 December 2018), paragraph 5.10.
Section 82 (final undertakings) and Section 84 (final order) of the Act.
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